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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores approximately two decades in the history of the Society for Education
in Film and Television (SEFT). During the 1960s and 1970s not only did film appreciatipn
metamorphose into media education, but what had been a marginal discipline operating at
grass-roots level in schools became established in the Academy in a variety of forms. Film
study provided the · basis from which continental theory and cultural politics might be
explored. During this period also the term 'screen education' came to have a particular
currency where each element of its designation was separately scrutinised.

There were two organisations which oversaw the transition, the Society and the

Brit~sh

Film Institute. In the later 1960s the BFI's Education Department operated increasingly
like a university department. Such was the antipathy to this development among BFI
governors that the franchise for developing theory was in effect handed to the Society and
its journal Screen during themid-1970s. · But Screen's writers eschewed the role of
academics. They were self-declared intellectuals seeking opportunities to try out theori~s
acquired from European thinkers.

While much interest has been evidenced about the journal Screen in the 1970s, the
institutional framework of its operation and SEFT's other involvements with the
development of media education have received little attention. SEFT had started as the
Society of Film Teachers (SFT) and to demonstrate its continuity as a teachers'
organisation a complementary journal Screen Education grew in size and prestige. Ithas
been the function of this investigation to begin to explore these un-researched areas and to
attempt to provide a framework on to which the fragmentary record may be attached.

The investigation of these developments has been complicated by the absence of any
consistent archiving of relevant materials. If only limited documentation has survived, the
timing of this research has meant that many of the individuals from the period under
review were still accessible. Therefore interviews with some fifty people have provided an
important resource that has helped to supplement the interrupted written record.
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CAUTIONARY NOTE

Each chapter heading indicates 'a short span 'of years ' thflt
will, in general, be covered in the succeeding text. The
intention is that the reader will find this approximate
indication of the chronology helpful. However, when
attempting to offer an' interpretation of events,' providing ~n
account that simply follows a straightforward time line is
unlikely to be wholly practicable.

INTRODUCTION
I remember my delight as a young teacher in the early 1960s when I discovered there existeq a
society for those who considered film was a sufficiently significant part of British culture fOIT it
to deserve a proper place within formal education. I rapidly joined the Society for Education
in Film and Television (SEFT) and soon found myself on its Committee, then became its
Honorary Secretary in 1965. Some 25 years later, when as a long servingheadteacher I \A{as
entitled to a term's sabbatical, I became a Visiting Fellow in the English and Meqia
Department of the University of London Institute of Education. This was autumn 1989 and
my personal brief for the term was to take stock of what had been achieved for media
education at this point. 1 then learned that what I expected to be my starting point - SE FT had just gone out of existence. My researches continued minus SEFT, though I was both
concerned and intrigued that an association which had existed for almost 40 years (during a
period when media education had been marginal within educational institutions) had managed
to disappear at the point when media studies in particular was better represented in formal
education than it had ever been. So the potential for this research has been on my agenda for
sometime.

This investigation will seek to steer a middle course between two terrains explored by others.
There has been much scholarship invested in broad cultural studies of the United Kingdom
from the perspective of the second half of the 20th century, while other scholars have looked
in detail at the theories which nurtured the rise of film study and subsequently of media
education within the UK.

This investigation considers aspects ofa flexible institutional

apparatus that both operated within the culture and yet facilitated the study of a marginal
discipline. It seems highly improbable that today a similar intellectual journey might be taken
by committed and gifted 'amateurs' or that a significant aspect of the culture remains
unexplored outside the Academy, still awaiting the arrival · of such determined
happened upon film in the I 970s.

theori~

This account will endeavour to trace how a

movement organised and evolved in very particular circumstances.

as

pion~er

2
There is one overarching research question which dominates this investigation: how did the
study of film and television, and subsequently of media, shift its position from the margins of
the curriculum in secondary education in the 1950s to become firmly established and widely
available in higher education at the end of the 20th century? To position SEFT in the history
of UK film education it was necessary to research the early years of the film appreciation
movement in the 1930s, particularly since several pre-war activists would become part of the
founding committee of the Society of Film Teachers in 1950. SFT became SEFTin 1959.and
continued until the late 1980s when the Society was disbanded. There was inevitably a
mismatch between the extensive period I felt I needed to research and that which I would
finally investigate in detail and upon which this account would be based. To have attempted to
condense such a lengthy span of time into ·a PhD thesis would clearly . have been an
inappropriate exercise.

I knew from my research for my MA dissertation that the intervention of the journal Screen in
the 1970s was a key moment.

l

But in that exercise I had focused on the journal itself - as had

many other commentators. This investigation ·had to step back and ask additional questions.
How was the phenomenon of Screen possible?

How did it fit into and then transform tJle

dynamics of the screen education movement? The 1950s - during which period the Society's
interest was in film - was one of steady growth and achievement. However the changes over
the following two decades were to be more important because they were more influential.
More answers to my primary research question would be found there. Having been personally
involved in the movement in the mid-to-Iate 1960s I was aware of the preliminaries that
preceded the arrival of Screen. But while it was possible to build a sequence of events around

Screen, .there was more to SEFT than Screen and it was important to ensure that the period
under investigation had a broader coherence. This introduction will attempt to establish tqat
the period from the redesignation of SFT as SEFT until the final issue of Screen Education in
1982 does match the criteria.

Once this period has been defined, then further subsidiary

questions about key organisations, players, events and publications will emerge.

During the period of approximately two decades - the 1960s and 1970s - there was the
greatest momentum for change.

The two most influential organisations, the British Film

3
Institute Education Department and the Society for Education in Film and Television, were
manifestly different operations at the start ofthe 1980s from those they had been at the end of
the 1950s. My research then involved finding the individuals, identifying the publicatiQns,
investigating the events and unearthing the supporting documentation. As I tackled each of
these avenues of inquiry, so a hierarchy of lower-level research questions would be
formulated, some of which would form the basis of my interview enquiries with key players.

[f the key research question asks, 'How did they do it?' There is a further question . this
provokes, 'Why did they bother?' Some 40 plus years ago, I felt able to answer it confidently,
In the beginning there were enthusiasts: teachers who enjoyed the cinema and wanted
to communicate their enthusiasm to the next generation. They saw in film an art form
which children enjoyed spontaneously. More significantly film did not have the same
built-in hierarchy of values that literature had. There was no rift like that betwt\en
what the children read from choice and what the school, for a whole variety of reasons,
selected for them to read. The screen education movement therefore had its origins in
the enjoyment of the local cinema programme -- something which would never be
forgotten. 2
[t is not a statement [ would need to contradict today, but I would have to add that at the time
of writing in most institutions screen education was frequently extra-curricular: the fiJm
society and film-making club.

As film and television study began to find niches within the timetable the mood changed.
'Often it seems tensions develop between film teachers and their colleagues, for it is somehqw
implied that film is subversive in the school context.,3 Nobody had felt threatened while film
was associated with out-of-school activities.
'Newsom ' subject.
leavers.

5

4

It was even acceptable in the mid-1960s as a

Few objected to what was considered a distraction fOT the early school

In further education it was similarly tolerated as part of the Liberal Studies

programme for block and day release students.

But when in schools film and television

courses competed with more traditional subjects in option block choices, there developed an
interventionist anti-media attitude. Some teachers felt they had a duty to advise able students
against making a decision with, they implied, adverse long term career implications.

4

There was another form of intervention with unexpected consequences when, in the 1970s,
schools and colleges began to introduce 'educational technology' .

The welcome this

provoked was reserved for the hardware that supported visual aids.

The benefits it .was

presumed to introduce were those of both facilitating and reinforcing the transfer of existipg
patterns of knowledge. I observed at the time how benignly this invasion was viewed and
what might be the consequences of taking this limited perspective .
... it is not seen as a problem in the way that popular culture was. What evidencethl(re
is suggests that children are far more adept at mastering the techniques of the visual
media than their teachers, understandably so since teachers are essentially experts wfth
words whose tradition is a literary one and who owe their present position to their
expertise in written examinations. Unlike the children and students of today their
education was based on reference to a very wide range of books as directed by their
teachers. They were not regularly exposed to television from an early age where the
channels are so few that there is little opportunity for selection and everyone's terms of
reference are the same. We have therefore a situation where the eXferience of childr~n
is not only highly specialized but is common to a whole age group.
It now is accepted as unremarkable that children will readily access, explore and find ways of

engaging with technological change and as a consequence educators must aim continuously to
connect with these developments.

In the 1970s, however, it was the Trojan horse of

educational technology that encouraged a cohort of dissident insiders to move on to the attack.
There were by this stage teachers and lecturers who readily recognised the contradiction of
welcoming change but only as long as it made easier the communication of the familiar.

Th~y

were of the generation that had in the 1960s expressed dissatisfaction at university where both
the organisational structures they encountered and the courses they attempted had served to
alienate rather than educate them. They still had personal educational agendas with unfinished
business. This fuelled their engagement with screen education, with media and with cultural
studies. What better arena for dissident energy than the territory disowned and discredited by
most oftheir predecessors and some of their contemporaries?

In my researches interviewees recalled · how frequently they had encountered and fought
against institutional opposition to screen/media education.

Usually it seems the very

existence of this opposition served to validate the importance they wanted to give to those
aspects of media education they intended to introduce. Even now it is still possible to find

5

spectacular evidence of a situation bedevilled by contradiction. Christine Geraghty has put the
following on record.
Nearer home, Professor GrahamSellick, Vice-Chancellor of the University of London
was reported as having told the Headmasters' Conference that '''so-called acade"1 ic
courses in media and cultural studies" were valueless', a rather dispiriting comment for
7
those of us who have the temerity to teach such subjects in his august institution.
As someone who had been an active 'screen educationist' in the 1960s, [ was familiar with the
'histories' which formed the introductory sections of accounts of the evolution of meqia
education.

[was regularly disturbed at the emphases that were routinely given only to

developments post-1970. 8 In the 1960s I had encountered and worked with not only the
emergency trained cohort of teachers from the late 1940s but also their predecessors" ,the
activists who had been developing aspects of film appreciation since the 1930s. It was frqm
these two groups that SEFT's founding body the Society of Film Teachers had emerged in
1950.

This limited investigation cannot do justice to the pioneers of the period from the

1930s to the late 1950s, but this introduction will need to make reference to some of the key
developments of those years.
This was a movement from the grassroots up, and not a higher education project which had
been modified as it reached down into the schools. All the more intriguing therefore that
SEFT survived the lean years and died in a time of plenty when film and media were fin~lIy
being accepted in the Academy. I perceived myself as having played a part in a movement qut
had to acknowledge I was largely ignorant of its origins and did not understand its ending. In
order to answer my research question confidently I had therefore to include in my
investigations how SEFThad started and then trace the history through to its demise • . Why
had it ceased precisely when its potential for recruiting new members had so significantly
increased?
During the immediate post-war period buying a cinema ticket was one of the very few options
available in the years of austerity, hence the popularity of cinema-going. Perry Anderson has
described the British cultural environment of the post-war period as a very restricted one,
almost entirely dependent on European emigre thinkers, with one exception - F. R. Leavis.

9
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Indeed it would be a modified Leavisite approach that would provide a framework for
addressing popular culture in the 1960s. Significantly Anderson makes no accommodation
toward film in ·his survey of the British scene; but his chosen ·parameters were those of the
British Academy. It was in this period when film was marginalized or absent from cultural
debate that SFT was formed by teachers who felt the need to acknowledge that there was a
cultural significance in where their pupils spent so much time and to which they responded so
strongly.
The independent journal Sequence and the BFI's Sigh/and Sound were available in the late
1940s to a limited, mostly metropolitan readership.1O However the only sustained and readfIy
accessible writing about the cinema was that provided by newspaper and journal reviewers
which John ElIis painstakingly scrutinised in his research on the 'quality film' of the period.))
In the absence of any more substantial writing about the cinema, these reviewers filled .the
void.

Their status was both acknowledged and subsequently endorsed when - on tJle

formation of the BFI's Film Appreciation Department - a select group of these reviewers was
invited to participate in Critics' Choice. Each month they met for lunch and voted on the film
of the month. Their selection and their comments on other new releases were published .and
circulated to the BFI's membership in Critic's Choice, an insert into the regular National Film
Theatre programme. 12

For the first decade of its existence the Society of Film Teachers drew heavily on what these
reviewers had written.

Extracts from their press cuttings provided critical support for the

selection of films recommended in its Viewing Panel Reports. \3

Whilst there might be

disagreements over individual films, there was, as Ellis has shown, remarkable consensus both
in what was considered as a 'quality film' and also in their approach to analysing indiviqual
films. Inevitably these traits were carried over into the approaches to film found in the SFT
documentation, perhaps most notably when films were analysed by separating out the
perceived contributions of the various specialist practitioners operating on the film set.
Presenting film appreciation as the recognition of a series of specialist tasks, was a method
that readily accommodated the inexperienced would-be film teacher.

7
No one was entering the schools as a trained film teacher. The process of becoming a film
teacher was a self selecting one where the film enthusiast looked for ways of introducing the
study of film into her/his particular institution. But s/he would already have been appointed
for possessing subject teaching skills in another area of the school curriculum.14 Thus w;th
such disparate backgrounds there was not just an absence of any shared strategy for teaching
about film, but perhaps also a reluctance to acknowledge this absence as a problem.
Consequently the accounts of moreconfident ·and established film teachers published bySFT
were likely to be very influential.

These often drew on the film assessments of the

journalists/reviewers in the newspapers and periodicals. Members of SFT Viewing Panels
used the BFI library in the 1950s to draw on the published thoughts of the reviewers to add
authority to their reports on individual films. Twenty years later Ellis would look at the same
reviews in order to understand how their authors had operated as cultural

intermediari~s.

After twenty years what had been authoritative and influential for one generation of film
teachers had become evidence of ideological transition for the next. The shift in intellectual
positioning those twenty years represent is where the focus of this inquiry will be located ..

During the 1950s both SFT and BFI were comfortable with the proposition that a more
discriminating audience would, by its very existence, ensure that films of a better quality
would be produced. ls It was never explained how this might work in practice, nOT was 'the
process of discrimination investigated. Perhaps this was a consequence of the extensive use of
the term 'film appreciation', a formulation that itself was never adequately defined, but which
implied that with time it was possible to achieve a state of passive connoisseurship.

There was one contemporary publication that began to address some associated issues, albeit
from the fringes of the Academy: Preface to Film by Michael Orrom and Raymopd
Williams. 16 It was planned to be the first of a series of publications which had been 'brought
into being to associate creative workers in a number of artistic fields in the production of films
of a new and distinctive kind'. I7 Thus, while SFTand BF! saw a discriminating audien~ as
the means by which films would be improved, others within film production wanted the
improvements to be generated on the set, while recognising this to be achievable only with
access to public money.

8

WilIiams is insistent from the outset that he is not attempting to provide a theory offilm l8 and
in this respect his stance reflects that ofthe necessarily pragmatic SFT. In Orrom's piece, with
its emphasis on detailed technical explanations, he seems to be both addressing and promoting
a mystique around the mechanics of film production. It was possible therefore for him to
speculate that, once the technical potential was understood, more original and inventive forms
of film-making would be explored. While the general population went to the cinema, and
while SFT members were connecting with the films shown . there, these authors . were
convinced that film as an art form had yet to be realized. Meanwhile those who considerf;!d
film to be undermining an established high culture denounced the cinema. 19

It was in this

doubly hostile environment that SFT members made their claims for the emerging importance

i

of the mass media in the nation's consciousness.

Pre/ace to Film is in effect two separate essays. Williams writes on 'Film and the Dramatic
Tradition', Orram on 'Film and its Dramatic Techniques'. Williams's contribution is dominated
by his much greater familiarity with drama than with film.· He discusses the concepts, of
naturalism and realism by ready reference to the theatre and the work of specific playwrigh~s.
His instances from actual films are few and fleeting. 2o His essay demonstrates how at this
time the qualities of popular cinema had not impinged even on an academic as potentially
sympathetic as Williams.21 He leads into Orrom'sessay; expecting that only by understanding
the techniques of cinema will the search for new conventions of film-making be found. These
conventions will be different from those of the theatre and allow cinema as an art form to
come closer to expressing 'the structure of feeling' which 'lies deeply embedded in our lives'
but which devices of naturalism in the theatre have failed to articulate. Z2 By considering ,film
as an emerging and still unrealized art form, Williams avoids engaging with the popular
commercial cinema.

Orrom's account marshals evidence from a range of films, both classics ·of European silent
cinema and Hollywood films of the early 1950s. Almost all are found lacking in the guidipg
principles the author cites as necessary to escape from the 'rigidities of naturalism,23 - the
convention perceived as restricting the development of cinema. He discounts the popular

9
cinema as a rudimentary and transitional form.

In the film proper, montage is to be replaced

by the use of cutting solely to provide alternative objective observations of a scene. The
fluidity of the moving camera is the fundamental ·technique of preference. Screen ·acting Will
become more like ballet; speech and music will be in balance on the soundtrack, while decor
and lighting will be deployed to true psychological significance?4 Given the certainty with
which these prescriptions are made, it is interesting to note that the home-grown film
movement which emerged later in the 1950s - Free Cinema - was to demonstrate the total
antithesis of this approach.

Preface to Film offered little to those teachers seeking ways to

engage with the popular cinema. There were very few texts available on which film teachers
might draw.

Those that were became disproportionately influential.

25

SFT's modest

introductory publications attempted to fill the gap for the less confident.

Pioneering teachers had started in the 1930s with general agreement that they were developing
'film appreciation', probably drawing on the United States model where there was already the
practice of 'movie appreciation' in both schools and higher education. 26 By the 1980s film had
lost its dominance and the descriptive terminology had broadened out to 'media studies' ard
'media education'. Between the film appreciation decades (l930s - 1950s) and the media
education decades of the 1980s (and later) were the 1960s and 1970s.

These were the

transitional years of 'screen education' which form the substance of my thesis.

The term 'screen education' was coined in 1959 by the Society of Film Teachers with its move
to extend the Society's remit to include television and the need to change the Society's name
appropriately.27 The BFI Education Department was never able to accommodate the term-for
Institutional reasons and used 'film and television teaching/study' instead.

But 'Screen

Education' gained authority from its use in the titles of three SEFT journals. The first Screen

Education was published from 1959 to 1968. Then Screen Education Notes emerged from
the back of Screen in 1971 and continued until 1974 when it became Screen Education again.

It ceased publication finally in early 1982.

In the 1960s and 1970s UK viewers had the choice of just three television channels. The big
technological change during the period was the introduction of colour television, but

10
compared with other broadcasting innovations this made least change to the practice of
television study. The introduction of Channel 4 in 1982 and then the spread of home video
recording and viewing would produce a very different environment in the 1980s which would
transform not only television study but also approaches to cinema.

In the 1960s and 1970s access to film viewing was controlled and communal. Films were to
be seen projected on 35mm in cinemas or in 16 mm in institutions like schools, colleges,
universities or film societies. Films became available for hire on 16mm well before they
might subsequently be broadcast on television.

In the present century where cinerpa

exhibition of film has become little more than the trailer for subsequent DVD sales, it is
important to recognise just how different were those 'screen education years' for filmgoers
and to appreciate what an .influential introductory role was therefore assumed ·by those .who
screened films in an educational environment.

Perhaps even more significant were the

interventions of those in BFI Education who selected the material teachers were to use in the
classroom during those two decades. Their choice of material for film extracts would have a
determining effect on the shape ofscreeneducation.

28

The BFl Lecture Service 'wh,ich

provided speakers throughout England and Wales on behalf of the Institute and the British
Film Academy drew only on a tiny number of regular contributors, thus reinforcing the
apparent unity of the message.

29

But if the background elements of these two ·decades remained · stable, it was also the case
during this period that developments in this embryonic subject area were transmitted by SE FT
and the BFI Education Department. Teachers would dispatch identical letters requesting help
to each organisation, since to the outsider there was no obvious way of distinguishing between
them and the priorities each had for supporting practitioners;3o Indeed such was the mutu~lIy
shared role of the two organisations that each felt obliged to publicise the existence of the
other.
But in practice the two bodies were very different in their operation in these two decades .. The
Education Department under Paddy Whannel had in the 1960s become, as I intend to
demonstrate, an 'Academy in waiting' where Departmental members were encouraged to

11

develop research interests and where the establishment of film study at university level was
considered to be an essential bridgehead. SEFT had been very energetic in the early 1960s
and had produced a series of no-nonsense publications which might be sent to those teachers
who had questions about getting started as screen educationists.

These two organizations,

having developed distinct differences in the 1960s, swapped roles in the 1970s. This exchange
of activities was not the result of consultation and assessment. It was force majeure in the
shape of intervention by a small group of BFI Governors in 1971. Under the Chairmanship of
Asa Briggs they produced their Report on the BFI Education Department. 31

This was the report which resulted in the resignations of Paddy Whannel and five of his
colleagues 32 but which, as a consequence, enabled SE FT to have total operational
independence from the BFI. The concentration of resources on its new journal Screen ,was
part of a move to explore more theoretical territory which in turn attracted an intellectual eltte
to the Society while the Report imposed blight on the Education Department which would
persist for almost a decade. The Governors insisted the Department, now renamed as
Educational Advisory Service, should play only a supportive and not a developmental role in
film and television education.

The consequences are explored in the chapters that

follo~.

But it is remarkable that no one, not even those who resigned in protest, has retained a copy of
the report. The BFI's own archive of Governors' papers has no copy. Of course it may be that
what the report said was actually less significant than the construction the BFlestablishlQent
of the time was able to put upon it.

Much of the literature I have needed to consult for this research has been original
documentation rather than secondary texts. There is however one aspect of my enquiry about
which I have found ,three decades of regular reference ,and detailed commentary in numer,ous
books: the SEFT journal Screen. Such has been the influence of this journal, and specificapy
of its intervention in the I 970s, that the authors of almost all new works of film theory have
felt bound to acknowledge Screen's contribution. Screen rapidly attracted serious academic
attention, particularly from scholars in the United States. The first ,PhD to be completed as a
study of Screen was submitted by Rosen to the University of Iowa in 1978.33

Perhaps the

first home-grown attempt to address the importance of Screen's intervention came with

12

Easthope's contribution in The Politics of Theory in 1983.34 In 1985 The Cinema Book
makes multiple references to Screen as the source of controversy in various debates, though
without featuring the journal as a phenomenon ofitself. 35 This was followed in 1988 by
Rodowick's The Crisis of Political Modernism and Lapsley and Westlake' s Film Theory An

Introduction. 36 By the 1990s the authors of film theory compendiums in the English-speaking
world might wish to dissociate themselves from 'Screen theory' but could only do this if they
first addressed the specifics of what Screen had promulgated. . This may be detected in Post

Theory (1996)37, The Oxford Guide to Film Studies (1998)38 and Reinventing Film Studjes

(2000i 9 •

While its theoretical positions have generated extensive and learned responses, curiously there
has been little interest in how the journal came about and how, in a decade when film/cinema
journals were created, blossomed intermittently, faltered and disappeared, somehow Screen,
then regarded as the most impenetrable of them all, was in regular quarterly publication.
Indeed some of those who were closely connected with Screen ·in the 1970s lacked ·curiosity
as to its provenance as comments by Heath, MacCabe and Wollen have in subsequent ye~rs
revealed. 40 On the other hand Screen Education in its 1970s' manifestation has received
scant attention, but as I intend to demonstrate, this journal made the more lasting contribution
to the evolution of media education. For these wider areas of inquiry that I wished to pUfS\le,
there was relatively little by way of commentary. My priority has therefore been the search
for the original documentation, or the part of it that has survived.

I have my own archive, maintained from the 1960s; containing most SFT/SEFT publicatiops.
Since so much of the Society's record has proved to be incomplete, its journals have acquired
increased importance.

The emphasis with which they document developments helps to

provide evidence of what may be taken as the priorities of the time. Alongside the SEFT
journals I have the publications of BFI Education; In the I 960s and early 1970s, the mpst
prolific of these were the duplicated accounts of teaching practice mostly from

second~ry

schools and further education colleges. Both BFI and SEFT produced occasional publications,
addressing specific sectors of the growing movement. In the 1970s when SEFT's resources
went into Screen and Screen Education, the BFI's publications became more substantial with
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a series of Television Monographs and the duplicated documentation supported the sequences
of revision best characterized by the ILEA Sixth Form Film Study Course. 41

I knew from my own direct experience and from remarks made by my successors on the SEFT
Committee that the careful minuting of meetings had always been required.

My initIal

expectation was that somewhere I would find the sequence of minutes which would provide an
outline for the history.

First I had to discover what archive materials existed and where they

were 10catedY When researching for my 2003 MA dissertation Projecting Screen I had ~en
made aware of the SE FT Archive within the National Arts Education Archive in Bretton Hall,
part of the University of Leeds. This had proved to be a miscellany of SEFT documents from
the 1970s and very incomplete.

It was impossible to reconstruct a consecutive sequence of

minutes for any of the various SEFT committees of that period. 43

Material · from ' ~FI

Education (covering a slightly later period) subsequently also went to Bretton Hall. 44 Althou~h
these provide only an incomplete record, I have drawn substantially on material from both
archives.

When Screen was moved to its new Glasgow base in 1989, SEFT documentation ·hadgc;me
there too. However no one had any idea what the archive might contain as all the SEFT
material that accompanied Screen in the move had been stored unsorted for almost two
decades. With the support and co-operation of Screen Editors Annette Kuhn (who carried out
a preliminary sorting of the material) and John Caughie (who made study facilities availabLe to
me in Glasgow), I was able to go through the boxes in November 2005. The Glasgow Screfn
Archive has material from the 1980s, generally from the setting up of Screen incorporating

Screen Education until the Society's demise. Like the Bretton Hall material it is incomplete
but as with the SEFT Archive this Screen Archive provided a crucial source of material.

Where I have undoubtedly benefited has been from the coincidence of the timing of my
research with the work being undertaken by Geoffrey Nowell-Smith on the history of the
BFI. 45 Professor Nowell-Smith has gathered together several researchers who, like me, are
investigating other organisations which overlapped with the work of the BFI. These contafts
have led me to valuable material of which I would almost certainly otherwise been unaware.
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My researches have undoubtedly gained hugely from the co-operation I have received from Or
Christophe Oupin, the BFl history project's principal researcher.

Or Dupin has been assiduous in making me aware of any discoveries that he has made that
have a SFT/SEFT connection. He has both found documents of which I was aware but whi~h
after fruitless searches I had assumed to be lost and he has also drawn my attention to
documentation of which I was unaware. As an example of the former I would cite the early
BFI Film Appreciation Department publication Are They Safe at the Cinema? which, though
absent from the BF! library, was found by Or Oupin lurking on a Berkhamsted shelf.46 In the
latter category he found among the papers of the former National Film Archive Curator,
Ernest Lindgren, a complete sequence of correspondence covering the setting up of an
'independent' SEFT in 197112. 47

Many of my interviewees have generously · provided · me with what SEFT or ··SFI
documentation they had retained The most substantial collection I received came from Manuel
Alvarado who passed on to me material from his periods as SEFT Education Officer, Screen

Education Editor, Institute of Education lecturer and Head of BFl Education. The time span
of these documents from the 1970s to the 1990s provided me with a ·framework into

w~ch

copies of other archive material might usefully be fitted.

Research into the early years of film appreciation was only possible because of the meticulous
storage of even the flimsiest documents in the BFI National Library and in BFI Special
Collections. This was complemented by the British· Library where early school textbooks with
film content were archived. Other archives that had small quantities of material with specific
relevance were those of the University of London Institute of Education, the National Union
of Teachers, the British Academy of Film and Television Arts and the Independent Film and
Video Producers' Association.

The National · Archives provided substantial background

papers to the 1950 Wheare Report on Children and the Cinema.

Ifthe paper archive was scattered and incomplete, this made all the more important the fifty or
so interviews I have conducted to supplement and test out my research. In many cases I was
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renewing acquaintance with former colleagues or associates, unseen for some thirty plus years.
There was however a frustrating - if revealing - problem in contacting potential interviewees.
Whereas it proved easy to reach those 1960s' activists who had remained within the advisory
or media teaching world, those who had continued in schools and moved on or retired
impossible to trace.

prov~d

This was not perhaps unexpected in that a career structure in

film/television education had not been available in the 1960s. In those days promotion came
from reverting to a more conventional subject or pastoral speci·alisation ..

Interviewing required careful research and preparation beforehand so that interviewees
generally had advance notice of my questions. Since I often had some personal knowledge of
many of the interviewees before I contacted them, I was aware of the 'small world' thaL had
contained film/media education during its formative years. It seemed to me therefore always
prudent to ensure I began each interview by establishing the career moves in each individual's
progress in order to avoid any embarrassment which might follow from ill-informed crossreferencing of respective roles.

The lack of a proper record of the Society's activities made the interviews important as a
means of filling in the gaps between documents. There were several stages to the interview
process. The first was research. Since many of the events I wished to discuss had taken place
up to five decades before the interview, it was important to have specific references to trigger
memories. · Sometimes this resulted ·in interviewees taking time to ·unearth their own evidence
of the past. Generally the clearer the timeline I had constructed before the interview, the beq:er
the process of infilling. The second stage was the construction of the questions beyond the
itinerary of the personal history. A lesson learned in headship training had been that one
should always frame the question so it had the potential to destroy rather than reinforce .the
thesis one was developing. This I found to be especially important since interviewees, wpo
were as a rule glad someone was taking a serious interest in what they considered an important
history, would not necessarily be inclined to confront the constructions I was putting on
events.
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Transcribing the tapes was a lengthy process. I tried to make the written record as complete as
possible. Frequently in answer to a question I would hear a statement of apparently peripheral
interest and relevance. It was tempting to press on and omit such references., but I maintained
the complete record.

With interviews taking place over a period of four years, it graduapy

became clear that what may have seemed a marginal interest at the outset might assume much
greater significance later.

In order to provide a context for the detailed body of my research into the 'screen educat.ion
years' which follows, it is necessary here to provide a resume of the thirty years of 'fi\m
appreciation' that preceded my chosen period.

My investigation into the 1930s and 1940s

revealed that during these decades there was interest in both film appreciation and filmmaking in a variety of educational environments. -The BFI was the focus -for much·of this with

Sight and Sound providing regular accounts of the Institute's activities. The pamphlets whi~h
the Institute produced in the 1940s were numerous but appear to have been commissioned at
random and without reference to each other. The BFI's policy, both during and after the war,
of employing seconded teachers as teacher organisers or travelling representatives (who would
promote the general use of film) preceded the setting up of its Film Appreciation Departm~nt
in 1950.

In the post-war period and particularly once educationists had perceived the implications of
the changes which would follow from the 1944 Education Act, film appreciation sectiops
began to appear in textbooks for the English lesson. Enterprising authors saw the potential
which would follow the raising of the school leaving age for allowing less traditional subjects
access into schools. It would be in the new secondary modemschoels, where the constraints
of examination syllabuses were absent, that film would find its first niche in formal education.

There had been extensive use of 16 mm film projection during the war years as a means of
providing both instruction and entertainment. Film as a consequence was perceived as being
both accessible and influential; particularly by those who had been conscripted -intu the
services or other forms of war work. 48 When, in order to meet the post-war demand for
teachers, emergency one-year training courses were introduced for those who were
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demobilised, this ensured a very different cohort of students was recruited. Leslie Heywood, a
teacher trainer and founder member of SFT, recalls that at Borough College the first such
intake insisted that, -before any formal teaching began, the members of the Student~' -Union
should be fully briefed about the 1944 Education Act.

49

At Gaddesden emergency teacher training college in Hertfordshire, lecturer E Francis Mills
introduced his students to a proto-film course in their spare time.

50

Mills, while at the London

School of Economics in the 1930s, had both experimented with, and written about, film
appreciation classes. 51 His post-war students contained the nucleus of activists who wOllld
take the initiative along with Mills in exploring the potential for the Society of Film Teachers,
in particular Tony Hodgkinson and Paul Alexander.

52

An East London teacher, Stanley Reed,

who had been making films with children in the 1930s was also very active at this time.

53

When the Home Office set up a departmental committee in 1948 to investigate Children and
the Cinema, that Committee's readiness to take evidence would provide an appropriate
'official'opportunity for these committed enthusiasts to -argue the case for film appreciation.
The Report appeared in 1950 containing a few paragraphs which signalled some recognitipn
of the potential importance of film appreciation. 54 Material in the National Archives reveals
that the Committee's chairman K C Wheare, an Oxford don, was particularly responsive,
sending a memo to committee - members asking them to - consider the -place -of film
appreciation. The Report recognised that introducing film appreciation would require trained
teachers and noted this as an issue.
] 950 was also important for two other developments. ,In spring 1950 Stanley Reed became ,the
BFI's first Film Appreciation Officer under Director Denis Forman.

In the autumn, with

support from both Reed and Forman, the Society of Film Teachers was constituted. The
founding members had built on the constituency of students who attended the 1949 BFI
Summer School and had assembled a substantial group to form the first committeeY

What

seems notable now is that the Society saw the strategic advantage of involving from the out~et
those who were not teachers but who would be sympathetic from their positions as Local
Education Authority administrator,

government inspector, academic researcher and
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educational journalist. A series of tragic circumstances resulted in the deaths of all four of
these key people. 56

As a result, the Committee remained for many subsequent years

essentially an assembly of teachers and teacher trainers

In the 1950s, there were however close links between the Society and the British Film Institute
with Institute representation being guaranteed on the SFT committee. Hodgkinson succeeded
Reed as Film Appreciation Officer and was in turn ,replaced in 1957 by Paddy Whannel, a
member ofSFT. Although styling itself the Film Appreciation Department, the BFI operatipn
consisted for most of the decade of two people, the Film Appreciation Officer and his
Secretary, Molly Lloyd, who subsequently became Lectures Officer in an enlarged
department. · Such were the links between SFT and the HFI that it ,was a regular feature at
conferences for SFT Committee members to speak alongside BFI representatives. 57 In this
way the diminutive Film Appreciation Department might appear more substantial and the
Society of Film Teachers more influential, since it was the latter organisation which was able
to draw on, and demonstrate, classroom expertise.

Whannel was, before joining the BFI, a schoolteacher who had been part of the emergency
training programme at Alnwick College. But once in post at the BFI, he proved to be an
extremely competent administrator, ,manager and educational thinker. ' Reed had at this Mint
become Secretary of the Institute and he and Whannel worked together very successfully to
promote the use of film in schools. Significantly the departmental name was now changed to
the Education Department.

Whannel was active in promoting the work of his Department

both within and outside the metropolitan area, where the bulk of SFT activity was located., In
the London area, Whannel established close links with an umbrella organisation, the Joint
Council for Education through Art. This body had a brief but very effective life in the late
1950s when it promoted the notion that if the Artist, the Critic and the Teacher came together,
a better understanding of their shared enterprise might be achieved. That enterprise was, ah<?ut
the reception of popular culture. 58 The provincial aspect of Whannel's promotion of film stupy
was delivered by the BFI' s lecture service. BFI records reveal that although the delivery
might have been undertaken anywhere in England or Wales, those who gave the lectures were
always from London. It was a case oftheBFI providing a liberating orthodoxy.59
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The Society's principal contribution to the development of screen education came from its
regular publications, Film Teacher (bi-monthly) and The Film Teacher's Handbook
(annually).60 HR (Ray) Wills edited Film -Teacher from September 1956 and would contit:me
as Editor of the Society' s journal until October 1968. The BFI's Film Guide was a montqly
wall-chart to which schools subscribed. It contained information about current film releases
and drew attention to particular aspects of the creative process, as appropriate to a particular
film. A detachable slip was to be removed by the teacher before displaying the chart. These
slips contained the first BFI inspired materials for teacher use. 61 Adult students of film might
enrol for either the BFI's evening course provided under the auspices of the Extra Mural
Department of London University or for its annual Summer School, always held outside
London. SFT members were to be found in·both these activities, as students andsomet~me~ as
lecturers.

SFT depended for income on the subscriptions of its members and on a small annual grant
from the BFI. More importantly it depended on volunteer effort, mostly from those who were
full-time school teachers. In such an atmosphere of camaraderie the, Society tended to be an
inclusive, encouraging organisation. The priority was to welcome those who were interested
in the area and not quibble over their methodology. At the BFI, where Whannel was able to
recruit Peter Harcourt to strengthen the professional aspect of the work, there was less
acceptance of all corners. The teachers promoting the work through SFT were

self-tau~ht.

Whannel wanted to see a more systematic approach with teacher training playing a bigger
role.

SFT could not remain a controversy free area. The growing importance of television in the
lives of schoolchildren was a reality.

Some film teachers, while recognising this, were

reluctant to accept that television's ephemeral output should be considered alongside the
established art of the film. Others saw both film and television as related aspects of popular
culture, together with other media. The debate within SFT was a protracted one • . At-the 1953
AGM the Society considered its approach to both television and 30. 62

Its initial response to

the place of television was to set up a sub-committee. In 1958 the AGM voted against the
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inclusion of television within the Society's remit. The debate continued for another year, with
the Film Teacher arguing against the acceptance of television and The Film Teacher's

Handbook arguing for it. · A decisive vote in 1959 took television on board. SFT became
SEFT (Society for Education in Film and Television), film appreciation was superseded py
screen education and the Society's journal was renamed Screen Education and the Handbook
became the Screen Education Yearbook.
Very early in 1960 a substantial report was published to which BFI,SEFT and teacher trainers
had all contributed.

Film and Television in Education for Teaching was intended to

promote the study of film and television in teacher training colleges.

63

Publication was timed

to coincide with the increase from two to three years in the period of study required to become
a teacher. Here was an opportunity for screen education to gain a place in the colleges. At the
launch conference in the National Film Theatre it did appear that, ten years after the start of
SFT, progress was being made. 64

Where college principals were sympathetic, the report

helped but, as Jane Alien subsequently noted, its influence was very limited.
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The Report · contains several appendices, · one . of which is pertinent · to the period under
investigation in the following chapters.

Appendix (vi) contains a substantial extract of a

review of the film Room at the Top by Paddy Whannel.

66

It is offered as a model of good

practice in making a critical assessment of a film and is introduced thus:
The reader will find the examination ·o f character and personality provocative and ,he
contrast between the novel and the film a contribution to an understanding of the role
67
of film as a vehicle for the presentation of human qualities.
This justification for quoting the review reflects the attitudes of the period. The review's
importance in the context of this study is that it demonstrates how Whannel, with his Leavisite
attention to textual detail and ·exploration of the ·film's moral ambiguities, distances himself
from the 'quality' reviewers and begins to mark out the territory where the critical debates
around film education would develop in the 1960s.
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CHAPTER ONE 1960-1963
DISCRIMINATION'AND POPULAR CULTURE , .
The fields of media studies and image analysis are developing fast. We urgently
need development of checkable research strategies ... When we are developing those
techniques, we must not kid ourselves that we can avoid involvement in the
controversies in the political field about these issues. But in any particular case,
the implication is that we cannot know in advance exactly where we will be
standing. We know only one group that we oppose: those who refuse to analyse,
choosing again exactly the same moralistic censorious role that I have described in
the 1950s. Their 'refusal to theorise' must be our first target.
Martin Barker, commenting in 1984, on how the 1950s ' campaign against horror
comics must not become the model for shaping responses to media education.

In October 1960 the NUT Coriference puts popular culture permanently on the educational
agenda, During the 1960s the Coriference 's legacy is still to be found in a range of books
aimed at different parts of the educational market. Almost simultaneously the respectful
critical position for worthy films still preserved within the BFI comes under attack frqm
Oxford Opinion. These new critics, whose preference is for detailed textual analysis, al$o
produce a legacy in Movie, a potential rallying point for a younger generation of film
teachers. While key SEFF officers engage with the popular culture debate, its journal
Screen Education is in danger ofmissing the big picture.

As the 1960s started and there were certain key ·events that occurred then which were to
have long term consequences for the development of media education and that wOlfld
impinge on SEFT and its activities.

It is possible to associate the start of the momentum

for change with two books published in the late 1950s that had focused on cultural issues
and provoked debates: The Uses 'of Literacy and Culture and Society. I But ifthe territory
that these works explored had excited the intellectuals, the coming of commercjal
television and its popular appeal stirred the population at large. Controversy increased as to
whether the BBC or commercial television would be granted the third television channel
with the result that the Pilkington: Committee was set up in 1960 to decide the m~r?

SEFf's new journal Screen Education soon found itself in a crowded film publications
environment. Journals appeared which challenged Sight and Sound: Definition (1960),

Motion (1961) and Movie (1962). Movie had developed from Oxford Opinion,which had
set out directly to confront Sight and Sound. New Left Review's new film critic Lee
Russell was in reality Peter Wo lien, who had replaced Paddy Whannel in 1962. UNESCO
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publications focused more directly on film and television in education, with the appearance
in 1961 of Teaching about the Film where the Dutch author J M L Peters drew heavily on
BF! and SEFT experiences. 3

Later in 1964 Screen Education was published . in

UNESCO's Reports and Papers on Mass Communication series where the writings of
leading SEFT members, Hodgkinson and Higgins, predominated. 4

Although not directly involving SEFT, there was a development wmchboth SEFT and ,the
BF! had promoted for a long time. A university presence for film was finally found at !pe
Slade School of Art, under the aegis of University College, London, with the appointment
of Thorold Dickinson as Lecturer in Film at the commencement of the 1960/61 academic
year. A committee would subsequently be set up in 1965 to investigate the possibility .Qf a
national film school - an item that had occurred repeatedly on the agenda of the Governors
of the British Film Institute since 1958. 5

The election of a Labour Government in 1964 would lead to the appointment of a Minister
for the Arts who then responded positively to the pressure that had been coming from
BFI about a change in its funding mechanism.

t~e

Whereas previously the Ministry of

Education had been cautious in responding to requests from both BF! and SEFT, the renamed Department of Education and Science would agree to fund the BF! and its
Education and Regional Departments, in particular, benefited as a consequence.

SE FT

would benefit too from the establishment of a BF! funded BFIISEFT joint appointment in
1967. These developments will form the basis of the next chapter.

A new identity was emerging in the ·population, .the 'teenager', a term which quic14y
replaced the adolescent as a descriptor. In the 1940s the adolescent, making the transitipn
from school child to worker at age 14, had been seen as potentially vulnerable in a world of
austerity.

The next cohort in the 1950s, leaving school at 15 and entering better paid

employment, were ·potential (:onsumers entering a society of increasing affluence and
increasingly perceived as not vulnerable but menacing.

By 1960 this phenomenon was

coming under academic scrutiny. It was with the conjunction of these and other cultural
events that an anxiety was articulated at the National Union of Teachers' Annual
Conference at Easter 1960 and only a few months later, a conference 'Popular -Culture and
Personal Responsibility' was organised. SEFT featured prominently in one of its sessiqns
and in the follow-up publication.
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'Popular Culture and Personal Responsibility' in October 1960 is recognised as a
'landmark' event in the evolution of what came to be identified as Cultural Studies. 6 Two
emerging areas of intellectual investigation coincided at the -Conference: -cultural studies
and what would become media studies. It is important to note a certain similarity in thrir
origins: each had developed at the margins of fonnal education. Cultural studies had, in
Steele's view, evolved in the extra mural classes ofuniversities,7 while film and television
study had begun among the non-examinable -students in the secondary modem schools.- In
the period from 1945 to 1960, it is reasonable to infer that both the adult and school
students in these very different institutions were largely drawn from the working class.
Such students would have fewer preconceptions of how their teachers should select and
present objects for study.

It was the distance from the elite core teaching bases of.the

university campus and the grammar school that gave their tutors and teachers the freedqm
to experiment. Subsequently, by the mid-1960s, both cultural studies and media education
were to have separate embryonic academic institutional bases - in the Birmingham Centre
for Contemporary Cultural Studies and in the Education Department of the British Film
Institute.

Undoubtedly, the conference was in part a response by a particular professional group to
the writings about popular culture of Raymond Williams and Richard Hoggart though
Laing is clear in citing the 'rapid expansion of the -television audience (particularly -for
ITV)' as the trigger for the concerns. But both Fred Jarvis and Brian Groombridge, key
figures in the organisation of the conference, whilst not disregarding the intellectual
stimulus provided by Williams and Hoggart, each separately emphasised another key
influence: Blackboard Jungle. 9 Screenings of this film in 1955 had led to 'audiel.lce
participation' where young audiences had in some venues responded (perhaps less to the
depiction of a school out of control than to the rock 'n' roll soundtrack accompanying the
credits) by vandalizing those cinemas.
considerable.

Press coverage - and outrage - had been

Predictably its depiction of United States inner urban -secondary -sclM;>ol

chaos would have registered with teachers in the United Kingdom as a portent of the future
for British education. The vandalizing of cinemas persisted. The level of concern was
such that Screen Education published an account by the manager of a small cinema in a
Welsh mining village who described the problems he had with his teenage patrons.- He
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pinned his hopes of producing a more responsible generation through the popularity of the
'Boys and Girls Own Cinema', as his cinema's own Saturday matinee was described. 10

In the early 1950s during the trial of Christopher Craig and Derek Bentley for the murder
of a policeman, Craig's defence sought to implicate his frequent cinema-going as a
contributory cause of his delinquency. This had fed concern about the negative effects of
cinema. I1 Now there was a parallel discourse to which Blackboard Jungle contributed.
Furthermore ·it was an American film, and ·one· American cultural product had recently
been dealt with: by the law. Horror comics, in effect American imports, were outlawed in
1955 as a result of the Children and Young Person's (Harmful Publications) Act. As
Martin Barker's research has shown, the essential impulse behind those who campaigned
for this legislation wasthe anti-Americ·anism of the British ComrmmistParty.12 The ex1;.ent
of this covert influence had been somewhat disguised by the presence of an organisatiqn,
which at that time enjoyed public esteem: the National Union of Teachers, which had
joined the campaign, albeit belatedly. Undoubtedly, some NUT members had perceived
their union's intervention as an appropriate response to an alien form of culture, tojudge
by the references to it at the October conference. 13

A further strand in the influential elements, and one emphasised by Groombridge was The
Teenage Consumer published in July 1959. 14 Its author, Mark Abrams, defined the
teenage consumer as a young person who had disposable income, who was predominantly
working-class, who was very influenced by the trends set in the United States, and who
was distinctive by herlhis patronage ofthe mass media. Teachers might only encounter the
younger versions of such teenagers, prior to their becoming wage earners, but they would
have had plentiful hearsay evidence ·that supported Abrams's thesis. · There .had· been
official recognition in 1959 of how the media, teenagers and education coincided in the
school room (and where responsibility was assumed therefore to lie) when the Crowther
Report had pronounced:
Because they [mass media] are so powerful they need to be treated , with the
discrimination that only education can give ... There is also ... a duty on those wpo
are charged with the responsibility for education to see that teenagers, who are at
the most insecure and suggestible stage of their lives, are not suddenly eXfosed to
the full force of the mass media, without some counterbalancing assistance. 5
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At the union's Annual Conference at Easter 1960, a motion was put forward and carried
unanimously. Although the wording suggests that it might have arrived at conference fully
fonned and with subscribers, Jarvis's recollection is that its content evolved during .~he
conference.
Conference, whilst recognizing the vital part played by teachers in developing the
moral and cultural standards of the nation and its children, considers that this is a
task in which others must co-operate.
Although today more young people than ever are actively engaged in intellectual
pursuits and appreciate or participate in the creation of art, literature, music or
drama, Conference believes that a determined effort must be made to counteract the
debasement of standards which results from the misuse of press, radio, cinema and
television; the deliberate exploitation of violence and sex; and the calculated appeal
to self interest.
It calls especially upon those who use and control the media of m¥s
communication, and upon parents, to support the efforts of teachers in an attempt to
prevent the conflict which too often arises between the values inculcated in the
classroom and those encountered by young people in the world outside. 16
Several features of the conference organisation would have ·been simply impossible by
today's standards. All the speakers who were invited during May and June accepted for the
following October. No one declined. No one expected or received any payment. Speakers
who were not London based were put up in the homes of the organisers. Indeed, for a
union to organise such a conference on a non-industrial topic was very unusual. The NJ]T
had recently become the first union to establish a public relations and publicity departm~nt
and it was this department's first big project under its new lead officer, Fred JarviS.17
Admission was by free ticket, the funding for the conference coming from an unspent fund
that had been accumulated in readiness for industrial action that had not taken place: 'Qle
NUT Executive felt that using the money in this way would be acceptable to members.
Although no speakers were paid, the Union did pay for a verbatim record of the whole
conference, which included all contributions from the floor.

Undoubtedly, the

comprehensive nature of this permanent conference record contributed to the enduripg
status of the event.

The list of conference members does demonstrate both a potential attendance of some five
hundred people from three hundred organisations and an absence of teachers. 18 Such was
the pressure from organisations wanting to be there, that the members who voted to have
the conference were largely excluded. To address this issue, the NUT produced a Study
Outline to the conference, edited by Groombridge, which was made available to NUT
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branches and members in 1961. 19 The guide is a careful exercise in drawing out from the
various speakers' contributions threads of the main themes of the conference.

The task that the original Easter Conference motion specifically wished to be addressed
was that of 'developing the moral and cultural standards of the nation'. The phrase was
echoed in the NUT President's introduction to the October event.
This is not the first time that, in the interest of the child, teachers have had to
express their concern for moral and cultural standards. A few years ago" we
conducted a vigorous and successful campaign against 'horror comics'?O
The frontispiece of the Verbatim Report defmes the event as:
... a Conference of those engaged in education, together with parents, those directly
or indirectly concerned with the welfare of children and young people, and peo~le
involved in the mass media themselves to examine the impact of the media of m¥s
21
communications on present-day moral and cultural standards.
NUT General Secretary Ronald Gould's introduction to the Verbatim Report concludes
optimistically with the expectation that reading the report will make 'those in the mass
media' 'ensure that these media are used to raise' moral and cultural standards' .22

The wide range of extra-educational organisations in attendance at the conference is
probably accounted for by this ostensible aim of engaging with moral and cultural
standards. ' In practice most of the platform speakers-had been invited because they

w~ld

have something to say that was relevant to the scrutiny of popular culture, not of morals.
Indeed, the styling of the conference had clearly separated what was being addressed popular culture - from the issue of responsibility. Quite why the conference juxtaposed
popular culture with personal ,rather than social responsibility is never explained. ,

Gi~en

the conference's scheduling in autumn 1960 when it coincided with the formation of the
anti-nuclear weapon Committee of 100, it was perhaps a time when it seemed appropriate
for individuals to identify their personal commitment as had the hundred named
individuals who were protesting against the establishment of nuclear submarine bases in
Scotland.

The conference was opened by R A Butler, the Home Secretary, whose credibility with an
educational audience derived from his period as Secretary of the Board of Education when
he had successfully steered the , 1944 Education Act through Parliament.

In what , he
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presumably intended as a supportive gesture, Butler, remembering how a change in the law
had appeared to offer a resolution to the horror comics campaign, made it clear if any of
the issues to come before the conference were susceptible to being solved ·by legislat~n,
then he would be ready to listen.23 Butler was not the only speaker to refer to the Children
and Young Persons (Harmful Publications) Act. It had been cited in the NUT President's
introduction24 and later from the floor, Horace King (an NUT sponsored MP) proposed 'the
successful horror comics campaign' -as a model for action. 25

Whannel and Reed were influential in the design of the conference, and in advising on
speakers. 26 Reed was an NUT member and had assisted the union in setting up the making
of its publicity films: I Want to go to School and Our School. - Whannel brought in

~he

format and contacts from the Joint Council for Education through Art, where the creative
artists and the educationists were placed in direct dialogue. Here rather than the creative
artists, it was the producers of the media who were lined up: Gerald Beadle, Director of
Television -Broadcasting at the -BBC, Norman Collins, Deputy Chainnan of Associated
Television, Mary Grieve, Editor of Woman and Cecil King, Chairman of Daily Mirror
Newspapers.

All appeared in the session 'the responsibilities of the provider'.

The

creative artists were Huw Weldon, Col in Morris, Karel Reisz and Francis Williams who
addressed 'the restrictions of working in the media".27

These seSSIOns were scheduled for the final day when as it were the case for the
prosecution had been made. But in their addresses to conference, King and Collins moved
on to the attack. · King predictably gained press headlines with his comment
In point of fact it is only the people who conduct newspapers and sirni\ar
organisations who have any idea quite how indifferent, quite how stupid, quite how
uninterested in education of any kind the great bulk of the British public are?8
Collins decided to turn the accusation towards the teaching profession: 'the overwhelm)ng
mass of the letters we get are illiterate, they are ungrammatical, they are deploraqly
written'.

But it was not the illiteracy alone that he condemned but also the content of the

letters requesting fan material and the screening of 'music hall type' programmes, 'I hold
the teachers very largely responsible, if that is the -attitude of the people in their teens .and
early twenties,?9
none.

If the organisers had hoped to achieve a consensus, there was to be
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Higgins and Waters from SEFT were the only teachers to address the conference, making
their contribution on the previous afternoon. Their tape recordings of children discussing
films and the screening of a school made film would have been novelties for
audience.

manyin~e

Their cinema session was deliberately separated from the debate abqut

television, which was included with radio. Unlike the other media under scrutiny, films
were not represented on the platform by anyone engaged in film production. Only later
when speaking at the television event did G H Elvin (speaking on the half of the Trade
Union Group, the Television and Radio Safeguards Committee) draw attention to how pe
felt the SEFT contribution had served only to distract the audience.
This afternoon, I was very disappointed at the way the session at the National Film
Theatre went; teaching teachers how to teach children film appreciation is all very
well, but that session did not face up to the purpose of this conference. 30
Yet the terms of the Higgins/Waters presentation had been set by Whannel at the outset.
It is because we in this particular session want to make a stand upon the question of
values and our own personal commitments, because we want the matter to be stated
in positive terms, that we have given over most of our session, not to talking abqut
what we can do about it but demonstrating what two teachers are doing about it in
their schools every day.3)

As Higgins later put it 'we should not regard the film as a problem at all but as an
opportunity to open a vast world of rich experience to young people,.32

Althouph

Whannel defined his task as giving 'an extended introduction to Don Waters and Tony
Higgins', he had chosen to insert at short notice an extract from the film Nice Time at the
start of the sessionY He explained this last.;.mirIute addition of the' film as his reaction to
the morning's proceedings at which
I was really disturbed about the general view that things are as they are, they will
continue to be like that and all we have to do is some more research, and in the
meantime not do anything rash, perhaps have a few conferences. 34

Nice Time, with its direct social comment, perhaps demonstrated Whannel' s exasperation.
It was his hasty attempt to challenge the inertia and hand wringing that the conference

appeared to be inviting. He on the other hand clearly saw the conference as an important
opportunity to promote the kind of work with which he was already heavily involved,
We need within education to develop the whole movement which already exists for
extending that part of education which deals, not with the giving of knowledge but
with the evaluating of experience, extending that into the area where people really
are experiencing all these things, such as popular music, films, television and so on.
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We have to extend that and embrace that area within education and critical
judgment terms. 35
It is then additionally clear that by having as speakers two experienced · practitioners, in

Higgins and Waters, Whannel was determined not only to change the terms of the debate
from what should happen to what was already happening but also to highlight the potential
quality of debate about popular culture.

Higgins outlined his approach which was to discuss with children what films and televisipn
programmes they had seen and to attempt to ask general questions of them about wqat
might now be considered issues of narrative, stereotyping and representation. But he had a
further strategy. Having established the kind of films or programmes that children enjoy,
the teacher then attempts to steer them towards preferred examples: ' ... the answer to bad
television is good television,?6

The school film society, he argued, by judicious

screenings can develop and widen children's taste. This was open to interpretation. There
were some for whom widening taste meant moving children away from popular culture
while others saw the importance of exploration within popular cu1nve.

Waters took up the case for the screen education lesson and demonstrated how the
availability of the short film extract had made teaching film within the constraints of the
school day possible. But his greatest enthusiasm was for film-making,

When -children

were making a film, Waters argued that for him the priority was the end product (the
finished film that demonstrated accomplishment) not the means (the lessons that might be
learned from the film-making experience). Having the opportunity to be creative in a form
that was such a central part of-their popular culture was for Waters a process the -valut( of
which it was 'difficult to overestimate'. 37

It seems likely that the conference audience would have been sympathetic to what was

being demonstrated and few would have challenged Higgins's closing statement that 'the
purpose of education in film and television ... is to -help children to -enjoy to the full all that
is best in film and television' .38

Higgins reported directly to SE FT members about the

Conference which he chose to describe as 'the NUT mass media conference,.39
session with Waters had occasioned a positive response.

His

What concerned him was that

most of his audience had had no idea that such work was taking place in schools. , This,
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would have perhaps been a matter of greater concern for SEFT if most members of the
audience had been teachers but given the wide representation from civil society which
dominated the audience numerically, this display of ignorance was perhaps

unsurpri~g.

Since so few teachers had been able to attend the very conference which NUT members
had voted into existence, clearly there was a need both practical and political to fmd a way
of engaging as many members as possible in the -subsequent debate. The task of trying to
attempt to edit down the 348 foolscap pages of the Verbatim Report fell to Groombridge,
who had to find a structure that would contain the conflicting emphases of different
speakers and of the responses that they had drawn from the floor.

This became Popular

Culture and Personal Responsibility: A Study Outli1re,.40

Whereas concern over moral and cultural values had been emphasised in preVIOUS
pronouncements, Groombridge begins by offering two rather different reasons for the
conference being called and ones that probably more accurately reflected the aim -of Jarvis
and others engaged in the planning of the conference:

Cl) to discover to what extent other organisations concerned with education and
social welfare shared both its anxiety over some features of the contemporary
cinema, television, journalism and pop songs, and its desire to improve their
quality;
(2) to enable representatives of these organisations to discuss the problems apd
opportunities created by the mass media with some controllers of the media a,nd
with some of the writers and artists attempting to work creatively within them. 41
Groombridge was an active member of the BFI's lecture panel and he and Whannel qad
collaborated previously.

Their shared views are best summarised in an article for the

Times Educational Supplement in early 1960 which anticipates certain of the reasons for
the conference outlined above.
It is important for the educationists to ·know the difficulties they face, rather -than
denounce the media as such; conversely, it is important for the producers to myet
42
those who are responsible for their audience's taste.

They see a danger in there being two kinds of outsider: both the children and their teachers.
Both sets of outsider are agreed that there are two cultures, popular and
vulgar and respectable which are mutually exclusive and enemies.43

traditi~al ,

The children associated the traditional and respectable culture as not being for them while
their teachers 'look on appalled at the candy floss world which their charges revel in'.
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With this as a model for what teachers face, the authors detect three distinct responses.
There is the teacher who resolutely defends his own standards by refusing to acknowledge
any value whatever in popular culture. There is a less confrontational teacher who

se~ks

gradually to wean his pupils away from popular and recruit them to the highbrow arts -qut
this concerns the authors who ask: 'Does the small group of recruits for the highbrow arts
justify leaving the rest to attend to their own critical defences?,44

The authors then opt for a third possibility.
It suggests that [the popular arts] have already produced works of art in their own

kinds, and that by the proper enjoyment and study of these, standards and criteria
appropriate to these new forms can be worked out. 45
As illustration of good practice in ·this respect; SEFT and its approach to the ·cinem~ is
offered as a successful model, where children 'can be led to understand the role of
discrimination in heightening enjoyment in other arts at the same time as they learn to take
films seriously'.

The authors, perhaps recognising the readiness of the SEFT journal

Screen Education to accommodate all corners, provide their resume of good practice .
"Film appreciation" should be more than a narrow understanding of the techniques
of film-making. It involves awareness that technique expresses a style, and that
through style a director conveys his personal vision and scale of values about the
purposes of life and society. Equally, the teacher should beware of pushing film
study in the direction of an academic historical survey of the cinema. 46
Unsurprisingly, Groombridge allows his extracts from the SEFT speakers at the conference
to have a sizeable section of space in his chapter in the Study Outline on 'The educational
response and the practitioner's voice'.

It was .strategically important - both ·at the

conference and in the Study Outline - that a solution should be there to be found already in
operation, and in the hands of an established teachers' organisation with a ten year track
record of 'considered experience' .47

Almost within days of the NUT Conference, the Council for Children's Welfare published

Family Viewing - a study of early evening television. 48

Prominent among its authors

once again was Tony Higgins, Chairman of SEFT, and there was the predictable plug for
the Association, which 'has already advanced far in this field and has devised various
methods to help children get the best out of television' .49

The· SEFT methods are:

classroom discussion, encouraging children to 'watch the better programmes' and 'the
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fonnal study of television as a classroom subject along the same lines as the study of the
older arts and means of communication'. The advance that was being claimed seems to
have been the transfer of the approach of viewing and discussing film to the inspection of
individual television programmes.

The basis for the study had been the monitoring of programmes shown between 6 pm and 8
pm from November 1959 to April 1960, where 'ten monitors in two groups watched every
ninth programme' .50 This report had been set up in the wake of the dismissal by 'both ~C
and IT A of the recommendations contained in Children and Television Programmes, the
report of the BBCIITA Joint Committee. 51 In its title, Family Vrewing embodies both the
dilemma and the solution.

Since parents and children were assumed to watch these

potentially inappropriate programmes together, the report is clear ·asto where responsibiijty
lies: with both Television Authorities and with parents. It is 'a dual responsibility,
parents taking an increased share as the evening advances'. 52

w~th

When it comes to

encouraging children to discriminate, then it is a shared responsibility between parents and
teachers. 53

Clearly, there was a view that popular culture was getting out of hand, and there was ~e
need in society for some group to be prepared to take responsibility to head off the

thre~t.

Perhaps in the context of the Cold War, the engagement with popular culture was perhaps
perceived as the battle of the home front. The home front battle had at least one specific
focus: the Pilkington Committee set up to advise on where control of the third television
channel should be allocated. SEFT submitted evidence to the committee as detailed in

Screen Education 8. SEFT used the opportunity to attack the ITA which had 'not carried
out its responsibility under the 1954 Television Act' to ensure that the ITV companies
produced programmes of a high general standard ofquality;54 Itmso used the opportunity
not only to promote the work of SEFT, but to make a plea in general for money.
We recommend therefore that the importance of providing children with education
in television should be acknowledged and that to encourage the provision of this
education and help more fully those already engaged in it, SEFT should receive
regular sufficient financial assistance. 55
A rather more considered response, also involving Higgins in its construction, was
published in New Left Review as a Television Supplement. This was the joint work of
Higgins, Whannel and Raymond Williams. Although delivering recommendations to tIw
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Pilkington Committee, the Supplement has a major section on ' Tasks for Education' with
separate recommendations as to what the education service should be targeting. 56 Given
that BFVSEFT representatives · were involved in · producing the supplement, ,he
recommendations are unsurprising, but defined here in rather broader terms.

NLR calls

for 'courses in critical appreciation of the mass media' so that film and television are no
longer distinctively identified. Teachers should have the opportunity to be trained ' in the
field of popular commWlications' .57 Whereas the-SEFTevidence to Pilkington wanted, to
see a Television Institute established as an offshoot of the BFI, New Left Review wants fill
independent ' institute of communications research' to help 'those teachers and lecturers in
popular communications subjects'. The Supplement concludes with the repetition of a
familiar argument about the role of education in relation to the media.
In the end, the quality of the service provided will depend upon the criti«al
awareness of the audience, the sense of responsibility on the part of those who
serve that public, the conditions in which the service is received, and the cultural
life of the society as a whole. 58
There were several publications other than Groombridge' s Study Outiine, which appeared
after the NUT conference and which declared a specific connection to it: Britain in

t~e

Sixties: Communications (1962), The Popular Arts (1964), Discrimination and Popular
Culture (1965) and Understanding the Mass Media (1966). 59 Britain in the Sixties:
Communications contains a reference to the conference in the Acknowledgements whyre
Williams describes it as 'the most remarkable event of its kind ever held in this country' .
The book draws heavily on the verbatim record of the conference.

The early chapter on

the history of communication is a development of the paper that Williams gave on the
opening day.

The fourth · chapter; ' Controversy', quotes extensively from subseqlJent

conference speakers.

The concluding chapter, ' Proposals', seeks to move forward frqm

the conference's expressions of concern by allocating tasks to both education and to media
institutions. But it is clear as Steele has noted that Williams at this stage 'still deplored the
contemporary incarnations of mass media,.6o

Consequently he has radical proposals for

keeping commercial interests away from the channels of communication and for extensive
public ownership, repeating the call for state involvement that had characterised Preface to

Film. Williams does not attempt to theorise what he is observing; he perhaps hoped to use
the momentum of the conference to press for change.
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The structure of The Popular Arts is designed to be inclusive. The chapter on 'Topics for
Study' extends across different media, but nevertheless specific topics tend to be located
within particular media. 'The Avenging Angels' deals with crime

writers,specific~ly

Spillane and Chandler, where the authors then opt for Chandler as embodying gopd
popular art.

'The Young Audience' is about popular music, but it is clear where the

author's preferences lie.
Throughout this chapter, we have constantly made comparisons between pop -music
and jazz. This is because, though there are many individual pop songs worth
listening to, in general jazz seems an infinitely richer kind of music, bqth
aesthetically and emotionally.61
Here the Leavisite -approach -is transferred to the popular arts, where the worthy and the
unworthy are contrasted. Stuart Hall has maintained that the authors were mindful of tpe
strong influence of Leavis among English teachers and felt that taking a Leavisite approach
would make the ideas of the book more marketable amongst a cohort of committed
teachers and more likely to be put into practice as' a consequence.62 Since both' Hall apd
Whannel were essentially Leavisite in their approach at this stage, perhaps this was /lIl
inevitable marketing strategy. The negotiation with the publishers was conducted by
Whannel, who promoted the book on the basis of its substantial reference section and its
suggested 'Projects for Teaching'. Unfortunately, this would prove to -be a problem.for a
book of nearly 500 pages. By the time it was published some of the suggested material
was likely to have been superseded or replaced, given the very nature of the media with
which the book was dealing. The authors' dilemma is embodied at the end of the chapter
on 'The Young Audience' where there is an extended end note (added justbefme goin& to
press) on The Beatles. The authors struggle appropriately to acknowledge this emergipg
phenomenon and yet also to place it in the context of their existing thinking. 63

Discrimination and PopUlar Culture claims -the greatest -direct connection - with.. the
conference and yet had none. 64 It does reflect certain aspects of the conference in that
media are separated and written about in isolation and by different authors. It also has an
unsympathetic introduction, perhaps rather closer to the thinking of the original sponsors
of the NUT annual conference motion, which sought to apportion blame to the pfovider~of
popular culture. Published as a paperback original, it became sufficiently successful to
achieve a substantially revised hardback second edition ten years later.
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Much of Discrimination and Popular Culture was unequivocal

III

its opposition to

popular culture. In the Editor's Introduction Thompson states:
The hypothesis of this book is that the shortcomings of popular culture are with us,
because the mass media just listed have become the expression and mouthpiece of a
particular type of civilisation. 65
He quotes extensively from the speakers at the Conference and implicitly draws authority
from an assumed association with the Conference,at which he states: The most predictable thread running through the proceedings was the exprqss
hostility of teachers towards the way in which the mass media are used at present. 66
This might have been an accurate reflection of the feelings that produced the original
Easter Conference motion, but it can hardly be true of the October Conference itself, since
there were hardly any teachers able to be present, other than those representing
professional associations. 67 On the issue of responsibility, Thompson is clear that 'those
who control -the mass media,. must be made fully responsible to the society in which they
live,.68

An important part of Thompson's thinking is in accord with what SEFT and BFI were

saying about the importance for all schools to address the various forms of popular culture
with the strategy of teaching children to discriminate between good and bad. 69 - He aJso
stresses the importance of there being a supply of trained teachers from the trainirg
colleges. 7o Seizing on the freedom available in the curriculum in the 1960s for schools to
innovate, Thompson promotes an elitist notion of experts in the sphere of cultural health,
who would keep alive 'our distinctive national culture', a phrase that is not adequately
explored. 71 The model offered for the practice of the cultural health team is curious, if qot
quaint: it is that of the peasant in the Middle Ages who, by attending Mass, 'learnt
unconsciously something of the standards of art and music and oratory, which were the
pride of Europe,:72 He concludes by re:.instating the familiar case that the pioneers offilm
appreciation had promoted.
No great improvement can be expected till more and better education makes its
impact and the media are met by a consciously discriminating public. 73

Discrimination and Popular Culture rather upstaged the -original -conference;

00 - -the

existence of which the book had justified its own publication. Indeed, Robert Hewison
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subsequently believed that the book was a collection of the ' almost despairing papers '
given at the Conference 74.

The last of the books inspired by the conference is subtitled 'a practical

approac~

for

teaching' and acknowledges a debt not only to the conference but also to Hoggart,
Williams, Thompson, Leavis, SEFT and The Use of English.

The author, Nicholas

Tucker, had also seen The Popular Arts in manuscript. Thus Understanding the Mass

Media represents a summation of the contemporary attitudes and became the first beak, to
promote in detail ways of teaching the range of the mass media. Its structure is a legacy of
the conference in that each medium is isolated and described separately, following the
structure in which individual speakers at the conference had made their presentations. The
author does not attempt to offer approaches that look across the media to · see -what
attributes they might have in common.

The book is directed to the innovative teacher apd

provides such teachers with practical classroom strategies for approaching the various
media.

Screen Education75 published by UNESCO in 1964 also derived from a conference, the
International Meeting on Film and Television Teaching held in Norway in 1962. Most of
the book is written by Hodgkinson, who was about to leave for a teaching post in the
USA. 76 He uses the occasion both to establish a wider use for the term ' screen education'
to cover teaching fIlm and television and also ·to attempt an analysis of what that term
might involve from a more theoretical perspective, drawing on a range of sources.

His

argument begins with an examination of what screen language might be, though he does
not make any attempt to follow the model of screen grammar that Spottiswoode had
introduced. Instead he deals with the issues of production, reproduction andinterpreta~n,
where the combination of the various means of communication and reception possible
through film and television serve to emphasise the power of screen language. 77 What then
has to be addressed is how the educator should respond to the omnipresence of the screen
language.

Here Hodgkinson draws on the- work of Hoggart -and Williams;

From the

latter~he

concludes that 'the intermediaries - the controllers of the media - have become or &re
becoming the most important parties to communication,.78 From Hoggart he infers that a
means of communication so publicly processed must result in a ' bland culture'. 79 Hoggart
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had been influential in the Pilkington Report and accordingly Hodgkinson quotes from that
report's findings: 'What the public wants and what it has the right to get is the freedom to
choose from the widest possible range of programme matter. Anything less than that, is
deprivation,.8o Concerns of the period about mass media were particularly focused on the
effects on children.

Hodgkinson diverts from his general case to quote from the Wheare

and Nuffield reports and reverts to the Wheare Committee's solution of the necessity of
producing through the schools a more discriminating public. 8I This then begs the question
of how to achieve this end.

If the means for achieving this is to be found, Hodgkinson argues that there is a prior need
to get recognition for film and television as forms of art as a first step to their inclusion in
the school curriculum. Starting from an organisational position; he draws on the work of
Herbert Read, who had argued that what a child could cope with educationally was closely
related to its development with age. Read believed that only at 14 were children capable of
logical thought, 'and any attempt to force an early development of concepts is unnatural,
and may be injurious,82. Hodgkinson modifies this to the extent of lowering the age-of
logical thinking to 11 or 12, but does not challenge Read's assumption.

The new lower

age designated for the onset of logical thinking would conveniently allow screen education
into the secondary school curriculum from year one. 83

Having argued that the children are ready for screen education, the need is to defme ·art in
such a way that both film and television qualify for inclusion in the curriculum. Williams's
work assists here, since he demonstrates that new art forms are regularly resisted by those
who see themselves as the custodians of the existing arts, so that Elizabethan drama and
18th-century novels were similarly discounted by the- elite minority of their
contemporaries. The ephemeral nature of television proves particularly challenging to its
acceptability as an art form. But what it does enable is for children to become familiar
with 'the basic conventions of the language' long before they attend school. 84 Hodgkinson
is therefore in the curious position of acknowledging that children may read this- visval
language, which is 'unconsciously assimilated', but following Herbert Read he would then
argue that only at secondary school age may the teacher intervene to educate them in the

'formal qualities of screen art'.
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Once the children are in a state of preparedness, what then are the auns of screen
education? Here again Read is invoked and specifically his argument that 'the work of art,
however concrete and objective, is not constant or inevitable ·in -its-effect: 'it demands ·the
co-operation of the spectator.'85 Hodgkinson, takes this engagement of the child spectator

with the screen's images as a starting point for screen education. What the child then
proceeds to do with the empathy that slhe feels is to contribute herlhis self - 'which
renders discussion of films and television such a rewarding and vital part of ·screen
education' .86 This then leads into an extensive quotation from a published account pf
discussions following screenings in a further education college. The experience of the
teacher had been that his students were less concerned with the stance taken by filmmakers
and more concerned with their-own emotional responses to circumstances portrayed· in tpe
films.87 Acceptance of this emotional unburdening by individuals, as an aim of scre~n
education underpinned certain thematic approaches, which culminated in the use by the
Humanities Curriculum Project of extracts from film and television fictional narratives as
neutral evidence·in discussions on topics such as war and youth. 88

Having identified this overriding aun of personal revelation through discussion,
Hodgkinson needs to find a methodology.

Once again he draws on Read and the latter's

prescription for the three activities involved in art teaching: self expression, observation
and appreciation. 89 Self expression had traditionally been manifested in the film-ma.kif1g
area of screen education, where SFT had promoted the idea of the group-made film.
Whatever educational justification had been advanced for this procedure, it did make a
virtue of necessity. Classes were large; film-making equipment was expensive;-filmst~ck
and processing were costly. Hodgkinson feels the need to accommodate the views of thqse
like Don Waters, who argued not only for the value of the group film-making experience
but also for the simulation of professionalism that it encouraged. 9o However, Hodgkinson
also ·anticipates the kind of work that would be developed a few years later at Homsey
College of Art when he foresees the use of 8 mm cameras and portable tape recorders,
allowing 'untutored forms of self-expression in a truly individual fashion,.91

Observation as a method would · seem to accommodate many of the more · traditional
activities expected of children in relation to their viewing of films.

Here Hodgkinson

abandons Read and draws on Williams who proposes 'teaching the institutions,.92 Much of
the first decade of SFT had been focused on the scrutiny of the finished product, rather
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than on any process of mediation by which that product had been developed and presented.
By introducing the concept of institutions in Screen Education the author was initiating
the process of establishing a significant area of investigation for media education in the
future.

The third method - of 'appreciation' - might have been presented as screen education
coming full circle back to its film appreciation origins. But whereas film appreciation had
started at a time when audiences were unfamiliar with television, now teachers were-f~ed
with media saturated children, so that their first task was to arouse enthusiasm for what
might be an over familiar experience. Here both Read and Williams are invoked: the
former to advocate the teaching of enjoyment, the latter to demolish the received and often
repeated wisdom that by learning to appreciate the good, recognition of the bad-would
follow automatically.93

Hodgkinson, having got to this point, withdraws from the

challenge of where it might lead and concludes by asserting that it is the enthusiast who
must lead the unspecified way.

What Hodgkinson then does in a separate chapter that takes the form of the appendix is to
promote a specimen screen education syllabus that he had developed and used over !pe
first three years of a mixed secondary school. It is a curious mixture, which is probably the
result of a process where the curriculum content was being revised in phases. The first
year is distinctly old-fashioned in its concentration on the mechanics of· film -apd
photography, the history of the cinema and the introduction of notions of film grammfU".
By contrast, the second year is mostly about institutions and about other media. The final
year combines both the thematic and genre approach and ends - albeit only 'for suitable
classes' -- with film-making. 94

It becomes difficult to disentangle ends and means at this point:

... the factual knowledge which the children acquire in this subject is of no value
whatsoever except in so far as it enables them to approach these deeper and more
valuable aSfsects of their education with confidence, understanding and a degree of
objectivity. 5[Hodgkinson' s italics]
The value of the course is that ... when the children have thoroughly acquired the habit of close analytical 100kif1g
and listening, we enjoy each other's confidence, share a common language and
enthusiasm, and are able to discuss freely the many questions of human behaviour,
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social mores, moral attitudes etc, which the best films and television programmes
illumine. 96
While one might readily accept that the knowledge of optics and of cinema history n1i&ht
be of limited value to the non-specialist, the author's argument is compromised. To spepd
a year looking at institutions and other media and then state that knowing this information
is valueless, is an extraordinary claim when he is advocating discussion of human
behaviour, which must inevitably be proscribed by those very institutions and, agencies
that he has taught about. But then issues of representation did not fmd their way into his
syllabus.

UNESCO produced a number {)fpublications about:film and media in the early 1960s (and
continued to do so regularly in subsequent decades). One of the most substantial was

Teaching about the Film by J M L Peters, Director of the Netherlands Film Institute. 97
Drawing heavily on examples from British and American films (copiously illustrated with
stills) and on the work of SEFT and BFI, the book seemingly aimed to be definitive, on the
subject. Its assertions were so emphatic that later screen educationists would have bern
able to quote from it as being sufficiently authoritative as to illustrate the limitations and
idiosyncrasies of film teaching being undertaken at the time.

Such was the author's desire for precision thatthere is a detailed appendix, identifying,the
skills and capacities of children in relation to film at any given age between 7 and 18. The
four elements by which their progress may be determined are: understanding film
language, aesthetic appreciation of films, critical assimilation of film content, and methods
and practical possibilities. These in turn are tabulated against three aspects of the ,studen.ts'
general mental development: perception and thinking, aesthetic receptiveness ap.d
creativity, and interest and criticism. So extreme were the claims being made that the book
seems to have had negligible effect on film teaching developments in Britain.

One of

Peters's statements is notable, not for its insight but for its persistentlegacy.
Film-teaching (or film education) means helping young people to develop a criti<ial
defence towards those films which rely for their primary attraction on the display of
technical novelties, on expensive-looking stars and on other superficial factors
properly belonging more to the sphere of advertising, rather than on the true and
inherent qualities of the cinema.. Young people should, as,far as possible, be helped
to immunize themselves against the spell-casting power of films which use such
means. 98

I
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The medical metaphor of immunization that Peters uses here was probably still thought
appropriate at this stage of the post-war period, when children were becoming used to
receiving a series of injections to ward off the diseases that had previously been lifethreatening. Indeed S W Harris, President of the British Board of Film Censors, had used
the term 'immunisation' in The Film Teacher in 1952, as a way of dealing with the
'spread of infection,.99 But it is clear that in Peters's view this 'self immunization' process
was not to be regarded as the whole of film education. During the 1960s, the phrase,was
not used and Peters's book had little influence beyond being listed in bibliographiys,
having been superseded in UNESCO's publications by Screen Education. As has been
shown, there had always been a current of concern about the influence of the media on
children, and this had been regularly addressed by those who wished to promoteme~ia
education. loo But it was only when later media educationists wanted to describe a histqry
for their area that the related term 'inoculatory' was introduced.

The re-emergence and

persistence of this shorthand and dismissive term of reference is relevant to this
investigation.

Roy Knight writing a lengthy editorial introduction to theBFI proouced Film in

En~h

Teaching in 1972 traces the history of film in English teaching. At no point does he make
mention of the 'inoculatory' approach. 101 Yet four years later Jim Cook and Jim Hillier
emphasise the 'protective or inoculatory' approach in their paper introducing the
BFIISEFT 1976 Film and Television Studies' Conference. 102

Len Masterman ' ~es

reference to 'the old inoculation theories' in 1980. 103 Ten years later James Halloran and
Marsha Jones refer to the 'inoculatory or moral approach' and it is their paper that is
subsequently quoted by the BF! in 1992. 104 None of these sources is able to direct readers
to articles where media teachers make the case for the inoculatory approach, because nQne
exist. The common authorities quoted are Leavis and Thompson, I 05 the Spens Report, I 06
the Crowther Report l07 and the Newsom Report. 108 None of these sources use the term
'inoculatory' .

The authority for the prevalence of the 'inoculatory approach' derives from

,Grah~

Murdock and Guy Phelps of the Leicester Centre for Mass Communication

Resear~h

researching on behalf ofthe Schools Council in 1973. 109 The Council had initially thought
that the conclusions of the research would enable them to make suggestions about
'relatively simple curriculum reform, perhaps with regard to media-appreciation classes-~
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media-based teaching generally' I 10. But Murdock and Phelps were not subsequently
instructed to discover what media teachers were doing. The focus of their research on
behalf of the Schools Council evolved from that initial brief to become:
(a) the ways in which mass media impinged on the school situation, and
(b) the relationship between children's use of, and attitudes towards, the media on
the one hand - and teachers' attitudes towards the media on the other. I I I
Subsequently after further modification
.. .it became the main aim of the study to determine the extent to which !pe
differences in patterns of social relationships and systems of communication
between schools on the one hand and leisure environments on the other are
complementary or contradictory. I 12
Halloran, Director · of the Leicester Centre, later revealed that the· researchers' ultimate
conclusion was 'about the quality of the relationship between teachers and pupils and the
assumptions on which these relationships rest and, beyond that, about the kind of society
we want'. 113

It is essential therefore to understand in the light of these statements that Murdock .and
Phelps were not reporting on the teaching strategies of those who were designated !is
teachers of media or of those who had timetabled film or media lessons; they were looking
at teachers' attitudes more generally. Part of their research was to compare the attitudes of
those who taught science and those who taught English. The latter group included thqse
who were expected in some schools to introduce their pupils to aspects of media.

Wher~as

science teachers generally were required to teach only science, the researchers found that
the English specialists were often to be found also teaching subjects other than English,
and to feel as a consequence all the more strongly that their fundamental · role was
essentially the 'transmission of literary values' .114 Therefore some teachers of English
were on the defensive when completing the research questionnaires about their attitudes to
the media, whereas science teachers did 'not need to be on the defensive, since not only is
their basic subject matter relatively unambiguous, ·but they also spend the majority of their
time teaching it' .115

Murdock and Phelps found among a sample of English teachers that there were four
distinct approaches to media:
Approach 1 Media material seldom if ever introduced into lessons.·
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Approach 2 Media material not introduced and any attempt by pupils to introduce it
is resisted.
Approach 3 Teachers actively combat the countervailing influence of mass media
by exposing examples to criticism (the ' inoculation' approacp).
Approach 4 The positive approach. I 16
The most frequently quoted part of the research is where the authors, carefully putting
quotation marks around the word ' inoculation', state that this third approach ' commanded
considerable support from both the· comprehensive (32 per cent) and secondary mod.e m
schools (36 per cent) in our sample,.1I7

But what does not get quoted is the descripti~m

that follows which reveals in detail that the approach they are describing stems from an
attitude to the media similar to the attitude to certain films of the 1950s, as identified by
Peters.
Underlying this approach is a particular view of the process of media influence.
According to this view, the mass media can be seen as a series of machines
controlled by self-seeking, and occasionally evil, men. These machines send out
sounds and images which enter the uncritical minds of the passive audience and
then turn them into compliant zombies who will willingly accept the implanted
ideas, and may even act them out and behave in an anti-social manner. I 18
The language that the researchers use to describe the attitude of these teachers is surely
designed to signal to the reader that the inoculatory approach is a designation to be applied
only to those instinctively hostile to the teaching of media, not a description of an -autheptic
teaching strategy.

In more recent times, it is clear that the term ' inoculating' has come to be used as a

portmanteau reference into which a wide range of past approaches may be bundled.
Buckingham, citing Halloran and Jones and Masterman, states - This process of training students in ' discrimination' and ' critical awareness' has
been described by subsequent critics as a form of ' inoculation' - in other words a
protection against disease. I 19
Over time the various references to ' inoculation' have been taken out of context and used
indiscriminately to include and discredit a wide range of earlier approaches to media
education

If the NUT Conference inaugurated a period when it became legitimate to explore a wider
cultural landscape from the educational perspective that SEFT had promoted, there were
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contemporaneous developments in which the traditional approaches to film criticism in the
wider society were being revalued. These more analytic approaches were associated with
a new generation of university educated film critics. · Almost · all had no fonnal· tiJm
education and indeed their subject specialisms covered a wide range of both the arts apd
the sciences.

What they had in common was years of frequent and regular visits to local

cinemas to watch and enjoy mainstream films.

That they were able to draw so

productively on this ordinary experience was a practical vindication of what SEFT had
long maintained: that simply by going to the cinema and enjoying that experience, it was
possible to acquire the necessary skills to become a discerning viewer.

50 Famous Films 1915-1945 was published by the BFI at the point when Huntley

~ad

replaced Reed as Controller of the National Film Theatre. 120 Described in the Foreword py
Director Quinn as 'one of several innovations', the book was designed for NFT regulars,
who would have a permanent collection of the programme notes of what were the NFT's
most predictable ·archive screenings. Authors of the notes on · individual films are not
credited and their comments follow no set pattern or length. It was, in effect, a collection
of miscellaneous programme notes of rather more than 50 films, chosen without any
coherent structure but masquerading as a serious BFI publication. The film reviewers of

Oxford Opinion (specifically ·Ian Cameron · and · Victor Perkins) · pounced, · seeing it as
'worth examining for the light it throws on the standards and prejudices of this coun1r¥'s
cinematic establishment' .121 Previously, according to Cameron, they had plarmed that in
that issue they would ' devote our space to a dissection of that distressing journal [Sight

and Sound]'. But instead 50 Famous Films provided a better target for attacking film
criticism in Britain, as it demonstrated 'the pallid philanthropy that has always provided its
criteria for evaluation'. 122

Cameron was then approached by the Federation of Film Societies to write a piece for. their
journal Film, where the argument was presented in a more condensed form. Cameron

s~w

traditional criticism as judging a film, 'on the acceptability of its social and political
attitudes', where a significant proportion of the review might be the plot synopsis. 123 At
the basis of his criticism was the accusation that Sight and Sound and the Monthly -Fi(m

Bulletin demonstrated intellectual laziness. What they did not do was talk about style.
To judge a film on anything other than its style is to set up the critic's own views
on matters outside the cinema against those of its maker. 124
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Responses came both from Penelope Houston, Editor of Sight and Sound and Peter John
Dyer, Editor of Monthly Film Bulletin. Houston devoted six pages of the autumn 1960
edition of Sight and Sound to her reply to the original Oxford Opinion article.125 Her'iQne
is patronising and she seeks to present Oxford Opinion as parroting the ideas of others: 'A
lot of this comes from Cahiers du Cinema, along with the list of admired directors.'
Choosing to interpret Oxford Opinion's engagement with film style as 'reviewing a film in
terms of half a dozen striking shots', her punch line was that 'cinema is about the
situation, not about spatial relationships,.126

h~an

Dyer maintained the patronising distance in

Film when he responded to Cameron's article in an earlier issue of that publication.
I wouldn't employ them, because of their judgment, or rather their lack of it; and
because it follows that they will enjoy neither influence nor staying power. 127
Their much vaunted obsession with style is backed up by nothing in their own
criticism to encourage one to believe that they know the first thing about style. 128
The NUT Conference had had an agenda about ways of approaching popular culture and of
raising the expectations of its audience.

At the same time the debate triggered by Oxford

Opinion was confronting some of the ·issues that were around in the Popular ·Culture
debate.

A group of Oxford graduates was championing the most popular of popular

~

forms and challenging the assumptions of those whom they perceived as defending those
'quality' films from which the cinema was supposed to draw its credibility as high art. The
1950s had seen · such intergenerational differences being the · source material , for
controversy in various art forms.

If there was a detectable difference in attitude among those attending the NUT conference,
where some were hostile and others accepting, it had perhaps been anticipated by art critic
Lawrence Alloway, writing in 1957.

He described what he saw as an

essenti~ly

fundamental, generational split. Born in 1926, he distinguishes the characteristics of his
generation in two ways.
(1) We grew up with the mass media. Unlike our parents and teachers we did not
experience the impact of the movies, the radio, the illustrated magazines. The mass
media were established as a natural environment by the time we could see them.
(2) We were born too late to be adopted into the system of taste that gave aesthefic
certainty to our parents and teachers. 129
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The implication of this argument is that the older conference members were likely to be
separated from the younger because each cohort had a fundamentally different concept of
cultural nonnal~ty.

Alloway wrote on a range of topics connected to the visual and popular arts in the 1950s.
He also lectured on film, but did not publish any writing on the subject at the time,
although he did later. 130 However, as a successful and influential art critic in the late
1950s, he made radio broadcasts of some film reviews.

Towards the end of this

broadcasting period, in December 1960, he devoted a broadcast not only to praising .the
'impressive film criticism' to be found in Oxford Opinion but additionally to

dismiss~g

the writings of its opponents at the BF! as 'stale and boring,l31.
Now it seems to me that the Oxford critics have this sense of the movie as
something complex and extensive, whereas the BFI writers and the weeklyl~ies
have lost both their wonder and their curiosity.l32
He also detects a similar spirit of rebellion in the Cambridge journal, Granta, which was
following Oxford's lead. Charles Barr, then reviewing films for Granta, acknowledges the
shift toward the Oxford journal's 'purposeful and · committed line on cinema', wbjch
accelerated when Barr became Associate Editor of Granta. 133

Alloway does have one

major criticism of both Oxford Opinion and Sight and Sound. 'Both groups are equally
neglectful of the iconography of the . movies'. 134 By the time that the Oxford Opinion
writers had become editors of Movie., they were more persuaded by Alloway's arguments
and it was in Movie that Alloway's writings about cinema were finally published. 135

To have such controversy around British Film Criticism encouraged the London Region of
the Federation of Film Societies to set up a debate in the following January where
Penelope Houston, Peter John Dyer and John Gillett would appear for Sight and Sound:

136

Consequently, when Cameron, Perkins and Shivas turned up to put the Oxford Opini(Jn
case, they expected to be opposed by Sight and Sound/Monthly Film Bulletin. Instead
however the BFI was represented by Paddy Whannel and Alan Lovell who had apparently
volunteered to stand in for Houston and Dyer;137

Unsurprisingly, the account of

proceedings as reported in Film was not quite the antagonistic heavyweight encounter ~at
its readers might have expected.

Indeed, whilst listing the Oxford Opinion three as

present, the Film account diplomatically avoids identifying who was actually opposing
them.
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The critical debate staged by the London Regional Group at the end of January did
not lead, as was hoped, to an advance into more fruitful fields of argument. 138
Although Cameron had a piece in a subsequent'issue of Film, 139 it seems that he reserved
his major response for Screen Education. 14o He writes mostly about the evolution¥y
process that the Oxford Opinion writers had gone through as they reviewed films for that
journal and in the process discussed their shared responses as a group. He begins however,
by rounding on ·the institutional critics and in particular on Houston!s attempt to

Oxford Opinion when she accused them of being attracted to
surrounding it'.

Jazz and

discr~dit

the excitements

What excitements Cameron asks: 'alcoholism? drug addiction?

prostitution?' 141 Though, as he acknowledged elsewhere, Houston's original response had
been very effective in making a much wider readership aware of OxfordOpini9,, -thanthat
journal would ever have achieved on its own. 142

A decade earlier, involvement in the Oxford based journal Sequence had provided a route
for its editorial team of Gavin Lambert, Lindsay Anderson and Houston to various roles
within and for the' BFI, as Houston acknowledged. 143 If they had a banner to fight under
that would have been Anderson's 'Stand Up, Stand Up'. The Oxford Opinion writers were
different. They appeared to eschew a political stance.
In view of our stated ideas about form and content, it is ridiculous to say that we
'prefer form to content', or that we 'refused to talk about meaning'. What we refuse
to talk about is whether we agree with the attitude expressed in the film, and to
judge it on that basis. This does not prevent us from going as far as we are capable
in working out its meaning. 144
When the same authors persevered and produced the first issue of Movie in Summer 1962,
it started to become clear that what they were committed to was detailed textual analysis.
When he wrote for Screen Education, Cameron was still at the point of needing to refute
Houston's claim that 'cinema is about the human situation, not about spatial relationships'.
Cameron dismissed this misinterpretation of the .Oxford Opinion ,position by likening it, to
informing a reader that the novel was not about punctuation. 145

As Cameron's byline in

Screen Education explained he was 'Late of Oxford Opinion, now teaching in London'.
The first issue of Movie was a year away, and the piece in the SEFT journal was enabling
Cameron to disengage from what was clearly an unproductive debate. As he concluded:
In the end, the only way in which one can support one's critical theories is py
writing criticism, rather than arguing about it. I'm fed up with writing about
criticism. I'd rather write about films. r46
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It seemed briefly that Screen Education would be the vehicle for the continuation of this
147
Definition was
debate when Dai Vaughan, Co-editor of Definition, replied to Cameron.
a new film journal that frrst appeared in February 1960. Its principal editors were ,Alan
Lovell, Boleslaw Sulik and Oai Vaughan, the latter having been a regular contributor to
SEFT journals.

Vaughan attacks Cameron's assumption that it is possible to discuss a

film and be neutral about the attitudes expressed in it.

He asks 'How can we agree or

disagree with the "attitude" that we ourselves have conferred upon ,a work in our act of
response?' If Oxford Opinion and subsequently Movie were to be noted for avoiding

~e

taking of a political stance, Definition was very much a journal of the Left. Like Oxford

Opinion it had attacked Sight and Sound.

Lovell had detected that 'the vitality of

Sequence is changed into the complacency of the established magazine' .148 He saw i, as
reluctant to offer any substantial critique of the British film industry largely because of the
BFI's delicate relationship with the film industry. Consequently, the BFI funded journal
that had both security of publication and distribution was perceived as merely reflecting
'what is happening without enthusiasm or insight,:149 Vaughan in his challenge to Came~on
was trying to shift him into the ranks of committed critics.

But Definition 3 rather than Screen Education saw three-way battle lines being drawn.
Houston had responded to Lovell, and as with her response to Oxford Opinion she was
essentially patronising, claiming that Definition 'was'a trifle rocky on its feet,:150

In~he

same issue Robin Wood - soon to become one of Movie's regular writers - joined the

Oxford Opinion position whilst making his own Leavisite leanings very clear.
We urgently need a sharpening of critical instruments, some means of analysing
what Or F R Leavis would call 'local life', some method of practical criticism of
mise-en-scene. 151
Wood too could not resist patronising Lovell: 'One must be able, Mr Lovell, to analyse
and understand these things before one has the right to dismiss Hitchcock as a "second rate
director",.152 This was the first skirmish in what would later become a majorcritical'debate
between Wood and Lovell, under SEFT auspices in Screen. 153

Probably the most significant of the contributions to the debate in this issue of Definition
was that of Whannel, whose position, according to the Editorial, coincided with that of

Definition. In fact, Whannel' s article attempts to adopt a viewpoint that offers a panorama-
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across the contemporary critical scene. Having by this stage already identified himself as
both a critic from the New Left and a Leavisite,

Whannel is least sympathetic to the

'general run of critics who claim a vague liberal position', by which he must mean ·his ~FI
colleagues on Sight and Sound. They are 'consistently taken in by the big subject, ever
ready to judge a film by its plot outline and discuss it or approve it for its subject matter
and overt moral position,.154 However, he appears to align himself with Houston on the
matter of Oxford Opinion's French influenced position. He summarises her attack ,on

Oxford Opinion.
Not a difficult task, certainly in the English form, where the specific judgements
seemed to have been taken over but the theoretical basis left in Paris. 155
Whannel then offers a compromise position.
If we see our problem as teasing out the values embedded in the style of the film I
think this undercuts most of the confusions that have cropped up in the argurnent. 156
But, as a Leavisite, he has to offer a further mechanism for judging the film.
A film is an act of collaboration with the viewer. All the time, we are being ask~d
to respond to hints and suggestions and create a world. In the good film these clues
are many, the life portrayed is closely textured. In the bad film the clues are slight,
the life portrayed is schematic. 157
If in the matter of criticism it fell to Whannel to try to map out the territory, so after

tPe

success of the cinema session at the NUT Conference it was again Whannel, who wrote in

Screen Education 'Where do we go from here? 'Here' he defined as having two main
obstacles -- the absence of a clearly defmed place for film within academic education, and
the lack of a serious critical tradition. To take the second point first, Whannel-makes no
mention of the debates around the various journals with which he was currently
involved.

th~n

'The cinema has produced no great critics.' His concern is however more

specific. It is less that there is no 'literature of quality' about film, it is that critics are not
seeing a relationship between popular education and serious critical writing: 158

The bulk of his article derives from his concern with the place of film in the Academy. It
soon becomes clear that for Whannel establishing film in the Academy is simply a starting
point. Thus he describes in only the briefest reference the appointment in the · previous
October of Thorold Dickinson at the Slade School of Art as the first lecturer in film at a
British university. 159 What exercises Whannel now is how a place in the Academy would
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alter the status not just of film, but also of popular culture, in the school.

Whannel's

emphasis on the importance of film's acceptance in the university as the means by which
film would get proper recognition in schools was always a ·f undamentalpart of his
· g. 160
He is forced to look back thirty years for a model - to Culture a,:,d
thinkin

Environment and Education and the University.161 These are not ideal models as he has
to concede, since they embody the notion that high culture must be defended against
popular culture: 162

He identifies the cinema as particularly important -- sufficiently

established and recognized as a popular art fonn to provide a model for approaching otlter
popular art fonns.

That both Cameron and Whannel should chose- Screen Education 7 as the ·approp~te
publication to publish the concluding pieces for their respective involvements in the

Oxford Opinion debate and the NUT Conference would appear to demonstrate SEFT's
position at the centre of events. It would be incorrect to draw this inference. At the time it
was the only regular journal in publication that would have -had -significant numbers of
readers with an interest in both debates.

Cameron's 'Purely for Kicks' is printed as tlte

second of a sequence of two articles headed confusingly 'University Report'. It follows a
descriptive account of a university student film society.

There is no context provided to

link 'Purely for Kicks' to the previous series of articles published elsewhere that-made up
this important debate.

The Editorial to Screen Education 7 fails to respond to any of the issues that Cameron or
Whannel raises.

Instead, in the double page spread headed 'Concern for Children', Wills

takes a view similar to that which had apparently triggered the original NUT -conference
motion.
The child has seen crook and cop, outlaw and marshall, wife and mistress, all
employing the same means to achieve their ends. He has been deluged by the
devices of an acquisitive society which appear to offer him extravagant luxury on
'extended and easy tenns'. Superficial, trivial and shallow conformity has ~en
put on a pedestal for him to admire. 163
He is in effect refusing to engage with how Whannel is defining the post-conference
position.

It would be several years before the Society would address the issue of its

journal's idiosyncratic and increasingly marginal fele.
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CHAPTER TWO 1964-1967
LOCATING -F ILM EDUCATION: THE -B ACK OF
BEYOND
The Crowther Report does establish a better balance of blame than the NUT
Resolution. But a more fundamental objection can be made to both statements in
the way they define the problem itself. Both passages imply a clear distinction
between the two cultures - the culture of the mass media and the traditional culture
of sophisticated arts. And both see these as standing in opposition to each other.
Stuart Hall and Paddy Whannel, 1964
The Newsom Report provides 'official' support for the introduction offilm and television
study in schools, specifically in the context of the proposed raising of the school-leaving
age. The necessity for providing a liberal studies offer to short-term release students in
further education provides another opportunity for screen education at the margins.
Publishers become intrigued by the potential this new market offers. But the increased
interest from teachers and the number of enquiries consequently received by SEn puts
great pressure on the Society 's volunteers. The new Labour Government of 1964 funds the
BFI more generously and so its Director and Education Department make SEFT an-offer
the Society cannot refuse.

During the 1960s the status of film and television study changed considerably and by the
end of the decade many more teachers and lecturers were actively involved in a range of
developments. BFI and SE FT were both instrumental in these developments and also ~he
beneficiaries of them. There were major events outside the arena of film and televisipn
teaching which greatly assisted in the process. The change of government in 1964 was one
such defining event.

There were others too, affecting in particular the opportunities for

screen education in the further and secondary sectors. ' In the former, colleges became
obliged to offer students released for specialist training by employers the additioqal
opportunity to participate in liberal or general studies courses. In secondary schools there
was the expectation that the long delayed raising of the school leaving age to sixteen was
about to happen and that new areas of interest had to be found for these additional -students.

Consequently the biggest potential area for the expansion of film and television study was
to be in secondary schools, where the publication of Half Our Future in 1963 had made
the clearest call to date for the introduction of. film and media teaching into schools, albeit
for the 'less able' half of the student population. i

Half Our Future very quickly became

known as the 'Newsom Report' after its Chairman, J H Newsom, who had been Chief
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Education Officer for Hertfordshire in the immediate post-war years. While in post there
he had actively encouraged film appreciation and presented reports on a range of related
topics to the County Education Committee in 1950.4 Given Newsom' s earlier promoti9n
of film teaching in an educationally progressive county and at a time when his reports
would have coincided with the publication of the Wheare Committee's report, it seems that

Half Our Future had a very sympathetic author when it came to make its observations on
film and television in education.

Immediately following the Report's publication, the BFI Education Department seized on
the relevance of what it said and produced a duplicated handout detailing the eight
paragraphs from the Report that had the greatest relevance for film and television teaching.
The Department did not however add any editorial comment. 3 SEFf' s response was
delayed. This was probably because of the timing of the ·Newsom Report, which
published in August 1963.

~as

Consequently it appeared too late for comment in the

September/October issue of Screen Education which was ready for distribution at the start
of the autumn term, while copy for the 1964 Yearbook was complete and ready for the
printers by early October.

In the· first Screen Education -of 1964, there is -a brief

introduction from Don Waters, then Chairman, but the content of the subsequent artiole
'Newsom on the Screen Media' was apparently lifted from the BFI's duplicated document,
though with the omission of two of the eight paragraphs quoted there.4 There appears to be
no logic as to the exclusion of these two paragraphs, 378 and 479. The former endorses
film-making which would certainly have commanded agreement from SEFT committee
members at the time. The latter argues for the value of the creative arts in helping young
people 'to come to terms with themselves'. Unlike the BFI's publication of its selection of
quotations without further comment, Waters' s introduction is unequivocal · in its
endorsement.
We have had support for screen education in official documents before - the
Wheare Committee - the Pilkington Report - but never such powerful advocacy and
expressed so much in our own terms as it is in this remarkable document, the report
ofthe Newsom Committee
But, there never was such ammunition for the teacher and the would-be teacher pf
screen education. It is the duty of every one of us to use it - on every possible
occasion and as effectively as we know how. 5
There is however a curious postscript to the quoted paragraphs: from Alex Richardson,
editor of SEFT's Film and TV News that had appeared in the preceding autumn.6 He was
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an important presence on the Committee and was later to become SEFT's ftrst paid officer.
The postscript is both a strident and personal. Richardson taught then at Cornwell School
in East Ham, the dilapidated buildings of which had been pictured in the Newsom Rep?rt
where photographs had been selected to juxtapose images of good and bad facilities in
secondary schools. It is on this initial peg that he ftxes his response but then contrives to
enlist SEFT into his diatribe.

His concluding paragraphs are printed below.

They

demonstrate two important features which affected SEFT's organisation in the 196Os: Ray
Wills's apparent reluctance to exert editorial control over Screen Education even in
instances where SEFT as an organisation was inappropriately invoked; Richardson's
readiness to use his position within SEFT to give a spurious endorsement to what were his
personal views.
I wouldn't mind particularly that Cornwell will not get new buildings for yet
another five years (ha! ha!). If I felt that at least Newsom would be backed by
money and political enthusiasm. If you could feel that a significant minority really
cared. But make no mistake about it. I feel badly.
Half Our Future is surely {me of the most -important Government documents .~et
prepared - and not just about education. It's about a world which does justice to fill
its children. They must be taught well. Their real needs must be served first. They
must be recognised for what they are: total, vulnerable, powerful human beings.
All of them.
When Newsom is finally shelved (by all parties) then it's only the teachers left. In
every type of school. We can choose to stay forever with our local children;~d
teach them, give them everything that can be given with utter honesty and compl<tte
concern. Or we can try to become Prime Minister.
You could surrender.
If the quotations printed above from the Report seem like a SEFT manifesto that's
how it should be. Teachers can effect changes in the greatest conservative system
of the twentieth century. SE FT may not win money from people who say scrern
education is invaluable, but it will still exist when they have built all those
universities for the sake of the economy. Because, if nothing else, SEFT represents
teachers
Half Our Future cost the nation only £5,550 to prepare. What's the price of a
revolution?7
The paragraphs that are quoted by both BFI and SEFT provided powerful support for ideas
that both organisations had been advocating. Unlike the Wheare Report which made only
incidental references to ftlm appreciation within education, the Newsom Report repeatedly
stresses the need for teachers to take account of popular culture. The key sentiments of
each paragraph are as follows:
87. There is much scope for valuable consumer studies and in examining the
influence is extended by newspapers, magazines, comics, advertisement hoardings,
films and television. But it would be wrong to leave pupils with the idea that
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everything they like is bad, or that all criticism is negative. A sound, positive
judgement must start with valuing properly the good things they enjoy. 8
216. We believe that teachers should reckon with these facts, and that their own
training should help them·to ·take account of television as a social force, as we!" as
offering them some freparation for the proper handling of school broadcasts in
sound and television.
217. Nevertheless, not only through television, but in a very large field of popular
culture -- music, films, theatre, journalism -- pupils can learn, with guidance, to
sharpen their perceptions. 10
474. Here we should wish to add a strong claim for the study of film and televislpn
in their own rights, as powerful forces in our culture and significant sources of
language and ideas. 11
475. The culture provided by all the mass media, but particularly by film and
television represents the most significant environmental factor that teachers have to
take into account. 12
476. By presenting examples of films selected for the integrity of their treatment pf
human values, and the craftsmanship with which they were made, alongside others
of mixed or poor quality, we can not only build up a way of evaluating but also lead
the pupils to an understanding of film as a unique and potentially valuable art form
in its own right as capable of communicating depth of experience as any other art
form.
While there is a supply, even if inadequate, of specialist and other teachers with
some training in literature, music, art and drama, there are very few teachers
equipped to deal with the art forms that most closely touch the boys and girls of this
Report. We are glad to note that some training colleges have begun to respond to
this challenge by offering courses in film both as major and minor elements in a
course. I3
The production of the Report had been triggered by the prospect of the planned raising of
the school leaving age to 16, though this was not in the event to be accomplished for a
further decade.

Such was the extent not only of the generally positive response ·given to

Newsom but also of the concerns about the curriculum development that would precefle
the raising of the school leaving age (ROSLA) that individual film teachers saw an
opportunity to offer their subject as an innovative part of the solution. SEFT followed up
the comments in Screen Education with a Conference in May 1964, 'After

New~...

Making a Start in Screen Education'. 14 An undoubted effect of Half Our Future was to
raise the profile of film and television teaching and to initiate questions and controversies
where previously in the interests of protecting this embryonic area of study, it had been
politic to maintain a consensus. . As an initial demonstration of how alliances began to fall
apart post Newsom, it is instructive to consider attitudes to the use of the numerous
commercially sponsored films available on 16 mm in the 1960s.
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Many large industrial and commercial organisations had their own production units and
film libraries funded as part of their promotional activities. Annual screenings took place
at venues such as the National Film Theatre where the latest -releases of sponsored ftlms
might be viewed. For some years SEFT was formally associated with these Festivals pf
Free Loan Films organised by the Federation of Film Societies. IS The particular appeal to
teachers was that these films were almost always available on free loan. Such films were
valuable as up-to-date and effective visual aids for science -or-geography

teacher~

but

increasingly some of the films became of interest to film teachers who could, for examp'e,
hire We are the Lambeth Boys (Reisz 1957) and Everyday Except Christmas (Anderson
1957) from the Ford Film Library, Terminus (Schlesinger 1961) from British Transport
Films and The Back of Beyond (Heyer 1954) from the Petroleum Films Bur~u.

To some on the Committee therefore it seemed that an appropriate SEFT project would be
to produce a booklet on the 'Best of the Sponsored Films', and indeed a sponsored film
supplement was published in Screen Education where the impending publication-of the
booklet was repeatedly trailed. 16

Members' views as to what films should be includpd

were sought by questionnaires in the journal. The plans for this forthcoming publication
divided the SEFT Committee in 1965.

Jim Kitses, by then BF! Teacher Adviser and

sitting on the committee as the-Institute's representative, led the argument that this

w~

a

retrograde step diverting film education away from its more appropriate interest in
mainstream cinema. 17

Undoubtedly there was a benefit to SEFT from the existence of so-many free-loan -libraries:
a significant chunk of its journals' regular advertising income came from the
repeated advertisements.

lib~es

This may also have encouraged support for the project among

some Committee members.

They were however particularly encouraged by learning of

the success that a SEFT member, Eric Else, had with an idea that he put to Longmans in
1965. 18

Publishers generally had responded to the huge potential market in secondary

schools that the Newsom Report had not only identified but celebrated.

Suddenly it

seemed appropriate to give textbooks a facelift and perhaps novelty rather than innovation
became the driving force. - Else'-s book The Back of Beyond is unique. It is essentiaUr a
textbook for use in secondary schools, built around the viewing of a single free loan fi\m
made in Australia by Shell and distributed in the UK by the Petroleum Films Bureau. 19
The book is now valuable for providing an insight into the confusion of ideas circulating
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around film teaching that preceded the date of its eventual publication in 1968 and will
therefore be considered here in that context.

The book opens with the acknowledgement of two ,influences: first of the Newsom Report
(with the quotation of paragraphs 474 and 476); and ofa SEFT interview with John HeYyr,
the film's director, by Alex Richardson. 2o Else describes the book simply as 'a classroom
aid to the study of The Back of Beyond'. Its contents include maps, poems, extracts from
works of fiction and description, all with linking material by

Else~

. In addition, there ¥e

thirty pages of very detailed, shot by shot frame analyses of sequences from the fiIfn.
There is however little indication of the curriculum area that the book is targeting,
presumably to enable the publisher to market the book as widely as possible. Only at the
end under 'Notes for the Teacher' is there a section 'Appreciation of The Back , of

Beyond'.21

The appreciation is a painstakingly detailed chronological account, sequence by sequence,
in which Else recalls his responses to the film, with occasional asides to the teacher as to
his assessment of the film's effectiveness at particular points. Else's commentary serves to
provide any teacher who decides to use the book with a backup of points of cinemalic
interest, to which s/he might refer in the classroom. In case the teacher might doubt the
value of the enterprise, the book concludes with an implicit reference to the British
documentary tradition and its revered place in film appreciation~

The Back of Beyond is probably the last of the great romantic documentaries; it is
vigorous and life-affirming and has a quality of immediacy that makes it a
memorable experience both as a work of film art and as a tribute to the resilience of
the human spirit. 22
Of greater interest now are two very specific aspects of the book Firstly, Else tries- to
context an appropriate methodology for looking at the film and attempts specifically to
reconcile what he identifies as the approaches of Stuart Hall on the one hand, and Ernest
Lindgren on the other.

To do so, he draws from Film Teaching and The Art of the

Cinema.23 The former was the first substantial publication from Whannel's Educat~on
Department, the latter a recent revision of Lindgren's 1940s original.

Secondly, pe

provides detailed shot by shot analyses - using frame enlargements - of four sequences
from the film. These are accompanied by production stills showing the camera crew at
work.
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At the time Else was writing the auteur approach was becoming established as the
dominant critical stance and in quoting Hall he is acknowledging the consequent attitude to
style that introduces Film Teaching.

' ... not ,as something imposed upon the subiect

already given but as the way in which a director conveys to us his inner meanings,.24
Else's book is unashamedly a celebration of director Heyer as the film's author. Else
chooses to quote from Hall in a way that enables him then to link closely to Lindgren.
One has to start at the other end - with the whole response; and then, ,by relating
the content to the technique show how the one has modified the other. Tpe
language of the cinema has to be approached by way of the film's meaning, and tre
meaning is what the director wants to say or show (his intention), what he has
selected (the content), and how he has translated it into sound and images (his
language).25
Having established that the 'language of the cinema' is on Hall's agenda, Else is then aqle
to move into the probably more familiar Lindgren territory of film language with an
extensive list of the options possible, under such headings as camera setup, camera
movement, editing, spoken word, natural sound etc. It is through the constant referencipg
of these that Else's appreciation is then structured.

The second noteworthy aspect of the book is its display -of complete sequences from the
film broken down into individual frame enlargements for each shot. Having

previou~ly

endorsed the authority of film language, inclusion of the author's sequences of frame
enlargements is perhaps inevitable, given that he had ready access to a print of the film.
But their function in this book seems superfluous. The detail of the breakdown (wjth
information on the content of the various sound tracks accompanying each shot) would be
useful for a student tackling an undergraduate film-making course, but understanding the
significance of the amount of detailed information that is being revealed here would have
been beyond the needs of the 'Newsom' students at whom -the book is aimed. - Had an
enterprising teacher removed these pages and cut the stills into individual shots which the
children might then put into order in advance of viewing the film, s/he would have
anticipated the photo-play exercises that were to become available in the 1970s.

The controversy in the Committee was such that the pamphlet on sponsored films never
reached the printers, though some preliminary work was done on it. The dispute was

~ot

in itself the trigger for changes in the Committee, but changes in the composition of its
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membership certainly would have diminished support for the project, since some of
SEFT's longest serving members were to leave the Committee in the mid-1960s, although
the [mal departure of some was protracted · by .their retaining notional places on tpe
Committee while working abroad.

Don Waters left the UK in 1964 to become Head of

Educational Television in Zambia. He was followed by Tony Hodgkinson who went to the
USA to become Professor of Film in Boston. Tony Higgins gained a secondary school
headship in Nottingham and founder member Paul Alexander [mally left in 1967 to
continue teaching in the primary sector in London. Their respective post-SEFT situations
illustrate the dilemma facing film teachers at that time: whether to concentrate one's energy
on developing a career within the established UK educational framework or to risk
attempting to make a career out of what had begun as a personal·enthusiasm.

Such significant departures did not go unnoticed. Stanley Reed, Director of the BF! from
1964, confided to the then SEFT Chairman R C Vannoey, who was a survivor from the
Committee of the 1950s, that the gaps left by these departures made the Society appear. less
substantial. 26 Paddy Whannel however chose to view the situation more positively ~d
anticipating these departures set out to establish better relations with the Society soon after
this author took over as Secretary in 1965.27

Whannel, as Head of the BFI Education Department, became the key figure in shaping [urn
education in the 1960s. In The Popular Arts both its authors (Whannel and Stuart Hall)
propose a 'permanent study laboratory' in which their ideas might develop?8 In the event
Hall was soon deputising for Richard Hoggart and consequently able to set about attracting
researchers to the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural -Studies. Whannel ·iQ. a
relatively short period between 1964 and 1970 was to transform his department into the
film study equivalent of an 'academy in waiting'.

Had they been able to combine the

staffmg level and facilities that Whannel had achieved for the Education Department with
the· postgraduate students that Hall ·was -supervising in Birmingham, their ambition for a
permanent study laboratory would have become a reality.

As Whannel' s departm({nt

strengthened its establishment from the mid 1960s, so SEFT's influence temporarily
diminished, although BF! Education continued to promote the existence of SE FT in its
literature.
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Following its change of name and well publicised presence within the Joint Council for
Education through Art and at the NUT Conference, SEFT had started the 1960s with
ambitions for growth. There were plans for a range of publishing ventures. Its occasie~al
publications (detailed later in this chapter) proved to be very successful; others proved to
be less so and were soon aborted. Among those in this latter category was Teen Screen, an
attempt to produce an offshoot magazine for teenagers that ran to only two issues in
1962?9

Probably connected with this publishing project was the' proposal SEFT put to

BFI that the two organizations should co-operate in the presentation of Saturday morn4lg
screenings for teenagers at the National Film Theatre as an opportunity for progression
with age from the established children's shows in the commercial cinemas. Reed (then
BFI Secretary and Controller of the NFT) declined the proposal -because of 'pressure of
work on the Education Department'.3o

Film and TV News was another short-liv~d

publication that made it only to a first edition in Autumn 1963.31 Another anticipated but
aborted project was to be a filmstrip advertised in Screen Education as being ready for
purchase in October 1962:32 To demonstrate the recognition thatSEFT intended to giv~ to
television the filmstrip was designed to reveal television production methods at !pe
recently opened BBC Television Centre. Issues of copyright ownership intervened after a
series of slides had been made around the production of an edition of 'The Black and
White Minstrel Show' and the' project was discreetly abandoned.~3

Other new projects were however more successful. Teachers of practical film-making were
informed in Screen Education 19 of the Committee's decision to make available to SEFT
members basic film-making equipment. 34 With the assistance' of the Rank OrganisatiQn,
SEFT had acquired three 16 mm cameras which together with tripod and light meter were
available for hire.

These sets of equipment were housed with committee members in

different parts of the country and their availability advertised regularly in Screen

Education. There was also contact with the Rank Film Distribution Library where SEFT
was involved in the selection of some extracts from Rank films.35

In 1962 the first SEFT Summer School was held as a one-week course under the umbrella
summer school arrangements of the Educational Development Association. 36 By 1963 it
had become a two-week course in August offering a programme not that dissimilar from
the Summer School offered by the BFI, with screenings, lectures, discussion and fill
important practical film-making element. 37 Based in a training college in Carmarthen this
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was an appropriate arrangement for SE FT, as the EDA had established publicity machinery
and handled all domestic issues. The autonomous BFI school required a much greater
level of stafimg, though it tended to recruit larger numbers . .. The SEFT Summer Sch<?ol
continued under similar arrangements as an annual event throughout the 1960s, though its
location varied.

If SEFT seemed ·tobe ·in the ascendant in the early sixties, the Education Department was
less confident - at least in public - about its own future. In his 1963 Department Report
Whannel identifies the strengths and weaknesses of his situation as he begins to envisage
the potential for expansion. 38 His fundamental case is that he is under-staffed, with only
Peter Harcourt as Staff Lecturer to · assist ·on the professional

side~

. In the 19S(}s- ~e

availability of SFT committee members to step in and be available on occasions to
strengthen the department, had perhaps helped to make a reality of the Film Appreciation
Department, which otherwise might have been seen publicly as a one person band. By the
1960s this arrangement no longer provided the critical and intellectual focus thatWhannel
sought to promote. The inputs that SEFT members had made had probably been b«st
exemplified by the contributions made at the NUT conference when Higgins and Waters
had provided evidence of the kinds of film teaching were possible. By 1963 Whannel
clearly wanted to move beyond this stage. He identifies that a point ·has been reached
... in which there is a need for fundamental thinking. The teacher of English
Literature can fall back on the work of a long line of distinguished scholars and
critics. The teacher of Film has to supply his own scholarship as he goes along,
relying on a mere handful of books which in themselves represent an increasingly
dated approach to the subject.
This is not a problem isolated from teaching within the school. The work in the
classroom will also suffer if it is not supported by original studies. 39
Typical of Whannel's consistent position is this last sentence. Having been emergency
trained as a schoolteacher after the war and having taught in secondary modem schools, he
always saw schools as the ultimate beneficiaries of the work he promoted. This was
particularly his view when the BFI began to consider financially supporting university
lectureships.4o Here was a fundamental difference with SEFT which had overseen the
growth of film teaching from the classroom grass roots upwards and had

promot~d

expertise in that arena. Whannel now wanted to shift the focus of developments and he
spells it out that
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... we have in the Education Department at the Institute the people who are engaged
in film teaching, who regularly in their lectures are forced to feel the need of a
thorough and relevant film scholarship to help them in their work, and so care
about the kinds of research projects that -need to be done.- Immediately what is
required is some free time for its lecturing staff so that they may work in wl}at
might approximate to academic conditions and the freeing of at least one memqer
of staff to concentrate entirely on research and lecturing.41
A specific element that he wanted to see introduced was a -contribution from

teac~er

training. The ATCDE Report had identified the options that might be available with the
extension of basic teacher training to three years. Whannel highlights Bede College where
for the first time students from 1964 would be able to take Film and Television Study as a
main course. 42 But he was also aware of the potential of very promising teachers ' ~d
lecturers already engaged in teaching film and television whose performance would benefit
from further enhancement.
The problem is further sharpened by the need that the Department feels to establish
a more substantial form of training for teachers and lecturers than at present exists.
We believe that a number of lecturers would develop the work in film teaching if
such training could be provided. We believe that there is a need now to establish, if
only for a limited period, a one-year full-time course, and such a proposal has been
put to the Ministry of Education. 43
In the event a one-year course did not prove practicable, but one tenn courses f()r seconded
teachers and lecturers did follow with BFI involvement both at Bede College and at
Homsey College of Art.44

In this 1963 Report Whannel identifies the EFl Education Department publications w~ch
will be forthcoming - following the significant gap that had occurred after the appearance
of the ATCDE Report in January 1960. The gap
... is because the Institute found it impossible to provide an adequate budget. What
little money was available was spent on the bulk purchase of the Society for
Education in Film and Television's publications. A reasonable sum of money ~as
now been provided for 1963/64.45
During that period of the early 1960s, SEFT's pamphlet publication had peaked, possibly
encouraged by the income from BFI's bulk purchasing power. So for a period both BFI
and SEFT would -have been responding to teacher requests with identical materials. The
choice of topics for SEFT's occasional publications in the 1960s was a pragmatic one.
Each was designed to provide a ready response to the most frequently received queries
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from non-members. The material in them was usually reprinted from Screen Education or
the Yearbook.

The reprinting was no afterthought: the policy was to set up the material

for -printing first as articles in one ofthe Society's two regular publications. This had -~he
double advantage of cost saving and of ensuring that members got access to the
information automatically as part of their subscriptions without having to purchase the
separate pamphlets.

The fIrst to appear was Film Making in Schools in 1960, followed in 1963 by what w~ to
be the most substantial of the series A Handbook for Screen Education. Such was the
popularity of the former that it was reprinted in 1963 when it appeared under the title of

Young Film Makers, apparently a deliberate decision to link it to be in the NUT sponsored
fIlm making competition. This was followed in 1964 by Young Film Makers Symposium.
Also in 1964 came 100 Filmsfor Juniors. The sequence was completed in 1965 with A

Film Society Handbook for use in schools and colleges. 46
The implications of the BFI's dependence on SEFT for publications, - the rather
conventional contents of which Whannel might have questioned, no doubt served to enslfe
that the Education Department's subsequent pamphlets and duplicated documents would
aim to take a stance that was distinct from the apparent SEFT position on any particular
topic.

SEFT publications of the 1960s were designed to be encouraging, enabling and

inclusive, albeit much of the content tended to be drawn from secondary schqol
experience. Produced in the fIrst half of the decade, they combined a positive approach to
popular culture with content determined by access to ftlms or ideas from very particular
sources. Thus A Handbook for Screen Education -has a -section on 'Basic Filrns' · tJ;1at
combines historical material from the BFI Distribution Library, extracts chosen by the
Education Department and sponsored fIlms. No feature ftlms from commercial distributors
are included. Although the SEFT stance from its earliest days had been about stirring
children's enthusiasm for fIlms at the local cinema, constraints of cost and time seem to
have determined that the classroom illustrations here could only come from a specialist apd
limited repertoire. Availability it seems precluded the reality of the courses that it was
promoting from matching the ambition of the Introduction.
The purpose of the course· is not to lead children away from fIlms and television in
the hope that they will embrace instead the classical cultures of the theatre ~d
literature. No teacher of screen education despises the media of ftlm and television
or the concept of a popular culture. Film is the popular art form of the twentieth
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century and, while television is a multifarious channel of communication, the
development of a new art form within it is inevitable. Children enjoy films and
television. By increasin their understanding of the media their enjoyment will be
increased and enriched: 4

r

A Film Society Handbook, aimed at the after school-hours group, is more catholic in its
recommendations, drawn mainly from the commercial 16 mm film libraries. Until the
widespread use- of VHS video tape recorders in the 1980s, -s~hool film societies .were
popular with children, given that there was a lengthy five-year gap between a filIll's
exhibition in the cinema and its subsequent screening on television. 48
For, in general, the aim of the society will be the same - to enrich young people's
experience by showing them; in a congenial atmosphere, -examples of the best that
the cinema has to offer. Enjoyment should be the keynote of this experience apd
films should be chosen, initially at least, which have a popular appeal for tre
audience for which you cater. 49
SEFT's film-making publications had much in common with the weeklies of the period:

Amateur Cine World and Amateur Movie Maker, being full of tips and encouragement.
As Young Film Makers states' ... it is not the job of this booklet to argue the case for filmmaking by young people. Its purpose is essentially practical. ,50

The assumption was that

anyone writing to SEFT for advice -on making films with children -was already persua(:ied
of the value of the enterprise. It was simply a question of how.

In the section of the 1963 Report headed 'Services' Whannel raises a different issue
The main concern here is, of course, film materials. The Institute, through its
Distribution Library, offers a number of extracts of feature films and some special
teaching films. This is perhaps the weakest aspect of the provision the Institute
makes the teachers and lecturers. The total number of extracts available is still
relatively small and the additions have not kept pace with the growth of work.
Further, the collection is unbalanced: a great many Ealing comedies, but nothing
from contemporary British films; a good collection of silent classics, but virtually
nothing illustrating the-Western, the Musical- or the modem European cinema. ~ I
Whannel, Reed and the then BFI Director James Quinn had a very particular audience in
mind when this document was being prepared.

They were approaching the Ministry of

Education in the hope that it might provide an additi-onal source of funding, specifically for
the Education Department.

In the event the timing of their approach was serendipitous.

A significant change was about to take place - one which was to affect both BFI Education
and SEFT.

This was the switch in the funding of the BFI from the Treasury to the
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Department of Education and Science which followed the election of a Labour
Government in 1964 and the appointment of Jennie Lee as Minister for the Arts. Reed,
fIrst as Secretary and then as Director, had been detenninedly trying to achieve this switch
at least for the Education Department before the change of government, as the interqal
correspondence of the then Ministry of Education reveals. 52

SEFT had its own funding concerns. From 1960-1963 it received £150 annually from the
BFI as a grant-in-aid body.

This was increased to £500 annually from 1964 _1967. 53 It

was a tiny fraction of the funding of the Education Department and an amount which the
Society felt to be inadequate, given the scale of its publications. Indeed, this author
recollects that SEFT had been in direct correspondence with Ministry officials atthis t~e
about its own funding issues.

Unfortunately, none of this SEFT correspondence

survives, but its basic argument was to draw attention to the size of its membership in
schools and to the frequency and regularity of SEFT's publications and to contrast these
with the rather spasmodic appearance of BF! printed materials. ' There is however, archive
evidence that the relative reach of each organisation was acknowledged at senior civil
servant level.

Material in the National Archives from Summer 1963 provides an enlightening snapshot of
the situation current at the time when the BFI was seeking funding from the Ministry of
Education specifIcally for its Education Department. 54

This funding would be

supplementary to the annual Treasury grant it already received to cover all BF! activities
and from which only eight per cent ·went to the Education Department.

The tone of ~he

civil servants' communications would indicate that the BFI got a relatively sympathetic
hearing, probably because its approaches were taking place in the immediate postNewsom publication environment.

Reed had submitted evidence to the Newsom

Cornmittee 55 and no doubt he' then timed the BFI's approach to the Ministry' with the
impending publication of the Report in mind.
We discussed the memorandum with the Inspectorate who thought that the
Institute, and its associated body The Society for Education in Film and Television,
were providing a worth-while service and that in view of the small resources at
their disposal they had so far been very successful. 56
The BF! wanted more than money. It wanted recognition of the value of its work from the
Ministry and felt that this would follow the funding.

However while the Ministry could
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accept the case for giving BFI money, it dithered over how more formal contact might be
set up.
We have also agreed that we would institute formal ·contacts with the Institute
although we have not yet decided whether an official or an inspector would be mqst
appropriate. 57
A revealing if ambivalent endorsement of SEFT's work is to be found as the BFI request
proceeds up the serum civil servant hierarchy and ·the case for the ·desrredamount{£7,500)
is analysed.
The Education Department could double its effective strength for £7,000; and the
remaining £500 would be passed on to the Society for Education in Film and
Television, which assumes the main burden of the work in schools, and, being a
largely voluntary body, is also a good bargain. 58
It would seem from this evidence that SEFT's own attempt at direct contact with the

Ministry had backfired. The civil servants had accepted that the Society was important in
fostering the work in schools but since it was already operating so effectively on volunt¥Y
effort, they saw no reason for SEFT to get more money either from the BFI or direclly
from the Ministry, this latter option having been somewhat implausibly floated by SEFT.

With the change from Ministry to Department, SEFT tried again with the same arguments
and this time succeeded in meeting with officials from the DES in 1965, though with po
greater luck. The encounter was reported to members as positively as possible.
A meeting of the Officers with the Department of Education and Science was
especially satisfying. The work of the Society was already well known and the
Department was most anxious that the Society's contribution to film work in
schools should continue through both membership and publications. Althou~
there can be no direct financing of a professional organisation such as SEFT by the
Department the Officers were assured of the Department's desire for the
maintenance of a strong Society and of their readiness to give whatever further help
they could. 59
The Committee, aware of the continuing contact of the BFI with the new DES as its key
funder, clearly felt that it must continue to signal its own presence and its contribution to

the same area of educational development.

In the event the Education Department had got the funding from the Ministry to support its

1964/65 budget which included the additional posts of Teacher Adviser and Editor of
Materials, to which Jim Kitses ' and Alan Lovell were 'appointed. 60 The additional staffutg
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of the Education Department inevitably meant that Whannel's regular involvement
of/dependence on SEFT Committee members diminished. In the 1950s, successive Film
Appreciation Officers had drawn on the services of SEFT to lecture, to advise and

addr~ss

conferences. The further additional funding achieved by the BFI as the DES replaced the
Ministry meant that Whannel was able to continue to strengthen the staffing establishment
of his department throughout the 1960s. His strategy was in the spirit of his 1963 Report.
He aimed to build up the intellectual strength of the Department -by recruiting those who whatever their paid role might be - would be committed to their own research and

writ~g,

as if in a university environment.

A further and significant addition · to this'academy-in-waiting' within the

Educat~on

Department was Peter Wollen who would have been known to Whannel through their
mutual involvement with New Left Review where Wollen reviewed films under the
pseudonym of Lee Russell and Whannel sat on the Editorial Board. When Peter Harcourt
left the BFI Wollen replaced him in having- responsibility · for publications, - while
Harcourt's administrative duties as Assistant Education Officer passed to Jim Kitses. 61
Wollen's spell with the BFI was relatively brief but in that period he became involved in
the more ambitious publishing project shared with Sight and Sound of the Cinema One
books that were published by Seeker & Warburg and Thames & Hudson. These books
initially concentrated on making available, primarily but not exclusively, approaches to
authorship and subsequently to genre studies. 62

First with Alan Lovell in post as Film Materials Officer and then with his successor Colin
McArthur more money became available. More extracts were selected to fill some of the
gaps that Whannel had identified in the 1963 Report. The collection eventually became
sufficiently extensive to form the basis of The Cinema Book. 63 Access to extracts was
hierarchical. Those extracts in theBFI ·Distribution Library were generally available. for
hire. Such were the constraints set by distributors over extract availability that there

w~re

certain extracts not in the Distribution Library but which were available 'for a strictly
educational use and can only be borrowed [from the Central Booking Agency] by teachers
and lecturers operating a planned course as part of their formal teaching'.64 The~ost
exclusive use was reserved for the extracts in the Department's Lecture Cupbo,¥d
'available only to panel lecturers fulfilling Institute engagements,.65
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When new extracts became available, they were generally welcomed by teachers. The
short 10-15 minute extract was usable within the restricted timescale of the lecture or
lesson where the feature film was not. Compared·to the hire cost of·a feature, the ·ex~ct
was a better bet for film teaching budgets. Only with hindsight have questions arisen as to
the long-term influence of this selection process. It could be argued that very individual
preferences for a certain type of film and the regular deployment of well established
relationships with particular distributors inadvertently shaped what was a very -particular
approach to the teaching of film, so that an unchallenged dominance of American cinerpa
came to underpin courses on film until the advent of VHS and DVD gave flexibility to the
classroom practitioner for the first time who might now use material that had previously
been publicly broadcast. 66

As the Education Department became established with more staff and its own base at 70
Old Compton Street, teachers and lecturers had much easier access to advice. The BFI
could now offer a service that neither SEFT nor the old Film Appreciation Department had
been able to offer: the opportunity for practitioners to have face-to-face encounters with
the advisory staff. · From these · meetings, ·a benefit · to .the Education Department. soon
became apparent. The number of teachersllecturers on its list of contacts began to rival
SEFT's membership. The department was also in a position to ask those whose classroom
practice seemed interesting or relevant to write up their experiences, for which they would
then be paid.

These accounts were typed up, duplicated and -made .available · free. on

request.

The scale of this intervention may be assessed by comparing the documents produced in
the first and second halves of the 1960s. Of the twenty four 'Syllabuses and Descriptive
Accounts' listed as available in 1973, sixteen had first appeared between 1%6 and 1969. 67
Only one document dating from before 1966 survived which was 'Newsom on Film', a
selection of relevant paragraphs from the Report, reprinted without comment. There had
been earlier documents produced in the first half of the 1960s, but most of these originated
from work at Kingsway College by Kitses and . Ann Mercer whi-ch had · already · be,en
rewritten as Talking About the Cinema (see below).

It is clear that Whannel intended that the publications for teachers to come from his

Education Department should be more substantial than previous BFI pamphlets, and that
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they should also demonstrate greater coherence as a series.. A certain caution in relation to
what might have been considered as SEFT territory is detectable: consequently the
attention to work in schools is somewhat limited. , The fIrst -publication Film ,Teachq,g
(1964) concentrates on courses for adults: in a college of science and technology, a teac~er
training college, local authority adult education classes and university extra-mural
classes. 68

Talking About the Cinema (1966) describes work in a further education

college. 69 The companion piece Talking about Television, which does describe' work in
schools, is however written by former SEFT Chairman, Tony Higgins. 70

The Introduction to Film Teaching makes it clear that the Editors, Whannel and Harcourt,
are expecting an uphill struggle to establish fIlm as an area for serious study.
Although some progress-has been made -in fIlm study with young people, it is still
rare to meet anyone who, while still at school, has been given any training or
guidance, or has even been made to feel that a film could offer a worthw~le
experience. In England, even in relatively sophisticated circles, we still make a
sharp distinction between art and entertainment, with the cinema falling decisively
in the latter category, where - it is believed - the normal standards of judgment do
not apply.71
They seek to demonstrate that the process in which they are engaged has been a lengthy
one with attempts to enhance the status of the cinema in Britain having originated in the
1920s. But their approach- and the <;hoice of their contributors - is-still a cautious

~e.

The notion of authorship is offered as the prevalent method of analysis, though here it is
clear that there are limits.
It is interesting that the younger writers grouped around Movie magazine are
preoccupied with similar problems and, despite their attempt to treat art as high
culture and to give many minor films a weight of psychological meaning we f~el
they cannot bear, their contributions ... have helped to illuminate some of the iss~es
involved. 72

Stuart Hall's account of his work within Liberal Studies and of the three different courses
he offers becomes most interesting in its concluding paragraphs. Here he discusses ope
course that examines the relationship between the cinema and popular culture,
concentrating on the output from Hollywood.
The aim of the course; then,is to break the false connection between quality ,and
taste, and to develop some critical language by means of which the qualities of the
cinema as a popular art can be discriminated from the great welter of rubbish. 73

69
Roy Knight writes of the developments at Bede College, Durham where Film and
Television Study had just become available to be taken as a Main Course. This is the most
substantial chapter in the book and the one that at the time had the potential to be m9st
influential, since the training colleges were seen (and in some cases such as Eastbourne
saw themselves) as the places where screen education developments would most likely
take place following the increase in length of the teacher training period. 74

Albert Hunt, an Area Tutor Organiser under Shropshire's unique system for organisipg
adult education had 'the widest possible terms of reference'. 75 He identifies his startip.g
point as answering the question 'What sort of films are likely to arouse interest and start
people talking?' His strategy is one of proceeding by stealth in that he would move from
Twelve Angry Men, which would stimulate discussion much of it peripheral to film study,
and seek eventually to screen Los Olvidados where that film's imagery would

prev~nt

students simply settling for a discussion of social issues. He has to address a wide brief in
his work and when speaking to trades unionists deploys the more obvious issues raised by
I'm All Right Jack and The A"gry Silenr;e.

Although Alan Lovell begins his chapter on Extra-Mural work by making a reference to
such extension work in Leeds, Oxford, Keele and Cambridge, what he describes is the
London University Course·which had been run since the 1950s by the British Film -Institute
on its own premises. This access to the BF! facilities, Lovell acknowledges, gives !pe
course great advantages, particularly in facilitating the screening of films under cinema
conditions. Of particular historical interest is his inclusion of the detailed syllabuses of the
three:..year course-then curre~.76

Each of these contributors was-in -his own unique

situation~

The·readers would have .foupd

evidence of what was achievable in different sectors, even if there was little scope for
adapting wholesale into the readers' situations the courses as described. One observation
that is inescapable is how all courses depend on the relatively small number of extracts
available in the period up to 1964 and how therefore the same extract is demonstrated as
being used differently in a range of teaching situations.

Talking about Television was seen as following the model set by Film Teaching in that it
was an account of his work by a practising teacher. Tony Higgins had been a key figure in
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the Society of Film Teachers in promoting the extension of its remit to include television.
Here he seeks to context, within the prevailing attitudes of the time, his approach to
television with less able secondary school students.

Different types of transmitt;ed

programmes form the basis of classroom discussion, albeit with the problem of very
limited availability of material for classroom use.

Its concluding chapter takes a

fundamentally different approach: thematic.
Parents and children, youth, age, social class, race, politicians, war, policemen,
crime, violence, health and disease, housing, fashion, have all entered into lessons
held over a period of a few months. Other themes such as work and leisure, falli:p.g
in love, marriage, animals, scientists, lawyers, teachers etc do not appear in the
discussions recorded here, but they are frequently discussed in the television
lesson. 77
This thematic approach was gaining in importance in film study also. The companion
publication Talking about the Cinema describes work at Kingsway a London further
education college. Here teaching is organised thematically.
It is primarily because of this entertainment bias that we have found the theme to be
an important organising principle in our teaching. In taking 'Young People', or
Personal Relationships', or 'War', and bringing in film materials that treat tpe
subject differently, we have wanted to establish that films do have a connection
with reality. We have seen this as a first priority in our courses: at the beginning
we have planned our lessons so that students are encouraged to find links between
the films they see and the life they experience outside. 78
Further acknowledgement of the encroachment of the use of themes is to be found in
Kitses's supplement Film and General Studies, published at the same time. The aims of
this course are
(a) to encourage growth, discrimination and expression through the understandipg
and widening of experience.
(b) to help students to understand their society, its organisations and pressures, and
to help them relate themselves to groups and communities within that society.79
The authors Kitses and Mercer are opposed ·to ·the introduction of examinations, into· ~ir
courses. In this opposition they are echoing the attitude of Harcourt. 8o The debate abqut
the role of examinations was to become central to SEFT's arguments in the 1980s.

The [mal 1966 pamphlet Film Making in Schools and Colleges (which grew out ,of an
Education Department conference in 1965) is organised by education sector to

inclu~e

work in Infant, Junior and Secondary schools, but these reports written by the supervisimg
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teachers are somewhat overshadowed by the description of work in the Hornsey College of
Art Teaching Training Department.

A word about Hornseyandthe place it occupies in this volume. Under ·t hequite
exceptional sponsorship of the principal, Mr H. H. Shelton, film-making plays
many roles at Hornsey College of Art, in graphic design, general studies apd
Teacher Training. We decided it would be a needless falsification of Hornsey's
multifarious activities to restrict the length of Douglas Lowndes's contribution in
an arbitrary way, and so he has taken a lion's share of the book. 81
The reality here was that Douglas Lowndes' s approach, using simple cameras and a muph
higher ratio of equipment to children, challenged the group-made film approach which had
been promoted both by SEFT and the BFI under Reed.

Whannel's colleague, Peter

Harcourt, felt it important to publicise this alternative ·method for organising practical
work. 82 Lowndes was also provided with further conference opportunities for promotipg
his work by the British Film Institute. 83 A degree of tension was created around this with
some SE FT committee members, who felt that interesting as Lowndes's work was there
were few schools at that stage ·which would be able to equip ,their students to Hornsey
standards. It was unrealistic for BF! to promote his approach as a generally usable model
since this might well discourage some teachers from venturing into practical work.

Harcourt had already antagonised some in SEFTwith his 1964 piece in Screen Education
26, a special number devoted to Higher Education. 84 Harcourt sets out to review the screen
education world at the point when Film Teaching was published and in so doing is
dismissive of the work being done in schools. Whilst few would quarrel with his opening
statement, 'Screen education began in schools and youth clubs'; his second sentence, 'it
also began defensively' was provocative. 8s When he continues, 'it was generally felt tqat
the greatest need for screen education was amongst the dull', he may have been rather
crudely reflecting a reality - in that most of the timetabled work was in the secondary
modem school - but the SEFTpioneers bridled at his language; They totally disputed his
unqualified claim that 'the basic impulse behind the initial work done in this field sprapg
from the desire among educationists to protect young people from the possibly corrupting
influences of the cinema and then of television' .86

Matters were not improved when Harcourt compared the early film teachers unfavourably
with those in the Film Society movement. 'Here were no defensive attitudes in relation to
the screen: rather there was a real enthusiasm for the cinema', while he sees the film
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educationists as 'frequently displaying a limited enthusiasm for a great many films,
preferring safe and discussable examples like The Red Badge of Courage or High Noon,
often showing little concern or even awareness · of how undistinguished, cinematicalJy,
such films often are'. 87 The reaction of one SEFT pioneer, Paul Alexander, was to write
for Screen Education his own version of the history of SEFT which was published in five
episodes throughout the 1965 issues of the Journal. 88

Harcourt was using his article to trail what the Education Department saw as its priorities,
which he divided into Fields ofDirect Action and Services and Materials. The direct actipn
was to concentrate on the teacher training colleges. In arguing why this approach was the
best strategy he takes another swipe at SEFT.
Teachers already in the schools tend to ·be burdened with their immediate
challenges, if not actually set in their ways. Also, we have felt that teachers alrea~y
in the field who become interested in this work can most profitably be instructrd
and put in touch with one another through SEFT's information services,
publications and summer school, as well as by similar services offered by
ourselves. Teaching conditions often impede fresh experiment: whereas in the
Training Colleges, when the students are still open to new educational practices, 'lYe
feel it is easier for them to grapple with the full educational challenge of talking
about the screen. 89
Shifting attitudes to film-making by young people may also be detected in the evolution of
the event initially known as the Children's Film Awards.

It had begun as a competitipn

organised in the 1950s by the News Chronicle. With the demise of that newspaper the
sponsorship of the event was taken over by the National Union of Teachers with the
detailed organisation being provided fust by BFI alone and then by both BFI and

SE~T.

The first NUT sponsored event was in spring 1961 when it was styled the National
Children's Film Awards, with a subheading of 'Film Making - an approach to
appreciation' .90 The competition entry form made strong links between the mood of the
major NUT conference of the previous autumn and the particular value of film-making that
some had claimed in that connection.
Few challenges are more serious than that of teaching children to withstand the
pressure of the media of mass communication, to discriminate between the good,
the bad and the indifferent in the mass of material they see, read and listen to in
daily life.
By learning to make their own films under the guidance of their teacher, children
begin to gain a real insi~ht into the art of the film and their critical faculties are
tremendously stimulated. I
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There was, in the early years, a routine to the arrangements for the competition and the
judges usually included representatives from both BFI and SEFT.

Frequently a winning

entry would come from Comwell School where SEFT activist Don Waters taught92 1.be
changing attitude toward film-making and practical work that had been instituted Py
Harcourt was sustained by Jim Kitses, his successor as Assistant Education Officer who
organised the event in 1967, now styled as the Young Film Makers Competition.
Responding to a review in The' Teacher"3 that had been critical of the' judging of the ~s
submitted to the event, Kitses used the opportunity to suggest that some changes in the
nature of the event would be appropriate.
The competition in fact began in the days of those polished little story films,
traditional group made efforts.
But today film-making is penetrating . the
curriculum in all sorts of ways, ranging from the rough little animated film
exercises of an art class, to a Newsom experiment in English, history or geograpqy,
to the semi-professional work done in art colleges. 94
Kitses ends by asking 'Is a competition with its roots in the story film idea an
anachronism?'

This shift by the BFI was a significant one. In Film Study Materials,95 a printed pamphlet
issued in 1962, the first section (which takes up three of the pamphlet's 16 pages) is
headed 'Films Made by Children'. Copies of thirty nine school made films were then
available for hire from the BFI. This section, which occupies the same number of pages as
the 'Study Extracts: Sound Films' that were also available, is introduced thus:
In recent years, due largely to the efforts of the Society for Education in Film and
Television, a number of 16 mm silent short story films have been made by .children
in school as part of a course in film appreciation. Although in many cases th~ir
technique is primitive and content naIve, these films have freshness and charm apd ~
have been found particularly valuable both to film teachers and lecturers on film
appreciation. By arrangement with the Society, the British Film Institute is making
available the films listed below. 96

BFI, concerned that the range and quality of entries was falling, argued the event
become biennial.

Consequently the next event was in 1969 when the name had

sho~ld

chang~d

again. It was now 'Young Screen - a Festival and Exhibition of Film Making by Children
and Young People'. The following explanation accompanied the entry form:
Recognising the diversity and educational value of so much that is going on the
National Union of Teachers seeks to survey and draw greater attention to this work.
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We have therefore moved away from the event of a competition with national
awards, our past formula which may have placed undue emphasis on the story film,
and have embraced the idea of an exhibition. The emphasis is therefore no longer
on judging the best ·film but on selecting and spotlighting representatives of Vte
differe~t affroaches and varied uses to which film is lending itself within general
educatIon.
Given the changed nature of the event and the need for exhibition space now for three
days, 'Young Screen' was held at Hamilton House, the NUT headquarters.
organisation was undertaken by the Teacher Adviser/Secretary of SEFT.

The

Two years later

and invitations to ' Young Screen 1971' showed a further distinct shift in the attitude of the
three organising bodies
In our viewing of the submitted material we have found two recurrent polarities:
between the functional use of film (eg to record a school activity) . and the
expressive use (eg an adolescent's projection of his persecution fantasies); and
between teacher centred films with their emphasis on formal and social order apd
the altogether more anarchic child-centred films. 98
An alternative biennial event had also become available. In 1966 SEFT was approached

by the London Co-operative Society who wished to sponsor a film-making event in the
metropolitan area. 99

The Co-op ethos ensured that a non-competitive celebration of

children's practical work was what the L C S was seeking to promote, while the biennial
nature of the NUT Festival ·meant · that a ready-made alternative year slot existed to be
filled.

In mid 1966 SEFT was approached by Whannel with a proposal for a joint appointment of
Teacher Adviser BFI/Secretary SEFT. Such a joint appointment was not unique. The BFI
had already established a joint post ·with the Federation of Film · Societies. But it was
significant for SEFT, where the voluntary structure had been under great pressure for some
time as the demands made on the Society by the expanding numbers of film teachers
increased. It seems that the notion for the joint appointment was put forward initially by
Whannel, then rapidly received Director Reed's approval. This author (who was Honorary
Secretary of SEFT at the time of the negotiations) remembers the detailed agreement w\th
the BFI, no copy of which survives. Perhaps significantly, when the proposal was put to
the BFI Governors, the wording of a supporting note from Director Reed indicates that the
Governors were encouraged to think that a new Teacher Adviser was to be appointed who
would occasionally handle a few routine SEFT matters for a small honorarium. 100 This
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was certainly not how the joint appointment was viewed by the Society. Nor was it how it
operated in practice. By 1968 - after a year's experience of the new post - the BFI was
stating in print that SE FT had 'a full-time General Secretary whose office is-located within
the Education Department of the British Film Institute'. 101

Such had been the antipathy between some members of the Education Department and
some Committee members that Whannel in putting his proposal to the Governors felt he
had to acknowledge the rift there had been. As the Minutes record: ... while relations between the Institute and the Society had not in recent years beyn
entirely satisfactory, it was felt that nevertheless the Society had been doing
excellent work and had produced the very useful journal Screen Education, in
addition to pamphlets, a Year Book and a list of 16mm film libraries, all of
considerable value. 102
Then to make the case for the actual benefits of the new post to SEFT Whannel argued:
One advantage of this would be that the Society would be relieved of a good deal of
the administrative commitments which had so far limited their creativity. Such an
arrangement, although it involved the sacrifice by the Institute of a certain amount
of the officer's time, would, nevertheless, be of value to them insofar as it served to
extend and improve the Society's work, which was of real value to the Institute.lO~
The minutes record, perhaps guardedly, that the 'proposal was generally welcomed' .104

The reality was that financially this was not a joint appointment. It would be wholly
funded by BFI Education, which would house and provide facilities for SEFT. In practice
it was a double appointment in that the Teacher Adviser/Secretary would have a full-time
secretary working almost exclusively for him. Alex Richardson, who had been on the
SEFT Committee since 1960, became the first holder of the joint post on 1 January 1967.
With such provision replacing volunteer effort at the core of the Society, there was to be an
inevitable shift in the way that SEFT operated. This will be explored in the next chapter.

Also working within the Education Department as a Teacher Adviser was Victor Perkins,
one of the Editors of Movie. He and Richardson collaborated on aspects of the work.
However, the influence of Movie on those teaching film at the time was probably -a m9re
direct one. In the numerous interviews conducted for this investigation, those who

w~re

teaching in the 1960s were very ready to acknowledge the influence that Movie had on
them during the period 1962 to 1969 when, although its publication soon became both
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irregular and infrequent, its reputation guaranteed a loyal and patient readership. But it
seems that its influence was less one of inspiring teachers to write articles of Movie style
textual analysis than to encourage the use of Movie methods and preferences in shaping ~he
form and content of their own classroom performance. Not everyone was a Movie fan.
Roy Knight's view was that

Movie is at pains to demonstrate that good films may be produced in many genres.
It argues that the critic's task is to elucidate rather than to evaluate: yet I fmd in
much of Movie's writing not so much elucidation as description. 105
Knight rejected what he considered to be an uncommitted approach and continued to
encourage his students to go further and risk a subjective judgment as to the value of the
film.

There are occasional articles in Screen · Education where an individual film is

described and analysed in greater detail, perhaps in the spirit of Movie, but evidence of its
more direct influence was to be found in the London University Extra Mural classes where
by 1968 Robin Wood had been recruited to teach 'The Director's Cinema' and in the BF!
summer schools where Movie writers were guest lecturers for several years.106

When SEFT was approached by BBC Schools Television producer Alan Bell for ideas
about a Film Study programme for Sixth formers, Richardson passed the inquiry on to
Perkins where the most direct Movie style intervention of all was consequently to be found
in the resultant programme Cinema, screened weekly through the Autumn of 1968. 107 This
series uniquely linked the programmes transmitted to schools to feature films that were
scheduled as imminently to be screened at evenings and weekends on BBC TV.

Its

advertised ambition was to 'help to put the cinemaas·an art form on a level with -literanp-e
as a subject for serious study in schools where it tends to be ignored' . 108

Shortly after taking up the BFIISEFT joint appointment, Richardson's book Screen

Education for Schools was printed by the publishing arm of the National Union of
Teachers. 109 The announcement of his new role in the Society is used in the- book's
promotion.

Its style can probably be best described as 'Tips for Teachers' in that !pe

author never hesitates to speak authoritatively and personally from his own classroom
experience. This book too is very clearly a product of its time when not only wtlS the
'Director's Cinema' the dominant model but would-be film teachers were compelled to
find a variety of ways of introducing film study into their schools. Significantly, therefore,
the first chapter deals with the School Film Club, on the grounds that for most children this
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was the closest experience they would have of film study while at school. Richardson had
however previously taught at Comwell School in East London, which almost uniquely at
that time, had · a well established screen education programme throughout the school
curriculum.

Coming from the SEFT tradition, Richardson significantly labelled his practice 'screen
education', rather than film teaching and consequently he feels he must offer an
explanation as to his preference for using the term: because in studying film and televisipn
'there are no clear aesthetic distinctions to be drawn between the two media'.lIo Also
deriving from his SEFT background, Richardson argues for group film making as an
essential part of the screen education experience, and this takes up his third and final
chapter.

'I know of nothing else which so swiftly and certainly transforms childr-ep's

notions of screen art. ' III

It is this assertion of the value of the individual film as art that underpins Richardson's

approach to screen education. In Chapter Two he sees as the two 'crucial advantages' of a
timetabledscreen education lesson for the teacher:
He can boldly and single-mindedly present films, which, because they ¥e
masterpieces, make children more open to new experiences in art.
.
He can ensure that all film and TV study is shot through with opportunities for
associated creative work on the part of the children themselves. 112
This very traditional film appreciation approach is further reinforced by two· other
approaches, which Richardson identifies but then decides specifically not to endorse. He
labels them the Quasi-sociological and the Therapeutic. The former, which involves an
investigation of the organisation of the media industries and of the pressures at work on the
construction of various ·programmes, will he claims 'be disastrous' as a basis for dassf<><?m
studies. l13 He is more cautious about condemning the therapeutic approach outright, since
he has to concede that it is not that different from a thematic approach, which he will
subsequently go on to endorse, albeit in a rather restricted mode. But while it is not clear
exactly what he is attacking, he cautions that' Anyone teacher (films or no) who ch~es
to plan a therapeutic course is certainly heading for some big disappointments.' 114

It is however authorship that dominates his approach.
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It is of the utmost importance that children come to understand, fully and naturally,
that films and tv programmes are the work of individual people. I 15

This is an extraordinary statement in its assertion that authorship is a state about which a
child will come to have a 'natural' understanding. Presumably this will happen only if the
teacher chooses the appropriate films and television programmes for the course. Coupled
with Richardson's rejection of any study of institutions, this is a very distinctive teaching
method, which is subsequently further reinforced by ·his approach to thematic studies,
where
Different films, sharing a different theme, reveal differences in treatment; they
expose the idea of authorship, of a director choosing images, dialogue, mUSIC,
effects and so on. 116
So here all approaches, even thematic ones, are made to connect to authorship.

A thematic approach of a different kind became installed in the Education Department in
1967 when Jim Hillier was appointed as Film Research Officer for the Humanities
Curriculum Project. This Nuffield funded project set out to produce a range -of mate~ls
that could be used as evidence for themes such as War and Youth that were to be discussed
in the secondary school classroom. Film extracts - from mainly feature films - were to be
selected to provide 'evidence' additional to that originating in printed sources. I 17

In retrospect it is now clear that . if the institution of the joint appointment -was the -mc;>st

important development for SE FT in the 1960s, undoubtedly the second was the decision to
publish Screen in place of both Screen Education and the Yearbook. The case for ceasing
to publish the Yearbook was the easier to establish. It had already reached the ceiling in
the income it could make from advertising and to maintain publication would require an
increase in both the membership fee and the cover price.

Whereas when The Fi{m

Teacher's Handbook first appeared there were few reference sources for film teachers, by
1969 the supply of books of both reference and criticism was much greater. The niche
which the Yearbook had ·filled · was closing and -its Editor Roger Mainds

accepte~

the

reality of the situation. I IS

The case for ending Screen Education was an altogether more difficult one. Because it
occupied a unique position in relation to film study, those wishing to write about their
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work had only Screen Education in which to place their articles. Increasingly US writers,
often post-graduate students of Professor Tony Hodgkinson, took up a greater share of the
pages. Nevertheless it did accommodate the early writings of authors who would

bec~e

significant players in the development of film teaching: Charles Barr, Jim Cook, Kevin
Gough-Yates, Jim Hillier, Colin McArthur, Nicholas Tucker, Robin Wood.

Also

occasionally featured were writers well-established in other publications: Alan Lovell,
VictorPerkins, Paddy Whannel, Peter Wollen . .

But it remained essentially separate from SEFT and as the composition of the Committee
evolved, questions began to be asked. The fundamental one was about editorship, since
whoever controlled Screen Education spent the biggest part of the ·Society's budget 004 it
was by the content of its journal that the Society would inevitably be judged. With new
members on the SEFT committee, some recruited by Richardson in his role as Secretary
from January 1967, scrutiny of Screen Education increased. In 1968 matters came to a
head when this author and Kevin Gough-Yates argued the case ·for a new journal ana. the
motion for change was won by a single vote of the Committee. 119
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CHAPTER THREE 1968-71
THE UNIVERSITY ON ·OLD COMPTON'STREET·
The notion has been put about recently that we (the Society and the Department)
have neglected services to the practising teacher. .. Whatever the source I can tell
you nothing has aroused greater anger among my colleagues. If we are to be
remembered by anything I think it should be by the quality of the services we
provided. Our ideal was never to turn anyone away without giving every
assistance possible.
Paddy Whannel, 1971
With increasedfunding both EFl Education and SEFT accept that they must now find ways
of developing the work, not simply do more of the same. For the Education Department
this entails finding ways of deputising for the non-existence of university departments of
film in the UK. For SEFT it means concentrating the Society's resources on a new journal
Screen which will attempt to be less descriptive and more analytical than its predecessor
Screen Education. Providing the space for would-be academics to practise does not
please EFl Governors. They all but demolish the Education Depprtment while almost
inadvertently offering SEFT the default franchise for theorising cinema.

What had appeared in early 1968 to be the beginnings of a smooth transition to a more
professionally organised SEFT with a new journal Screen, working collaboratively with a
substantial BFI Education Department proved to be mistaken. Within three years· a series
of events meant that an independent (though part BFI funded) SEFT would be at a distance
from a demoralised and reduced department re-branded as the Educational Advisory
Service.

When SEFT took the decision to cease publication of Screen Education and the Screen
Education Yearbook, its Secretary Alex Richardson was not at the meeting. He had

be~n

absent ill from the spring of 1968 and Terry Bolas had taken on the role of Acting
Secretary by the time of the AGM in May.l Richardson never returned to work for SEFT
and finally was replaced officially on 1 January 1969 by Bolas who then became-Teacher
Adviser BFIISecretary SEFT.

The long period without a professional officer undoubtedly slowed the momentum of
change for SEFT.

On a day-to-day basis there was no immediate crisis in that

Richardson' s secretary, Anna Mathon, continued , in · post and dealt with routine ·written
enquiries and phone calls. She had two sources of support: the SEFT Committee members
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and - more immediately to hand - members of the BFI Education Department within whose
offices at 70 Old Compton Street the SEFT Office was then located. Separated from the
main BFI base at · 81 Dean Street, the Education Department was self-contained ·w,ith
projection and viewing table facilities on site. Thus while the Society benefited from the
support that Whannel and his staff offered at this stage, inevitably the clear distinction
between the BF! and SEFT as separate organisations became blurred while the Committee
waited in the expectation that Richardson would eventually return to work.

SEFT had started the 1960s proposing a wide range of projects that would support its
membership. By 1970 with its commitment to Screen the Society had to concentrate its
energies and modify its activities. . The Viewing Panels, where a small group of. teac~rs
had once produced reports on films for use by others, had been replaced. In both Leeds
and London feature film viewing sessions were held regularly which teachers could attend
and decide for themselves on the potential usefulness of the films.

The summer schools,

still under aegis of the Educati<mal Development Association, had shifted their base to
Barry College of Education in Wales which became their regular venue. They were led Py
SEFT Committee member Kevin Gough-Yates from Hornsey College of Art who
facilitated the loan of some of that college's equipment for instruction in the practical
seSSIons.

A determined effort led by Jim Cook was made to develop SEFTactivities in the regW{ls.
These would only ever be pump-priming ventures and the Society accepted that its

succ~ss

rate would depend on the energy of individual SEFT members in regional centres.
Conferences became the responsibility of David Lusted. 2 In 1969 two recently appointed
Education Department recruits were pitted against each other to demonstrate how the .same
extract material might be used in their respective educational situations.

Jim Hill\er

demonstrated the use of film to provide ' evidence' of social issues within the Humanities
Curriculum Project. Colin McArthur spoke on interpreting the film as a text within the
scope of authorship or genre study.3 In 1970 the conference was entitled ' The Theory of
Film Teaching' where individuals outlined the theory behind their individual classroom
practice. 4

One small scale SEFTIILEA Project in 1970 became the precursor of a much bigger
BFVILEA Project later in the decade. Bolas negotiated with Leslie Ryder for the ILEA to
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fund a one term film teaching experiment about genres in one of the Education Authority's
divisions. Students from the seven participating schools came together to view feature
films centrally . . Follow-up by their teachers in individual schools was supported by
material specially prepared for the project. Most students were in their fourth (and at tqat
time final year) of secondary education. 5

The later BFI project would be for Sixth

Formers.

The task of editing Screen was to be shared between Kevin Gough-Yates and Terry

Bolfls,

both being volunteers from the SEFT Committee. Plans for the new journal were made
during the latter part of 1968. Whannel was supportive of these changes and there was
informal agreement between him and the new editors that appropriate contributions from
his department would be welcome in Screen. 6 It-was also the case that Whannel indica~ed
that he would like to have a more influential role in that there should be some form of
editorial board. The prospective editors resisted this, wanting to establish a distinct SEFT
identity.

Simultaneously however Whannel was coming under pressure from BFI

Governors who were becoming suspicious of the Education Department' s emph~es.

The two BFI departments that had benefited most from the Institute's changed funding
arrangements were the Education Department and the arm of the Distribution Department
that was setting up Regional Film Theatres. It was the latter that had by far the· grel;lter
share of new money and that was expanding rapidly but haphazardly.7 However it was
Education that became a target, probably because Whannel had clear plans and priorities
and was ready to declare these. It was perhaps inevitable that Governors would challenge
the educational proposals because-they were detailed and demanded supportive decisi<?nmaking while there was little at stake in giving a blanket welcome to the general reports
that the Regional Film Theatres were spreading the BFI's presence nationally. It is unclear
what Reed's stance was at this point, though events were to prove that he would become
increasingly hostile to the Department that he had so assiduously developed -over two
decades.
Whannel submitted his detailed paper to BFI Governors in November 1968. 8 It is a
coherent and well argued paper but there is one statement which, though accurate, now
stands out to the reader asa hostage to fortune. He states that 'the department operates like
a University Department,9. Although this statement is clearly contexted in such a way as to
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demonstrate its relevance and precision, its apparent ambition might suggest to a governing
body dominated by representatives of the film industry that Whannel was taking the BFI
into new territory where other agencies might legitimately want -to become involved in
oversight of the Institute. For Reed, whose original Film Appreciation Department had
focused so specifically on schools, this must have signalled an impending radical shift in
priorities. Perhaps his first organisational response to the paper was in early 1969 to bring
the Education Department · (plus· SEFT) out of its .familiar Old Compton · Skyet
establishment into the main BFI premises at 81 Dean Street.

Whannel's hand-picked staff of fifteen included Peter Wollen, responsible for publications.
Wollen was the staff member most active in seeking to promote an academic atmosphere.
Starting in 1967 he organised a regular series of BFI Education Department seminars held
originally in Old Compton Street but later in Dean Street. Attendance at these semin¥s
was by invitation only. Most presentations were given by current or former Department
staff but among the outsiders invited were Tom Nairn and Sam Rohdie, then a lecturer in
Film at the Sheffield Polytechnic, who led two seminars on · 'Totems and Movies' . and
'Style, Rhetoric and Genre'.lO

Wollen announced the introduction of these seminars in Screen Education where readers
were told that the Education Department had 'decided to start an experimental series of
film seminars bringing together film critics, · film teachers and university teachers..and
researchers in the established disciplines'. 11 As a taster, the first of these seminars by Alan
Lovell on the Western was printed in Screen Education. 12 Subsequent seminar papers
were however to be 'published in bulletin form by the BFI Education Department,.)3 It is
clear that Wollen saw his task as initiating a radically new approach to film study. IJ is
also clear that his focus is specifically film and not any other visual medium. Indicative of
his attitude at this point is his assumption that he is entering new territory and may
therefore start from scratch. Subsequently members of the 1970s Screen Editorial Board
were also to consider themselves-as prime movers. Wollen begins ·
The cinema is a new force, a new mode of communication, a new artform. To
think, write or speak about the cinema in some sense necessitates a break with old
habits of thought and traditional academic approaches and attitudes.
Later he asserts
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Our general aim was to see what kind of interconnections could be made between
the tradition of film criticism, of analysis of individual films and directors, and
work being done in mass media sociology, linguistics and semiology etc. 14
Whether BFI Governors read these comments is doubtful, but the article is indicative of an
elitist attitude. Since at that point Screen Education was the only journal that circulated to
the great majority of potential readers who might have wished to have sight of the seminar
papers, it is extraordinary that no arrangement was sought with SEFT as to the regular
publication of at least some of the papers . . Ata subsequent seminar Alan Lovell

delive~ed

a paper 'The Aims of Film Education' which - apart from its centrality to the BFVSEFT
enterprise - acknowledges the existence of Screen Education in a positive light, yet this
paper was made available only as a duplicated document from the BFL I5

For the next two decades, a recurrent feature of the debates around most aspects of meqia
education was to be the split between on the one hand those who saw themselves as the
originators of theoretical developments and on the other the classroom practitioners who
found that they had the task of putting theory to the test. It probably had its origins in the
ring-fencing of these and subsequent seminars. But WolIen was-pressuring Whannel more
specifically on ways in which the department might engage with research. In a merpo
headed 'Film Research' in August 1968 he stresses three demands to be made by the
Department.
1. Viewing facilities must be made more easily accessible.
2. We should continue to press for Institute research grants.
3. We should try to set up new ways of encouraging a constant two-way traffic
between the critic and theorist, working in comparative depth and often in isolation,
and the teacher in the school or college. 16
WolIen follows this up a few · days later under -the heading 'Research Scholarships'
suggesting two possible models:
1. University postgraduates completing a thesis involving the cinema.
2. Teachers seconded to do research.
For the first proposal he envisages a link with the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies; for the second he is much less clear where the secondment might pe
located, which could suggest that perhaps he had in mind that the Department itself might
have been a possibility. 17 When Whannel produced his report to Governors he proposed
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the BF! fund Research Fellowships 'which could be operated jointly by the Institute and a
University Departmentr18 •

When Whannel' s paper was presented to Governors, it was accompanied by two -other
papers, one from Martyn Howells, the BFI Regional Education Officer who operatrd
within the Distribution Division, and the other from the British Universities' Film Council,
which was another BFI grant-in-aid body. Reed said that 'the papers before the meeting
represented the three main aspects of the Institute's educational poiicy'.19 SEFT got 'o nly
the briefest mention in the Whannel paper whereas it might well have merited mqre
substantial recognition. It seems reasonable to infer that since SEFT had been without a
professional officer for most of 1968, neither Whannel nor Reed (who only days before
had agreed to Bolas replacing Richardson in the post) would have thought it politic to

~w

attention to the Society at this point

Whannel came under attack from Governors Helen Forman and Edgar Anstey. His paper
had argued for his Department's central role in developing a film culture and he had used
the scale and scope represented · by a literary culture as an analogy for what -might be
achievable. Forman argued that in the longer term it was film's historical importance t!tat
would prove more enduring while Anstey wanted to extend the Department's remit and for
it to have a much broader and less aesthetic approach to film. The Governors' minutes
provide only the . sketchiest · ac-count . of the debate · but · it seems -clear that althoo.,gh
Whannel's arguments were detailed, his opponents refused to engage with the detail. They
seem to have registered the carefully argued case as evidence of plotting already at an
advanced stage. Paul Adorian however did challenge the proposals specifically - for
wanting engagement at · university level.

He · argued that the Department

she~ld

concentrate on work in schools. Roy Shaw pointed out that the Department could oqly
extend its remit at the expense of activities that it was currently doing?O Discussion of the
item concluded ominously when on the proposition of the Chairman it was agreed
(i) that an early opportunity be provided of debating further the policy issues-raised
by Mr Whannel's paper, as these could not be determined in respect of the
Education Department alone;
(ii) that every endeavour should meanwhile be made to build up the educational
services of the Institute's own Theatres in the Regions;
(iii) that subject to the further policy discussion proposed in (i) the Institute should
continue to interest itself in the wider uses of film as well as in the film as art. 21
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The uninformed reader might have noted with curiosity the fact that when the BFI
Governors had held their meeting in November 1968 and mounted opposition to
Whannel's pleas for ·university involvement ·in .film education, there was at the

meet~

a

representative of the British Universities Film Council. The BUFC like SEFT was a grtpIt
in aid body of the BFI and like SEFT it had an officer post funded by BF!. Nowhere in the
minutes is it suggested that Whannel' s desire for university links might be encroaching on
BUFC territory and that there was already a body in place to do the work that he proposed.
They did not, simply because the BUFC's priorities were not those of developing fIlm
education.

Later when celebrating 25 years of existence in 1973 the BUFC in itsjournal Univers..,ity

Vision made clear what it considered it had achieved. It had
... sought to draw our attention to the fact that film and other forms of audio-visual
materials can play an important and often indispensable role in university level
teaching and research, and that the study of film, and latterly of television, is a
worthwhile and legitimate pursuit in universities. That this fact is today g~lly
accepted without question is due in very large measure to the diligence <lfld
enthusiasm of the many individuals and organisations who have devoted mu..ch
time, energy and money to of the support of the Council. 22
In the same issue was printed an obituary notice for an Ernest Lindgren, Curator of the
National Film Archive, who had been the principal supporter of the BUFC within the BF!
In this it is made clear that Lindgren had promoted a wider university involvement with
film than the BUFC had then thought it appropriate to recognise. 23

In October 1968, the month before the BFI Governors met to consider Whannel's paper

University Vision had published an article by Stuart Hall 'The Impact of Film on the
University'. He summarises the situation.
The interest in film in universities seems to be confined - with some notable
exceptions - to its technical uses for the purposes of instruction, the reproduction
and transmission of information by this new channel.
But anything to match the serious, intense, extended, disciplined study of the
cinematic image, of serious film, of the work over years of important directors, of
national cinemas styles or of cinematic genres which is the bread and butter of
24
serious intellectual work on the cinema hasn't much of a place.
Subsequently University Vision would print an article relevant to film education but which
would unintentionally serve to demonstrate the Vision's marginal understanding of
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developments. L-A Bawden writing from the perspective of the Slade Film Department
uses a report in Screen as the starting point for her account of 'Film Studies in the
University,.25

The existence 'of bi-monthly Screen then appears' to have slipped ' 4er

memory when she subsequently says there is a "crying need" for a film studies journal, but
she thinks its potential readership is too small for it ever to exist, unless it were to be
published in more than one language. 26

While these internal BFI debates were taking place at the beginning of what was eventually
to become a devastating attack by Governors on the Education Department, SEFT was
preoccupied with the launch of Screen. The Editorial in the first issue divided the journal's
intentions into two main areas thus:
The Editors intend Screen to provide a forum in which controversial areas, relevant
to the study of film and television can be examined and argued. It is by no meaps
clear what the nature of Film Study should be.
At the same time Screen will contain articles of considered criticism.27
The former intention was distinct from past Screen Education practice where accounts, of
what teachers did in their classrooms had been published usually without comment or
context. Screen intended to open up debates and within the next two years attempted to do
this?8 There were still to be accounts of classroom practice but these were designed to
relate any description to the underlying educationaVtheoretical position ofthe teoo~er.

The editing of the journal had been planned as a joint enterprise between Gough-Yates and
Bolas. However by replacing Richardson as the Society's professional officer, Bolas's
priorities had to change. Thus Gough-Yates assumed the principal role in commissioning
articles and seeking new writers; Bolas while doing some of this took on the organisational
and production tasks that were best handled centrally and might sit more easily alongside
the SEFT Secretary's many other roles, plus the duties of Teacher Adviser BF!.

On a more practical level, the Editors wanted · Screen to look different · from · Screen

Education which had changed layout styles from issue to issue.

Its illustrations had

frequently been achieved by using printing blocks provided free by distributors wishing to
promote their current films. In the new journal illustrations had to relate directly to the
articles they accompanied. This point was emphasised from the Ol:ltset in the article about
editing If where frames from the film were reproduced within the wide margins that the
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new design allowed. 29 Screen intended that it should look the part of a serious journal
about film and how it might be taught.

In its venture into current film criticism, Screen was over ambitious. Screen -Education

had never attempted to engage with current film releases. For its readership a practical
assumption had been that the journal would only consider writing about a film when it
became available on 16 mm. Screen abandoned reviewing current films after its third
issue. Production difficulties meant that issues four and five had to be combined-intQ a
double issue which covered the period from July to October. By the time Screen 4/5
would have reached SEFT members any film reviewed would have disappeared from the
cinemas long before.

The Editors considered it important to link Screen with other SEFT activities. There w€(re
obvious ways of doing this: identifying and promoting SE FT events in a more

systema~ic

way than had happened previously. Significantly the journal could benefit from work
initiated elsewhere in the Society. The articles on Arthur Penn's films printed in the first
four issues were written as developments from the previous year's SEFT

SummerSc~ol

where Penn had been studied in the context of the American Cinema.

In an attempt to meet the demands of members for reference information and advisory
documentation which had been a feature of the now defunct Yearbook, the Society took
two different approaches. Screen published book listings of a -more specialised kind, In
doing this it enlisted expert help. The most significant of these contributors was GillifUl
Hartnoll, the BFI Deputy Head Librarian. She produced a series of lists which - whatever
their contemporary usefulness might have been - now have a particular value in providing
a snapshot of what was available to the film teacher at the start of the- 1970s.3o

pf

potentially greatest interest is her select list of available works on film theory whifh
includes only thirteen books.

The other approach which was less successful was SEFT's

production of duplicated materials. Roy Armes was the Committee member responsible
for this area.
limitations. 31

Reporting to the Society in 1970 he had - to acknowledge SEET's
A questionnaire to members had revealed a great range of potent,al

demands, some of which could already be met by BFI documents, had members been
aware of them.

SEFT had clearly to design its provision of materials in the context of

what BFI had already available.
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The Editors of Screen wanted the journal to be the locus of debates about film teaching.
The most successful of these ventures was that between Alan Lovell and Robin Wood.32
When Andrew McTaggart and Roy Armes33 addressed Peter Wollen's recently publis4ed

Signs and Meaning in the Cinema,34a reply from Wollen was sought, promised but never
received. 35 Sadly Wollen failed to participate in precisely the kind of two-way dialogue
between educationists and researchers that he had advocated so strongly when in post in
the Education Department. There was however a response from RichardCollins· to f:d
Buscombe's article on genre. 36 The important debate for which Screen did provide an
arena (and that fits into the context of which Whannel was writing) was that between
Lovell and Wood. Lovell had held a variety of roles in the Education Department and
would subsequently be a significant figure in SEFT and Screen. , Long assoeiated· ~th,
and influential in, the BFIILondon University extra-mural classes, he was an independent
thinker. 37

Wood was firmly committed to a Leavisite position and had become an

important critic both through his association with Movie and because of his auteur
criticism of Hawks, and Hitchcock in two ·groundbreaking books.

In practice the debate commenced with Lovell's seminar paper mentioned above. In it

Lovell had identified what he claimed were the three permanent approaches used in film
teaching in the late 1960s: 'the Culture and Society position, the Film Language posit,ion
and the Film and Social Studies position' .38

He points out the limitations of each.

The

latter two were identifiable in secondary and further education respectively, though it is
unclear as to how extensive each was.

He is uneasy at the links made within each

approach to what was in practice moral teaching. He argues that as a result of these,moral
emphases, Film Language teaching comes to favour the social documentary style of
filmmaking while in the Film and Social Studies work, social studies priorities dominate in
terms of how the film is presented and discussed.

His principal dispute is with the Leavisite approach which had been so widely influential in
British education that some film teachers, unfamiliar with alternative methods of teachiflg
film, had - especially within English departments - transferred this Leavisite approach to
film. It is clear that Lovell is anticipating the development of the study of mass media: the
'mass media are such an important part of the contemporary environment that · the
educational system must take some account of the phenomenon,.39 Leavis's attitude to the
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mass media had been fundamentally hostile, so Lovell argues that there must be a
reappraisal of how media teaching should be structured so that the Leavisites were not
simply in a position to offer the default approach -. - He sees the study of cinema~ a
potential way in to the proper scrutiny of mass media, but acknowledges that it is only one
of the options available. In his acceptance of the overarching presence of the media he was
in the van of thoughtful opinion of the time.

Given that Lovell saw the Leavisite approach as hostile to the ,study of mass -media, he ~as
an appropriate writer for Screen to ask to address the thrust of Robin Wood's criticism
which both embodied the Leavisite position and was by dint of Wood's books becoming a
model of how film study might be undertaken.

These books were also widely available

and accessible to the uninitiated reader. Lovell's own seminar paper had had a much more
limited circulation as a duplicated document. The substance of the WoodILovell

deb~te

depends on there being a great deal of intricate quoting and cross-quoting from Wood's
books. Consequently although the limitations of Wood's stance were to become clearer,
the discussion of alternative ways of approaching film and other media is

sidelined~

as

Lovell has to acknowledge. 40

The background to Lovell's thinking was frrstly his long-established place within the
Education Department and its seminars and secondly his years of teaching on the extramural certificate. But Wood's arguments were , in the public domain.

CORsequen.,tly

although Lovell did expose some of the detailed weaknesses of Wood's position, by so
doing he lost the opportunity do more than simply list the broad range of ideas that the
seminar group were beginning to explore:
ideas derived from structural linguistics and anthropology (structuralism . and
semiology), from literary criticism and art history (genre and iconography), fr~m
sociology (the relationships between art and industry, the nature ofmovements).4
Paddy Whannel published very little during his later time as Education Officer. He wrote
much, but mainly for internal BFI circulation. With the coming of Screen he was abk; to
use its pages to disseminate more widely his thoughts on film education. But by 1971
when he would make his fmal contribution it was in the extraordinary circumstances that
accompanied his resignation. But it is his forecasts in the three earlier reports that he wrote
partly with inclusion in Screen in mind that were to be quoted in the succeeding decades
by those who sought to establish their bearings. 42

Whannel's statements have importance
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not simply because of his accepted status within the film teaching community at that time
but also because of their being published in SEFT's journal. The views he expressed were
consequently endorsed by SEFT. What Wharmel states represented a consensus among~he
key players at the start of the 1970s. At that point it must have seemed that the
was well placed to progress.

movem~nt

Not only was Screen speaking for SEFT as Screen

Education never had, but there was it seemed again a joint enterprise with BFI.
In his three articles for Screen during 1969170Whannel is consistent in ' seeking to
establish film study in higher education. Even in his first article where he is dealing wfth
the issues of film availability, he mentions the problems faced by those established
teachers wishing to have in-service training. 43 Two such one term courses existed at the
end of the 1960s - at Bede College Durham and Homsey College of Art Teacher Trainipg
Department. The Bede experiment was short-lived, not because of lack of applicants, qut
because of the difficulties of their gaining secondment. 44 The Hornsey Course benefited
from its proximity to the Inner London Education Authority which, guided by its Aural and
Visual Aids Inspector Leslie Ryder, was more sympathetic to such sec()ndmel"\ts.
Significantly the education authority was funded at a level to facilitate secondments to
non-mainstream courses.

Whannel mentions the attempts by Douglas Lowndes from

Homsey to develop his work into a one year course at the University of London Institute of
Education.45 Lowndes has revealed' how his application' failed. 46 . The'Institute rejected the
proposed course because he could not demonstrate that there existed the literature ap.d
theory to support it. Yet it was precisely because of this need to develop research in order
to produce the back-up documentation for serious study that the MA was being proposed.
It was being offered as a necessary stage in the evolution of film study. Several

of, ~he

students from the one term Homsey Course: Jim Cook, Jim Hillier, Chris Mottershead
were to become significant contributors to SEFT and to the development of film and media
education.

A decade later the Institute would develop an MA under Bob Ferguson who

had been a colleague of Lowndes at Hornsey.

Had,the Institute responded to

Lownd~s's

proposals, the evolution of film and media study in the 1970s might have had

v~ry

different emphases.

In a significant shift from the ' anti-examination , stance of his two previous deputies,
Harcourt and Kitses, Whannel draws attention to the first joint BFIISEFT publication for
almost two decades: CSE Examinations in Film. Researched by Roger Watkins (who
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would become Chainnan of SEFT in 1970), the booklet is cautious in nudging the film
education movement towards examinations.
The purpose of this pamphlet is to acquaint the inquiring teacher with infonnation
about examinations in Film and to encourage him [sic] to think independently abqut
his [iterum sic] own situation. 47
In his next Screen article Whannel tackles fundamental areas. He begins by demonstrating
the inadequacy of the-terminowgy that defmes what is to be studied., His own emphasis on
the priority and specificity of film is clear. He rejects 'Screen Education' because it

h~d

been created to include television. As the title of SEFT's re-styled journal it had also been
rejected, though for a different reason. Whannel was uneasy that 'Screen' might be too
inclusive; SEFT had felt that 'Education' might be a limitation.

Subsequently Scl'e..,en

Education was successfully reintroduced as the title of a second SEFT journal, 0l1ce

Screen's new identity had been established.
The fact that there is no agreed tenn to describe the subject, no equivalent of the
tenn 'literature', for example, is the most obvious indication of the difficulty. All
of us shift uneasily between such descriptions as Film Education, with the danger
of confusing the subject with audio-visual aids, and the clumsy Screen Educatiqn,
implying the uncertain and dubious inclusion of television. At times, for the sake
of clarity, we are even driven to return to the old-fashioned tenn, Film
Appreciation, with all its limiting connotations. 48
Today Film Study has an identity within all levels of education; Media Studies is

wid~ly

accepted and has a space for film within it. Media education and media literacy are tenns
that extend the media umbrella even more widely. But in 1970, film as the main object of
study was perceived as being under threat. Whannel's previously Leavisite position was
being revised as a result; he feels that it is the economics of the situation that threatens
film. The costs of film hire are expensive while other media are available more cheaply.
The film will not establish itself as a discipline in its own right, with its own body
of knowledge and expertise, if its use in education is confined to being a secondary
element within some other course. The danger is illustrated by the number of
textbooks on Mass Media Studies now available, which offer a sketchy introdnct~on
to the cinema over a handful of pages in the context of chapters on such traditioqal
Leavisite concerns as advertising, newspapers and popular magazines and, in some
cases, adding the further confusion of sections on topics like the development of
printing and telephonic communication.
We have to argue first of all for the idea of the study of film as art -and
entertainment as a distinct discipline having its own particular problems. Secondty,
we need to establish centres at all levels in education, but especially within higqer
education, where such a study can take place. 49
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His argument says that the case for film study must be starkly made - all the supporting
secondary arguments may be deployed but it is crucial to state that
... the cinema is a significant feature of contemporary culture representing the most
developed and distinctive form of art produced by technology with the unique
feature that its growth, from its most primitive beginnings, is preserved for study pn
celluloid. 50
The late 1960s was a time when the term · 'educational technology' was being · wi~ly
adopted. A variety of new machines useful in the classroom was available and affordable.
The once rare 16 mm sound projector was well established and had been joined by the
35mm carousel projector and most importantly by the overhead projector. Film study was
beginning to be subsumed in this explosion of activity. At Wandsworth Technical College
the staff of the Department of Educational Technology included those lecturers responsible
for all the Liberal Studies teaching in the college; among them were those who taught film.
That department's prime purpose however was to provide training in the use of audio
visual aids to all ILEA teachers. Educational technology also· then spawned a new kind of
educationist: the media resources officer whose areas of responsibility were conceived as
being wide and flexible. Whannel interpreted the implications of these developments as
paralleling the intellectual stance of the then influential Marshall McLuhan.

The

educational technologist's role emphasised the 'instrumental capacities of media'.

The

'imaginative and expressive qualities' were losing out. 51 For much of the post-war peripd
both SEFT and BFI had striven to dissociate their project from that of the audio visual
specialist. By 1970 the status of the latter group was clearly in the ascendant.

He also begins to disown the parallel drawn between film and literature, albeit this was~he
analogy that he had used to BFI Governors. Perhaps here he was shifting his position,
knowing how what had seemed an innocuous and appropriate comparison had so
antagonised certain governors.
By and large, the literary culture, with ·its emphasis on good taste and· a refmed
personal sensibility, is narrow. Nothing could be less desirable than to impose
such a straitjacket on the cinema which is, after all, not only an art, but also flIl
industry and a form of mass entertainment. The problem is, therefore, to define the
content of film study sufficiently rigorously to give it coherence without
suffocating it by too narrow a framework. 52
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He then attempts to define the subject, thereby giving a very clear indication of what his
thinking was in 1969. He divides the components of the subject into criticism, theory and
contextual studies . . His brief summary sentences distil very precisely what many invol:~ed
teachers thought at the time.
Criticism:
There is a need to develop systematic approaches and to find more objective bases
for critical analysis than personal taste and sensibility. At present the various ideas
clustered around the notions of author and genre would seem to present the mpst
useful starting points.
Theory:
Much must be derived from other fields such as the work in aesthetics and the more
specialised studies like semiology and communications theory. 53
Contextual studies:
[Where he assumes the core of the work will be the study of a particular director.]
Areas to be covered here include the structure of the industry, the production
system, the entertainment forms available and the critical climate. Here again the
aid of other subject disciplines, such as sociology and economic history, must be
sought. 54

If Whannel felt able to defme the fundamental areas of film study for investigation, he was
aware that he wrote at a time when for some these issues were irrelevant. Many teachers,
some as a result of the Education Department's own promotional publications, were using
film thematically. Indeed by housing and supporting the Humanities Curriculum Project's
Film Officer, Whannel had encouraged this development, albeit on the strategic basis that
it was better to have the project inside rather than outside the BF!. There was a price to be
paid for this, both in terms of the increased workload for his advisory staff and- in -Vte
dilution of what film study might offer
... the constant insistence on discussion and on the probing of values, the relative
absence of a defmed body of knowledge and the lack of a systematic critical
procedure, all lead to difficulties of their own which can place some strain on both
pupil and teacher. If We add to these difficulties the problem of deciding whether it
is the theme or the character of the film which should control and define a
discussion, we have a situation which can be rather daunting, especially for the
teacher coming fresh to film study. 55
Manouvering in this current - where film was being used in a thematic context -- presented
a problem and one for which he could offer only two suggestions.

The Humanities

Curriculum Project was due to be formally reviewed and evaluated. Since the basis of its
approach had been thematic, the results of this review might be helpful. A second proposal
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was that courses might be developed on 'some fonnal principle drawn from the study of
film as art,.56 It seems clear that the momentum generated by the increasing use of feature
film in the classroom was not readily facilitating an investigation of its proper plact( in
education.

The Education Department under Whannel had regularly been confronted with the problem
of detennining the place and importance of practical work.

The members of the

department had not been film-makers; they were slcilledusers of words. On the other -hapd
SEFT had always maintained some film-makers in its key roles, even if their expertise was
that of proficient amateurs. The work that Douglas Lowndes was demonstrating from his
position in teacher training appeared to challenge SEFT's support for the group made film.
The promotionofLowndes's work by the Education Department was a means by which the
department could be recognised as not ignoring the issue of students and practical work. In
defending that position Whannel draws a parallel from art education where he maintains
there is an accepted and clear distinction between the scholar and the practitioner.

Whannel ends by returning to the project of his department that had -upset the Governors:
the development of a film culture. He attempts to put his department's role into context ~y
drawing attention to the other agencies that needed to be involved.

These included

agencies (as he attempts tactfully to point out) that are within the establishment of the BFI
itself; including its publications, -the National Film Archive and the National and .Re~al
Film Theatres. What he was not able to say was how separate and indeed hostile to each
other these departments then were. To conclude he feels the need to have some proposals
as to a way forward. Given that his room for manoeuvre within the BFI was limited, he
ends by finding safety in the same project that he had so vigorously championed-in-the..late
1950s with the Joint Council for Education through Art.
The idea of agency is more dynamic than a concept like museum. The idea of film
culture is wider than the notion of film art. The point, therefore, in using the tenn
Agencies of Film Culture is to imply an alliance of artist, critic and teacher in an
activist programme. 57
A decade earlier there had been much broader involvement around this alliance both from
within the BFI and beyond it.
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A year later Whannel projects a more confident outlook. Indeed much of what he then
expected to happen, did. What he did not foresee - or at least did not feel able to commit to
paper - was how vulnerable was his own position within that future.

In 1969 he .had

limited his suggestions as to future developments to stating that the coming of videotape
would transform the possibilities for studying film. 58 Here he felt able to be more generally
positive.
In the seventies it will move decisively Qutofits pioneering phase into a period
when the outlines of its discipline will emerge more clearly and the study of fillll,
once dependent upon the individual's private enthusiasm, will receive more pubJic
and institutional support.
Most of our definitions and formulations are made in the heat of the battle and are
therefore provisional. S9
Where in 1969 he had seemed prepared to acknowledge that the term 'Film Appreciation'
still had a value as a point of reference, now he welcomes the extending, if rather
indeterminate, scope of film · study and identifies as a measure of this achievement , ~he
abandonment of the earlier term.
This was symbolised some years ago by the decision to drop the term 'film
appreciation', with all its narrow connotations, from the title of the Department. 60
The strands making up the identity of the emerging subject have changed somewhat.
Theory and criticism remain, but Contextual Studies is replaced by 'the debate abqut
popular culture'.

Here also Whannel appears to be shifting away from the moral and

Leavisite tone that had been detectable in The Popular Arts to allow for a more inclusive
and objective approach to popular culture.
It will be broader and more flexible, more dependent on knowledge than on 'gopd
taste' and calling for more diverse lines of attack than the individual critical insight.
In this sense once the enormous opportunities for its study have been fully realised
it could provide an important challenge and stimulus to the study of art and society
in generaL61

But when he considers the basic territory, he has to repeat the questions of the previous
year.
What is the subject Film Study? What are its appropriate teaching methods?- .HQw
will it become more fmnly established as a recognised discipline? 62
Therefore whilst depicting a greater use of film at all levels of education, he emphasises
that the fundamental issues as to the nature and methodology of film teaching remain
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largely unexplo.red.

He takes so.me satisfactio.n fro.m the fact that his Department's

seminars are setting o.ut specifically to. investigate these. The nature o.f the debate aro.und
practical wo.rk has changed to.o.. Jennie Lee had used her visit -to. o.pen the

Yo.ungScr~en

Exhibitio.n in the previo.us summer to. anno.unce the setting up o.fthe Natio.nal Film Scho.pl.
Its recently appo.inted principal Co.lin Yo.ung had beco.me an o.ccasio.nal visito.r to. the
Educatio.n Department. 63 Yo.ung's co.mmitment to., and preference fo.r, practice rather than
theo.ry wo.uld perhaps lead to. a redefining o.f what Whannel might expect from

~he

universities.

Whannel co.nsequently has to. ackno.wledge the specifically British situatio.n aro.und the
study o.f film. Its acceptance in higher educatio.n was the [mal stage o.f its fitting into. the
educatio.nal hierarchy. Unlike the USA where film study had per-co.lated do.wn into. .the
scho.o.ls, in Britain it had wo.rked its way up fro.m the scho.o.ls. He explains this o.rigin py
uncharacteristically demo.nising the process by which the scho.o.ls had beco.me invo.lved.
Presumably this is because o.f the paternalistic and mo.ralising approach to. the
media characteristic o.f the English (at their best and wo.rst) which sustained the
belief that the mass audience needed to. be pro.tected fro.m the false values o.f the
mo.vies by being trained in awareness, but that the educated few were saved Py
having natural go.o.d taste. 64
There were, as has been sho.wn, so.me vo.ciferous propo.nents o.fthis view, but it was no.t the
case that this view predo.minated. Fo.r SEFT activists in the two. preceding decades, it was
their o.wn enthusiasm fo.r film that mo.tivated them.

His article is about servicing the film teacher. Whannel clearly believed that the lo.ng t~rm
so.lutio.n was to. reverse the 'bo.tto.m up' engine that had propelled the study o.f film

d~g

the po.st-war perio.d.

The establishment o.f film study within higher educatio.n was no.t to.

be an end in itself.

It wo.uld be the means by which the many issues and questio.ns that

Whannel had identified as impinging o.n the identity o.f the subject might be reso.lved.
Even given o.ur limited kno.wledge it seems crucial at this stage to. make every
effo.rt to. establish film study as a distinct discipline at key po.ints within the
university. This is imPo.rtant first o.f all as a strategy. Further advances at o.ther
levels are pro.bably co.nditio.nal o.n achieving such a status. Seco.ndly, develo.pments
in research and scho.larship are necessary to. sustain the wo.rk at the scho.o.l, -furtber
educatio.n, adult educatio.n and co.llege level. It wo.uld seem that a number o.f
problems facing the teacher can o.nly be so.lved by advances elsewhere. 65
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Where he may be seen as especially prescient - in the light of the developments that took
place within SE FT and Screen in succeeding years - were in his expectations of the
potential that might be detected ·in the post-1968 generation of young graduates. . It is also
clear what part he envisages for the BFI in response.
It is a distinctive feature of this new generation that they are interested in a wide
range of film topics, including theoretical questions, but it remains true that formal
education provides little opportunity for them to pursue the study of film in a
sustained or systematic way .
. . .the Film Institute has an important role to play in this development, especially in
the transitional period before fully financed and well-equipped film departments
flourish. Already a great many university ventures are sustained by lectures and
documentation from the Dep~ment and the Institute is now making more money
available to support the viewings essential for research purposes. 66
Clearly aware of the teacher readership of Screen he ends his report by reiterating the
persistent practical problems that he had identified in previous years. There are certain
specifics where he is assertive ..
For some time now we've had requests for definitive film textbooks. These
requests have been resisted on the grounds of not wanting to create an orthodoxy
and instead we have concentrated on accounts of teaching experiences. 67
In practice he had begun to provide more substantial film literature through the
Department' s involvement in the Cinema One series.

But ever the

clear-sigh~d

administrator, Whannel understands that for many teachers it is the costliness of beginning
the film teaching enterprise that thwarts them. So he fmally concludes by acknowledging
how so much of what is or is not possible lies with those who control film distribution.
On the other hand if the needs of film teachers were more clearly understood, if tpe
idea of using a feature for study by a small group were properly distinguished from
its showing to the whole school as a holiday treat, and if the idea of creating a
population with a film culture was seen in its broad relevance to the changing
audience for cinema and the changing exhibition pattern, then we might be able to
68
work towards a more regularised system of discounts related to use.
When Bolas decided to return to school teaching in autumn 1970, the post he had held as
Teacher Adviser BFIISecretary SEFT was redesigned as Secretary SEFT/Editor Screen. 69
The redesignation appealed to both BFI and SEFT, but for different reasons;

It

~ad

become clear that the BF! and SEFT parts of the job did not sit easily together. If the post
holder were to be the sole professional officer of the Society slbe had to negotiate on
behalf of SEFT with an organisation for which slbe had also the duties of an employee. It
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was also the case that as Bolas had also been Editor of Screen, not a situation envisaged
when the original joint appointment was made, the workload of the post had been great.
Whannel had been supportive in reducing the BFIadvisory element of-this workl~.70

For SEFT therefore it was a much more workable arrangement that the post should be
almost wholly concerned with SEFT matters and that the paid professional officer should
have editorship of Screen which was by far the Society's principal financial commitmen~.71
Whannel on the other hand was aware that when the post came to be advertised *e
Editorship of Screen element of the post would attract a much more substantial field of
applicants than would the Secretarial role.

He saw the opportunity to strengthen the

'academy in waiting' through which · both Perkins and Wollen had · already · passed.
Although this would be a SEFT post, the appointment would remain a joint one py
BFVSEFT.72 Furthermore, Whannel had got SEFT's agreement that the new Editor would
be answerable to a joint editorial board. 73

Sam Rohdie was appointed Editor of Screen and General Secretary SEFT in August-1970
and took up the post in January 1971. 74 During the three years that he held the post, the
status of SEFT, the project of Screen and the scope of BFI Education changed
fundamentally.

In practice SEFT would be the beneficiary of the BFI Governors'

determination to curb Whannel's Education Department.

The situation that Rohdie inherited at SEFT was one of an organisation in flux. There had
been an accelerating process of committee change.

Vannoey and Wills, the last of the

1950s' Committee, had left. Watkins, himself a relative newcomer, took over asCha~an
for most of 1970 but then, having taken a job in Leeds, he was unable to continue. When
Rohdie joined SEFT the replacement Acting Chairman was Jim Cook and the Acting
Treasurer, was Edward Buscombe, who also took over from a departing long-term
committee member Chris Bott. 75

By the time of the 1972 AGM only John Benrurtt,

Buscombe and David Lusted remained of those committee members who had reported to
the 1970 AGM. 76

A consequence both of his workplace location within 81 Dean Street and of the SE FT
substitutions among its voluntary officers, Rohdie probably depended more on the support
of staff in the Education Department. 77

It seems however that he was a naturally
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independent operator who found himself in a situation where he was able to operate
independently. His first issue of Screen proclaims difference. It has a new and distinctive
design by Gerald Cinamon78 and is now published quarterly. Its Editorial is signed by, The
Editorial Board and states unequivocally that the 'emphasis in Screen on theory is
crucial,.79 As if to place Screen's new venture into context the Editorial implies that the
journal will not be influenced by what had been written about film in most of the twentieth
century. In this Rohdie echoes Wollen's earlier adherence to the novelty offilm.Above all film must be studied as a new medium, a product of this century and of
the machine, and which as a new medium and a new mode of expression challenges
traditional notions of art and criticism and the system of education which still in
part is tied to these notions. 8o
This statement written in 1971 has clear echoes of what had ·been written half a century
Subsequently Screen did pay great attention to what had been written about !pe
cinema in the early years of the Soviet Union. 81 It must have been interpreted by Screen's

earlier.

readers as a rather arrogant anachronism in a journal that already had a twenty year history
of promoting the serious study of a medium already seventy five years old ..

The trope of the new Screen identity may be inferred from its contents. Its principal article
is a reprint in translation from Cahiers du Cinema.

While reviewing a book by US

academics, Ben Brewster produces an article on 'Structuralism in Film Criticism'. Claire
Johnston, who like Brewster would be an influential and long-term member of the SEFT
Committee, surveys film journals in Britain and France. 82

At the back of the issue are to

be found 'Education Notes', compiled by Diana Matias, the Editorial Assistant.

This

section
... has been introduced to provide a more direct link between the Society and its
services on the one hand, and the teacher and the classroom on the other. 83
Ominously a distinction is being made here between SEFT (which existed because of the
teachers who subscribed to become its members) and the needs of those same teachttrs
which are apparently to be addressed as an afterthought.

Reassurance might be sought in
the article which Rohdie himself contributed to the issue. 84 It is certainly possible to find
something that reads like reassurance even if it is in a paragraph that plainly

contrad~cts

what the Screen Editorial Board had asserted about theory, only a few pages earlier.
The practical work of Screen is education. It is not primarily a journal for
professional intellectuals, film critics, cinephiles, but for practising teachers. For it
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to be intellectualist would not only be sterile in itself, but it would not serve its
.
I practIce.
. 85
supposed ed ucatlOna
But in the light of what would subsequently happen in &,-een; Rohdie was

perh~ps

protesting too much.

By appointing Sam Rohdie as its Secretary, SEFT was breaking with established practice.
Previously those who had held SEFT's professional officer post had already served a
lengthy voluntary apprenticeship on the Committee. Indeed in its early years· gainin~ a
position on the SEFT Committee itself had been regarded as a useful stepping stone.
Rohdie was unusual too in that he came from higher education where he had taught film.
SEFT's previous links with higher education had been substantial but always with teacher
training. Only one of its previous officers, Don Waters, had experience of being employed
in a specifically film teaching capacity. Consequently Rohdie was probably more at ease
with the BFI Education Department than with the SE FT Committee.

This is a view

supported by Christopher Williams, BFI Education's Editor of Publications and Jim Cook
who chaired SEFT in 1971 - 72. 86

But closeness to the Education Department had -its dangers. The Department had . been
under scrutiny for some years and when the BFI Governors began a policy review of the
Institute, the Education Department was first in their sights. 87 Asa Briggs, Vice Chancellor
of Sussex University, joined the Board in the February 1970 and was rapidly asked to chair
a Governors' Sub-Committee to investigate the Education Department as part· of

~he

Governors' Policy Review Committee. 88 This committee consisted of Paul Adorian and
Helen Forman whose criticisms of Whannel had first been recorded in 1968. No copy of
the Briggs Committee Report appears to have survived. Its concerns have to be inferred
from the responses that it elicited, of which the most significant were the resignatioRs...of
Whannel, Lovell and four other members of the department in August 1971. 89 The thrust
of the Briggs Report seems to have been that the Department was developing a
research/theoretical bias when it should have been supporting grassroots work in schools.9o
It is impossible to know whether the Report acknowledged that it was the previous 25

years of grassroots work in schools that had provided the platform for the theoretical work
to begin.
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The investigation of the Department's work was cursory. SEFT's appointment of Rohdie
and his changed emphases in Screen were apparently included in the charges against the
Department. Cook, ·then Chair of SEFT, remembers that he, Rohdieand Whannel attended
a meeting, held before the BFI Governors' April meeting, with Briggs and Helen Form~
on the 'neutral' territory of Granada's London headquarters. 91 Also present at that meeting
was Denis Forman. His presence would suggest that he was already in the process of
replacing William Coldstream as Chairman of BFI Governors. This meeting probably took
place on 6 April 1971 between the fIrst circulation of the report to Governors and the po\nt
at which the Governors acted upon it. 92 The Governors' Minutes record that the Report
was first circulated at the February meeting with the intention that it be discussed in
March. 93 However at that subsequent me·e tingso many governors left early that discussion
was deferred until Apri1. 94 At the April Governors' meeting there was a substantial it~m
on the report. There was also consideration of SEFT and Screen. 95

The Briggs group was initially styled as the Education Sub Committee. Then its title was
subsequently - and significantly - adjusted to become the Committee on Educatioqal
Services. Its report fmally appeared as 'Report of the Review Committee on Educational
Services', presumably to fIt in alongside the other subsequent Governors' policy review
papers. According to Briggs, his committee had produced 'a brief and practical report.that
purposely avoided involving itself at this stage in a detailed study of the work of individttal
members of stafr.96 It was certainly easier for a committee to pass judgment if they
exempted themselves from the necessity of examining detailed evidence but the Chairman
remained confident that they 'had 'all the facts necessary to form a judgment'. 97

Consequently Briggs told the Governors that his committee's aim was 'to see a more
streamlined Department, playing a less independent role than hitherto.' The Governors'
reaction was one of 'warm support,.98 It is pertinent to remember that at this time the
Institute's Governors were themselves under attack from the Members' Action GrotlP
which had been particularly effective in calling Governors to account at the previous
December's Annual Meeting. 99 Two members of that group Victor Perkins and Peter
Wollen had previously been · employees in the Education Department and perhaps this
helped to direct Governors' attention towards this department, some of whose

memb~rs

were known for their left wing political affinities and against whom Governors' hostilities
had been simmering for years. I 00
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The Minutes record Whannel as vigorously defending the department. 101

Where the

Governors had made incorrect assumptions, he was able to challenge them. His main
problem was that, whereas he had a very clear idea about the need to establish that there
existed a film culture which was as appropriate for study as a literary culture, his
opponents only wanted to engage with film in a more nebulous educational context. Not
only was the Institute's educational agenda to be broadened, but its implementation was not
to be confmed to the Education Department.
The Committee were opposed to the concept that the educational function of !pe
Institute should be solely conducted through the Education Department as it now
existed. I 02
It would seem from the specifIC defence that Whannel had to give to his department's

involvement in the Cinema One book series, that this aspect was one that particularly
attracted criticism. 103 In 1969 two of the books published in the series were attributed to
the Education Department.

These had been written by two then current Education

Department employees, Jim Kitses and PeterWollen. 104

Both 'however had left ' ~e

Department before the Briggs Committee was set up. The implication was that they had
spent BFI work time writing these books and that this was an inappropriate use of public
money. Having not talked with individual members of the department, the Sub-Committee
was possibly not aware that three then current employees, Lovell, , Hillier and · McArthur
105
Certainly Whannel is
were producing Cinema One books duly published in 1972.
recorded in the Minutes as having denied 'that members of the Department spent much
time in lecturing and said that they did no sophisticated research themselves but made
available the researches of others'-. 106

The Governors supported the Report in full and its assertion that 'if the Education
Department continued as it was now doing, the servicing aspect, which they regarded as
important, would suffer'. Whannel was given a month in which to satisfy the Director 'as
to the manner in which the recommendations contained in paragraph 8 of the Report would
be implemented,.107

Under a later item of the same agenda SEFT came under separate scrutiny, initially as a
result of reports from the Editorial Committee which had been considering Screen. 108
This Committee was recommending that the grant for Screen should be £500 per annum to
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bring it into line with other film journals. This was in fact the amount that SEFT had
received as a grant from the BFI in 1966, before the joint appointment had first been
mooted. As this Editorial Committee meeting was held in mid April; it would seem

l~ly

that the only Rohdie edited issue of the journal that the Editorial Committee might have
inspected was the Spring 1971 issue. However Briggs intervened in this discussion of

Screen and raised the wider issue of SEFT. His committee, following the meeting of 6
April, would recommend that 'the organisation should be gradually

dissociated · from~he

Education Department and become an independent body'. 109

It is relevant at this point to consider what role Director Reed might have had in these

developments.

SEFT had for twenty years been an independent body but perhaps

Rohdie's involvement with the Education Department had blurred the distinction between
the two and Reed did not wish to disabuse the Governors of this. Those who resigned fr~m
the Education Department writing subsequently about these events alleged that Reed had
stated publicly that Rohdie was not appropriate for the SE FT post, yet Reed had been on
the joint SEFTIBFI appointing committee. I10

However, as Alan Lovell also on· the

committee recalls, Reed left the appointing meeting after all the interviews were

complet~d

but before the candidates were considered. I11 Reed had however concurred with the redesignation of the post so that both the SEFT element was increased and the Editorship of

Screen was the key to a successful appointment. It is clear that at this point Reed was.not
voicing support for either Whannel or SEFT.

Consequently that Governors' Meet4tg

ended with SEFT being expected to operate independently with only a £500 grant from
BF! from April 1972. 112

Whannel did not in the event attempt to satisfy the Director · but, along with · other
colleagues, he resigned with effect from mid August. 113 Reed had found contact with tpe
Education Department difficult in the face of hostility and had handed the task of dealing
with the surviving rump of the department to his deputy Ernest Lindgren.114 Reed then fell

ill.

In these circumstances SEFT decided that its best strategy for survival lay in

dir~ct

contact with the new BFI chairman Denis Forman. History was to SEFT's advantage in
that Forman, when he had been BFI Director two decades earlier, had publicly supported
the newly formed Society of Film Teachers." s There was however a more fundamental
card for SEFT to play. If the BFI wanted its educational staff to deal mainly with direct
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teacher enquiries, it would be more publicly acceptable for them to do so, if other more
research/theoretical areas could be seen as being addressed elsewhere.
Jirn Cook as Chairman of SEFT, wrote to Forman in very strong terms. 116 There-were two

strands to the letter. The Governors' action meant that both Rohdie and Matias

w~re

implicitly being sacked from March 1972 since SEFT had no means of replacing the BFI
funding. Yet in contractual terms both were BFI employees. This was a nicety that had
eluded the Briggs Committee. Much of Cook's letter is highly critical of Reed

wh~

is

accused of having declared publicly that Rohdie was unsuitable for the post and of tellin~ a
representative of the National Union of Teachers that SEFT would soon cease to exist. As
evidence of Reed's hostility to SEFT, Cook cites Reed's provision of 'free films and
services' to the Barry Summer School which was no longer a SEFT event. I 17 Cook ~so
claims that the newly founded National Association for Film Education (NAFE) is an antiSEFT, anti-BFI Education Department organisation which is expecting a BFI grant. The
letter hints that for these reasons NAFE may get a sympathetic response from the BFI.
Finally Cook wants Forman to state where the BFI stands on this-m~er.

In his immediate reply Forman was able to avoid dealing with the issues concerning Reed,
since the latter was still absent ill.

Significantly Forman claimed that the area of the

Institute educational -policy where there had been disagreement 'is a sman area; the
Governors endorse the great majority of the work that has been done'. 118

The fmal

paragraphs of Forman's letter are quoted in full below.
The Governors and management do not regard it as the function of the Institute to
"shape a film culture". This does not mean they are "anti-intellectual". On the
contrary, they wish to promote theoretical and practical research into film
appreciation and film education. But they wish to stimulate research through gr~t
in aid bodies such as your own, in university departments and in other appropriate
places.
What they do not want to do is to support and perpetuate any single doctrine or
dogma within the Institute about film to the exclusion of other schools of thouWt.
They believe in a plurality of educational theories and methods. They consider illat
as in the fields of textbooks, music and the arts, so in the area of film and television
education it is the job of the central body to provide guidance, to stimulate
educationalists, and to provide them with the tools for the job.
The notion of a 'film culture' appears to be the sticking point. This was the term illat
Whannel had long promoted and his repeated references to it seem to have been conflated
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in Governors' minds with what his department was up to - of which they were perpetually
suspicious. It seems clear that in these two paragraphs Forman was trying to find room to
manoeuvre.

In Cook's immediate reply he is able to identify the contradiction in the Governors'

position. 119
On the one hand the Institute expresses concern at any {;hargeagainst it of antiintellectualism yet by an administrative formula defming the proper place for the
generation of ideas it is in effect cutting off the two major areas where ideas on fi!m
education have been generated -- namely SE FT and its own Education Department.
The Education Department and SEFT have done precisely what you yourself ask
for - 'promote theoretical and practical research into film appreciation and fiVu
education' - and yet the Governors sub-committee condemned them for doing jqst
that.
He was also able to point to the problems that the BFI had created in another area of its
responsibility by failing to provide any coherent context for its work:
Perhaps the paradigms in your mind for what seems to SEFT a contradiction is the
NFT and Regional Theatres which provide films but no context for their
understanding or appreciation, a serious lack which in part may account for the
fmancial distress in which these theatres now fmd themselves?
Forman took a slight pause before replying.

When he did he proposed that, rather than

continuing the correspondence, SEFT should meet with him in mid-September after he had
returned from holiday. 120 A meeting was arranged for 21 September between Forman. cmd
Cook. 121

In the interim Rohdie and Lindgren were in regular contact. Rohdie was preparing a case
to be made at the October BFI Governors' meeting for SEFT to be properly supported.
Lindgren was advising him to play down the significance of Screen and its demand.& on
Rohdie's time and to 'establish that SEFT has other activities of a more practical nature'. 122
Consequently in a letter to Forman, Rohdie outlined a series of proposals and made a point
of emphasising that it was only the uncertainty over SEFT's future that had prevented their
earlier inception. 123

The two mam proposals were · the · development of a SEFT · regional policy and the
introduction of Screen Education Notes. The fust innovation would be the organisation of
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a 'series of one-day schools in the regions as well as weekend conferences and seminars'.
The Notes was to be a new SEFT quarterly journal of 'practical film education'. Such were
the changes of personnel on the SEFT Committee that the"re-useof the recently discarded
title Screen Education did not apparently cause concern. The implied trivialisation of the
educational input by reference to it as Notes did cause some disquiet.

124

These particular

moves clearly had a timely tactical value in that, given the previous attitude of the
Governors, these"proposals were unlikely to be opposed.

Screen does get mentioned and Rohdie is clearly determined not to diminish the
importance of this particular SEFT project, the appeal of which was what had brought him
to the Society.

He "does not mention Screen's content "but concentrates Dn its sru,es,

pointing out that 'revenue now meets direct expenditure', presumably meaning printing apd
distribution. He claims that his fust two issues have caused sales and subscriptions to rise
by 150 per cent so that 2000 copies of both numbers 1 and 2 of Volume 12 have sold
out. 125 Rohdie was probably being optimistic at this point. 126

In a paragraph to reassure the Governors Rohdie states:
In the future the Society will be devoting most of its efforts to the organisation of
SEFT - the generation of a constituency of film teachers as a pre-condition for the
acceptance and generation of ideas about film teaching.
Inevitably and understandably he makes the case for an end to the uncertainty surrounding
his and Matias's employment situations.

Lindgren was sympathetic and in a memo early

in September is clearly seeing that SEFT's best bet is to go initially fora stay of -execution
and to get Governors to agree a full year's funding for SEFT for 1972173 so that

b~th

Rohdie and Matias are secure for a further year at least. 127 At their September meeting the
Governors agreed to this but wanted a detailed SEFT budget before their October
meeting. 128 But the main deal was"being worked out between Fonnan and Rohdie who
alone had taken up the invitation for the meeting on 20 September. This seems to have
been a particularly successful occasion.

Cook had detected at the earlier meeting at

Granada that Forman was not as hostile to SEFT as the Briggs Committee was.

129

Rohdie

has described Fonnan's role in the proceedings as "that ofa 'gentleman';130

In the event the outcome for SEFT was remarkable.

It had in 1967 achieved a joint

appointment where its Secretary would for half the time be a Teacher Adviser in the
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Education Department. By autumn 1971 it was being offered a grant to cover the salaries
of two full-time SEFT employees. It had also been found premises in Old Compton Street
which had been equipped and furnished at theBFI's expense; This additional generosity
was not without advantages to the BFI who had sub-leased the Old Compton Str¥et
premises to a tenant who, while owing BFI money, was about to assign further his sublease. \31 The BFI felt justified in cancelling his debt and in paying him £400 for the
furniture and fittings, which included four desks, four chairs, -a large settee, carpets,
curtains, light fittings, an electric heater and a safe. These were to be available to SEFT
from 18 October.

This advantageous outcome then came almost to a disastrous

conclusion.

Rohdie clearly had alternative strategies .in · place · should · the more conventional
negotiations with the BFl fail. The first was to devote a considerable part of the Autl1J1m
issue of Screen to the events around the resignations from the Education Department. The
second was to organise a SEFT all-day conference at the National Film Theatre called
'Crisis in Film Education' with speakers including Roy Knight, Alan Lovell, Peter

W~en

and Col in Young. 132 The timing of events was such that Screen was published on 11
October, the Governors met to consider the detailed SEFT budget on 19 October and the
Crisis Conference was on 23 October.

Rohdie had to act quickly; On publication day he sent a copy of Screen to Forman

wit~

a

covering letter in which he had to explain why, when he had already achieved the b¥st
possible outcome for SEFT, he was devoting 42 pages of Screen to criticisms of the BFl.
These were then followed by a seven page advertisement for the BFl Members' Action
Committee.
The issue was planned some time ago when both the Society and the Department
felt their existence threatened; the Society's Executive and the SCREEN Editorial
Board decided that we had no other choice but to print such an edition of SCREEN.
Some six weeks ago I informed the Deputy Director that such an issue was at ~he
printers but that we would be more than happy not to print it if the Institute cottld
give us some positive guarantee about the future, but it could not.
It was not until well after page proof stage that such a guarantee was forthcoming

and hence the appearance of this crisis SCREEN. 133
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He then had to present the forthcoming conference as having a changed agenda 'now
directed towards debating and defining policies for film education and strategies for their
realisation'. He extends an invitation to Governors and Management to be present. 134

Forman's response was to propose a meeting for 26 October - after the conference - with
Rohdie and Cook. 135 Lindgren felt betrayed and wrote to Forman that 'personally I should
like to see SEFT's grant cut 'immediately and in toto,P6

Asa' Briggs at the October

Governors' Meeting stated that the Screen material might be defamatory. 137 Consequently
Forman took legal advice and was told that

Prima/acie, I think that the articles and letters taken as a whole are defamatory of
the Governors and Director of the Institute. 138
This opinion does however hint at the considerable scale of any legal case that might ,be
mounted:
... it would be necessary to consider the various changes in the composition of the
Governing body which would have taken place over the years, since the criticism is
not restricted to any particular period of time or to anyone event.
In the event Forman took the matter no further.

Rohdie saw that the interest the Crisis Conference had generated might be used to SEfl" s
advantage. He wrote to Reed indicating that if the BFI were shifting from the agreement
that he had come to with Forman, he would have to inform the conference of this.
Alternatively he held out the prospect of the conference providing 'a favourable
opportunity JorSEFT to both settle the disagreements of the past ,and the anxiety it has
caused SEFT and the film movement clearly and publicly'. 139

Reed was not prepared to

do more than state that Forman 'wants to continue discussion of the future relationship
between our two bodies'. 140

Reporting on the conference, Torn Ryall concedes that 'the discussion proceeded in a
random fashion' .141 It began with Rohdie presenting his official Report as Secretary.

He

blamed his predecessors in SEFT for 'the absence of a clearly defined constituency of film
teachers' and for failing to organize such teachers into 'a coherent movement' .142 Some
antagonism was expressed from the floor toward SEFT as' being focused on , higher
education. There was a call by some for a separate teachers' organization. David Lusted
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then on the SEFT Committee recalls that some teachers who attended were surprised to
learn that there was a crisiS. 143 Reed received reports from Thorold Dickinson and Gough
Yates. l44 Both had attended and were very critical of the proceedings: Rohdie tried to
present the occasion to Reed as having been important in that over 200 people had
attended. 145 But there had apparently been little agreement, which Rohdie had to concede.
He chose to present the conference's disunity as inevitable, reflecting the fragmentation of
the film education movement 146

Governors at their October meeting had noted that Screen 'contained numerous allegations
and inaccuracies' but they were prepared to accept that the matter would be best dealt with
by the Chairman meeting again with the Chairman and Secretary of SEFT.147 At the
November meeting Forman reported that a formal apology had been asked for and that a
statement to this effect should appear in the next issue of Screen-. 148 In a memo to R~ed,
Rohdie stated that he had written a letter of apology to Forman at the end of October. 149

It would appear that neither SEFT nor BFI wanted to risk losing what each regarded for

separate reasons as an appropriate resolution. SEFT got total independence underwritten
by substantial public funds (£9,994 for 1972-1973).150 BFI was able to re-designate '~e
Education Department as its Educational Advisory Service and hope thereby to
demonstrate that theory and research were legitimately no longer part of its educational
brief. Whannel was replaced by Douglas Lowndes, widely respected as an innovatory
practitioner in both secondary schools and teacher training. 151 But the' constraints - im~ed
by Governors were to restrict the potential of EAS for a decade while SEFT was about to
commence upon a period when the Society would become both prestigious and widely
influential.

-

-

-

- - - - - - - --

-- -
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CHAPTER FOUR 1972-1975
THE FELT INTERVENTION OF SCREEN
The first two 1971 issues of the British journal Screen published a translation of
essays by Comolli and Narboni, Leblanc and Fargier. Their impact was immediate.
They at once initiated an open battle, which led Screen to play a major role for
several years both as. a participant in the debate and as a battlefield.
Francesco Cassetti, 1999

While Screen embarks upon a trajectory ofpursuing theory, from its back pages emerges
Screen Education Notes. This modest quarterly publication not only chronicles the
quickening pace of educational developments around film but begins to develop its own
stable ofwriters. Then in 1974 it metamorphoses into the second SEFTjournal bearing
the title ofScreen Education. The EFl Summer Schools are re-structured to provide a
key transmission route for Screen's theories. Film teachers in favoured areas have access
to substantial self help projects and even an 0 level in film. Meanwhile Screen recruits
from the intelligentsia.

The changes that came about in SEFT in the 1970s were extraordinary. · What had ·been a
marginal grouping of teachers rapidly had at its core an intellectual cell. Film study

whi~h

had persistently found itself able only to worm its way into gaps in the curriculum of
schools and colleges, became the intellectual standard behind which a whole cadre of
young graduates were marshalled. What had been perceived as appropriate fodder for -~he
less able or for those on courses with spare time to be filled, became the territory for
displays of intellectual experiment around the translation and transmission of European
thought.

If the nucleus of this activity was to be Screen, its partner journal, the revamped ·Scre,en

Education, would turn its focus on to the educational implications in its title. The original
Screen Education had been so titled in order to allow SFT to become SEFT, the term
'screen' enabling the accommodation of television into the Society' s remit. The emphasis

in the shift then had been on 'screen'. 'Education'-was merely the appropriate afterthoU&ht.
The writers of the new Screen Education saw that if they were to consider those elements
of the visual culture implied by 'screen' then the educational context for that consideration
was the key determinant.
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For two decades SFT then SEFT had in turn presented themselves as the professional
subject association for film and television teachers. But these were unlike other subject
associations . . None of the members had been trained to teach about film or television; apd
even a tinier fraction of them had been employed specifically as teachers of film apd
television. Most SFT/SEFT members were likely to belong to other subject associations
that represented their interest in the subject that they spent most of their time teaching.
Thus in 1966, at the stage when SEFT was to make its first joint appointment with the BfI,
its Chairman taught Chemistry, its Secretary taught Geography and its Treasurer, History.'

A consequence of this loose alliance of teachers who were enthusiastic about film was to
diminish controversy. For many the involvement with this aspect of their teaching was
subsidiary and film/television teaching wasoniy an enjoyable phase on a career path that
had to lead elsewhere. For two decades SFT/SEFT had encouraged those who wanted to
develop 'screen education' to do whatever was possible in each individual situation. From
the experience of those who had been around longer, an accumulation of information was
made available.

If a beginner wanted · to · share herlhis first attempts with others, lx;>th

Screen Education and to a lesser extent BFI Education Department would facilitate the
dissemination. Nobody was to be deterred. Everybody was compromised.

Thus when SEFT found itself staffed, housed and independent while the remnants ·of the
BFI Education Department had instructions principally to service teachers' queries, a
unique situation had been created that reversed the roles that each had traditionally played.
The voluntary body had a secure flow of public money on a far larger scale than before?
The thinking that Whannelhad · fostered in his Education Department was no

lOIl~er

acceptable within the BF!. The thinking had to go somewhere. And there were certairpy
thinkers about to enter territory where there had not been much intellectual investigation.
It was undiscovered territory and that was to be its greatest attraction.

When Rohdie became Secretary of SEFT, he inherited the constituency of

establi~ed

SEFT members, though he did not perceive them as forming a coherent groUp.3 But he
brought with him another constituency - one that might best be summarised as New Left.
The potency of this constituency was first demonstrated at the Crisis Conference that
Rohdie called in October 1971 when 170 people attended and from among whom Rohdie
was to recruit several new Committee members, some of whom were also new to SEFT.4
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Those teachers who were pre-existing SEFT members were probably those whom Lusted
remembers as being surprised to fmd themselves in a crisis. Cook's view is that perhaps
Rohdie's determination to go ahead with ·the conference, despite having settled · SEFJ"s
future with Forman, was fuelled by the need to recognise and respond to the significance of
this new constituency. 5

There is no doubt that following SEFT's move to 63 Old Compton Street, the Society set in
motion a number of ventures which would reassure BFI Governors that SEFT was indefd
more than simply the body that published Screen. This chapter will in the main consider
these non-Screen ventures in the period up to the end of 1975. Screen's history will
feature in the next chapter, though as will ·be shown&reen was influential in a range of
related SE FT and BFI activities during this period. The most important of these non

Screen ventures was Screen Education Notes, of which there were nine quarterly issues
between Winter 1971 and Winter 1973174. The 'Notes' had begun as a section at the back
of Screen in 1971 called 'Educational Notes'. 6 The first issue was typed and duplic~d;
subsequent issues were offset litho printed at generally around 40 pages per issue.
Additionally there was a one-off International Edition that followed the October 1972
LudwigshavenlMannheim Conference. This conference on aspects of screen education
was an annual event which ·had featured in the previous year's first issue of Screen

Education Notes. The international edition was 'only a gesture on the part of SEFT,
does not have any official backing'. 7

~d

The published accounts of various European

perspectives on screen education revealed - as had always been the case with previous
SEFT international publishing ventures - a great variety of different approaches, some· of
which would have not been considered appropriate for any United Kingdom specific
publication, hence the need for the disclaimer about official backing. Since the UK had
been represented by Jim Hillier from the Educational Advisory Service of the BFI, rather
than by SEFT, publication may have been a goodwill gesture to EAS on the Society's p$1:.

Throughout its two-year existence the Notes was edited by Edward Buscombe and also for
most of the period by Tom Ryall.

They were supported by an active Editorial Board

whose members regularly contributed items to the journal.

Three members" Rich¥d

CoIlins, Jim Hillier and Chris Mottershead remained on the Board throughout.

The

change-over of other members was gradual and the continuity of approach was maintained.
But the greatest significance as viewed from today's perspective is the subsequent
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durability within the film teaching movement of those involved with Screen Education

Notes. Previous generations of SEFT activists had served their time and then found career
progress outside film and television teaching. Here and · now was the first cohort ·~ho
would develop long-term careers within screen education. Those involved with Scre,n
might subsequently attract more attention and rise more visibly into the posts that would
become available in higher education.

But it was the group that produced Screen

Education Notes that would be more influential and for · longer in determining · ~he
evolution of media education. 8

The SEFT Committee may have considered that, given the turmoil which surrounded the
setting-up of SEFT's new found independence, there was a need conspicuously to address
the established teacher audience within SEFT, since this was· the· grouping that some
claimed had been disenfranchised by the 'New Left takeover'. Indeed an alternative boqy,
the National Association for Film Education (NAFE), had been created which sought to
replace SEFT as the institutional home for those teachers.

SEFT's response was to shift

'Screen Education Notes' from its location at the back of Screen ·and to make it a
publication.

se~te

Ultimately the Notes would become Screen Education in 1974 and that

journal would then establish its own distinctive identity. But for the period that the Notes
existed it addressed a teacher audience and performed a crucial task. Events of the early
1970s in the arena of film and television education were occurring at a much faster .rate
than ever before and were beginning to demonstrate a shape and structure that w0t¥d
definitively replace what had gone before. Screen Education Notes took on the tasks both
of detailing what was happening and of providing a commentary on its significance.
journal was able to .fill ·its pages, to be current and yet repeatedly focus on

The

developme~ts

that would prove to have long-term implications. There were sufficient of these for each
issue of the Notes after Number 1 to focus on a discrete area.

The second issue dealt with students' film-making.

It is -clear that such was . the

controversy created at the October 1971 Crisis Conference around the separation of theory
and practice that it was felt that if Screen was about to devote its first post Conference
issue to Soviet Film in the 1920s, Screen Education Notes was the appropriate publication
to redress the balance. 9 Buscombe' s editorial makes clear that,·given how widely views ~n
film making ranged, 'this journal can do no more than hope to open up the area of
discussion'. 10

He is equally clear that any previously assumed connection between the
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experience of student film making and the same students' abilities in studying film must be
open to question. The debate about this relationship has persisted ever since and has on
occasions assumed fundamental importance in · the construction · of many courses at all
levels. The shape of the debate has constantly been remodelled as the facilities offered py
advancing technology have been absorbed by each generation of students at a younger age.

Thereafter the Notes managed to monitor contemporary developments . . Its television iss,ue
in Summer 1972 coincided with the publication of veteran screen educationist
Groombridge's book, the influential Penguin Television and the People. I I Issue 4 was
able to demonstrate how current substantial courses in higher education - in Art and Design
and teacher training - were anticipating the introduction of 'a fully fledged degree level
course in film,.12 Issue 5 on film courses outside higher education gave space to the
introduction of two initiatives that would have enormous influence in secondary schools:
the Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) Film Study Course for Sixth Formers and
the proposals for a GCE Mode III 0 level in Film Study. I3 These were complemented

hr a

student's review of the long established but evolving Certificate in Film Study under the
auspices of the University of London Extra Mural Department.

Issue 6 faced the reality

that other curriculum areas were using film as part of the delivery mechanism for their
subjects and, following a cautionary editorial questioning how . far this might ·restrict the
development of film study itself, Notes features film in modem languages courses. It is
ironic that film would eventually come to subvert some of the language departments that
were ready to embrace it. When certain language departments could no longer recruit
postgraduate students to enrol · for MA language courses, they switched and

o:ffe~ed

Masters degrees in film. 14

But Issue 6 addressed a more pressing reality: the raising of the school leaving age to 16
which was to follow later in 1973. Len Masterman, having moved from teacher training to
in-service teacher education and having chosen as part of this move to teach a group- of
secondary school students who were in that first generation to stay until 16, writes a
polemical piece. 15
The problem thus created by the raising of the school leaving age, will, I believe,
give substance to the view that for many children film ought to become the
principal medium for the transmission of cultural values within school. 16
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The significance of Masterman's timely article is that he challenges the educational context
in which the leaving age is being raised. This challenge would be one that the successor to

Notes, Screen Education, would see as central to its mission. Here Masterman echoes the
familiar attack on training in 'discrimination and taste' that had gathered momentum in the
late 1960s.1 7 But he goes beyond this to argue for the displacement of literature from the
curriculum of those students most affected by the raising of the school leaving age.
This kind of approach will ·almost certainly cut ·no ice ·with lower stream · pupils.
Perhaps the most potent reason why literature is able to say so little to them is t9at
it is filtered down to them via middle-class sensibilities. The experience pf
watching film however is a lateral rather than hierarchical process. A filmic
tradition has been experienced directly without the interference of an intermediary;
it has been absorbed without being taught, transmitted without any moral
overtones. 18
The references in his text are to educationists and thinkers beyond the small comfortable
world of film study: Freire, Postman, Weingartner, Illich and Reimer.

Issue 7 focused on the manner in which film was gaining acceptance in a particular facet of
higher education: American Studies. It also had an article by Richard Dyer on 'Stars', *e
significance of this being that it was work that he had done at the Birmingham Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies, an institution that would parallel in its investigations
issues that SEFT would also subsequently explore in each of its journals. · The final two
issues of Notes looked closely at the detail of film courses.

Issue 8 attempted

lID

evaluation of the now established ILEA course for Sixth Formers. Its assumptions were
investigated by some of those teachers who had participated. This critiquing was extended
to two very well established screen education events: the Young Screen Conference and
the BFI Summer School. Alvarado questioned the whole basis of the Young Screen eve~t,
with its showing of school made films on the big screen for the benefit of a child audience.
He advocated a replacement teacher only event with the focus being the educational case
for film-making in schools. · Bazalgette was equally radical in ·herassessment of the 1973
Summer School, which had been attended by 121 students coming with a very wide range
of levels of knowledge about the cinema. Like Alvarado, she identifies an unwieldy event,
trying to be as welcoming and inclusive as possible, with the consequence that the
potential in each case for exploring fundamental issues was awkwardly evaded.
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The last Screen Education Notes marked another significant start-up: the Diploma in Film
Study at the Polytechnic of Central London (which would ultimately be converted to a
Masters degree). It was however put into a very precise context in Notes:

dissatisfact~on

with the London University Extra Mural Certificate and Diploma. Notes published two
accounts: the revised scheme for the Extra Mural Course and an introduction to the
Polytechnic's proposal by Richard Collins who saw the new diploma as a considered
response to the 'unsatisfactorynessofthe scheme of study and structure of the UniveFsfty
certificate classes,.19 More recently Collins has claimed that the Diploma came out of the
SEFT problematic. 2o

Rohdie had promised Formanthat in addition to Screen Education Notes SEFT

w~d

work both at developing regional groups and at extending the screen education message
beyond the metropolitan area.

In 1972 energy did go into these projects with SEFT-run

courses at among other places: Ormskirk, York, Sheffield, St Austell, Exeter, Birmingham,
Leicester, Bristol and Grimsby.21

The venues were self-selecting in that each had-an

institution or an individual with SEFT connections. This was a demanding schedule apd
Rohdie complained to the SE FT Committee of the additional workload this imposed. 22
Perhaps it was unsurprising that by the end of 1972, the direct responsibility passed to the
Educational Advisory Services with the setting up of a BFIISEFT Regional
oversee the process. 23

Cornmitte~

to

Delivering a one-day course in the regions was a straightforward, if time-consuming
operation; establishing a permanent regional group was a task of a different order. In the
Summer 1972 issue of Notes ten potential regional groups are listed; most in places w~re
a SEFT course had taken place?4 The named contacts were usually individuals in colle&es
or local education authorities, but the distribution across England was irregular and
uneven. There was a plea to SEFT members to come forward and to participate in these
embryonic groups or to start up their own · groups.

In the event none of these

gr~ps

persisted. Only later would a small number of SEFT regional groups take shape.

The SEFT Summer School modified its ambition and from 1972 to 1974 took place
annually in London, first at Stockwell College of Education and then at the Polytechnic of
Central London; After this, as key SE FT members' involvement with the BFI Summer
School increased, the SEFT summer school - which had always been scheduled to run at a
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similar time during the school summer holiday period - ceased. It was however to be
replaced by quarterly SEFT weekend schools, starting in spring 1975 and by the Easter
residential schools for teachers starting in 197~.z5

If there is a moment in the brief history of Screen Education Notes that marks the
separation of the film education movement of the 1970s from what had gone before, it is to
be found in the two reviews it published of Film -in English Teaching. This had been
edited by Roy Knight for the newly re-branded BFI Educational Advisory Service avd
published elsewhere, though this may have been in order to secure wider distribution rather
than at the insistence of Governors.26 The book had been commissioned by the Education
Department when it was still able to operate as an independent publishing section. The
book's long period of gestation and the changing fortunes of the Education

Departm~nt

meant that it was not published until late 1972. These delays had served to ensure that the
book, the ideas of which were embedded in the 1960s, would not match the needs of the
1970s.

If a book receives two simultaneous reviews in -the same publication, it is usually an
indication that it is controversial and therefore it becomes appropriate for it to receive one
hostile and one sympathetic review. Film in Eng/ish Teaching however came under
sustained attack from both Len Masterman and Jim Cook. 27
Helpful as Film in English Teaching is-in chronicling the movements of theP{lSt
decade, it could well hinder the teacher who wishes to catch a whiff of the future. 28
If Film in Eng/ish Teaching attracts newcomers to the idea of using film in their
work and provides them with some basic information - well and good; if its
ideological assertions are left unchallenged and become assimilated into an
orthodoxy - less good. 29
The problem for both reviewers is that they recognise that the publication of this material
in book form will serve only to reinforce precisely the kind of unreflective personal
experience that the old-style - Screen Education had regularly promulgated,

For

Masterman in particular it is no longer appropriate to make a facile link between the stuPy
of English and the study of film as equal elements in a shared culture.

Film in Eng/ish Teaching represents an attempt to assimilate film into a cultural
heritage which has itself been called into question by Freire, Marcuse and others
who have shown us the ways in which it has become an instrument for domination
in both school and society.3o
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While it is possible to claim that Cook and Masterman have in effect jointly written an
obituary for the work of their predecessors, it is relevant to indicate that the momentum
that the screen education movement had gained by 1973 had only been possiblebeeaus.e of
what had gone before. The book's editor Roy Knight was well-placed to acknowledge tips
in his dedication.
. .. and finally to the various editors of Screen Education and Screen, and to the
officers and members of the Society for Education in Film and Television over two
decades - to their persistence and devotion to the causes of film and teaching this
book is gratefully dedicated. 31
If Film in English Teaching was out of date before it was published, there were soon
indications that the BFI was finally prepared to give proper recognition to the importance
of television in its educational brief.

Although EAS was no longer permitted to- be

involved in publishing Cinema One books, it retained a member of staff responsible for
directly educational publications, Christopher Williams (until 1973) and then Ed
Buscombe.

Williams began a series of monographs on television by different authors.

The series of thirteen · ran until · 198 L

Williams was aware that the only previous

publication about television to emerge from within the BFI' s education remit had bern

Talking about Television a decade earlier.

This had done little beyond demonstrate that

children might be encouraged to transfer to their discussions about television programmes
the approaches already familiar to them when they discussed feature films. The ·first four
monographs were published in the period 1973-75 and these, as Paterson observed, wtlre
disproportionately focused on television's current affairs output. 32

The SEFT that Knight had acknowledged in that dedication no longer existed; as he mvst
have known since he had addressed the 1971 Crisis Meeting as SEFT's President, a rqle
that had no constitutional input into the Society. However as a consequence of his success
in the dispute with the BFI over SEFT, Rohdie had become a powerful and independent
figure in the Society, the Committee of which ·had · become seriously · depleted. in
membership.

Collins who joined the Committee in 1972 describes Rohdie as havipg

' energy, charisma, authority' while having to relate to ' a rump of people with stronger
roots in schools and further education'. 33 Rohdie took it upon himself to find recruits both
for the SEFT Committee and for the Screen Editorial Board, Rohdie' s methods were ad

hoc. Alvarado recalls being recruited to the Committee as a result of a chance encounter
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with Rohdie at a screening. 34 If the SEFT committee still maintained a regime of regular
meetings it seems that the Screen Editorial Board was a much more casual arrangement
with little formality as Willemen recalls. 35

Lovell identifies Rohdie's readiness to recruit

to the Board without seeking its approval as an early cause of the SEFT Committetf's
dissatisfaction with its SecretarylEditor. 36 The Associate Editors seem never to have met
together. Neither Perkins nor Barr who were listed as such editors can recall any formal
meeting. Theircontact with Screen was always via its editor?7

In recruiting to the Editorial Board Rohdie used his London contacts and quickly involved
Brewster and Willemen. But he extended his searches when, following the publication of

Signs of the Times, Stephen Heath and Colin -MacCabewere contacted in Cambridge.
MacCabe recalls how he learned from Heath that 'some people' in London were interestFd
in contacting them. 38 This led to a Soho lunch with Rohdie and Wollen in 1973 and
invitations to join the Screen Board followed. MacCabe who had found it impossible to
get funding for Signs of the Time;9 and had paid to publish "it himself, found · the
enticements of the Screen set-up irresistible, like an invitation to the best ever party. He
could see how the staffing and funding that SEFT had achieved would provide a unique
opportunity to promote the theories that he had found so attractive when researching in
Paris. What is particularly significant about MacCabe's involvement was that he -claims to
have had no special interest in the cinema at that point. What he perceived was the scope
to take theories that were already well developed in the abstract and to test them out in a
territory where little previous serious thinking had taken place. Indeed Rohdie's strength
as an editor seems to have been his readiness to act as-a facilitator for the expression of
other people's priority ideas. He wrote little himself for Screen. Geoffrey Nowell-Smith
believes that Rohdie modelled his editorship on that of Perry Anderson, Editor of New Left

Review. 4o
It had been the Education Department seminars in the late 1960s that fust -provided a

regular focus for the discussion of theoretical ideas.

Given the prohibition from its

governors, the BF! was not in a position to revive these. They were however reintroduced
but with the label SEFTIBFI seminars on the unexceptional organisational rationale that
SEFT would provide the intellectual leadership and the BFI the seminar -spaces. The fust
tranche of the seminars in the spring of 1973 was designed to be 'a preparing grqund for
the 1973 Institute Summer School, "Concepts in Film Criticism'"

.41

They followed the
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pattern of the previous seminars where papers were circulated m advance and then
presented at each seminar.

The next series of seminars were to be much more heavy duty:
It is suggested that each session a different member of the group summarise !pe

content of the reading for that session; however, every member should prepare for
the session in such a way that he could introduce the session himself if called upon
to do so. Hence it is essential that every participant commit himself to carry out the
reading for every session. The readings for -each session -are relatively ~rt,
amounting to less than 100 pages per session ... 42
A further refmement was that the one large seminar group was now split into three groups,
each with its own leader: Ben Brewster, Colin MacCabe and Kari Hanet. The seminars
were to be 'more formalised and -pedagogic, presenting a basic introduction to the concept
of semiology or semiotics' .43

It seems that for those able to attend and put in the work

these seminars were welcome and productive events, as Douglas Lowndes, then the newly
appointed Head of the Educational Advisory Services, recalls. 44 If those involved with

Screen felt the need to set up these preliminary briefmg sessions for their

immedi~te

contacts, there can be little doubt as to their assessment of the scale of the intellectual
heave they were about to attempt in the pages of Screen.

Rohdie -was a tough if idiosyncratic editor;

A -succession of controversial - edito.rial

decisions began with the Autumn 1972 issue when Rohdie published an article on Engli~h
Hitchcock by John M Smith but pre-empted the reader' s response by using his introductory
editorial to undermine Smith's article by labelling him as someone who 'relates to an older
and I think incorrect aesthetic position, but one nevertheless -in -the mainstream of Brit~sh
Film Criticism' .45 It seems that part of the decision to print Smith's article was to set it
against the collective text of the Editors of Cahiers du Cinema on Young Mr Lincoln,
translated in the same issue. Smith's contribution was apparently an example of how not to
do it.

Then Rohdie quotes from V F Perkins's Film -as- Film -as-evidence of w:hat

constitutes this 'species of Romantic aesthetics,.46 In fact Rohdie was preparing for his
next attack when in the following Screen he printed a savage review of Film as Film.
Perkins recalls that he was unprepared for the onslaught of Rohdie's review, having
previously had amicable meetings when he had offered to help Rohdie. It seems ,that
Rohdie's only concession to Perkins was to let him see the review in advance so t1tat
Perkins had his right of reply published immediately after Rohdie's hostile review. 47
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Most of Rohdie's offending review is taken up with an attack on the recently published

Movie Reader where he makes an attempt to locate its writing as a feature of the 1960s
which had now been superseded, presumably by Screen. 48
discredit Film as Film by association.

Rohdie then .sets out to

Rohdie claims that Perkins's book 'only makes

sense in the context of the Movie tradition,.49 Rohdie however begins his review by
conceding that in Film as Film Perkins presents 'a rigorous, coherent explication and
rationale of his own critical position'. 50 Given that Rohdie so assaults Perkins's' posit~on,
this praise may be inferred as being extremely patronising to an author who

allege~ly

offers a theory which relates 'only to a handful of directors'. 51
Perkins's reply is eloquent and thoughtful but it elicited no further response from Rohdie. 52
Indeed the editorial to this issue of Screen written by Alan Lovell, while making no direct
reference to the book reviews, writes in a context that is more sympathetic to Perkins. 53
Lovell reminds readers how in its first Editorial (Screen Vol12 No I) Rohdie had stated
Auteurs are out of time. The theory which makes them sacred makes no inro~ds
on vulgar history ... The primary act of auteur criticism is one of dissociation - fl1e
auteur out of time and history and society is also freed from any productive
process ... 54
In this Screen auteurs are put back into history with a substantial article on 'The Cinemaof
the Popular Front in France', as Lovell acknowledges.

However what Lovell has to fape

up to, given Rohdie's previous claims for Screen to be a theoretical journal, is the obvious
absence of theory from the issue which he is introducing.
We can only say in our defence that the production of theory is not as easy as we
first thought, not so much a matter of pulling rabbits out of hats as, perhaps, yve
have made it seem. We have also become increasingly conscious that knowledge
is needed as well as theory. 55
Knowing their material well was a quality that Movie's editors· and writers had always
manifested.

In January 1973 Rohdie planned to publish later that year (as Volume 14 Number 2) an
issue of Screen containing a series of articles on experimental cinema.

Film-maker

Malcolm Le Grice was hired to be in charge of this section and he set about commissioning
articles from others with expertise in this area. Copy was expected by 1st April and was
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delivered by that deadline. 56 At the beginning of 1une Le Grice got a letter from Rohdie
which rejected the material. 57
Each member of the Editorial Board read all {lfthe copies submitted and we -all felt
as a group that the material did not fulfil the function for which it was
commissioned and we have therefore decided not to publish it.58
By way of explanation Rohdie continued:
We felt that much of the copy submitted constituted propaganda and advertisement;
that aesthetic problems were raised in only a vague way; that a fetish oftechnol0!P',
of alternative, was endlessly invoked, rather than anal~sed and constituted therefqre
more aesthetic ideology than aesthetic understanding. 9
An acrimonious exchange of correspondence followed. 6o Christopher Williams who had
joined the Editorial Board in late 1971 and had had the task of representing the Board in
discussions with Le Grice during the early spring of 1973, confirms that it was a decision
by the whole Editorial BoardY The acrimony arose not simply from the Board's rejection
of the work but also from the fact that, having paid the contributors a fee for their- work,
Rohdie then claimed copyright of the material, despite not considering it fit for publication.
A consequent editorial decision was made to compensate SEFT members for the missing
issue by producing a double issue of Screen. This was achieved by increasing the amount
of content in the 'Metz' issue to cover for the missing experimental cinemas issue. 62

There were other delegated projects that proved to be more successful.

Rosalind Delmar

recalls that Rohdie took the initiative in facilitating a women's cinema group that met to
view and discuss films.63

Claire 10hnston who was associated with the group then wrote

Notes on Women's Cinema which drew on the debates that had taken place within tpe
groUp.64 This was published as a Screen Pamphlet and sold out very quickly. Earlier Ed
Buscombe's Films on TV had started the series. 65 However these specifically Screen
publishing ventures were to cease after Rohdie's departure.

Rohdie appears to have related more effectively to his Editorial Board than to the SEFT
Committee.

Perhaps for this reason he involved the Editorial Board, but not the SEFT

Committee in an expensive decision which led to -a further controversy. Paul Willem.en
who joined the Editorial Board in autumn 1972 and Claire 10hnston, who would later jqin
the SEFT Committee, were principal figures in the organisation of the 1973 Edinburgh
Film Festival which focused on the films of Frank Tashlin. It was the Festival's practice to
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publish a small paperback book to support its screenings. Previously such books had been
published in association with outside bodies who contributed financial assistance. On this
occasion a book was published 'in association - with -Screen,.(>6

This was a ' decis~on

apparently taken by Rohdie who then chose to inform only the Editorial Board. Quite hqw
expensive this venture finally became may only be approximately detected by comparing
the total publication cost of 1972 (£7,086) with that of the following year when Frank
Tashlin was published (£9;029).67

An official SEFT -link with the Festival ~as

subsequently made in 1975 for what became known as the Brecht Event, transcribed in
Screen a few months later. 68 Lynda Myles became Director of the Festival in 1974 and
Laura Mulvey identifies Myles as the key figure in establishing this link. 69

There was increasing dissatisfaction with Rohdie which led to the -Committee in late 1973
seeking legal advice as to its position, given that it had been Rohdie's employer since April
1972.

The detailed letters sent to Rohdie setting out the causes of the Committee's

dissatisfaction no longer survive in any archive.

What do exist are two documents

apparently prepared by -Rohdie in response to those letters that had -detailed - ~he
Committee's dissatisfaction. 7o What emerges from these documents is that there were
issues which arose around Rohdie's personal style - a style that had enabled him first to
stand up to the BFI and then effectively and confidently to recruit his own Committee and
produce a transformed version of SEFT in just over two years. - Nevertheless, · having
recruited to the Committee people who had responded to his crisis call two years

earli~r,

Rohdie was now confronted by these same people who were taking their responsibilities
very seriously, recognising that as members of the Executive Committee of SEFT they
were answerable for substantial amounts of public mon~y.

When the 1973 AGM took place in November of that year, some Committee members
were well prepared and, having read the report that Rohdie had written for that occasion,
they raised a motion from the floor which proposed that 'the Annual Report be rejected on
the grounds that it did not represent a real reflection of the work, policy and position of tpe
Society over the last 12 months'. 7 I

The motion was eventually passed after much

discussion, as was another motion that a Special General Meeting be called before 31 May
1974. The pressure increased -on Rohdiewho resigned on 28 February.

As part of the

deal worked out with the Committee his name stayed on Screen as editor for the Spripg
and Summer and the Autumn 1974 issues. Most of the editorial work for these issues fell
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to Brewster and MacCabe who took on the task with relish and enthusiasm, although they
were not in favour of Rohdie' s departure.72

Following Rohdie's departure, the SEFT Committee was able to complete its thorough
review of the Society's work and organisational priorities. It had to hold a Special General
Meeting in the summer of 1974 as it had promised at the abandoned AGM in November
1973 and it needed to have substantial proposals for that meeting. Changes were already
under way even before the meeting. What SEFT members would have noticed first

w~re

the changes to Screen Education Notes. Its Contents page for the Spring/Summer 1974
double issue still appeared under the banner of 'Screen Education Notes' but its cover had a
different emphasis. The new cover design like its predecessor had been borrowed from

Screen but it now resembled the other journal even more closely. But on the new cQver
the name was now Screen Education. The 'Introduction' stated
The board feel that the term Notes, carried over in the title of the journal is no
longer appropriate to the publication which has developed, so from this issue the
journal will be called simply Screen Education.73

Screen Education would now have different editors for each issue. This first issue had
Cook, Hillier and Mottershead as editors, a consequence of the collaboration of both SEFT
and the BFI Educational Advisory Service for this particular issue which was on CSE
courses.

SEFT's grant from · the BFI was channelled through the ·EAS and· Douglas

Lowndes, who was very supportive of SE FT, found additional money specifically to
finance Screen Education. 74

Further developments were manifested in the document produced· for the Special
Meeting which eventually took place on 6 July 1974.

75

Gene~al

No longer were the tasks of

General Secretary SEFT and Editor Screen to be combined. Editing Screen was now to be
a paid half-time post. A new full-time post was to combine the Editorship of Screen

Education with the new role of SEFT's Education Officer. In practice this post was ffi\lch
closer to what the SEFT Committee of 1970 had envisaged when it combined tre
Editorship of Screen with the role of General Secretary SEFT, in that under the new
arrangements SEFT would have its own full-time professional officer overseeing a regular
educational publication. But after the three years ofRohdie's involvementSEFT had not
only gained its 1970 ambition but also now had its independence and additionally was the
publisher of an influential intellectual journal that was avidly exploring new territory.
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What the document recognises is the need for SEFT to identify its position in the rapidly
evolving world of 1970s film and television education.

What is also implicit in the

following quotation (which makes no specific mention of Screen) is the Society's caut~on
about what its involvement with Screen's promotion of European theory might be likely to
entail.

There are separate references in three of the four proposed aims to SEFT's

engagement with British culture.
The Executive Committee proposes to utilise·the reformed structure of the Society
and deployment of staff outlined in order to put into practice the following basic
aIms:
to promote the study of film and TV and the identification of their disciplines
within the context of British culture;
to work towards the growth of a British film and television culture;
to encourage the development of film and television education within the context of
the British cultural and educational scene;
to ensure the closest links between the prosecution of these three interrelated are().S,
in particular by re-dressing the present imbalance through putting more staff and
fmancial resources into the journal Screen Education and related education work. 76
The Committee, having got the agreement of the Special Meeting, was then in a position to
make appointments to each of these posts.

They selected two individuals who had

demonstrated proven qualities: Alvarado, an established member of both the SEFT
Committee and the Screen Education Board, became Education OfficerlEditor Screen

Education from 1 January 1975. Brewster could now be properly recognised from 1
December 1974 as Editor of Screen, a task he had already been discharging on a voluntary
basis for nearly a year. 77

There were two further posts which were already in place: a

part-time Business Manager (Ann Sachs) and a full-time Editorial/Administrative Officer
(Elizabeth Cowie).

Screen Education Notes had kept a record of developments beyond ·SEFT. For many
teachers in the early and mid 1970s these would be of more direct consequence than !pe
institutional changes within SEFT. The BFI/ILEA Sixth Form Film Study Course which
originated in 1972 was unlike any previous project in screen education for several
reasons. 78 It was on a large scale; it evolved over many years; its materials wereprodueed
as part of a collective enterprise focused around the BFI Educational Advisory Services; an
advisory teacher was appointed by the ILEA specifically to support the teaching and the
participating teachers were to be continuously involved in its evaluation. 79 There were to
be further benefits which would extend beyond ILEA: the supporting documentation

was..,

- - - -- - - - - --
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publicly available and could be used by teachers not participating in the course while
through their involvement in the course, numerous London teachers began the process of
becoming film and media teachers.

The origins of the course were modest. Michael Simons, a teacher at Wandsworth School,
who also ran a local ILEA centre for Teachers of English had in 1970 arranged to hire the
National Film Theatre for the screening of three versions of Hamlet to A Level students
studying English. Seeing how succcessful the screening of films to students under sUfh
ideal conditions had been, Simons contacted the Inspectorate to see if there was support for
a film study course. 80

Leslie Ryder, the Aural and Visual Aids Inspector, who had

supported the earlier SEFT ·experiment in one ILEA division and now presided over-an
expanding Learning Resources community in the authority, supported the proposal. He set
up a preliminary investigative course in autumn 1971 for teachers in secondary and further
education who might be interested in teaching film. 81 Ryder's subsequent commitment
extended to the appointment of Chris Mottershead as Advisory Teacher to support the
work from January 1973. In the following year Mottershead would become Chairman of
SEFT. The authors of the materials in the early years of the project were Jim Cook, Cary
Bazalgette, Christine Gledhill, Michael Simons and Jane Clark. 82
Jim Hillier who
committed much of his time ·atEAS to the ILEA Project felt that in doing this he

w~

in

practice involved in a much more substantial project of designing a particular approach to
film teaching.

He had a particular involvement in the production of slides which he felt

was introducing a new focus of study: the detail of mise-en-scene. 83

The project was expensive but very successful, with 500 students from 37 London schQols
participating in the fust year. 84 Such was the enthusiasm of schools that the original single
screening in NFT 1 was supplemented by a second in NFT 2 on a different afternoon. 85
The course was offered as a contribution to sixth form General Studies. 86 There was no
particular expectation of written work from the students and no examination at the end.
However over time the course was to change. It ran for some thirteen years and eventuaVy
a smaller group of some a dozen schools was attending when the course was geared
specifically to the requirements of the CEE (Certificate of Extended Education)
Examination, as the composition of ILEA sixth form groups changerl.87
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Whatever benefits individual students may have received from the course, probably its
most lasting importance would be in the scale of on-the-job training it offered to would-be
film and media teachers. There were specially prepared materials for students, but tru;>re
significantly substantial Teachers' Notes were produced simultaneously. The screenings
were fortnightly and in each alternate week the teachers had the task of using the materials
in the classroom. When a major review of the course was undertaken in 1976, teachers
were supplied with a version of the ·students' material into which the notes for the teacher
had been incorporated. 88 Previously the teacher had had to juggle two booklets. However
the extracts from texts to which the students were referred were no longer in in a single
student booklet but were now produced separately, so each student had two booklets:
Study Notes and a Study Guide. At this stage of the development, ,documentation was-tpe
work of Cook and Hillier from the BFI together with Mottershead. 89 A substantial part of
the course now focused on the use of specially chosen slides made specifically for the
course from frame enlargements.90

Like the long-term support by the BF! for the London University Extra Mural Course, tJ;lis
was another metropolitan venture where the location of BFI facilities determined that the
population of the capital would be the beneficiaries. There was a previous history of such
ventures in that the National Film Theatre had been the venue for BFI Film Appreciation
Department/London County Council joint lectures for students since the 1950s. But on
this occasion there were additional favourable factors.

The BFI Governors wanted to see

their educational staff directly servicing teachers and that desire justified large scale BF!
involvement in the course. The ILEA had introduced in 1968 training for the first holders
of the posts of Media Resources Officers. TheseMROs wanted to have responsibilities
around media which clearly defined them as being more than AV A technicians.
Supporting film study fitted into the desired category of additional expertise. 91

What linked the ILEA course to almost all previous developments in screen education .was
its grass roots origin. It had started from the initiative of a single teacher who saw fU1
opportunity to replicate in a larger arena what individual teachers had done for years in
their own school or college situations. Simultaneously another teacher led initiative was to
have long-term consequences. David Lusted, then a lecturer in further education who ,l1ad
developed a CSE syllabus, decided to approach all the GCE 0 level boards with a proposal
for an examination in film at that level. 92

Only the Associated Examining Board
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responded positively, albeit saying in effect 'very interesting but not yet'. However when
one of their examiners subsequently had a letter published in the Times Educational

Supplement calling for the media to be studied in schools, Lusted ·seized the

oppo~ty

and got the Board to call a meeting of interested parties. Subsequent progress was rapid
with Lusted appointed convener and then moderator when the first group of about a dozen
schools in the London and South East area submitted candidates for the examination in
1972. The mm 0 level (or more accurately OA level) went national in its third year.

The ILEA project and the 0 level were similarly constructed to contain in their syllabuses
the emphases of mm study that were then current: authorship, genre and an understanding
of the film industry. The teachers who were pioneering these developments had a problept.
They saw that these projects offered opportunities to be seized by teachers in order to
secure a firmer place for mm study within educational institutions. However they were
also aware of the momentum that was building around the development of mm study. In
designating specific elements for inclusion in the structure of -syllabuses, -they were
indicating a degree of certainty as to the nature of these elements, whereas the reality was
that they were giving authenticity to areas that should more appropriately have been
labelled as work in progress.

By the autumn of 1975, with Alvarado now established as Editor of Screen Edllcation,,the
journal signalled recognition of the tentative nature of the concepts that it was addressing,
Thus the present situation is one in which members of the editorial board see the
need for a continuing re-examination of how the field of mm, television, media
might be conceptualised and for a reconsideration of how the 'subject' ought to be
presented. 93
In a series of articles around teaching about the Film Industry, the scale of the shift in
thinking that might be required of mm teachers is made much clearer. In the leading
article Cook looks critically at the way that teaching about the industry had been justifi,ed
in the Teachers' Introduction to the original Industry Unit on the ILEA course. 94
The industrial context, therefore, is presented as one of organisation - obtaining and
financing personnel and plant; conceiving of an audience and appealing to them by
particular forms of presentation; while the work itself is justified to the teacher on
the assumption of some sort of relationship between it and 'the wider critical is~es
and problems involved in studying mm', and to the student on the assumption tqat
it will enable himlher 'to become more aware of mm as a specific medium whij::h
requires understanding and might therefore be worth studying'.
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As with the metaphorical descriptions referred to in Nos 10/11 of Screen
Education, at the time such a generalised justification was sufficient to get the
work established, and given the fact that so few coherent models for work on the
industry existed prior to this course, it is perhaps inevitable anyway that it sho~ld
be justified in these terms. Now however with such work more firmly establish~d,
there is a need to try and refine the description of what it might set out to do, and to
examine more rigorously justifications for it - bearing in mind that this is not an
attempt to put a brake on such work but rather to attempt to assess more precisely
what, if anything, the nature and outcome of such work might be. 95
The scale of the potential task of Screen Education becomes clearer as Cook develops his
thinking. He identifies the gap that exists between the level of theory being advanced by

Screen in the work of writers such as Althusser, Benjamin and Williams and the more
detailed investigations also published in Screen from Barr, Ellis and Buscombe.

Tpe

writings of the first group of writers, he suggests, did not provide a clear theoretical
perspective that was applicable to the study of the industry while the latters' researches are
too specific to allow for meaningful generalisations about the industry to beinf~.96

Cook then has to accept that the level of concern that he is recording has different
implications for different student groups.

The rather simplistic recognition of the

functional role of the film industry in the production of texts that -the original ILEA course
had accommodated clearly needs to be challenged.

But he can offer little by way of hqw

to develop it. He has to acknowledge that
... at the secondary and further level it is probably enough to endorse the general
concern of broadening the perspectives in which film is considered and we should
work towards devising material which generally (and perhaps intuitively) seem to
help achieve this ... 97
But it is at the higher education level that the changes are imperative where
... one ought to embark on the production of more substantive research analogous to
Barrs's and Ellis's and more generally to subject existing .substantive material on
the industry ... to an ideological scrutiny of the extent to which they do or do ~ot
recognise some determining role for the industry.98
This instance has more general applicability. Until the 1970s it was the case that the
impetus for film and television study came from the grass-roots.

Whannel, in his

determination to get film study established in higher education, realised that there· were
limits as to how far the grass-roots might continue to be the engine driving the

moveme~t.

He therefore consistently called for developments to be set up in higher education. Now
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that Screen existed to push ahead with theoretical developments and Screen Education
had the distinctive role of connecting the emerging area of theoretical film study with its
delivery in classrooms, it was' evident that there was a problem.

The subject

spe~ipc

expertise that most teachers acquired in higher education before being required to perform
in the classroom had not been there for film teachers. Provision of more resources of
intellectual stimulation for would-be film teachers was now on the agenda. This would be
met in a number of ways.

While the BFI collaborated with ILEA to deliver the film study course for -sixth formers,
another long-term player in the development of film study, the National Union of
Teachers, collaborated with SEFT to provide week-long Easter schools in 1974 and 1975.99
These were targeted specifically at teachers and allowed wider scope for the investigation
of the ideas that were being explored in Screen Education. In 1975 Philip Simpson, a
lecturer at Alnwick College of Education, attended with some of his students and as a
group they reported on the experience. 100 Unlike the substantial recruitment for the BFI
summer schools, attendance here was much smaller (24 students).
came were familiar with the concepts involved.

Most of those who

Alvarado, having taken over the

organisation of the event when he became Education Officer three months earlier, reported
back to the Executive that the attendance had been disappointing. Thirty students had
attended in 1974 and more had been expected. Among his reasons for the low turnout was
the fact that NAFE had run 'a much cheaper, shorter course' at'exactly the same' time'. 101
The significance of the Alnwick report lies in its questioning of the centrality of film study.
During the week students had spent time both looking at carefully selected images - such
as those proposed in the work of Golay and Gauthier - and also had participated in
photoplay exercises. 102

These activities had 'given rise to questions about the wider

relevance of image study. Simpson and his students felt that the question ' Why teaph
film?' which had opened the first session of the week (and had been resurrected
unanswered at the end of the course) avoided wider issues. 103
But the raising of this question in a final seminar showed how arguments stemming
from film as 'popular culture' or from the need for developing understanding of the
way images, with or without sound, work make at least as much sense in the
context of media studies generally and are by no means specific to Film Study.104
Perhaps the most influential of the mechanisms by which potential film teachers outside
the ILEA were to be trained was the annual BFI Summer School. 105 Lusted considers that
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there was a definite progression route for teachers, who would transfer from the Easter
In the 1960s these schools had followed a pattern
Schools to the Summer Schools. 106
common to much of the wider summer school movement. They provided the opportunjty
for a learning holiday, with formal sessions usually occupying only a part of each day. In
the 1970s BFI Summer Schools changed to become events that in the descriptions of many
who attended them were both exhilarating and exhausting. 107 The intensity of the events
was in part a result of the Educational Advisory Service having been restricted in what it
might do. Philip Simpson is clear that the Summer Schools were the way in which tpe
EAS was able to define itself at a time when its contribution in other areas had been
restricted. 108 Planning for each subsequent summer school would begin in the autumn and
the use of the two weeks would be constructed with great care since the school -now
represented the main opportunity for BFI's educational staff to address teachers ~d
lecturers. 109 But alongside this circumstance was the existence of SEFT and in particular
of Screen.

The organisers of the BFI Summer School saw an important part-of its function as-beipg
the interface between the theorists of Old Compton Street and the teacher in the classroofll.
The rapidity with which the summer school's organisation was changed is reflected in how
events were recalled in the booklet BFI Summer Schools '71-'79 published after the
Education Department was given back its old status in the 1980s. 11O
However, in general terms it is worth signalling the moves from a 1971 schqol
which was in effect constructed before the new Screen began publishing (Spring
1971) through to those of 1972 - 1976 where in varying ways attempts are made to
describe and understand formal semiotic approaches to cinema and particularly to
assess the ways in which they developed and/or -displaced more traditional crit4;al
notions such as authorship, genre, mise-en-scene. III
The pace of change may be detected in a number of ways. In 1971 the Summer School
was held at Eastbourne College of Education. 16 mm film-making was still a feature of
the course with obligatoryend-of-course screenings for -the student made films.

The

reading list and checklist of texts supplied to the students in advance of the fortnight
occupied only a single sheet of A4.112 By 1975 film-making had disappeared, its demise
preceded in the intervening years by a shift first to 8 mm and then to video. The 1975
reading and checklists now amounted to nine sides of A4. 113 The school found a mQre
congenial and permanent home from 1972, being based in Scotland at the University of
Stirling, a location that had the added advantage of being backed by financial support from
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the Scottish Film Council. In its advance publicity prospective students were advised that
'priority is given to applicants such as film teachers'. I 14

The 1971 school, 'Realism: Theory and Practice' had been built -around the , British
Documentary Movement, Italian Neo-realism and the writings of Bazin. In doing so it was
not that different from summer schools of the 1960s when a title like 'The Western' was a
draw for students and sufficient justification for staff. IIS

By 1972 the title was

'Technique/Style/Meaning' and -Screen articles made up half of the checklist {)f

te~ts.

Both Rohdie and Perkins featured on the list of staff. I 16 The latter recalled how out pf
place he felt at the event, where it appeared that semiotics and Marxism were to be
presented as the new critical normality. By default he found himselfto be 'the voice of the
opposition'. He recalls that when he challenged the apparently unquestioned acceptance of
Marxism, he felt he was being identified as part of the enemy. I 17 It seems that the char~e
of' intellectual terrorism' that was subsequently to be levelled at Screen started in Stirling.
For different reasons neither Rohdie nor Perkins would be on the summer school staff
agam.

Of the 120 students present in 1972, 45 were from overseas, the largest single contingent
being from the USA.

The great majority were working or studying in educatioQ.al

establishments. I 18 From the list of all the students it is possible to identify numerous
participants who would become very influential in the subsequent development of film and
media teaching. 119

If the 1972 list functions as a snapshot' because it is 'available,

nevertheless the pattern would persist in subsequent years, as successive cohorts arriving at
the BFI Summer School would routinely contain a core of dedicated enthusiasts who
would subsequently be involved with film and media teaching in the long-term.

In 1973 'Concepts in Film Criticism' were on the agenda. Perhaps the experience of
disjuncture that Perkins had experienced led to the school being introduced thus:
The course assumes that film criticism and film theory are at a crucial juncture
which demands that questions which have been raised and debated, particularly
over the last ten to fifteen years in magazines like Cahiers du Cinema, Sight and
Sound, Movie, Screen, etc~ be reviewed and re-examined. The course will concern itself both with general attitudes to the cinema and to film
criticism and theory, and more particularly with some of the concepts which have
been used in critical and theoretical writing, for example concepts of mise-en-
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scene, authorship, genre. The course will also take account of the way semiology
and ideology have been discussed in relation to the cinema and examine attempts to
approach cinema more scientifically on the basis of these concepts. 120
By the following year 1974 'Critical Theory and Film Analysis' has a reading list not
dissimilar to that of 1973. However the design of the event had changed with the fIfst
week 'a concentrated introductory study of certain areas developed in criticism and critical
theory over the last decade'. Given the disparity in student backgrounds that Bazalgette
had noted in her review of the 1973 course, the planners had recognised that there needed
to be some preliminary preparation before week two with its 'intensive analyses of
particular films' .121 Roy Stafford, a summer school regular, considers this to have been the
122
first 'Screen theory' Summer School.

In 1975 the school subject was '·Genre: Problems and Approaches' where the films unqer

scrutiny would be American film noir. But the context had changed from that in which the
Western had been considered in the 1960s. Now it was the concept of genre itself that was
under investigation.
Despite · widespread use of the concept, particularly in · discussions of film as
popular art, genre has remained uncertain in definition and problematic in
application. The school will aim to assess the nature and usefulness of the concept
of genre in the development of film study and criticism, looking at areas such as
generic approaches in other arts, relations between art and society, conventions of
narrative, style and subject matter, the intersection of genre with other critical
approaches such as authorship.123
Demonstrative of the intensity of this inquiry was the re-scheduling of the students' day.
As practical work had disappeared the free time available to students in the afternoon had
been curtailtrd.
The authors of BFI Summer Schools 71 - 79 consider the 1976 .Summer School (Film:
Image and Analysis) to be the last in the sequence of those that were heavily indebted to

Screen.

Important in its content were the days devoted to 'Psychoanalysis and the

Cinema' .124 These sessions would have been planned in late 1975 when four members of
the Screen Editorial Board had written a statement questioning the significance that SCFefn
was giving to psychoanalysis. 125 By the summer 1976 issue of Screen and the timing of
the summer school, all four had resigned. Thereafter the delivery of BFI Summer Schools
would be less influenced by the theories coming out of Old Compton Street. 126
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SEFT's weekend schools were designed for a more specialist audience than the BFI
summer schools. The weekends were advertised in such a way that they were likely to
attract those who read Screen and/or Screen Education. If the summer schools were
facilitated by the BFI and if as a consequence the BFl's staff were to form the transmissipn
mechanism for certain of Screen's theories, the weekend schools provided a more direct
address from SEFT rather than from Screen to its membership and to others during 1975
and 1976.

The sequence · of schools was: Narrative and the Cinema; Mise-en-sc€t;te;

Women and Film; Television Fiction: the Series; The Searchers; Pleasure, Entertainment
and the Popular Culture Debate; Realism and the Cinema; British Independent
CinemalAvant-Garde. I27 Christine Geraghty who joined the SEFT Executive in 1975
believes that the significance and strength of these events derived from their being ~
driven, without the formality of lectures. 128

The regularity of the weekend schools was a direct result of SEFT now having its own
Education Officer, part of whose remit was to develop these events. Costings for the four
1975 schools exist and show that two schools made a profit. Thetotal deficit for the Y1ar
was £27. The full fee per student was £4.32 which divided into the figures for receipts
would suggest that attendance for each event was in the range of 50 to 80 students. 129
These were intensive weekends, running from Friday evening to late Sunday afternoon,
with 'students receiving in advance substantial documentation. 130 At this time, 'week91d
events were usually held at the London International Film School. Unlike the series of
seminars that preceded them, these were open to all.

One major development was totally within the ·remitof the BFl.

Whannel had always

argued for film in higher education and had indeed been directly approached by Warwifk
University in the late 1960s about the possibilities of the funding of a film teaching post
there being provided by the BFl. 13l After the re-organisation of the Education Department,
the BFl Governors established an Advisory Committee on Grants to Higher Education ~d
in 1972 began to offer funding for which universities might apply. 132 This was one of the
last decisions to be made by Reed who retired from the BFI in June 1972. Williams and
McArthur believe that Reed's decision to proceed with this proposal was a direct
consequence of the upheavals in the Education Department.133 Reed, it is suggested, felt
the need to demonstrate recognition of those calls from within the BFl for film to have a
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place in higher education and, by giving money to selected universities, he might ensure
that these developments could be defInitively outsourced.

The task of approaching the universities fell fust ·to Williams and then to Buscombe as part
of the publication officer's brief. The project was designed to be enticing. The BFI wo,-,ld
fund a full-time post for three years, after which the intention was that the university would
take over the funding.

Each year starting in 1973 a new post would be created at a

different university, so that by 1975 and thereafter BFI would be funding a total of ~ee
such lectureships annually. The Governors under Forman accepted these arrangements,
but were reluctant still to shift their basic position and went on record as having schools as
their priority. 134

The BFI offer was specifIc to universities, not polytechnics. Consequently whereas

th~re

were developments in some polytechnics into which such lectureships might have been
suitably fItted, with the universities there were no automatic connections to be made. The
task for BFI therefore was threefold: fust to fInd an appropriate niche in a sympathetic
university, ·then to defIne the job to be done there and fmany to appoint someone to· fIt the
post. Finding a niche in the system where fIlm study might flourish had some similarities
with what had been happening in schools during the three post-war decades. In different
institutions fIlm would fmd a different home but the underlying justifIcation would be that,
for whatever reason, student numbers were increasing and meeting the needs of a

gre~ter

number of students simply by offering more of the same was becoming less and less
sustainable.

The fust lectureship went to . Warwick which had campaigned . longest.

But a solitary

lecturer can only provide a modest offer to students. To maximise recruitment,

Warwi~k

offered a single option open to students in all departments of the university. The post itself
was attached administratively to the Theatre Studies Department.

The postholder was

Robin Wood who saw his long-term task as developing a full Single Honours Degree in
Film Studies. 135 In succeeding years post were established at Keele (Richard Dyer, 1974)
and Essex (Peter Wollen, 1975).136

At Keele the post was divided between the

undergraduate American Studies Department and the university's adult extra mural work
where film had had an established position since fIlm study there hadfust been enGomaged
by Roy Shaw in the 1950s. At Essex Wollen was in the Department of Language and
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Linguistics where his classes fonned no part of any degree scheme and as he observed 'my
work is somewhat marginal to the concerns of the University' .137

He did however

establish a class·in Semiotics within ·his 'home' departrnept.

From the contemporary observations of these pioneer post holders, it is clear that, even
with BFI funding, the early years of the pump-priming operation did not initiate a period
when film study took a firm hold within the host universities. Again there wereechoe.s of
what had happened in schools where, when courses began, only a small number of studeI}ts
benefited but found themselves to be learning in the context of the improving expertise and
knowledge of their teacher/lecturer. When Screen Education published accounts from
each of these early lecturers it is clear that each was able to use the scope of his post to
develop his own particular research and teaching interest.

As for the students,

th~ir

interests were partly determined by what reference material was available for them, when
so few texts had been published. There was however scope for initiative.

At Warwick

two students in Wood's first intake started the journal Framework; for Keele students
there was the option of participating in a successful local SEFT group; while at Essex
Wollen in his fust year offered the Semiotics specialism drawing heavily on Screen
material. 138

In the Educational Advisory Service Douglas Lowndes did not attempt to reproduce the
charismatic leadership that Whannel had given.

He gave his staff scope to develop thyir

own work within the reduced remit now given to EAS. But he was at heart a practitioner
rather than an administrator or a manager.

He needed to find an outlet for his expertise.

Lowndes had established a reputation as an innovator when involved in teacher trainin~ at
Hornsey College of Art in the 1960s. There his work had challenged long established
ideas about children's film making as a group exercise, albeit he had done this from a
situation where he was able to experiment with children's creativity outside the constraints
of the school curriculum.

Subsequently while at the BFI, Lowndes collaborated· with

Thames Television Schools Department and produced in Autumn 1975 a series of
television programmes called Viewpoint, targeted at students aged 14 and above. The ten
programmes and their associated notes for teachers provided 'a 10 week course on mass
communications which could be used by teachers of English, Art and History either within
their separate disciplines or as an interdisciplinary study' . 139
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The programmes combined observations made direct to camera, by the presenter,
Lowndes, with illustrated visual material from advertisements, films and television.
Commentary on both this material and on the assertions of the presenter was ·provided- by
specially written music and lyrics, perfonned to camera by actors. A Monty Python-esque
quality was inserted into some of the graphics. Each episode usually ended either with a
small number of students from a selection of schools commenting on the issues raised in
the preceding programme or with students participating in a further experiment to test ,out

Viewpoint's hypotheses. At the conclusion of each programme Lowndes cautioned the
audience with the proviso that the views they had seen and heard were those of the
presenter; the challenge was for them to continue the debate in the classroom when the
programme was OVer. 140

There were clear parallels between the work that Lowndes had done at Homsey -and was
then attempting in collaboration with Thames Television.

Although always involving

school students in the experimental situation, in neither place was Lowndes working within
the constraints of a given school's curriculum or organisation. This had the advantage of
foregrounding in the ·experiment what might be ·possible when circumstances

chan~ed

within schools. Thus his 8 mm film work in the 1960s, which celebrated the individual
student's creativity, did become a model for work in schools in the 1970s when simple
portable equipment became cheaper and more plentiful.

Viewpoint proved to be more

controversial.

The problem for Viewpoint was not that the teachers using the ,programme ,complained
about it.

They simply did not organise to support it, because it had no

audience. 141

dedicat~d

Had Viewpoint been received by teachers of Media Studies, if they had

existed at that time, then its innovative use of television to inquire into the mechanisms of
the media would have been recognised and commended. What did happen was that the
Independent Broadcasting Authority intervened to prevent any repeat broadcasting of !pe
series in the following school year. 142 The grounds for the intervention were bizarre and
followed objections by the Board and Management of Southern Television.
The company have informally advised IBA staff that they do not wish to transmit
the repeat of the series in autumn 1976, since the programmes could cause offence
to the general audience in the home. 143
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The Head of Education Programmes at the IBA who found himself at the centre of events
in 1976 was Brian Groombridge.

Groombridge, who only fifteen years earlier had

represented the radical edge of screen education thinking, now found himself in oppositipn
to one of the next generation of radical screen educators. This situation would become qot
untypical of the upheavals within the movement generally that would follow in 1976.
Much had been achieved in the half decade that followed the BFI Governors' decision to
behead their own Education Department. But if it seemed that the programme of-events
and publications seen in 1975 would represent a new normality, 1976 was to demonstrate
otherwise.
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CHAPTER FIVE 1976-1977
SCREEN SAVIOURS
The SEFT Committee, concerned about how far Screen was being understood,
organised a regular series of events (one-day conferences, week-end schools) which
aimed to explicate and explore the kinds of issues dealt within Screen and Screen
Education. _The majority of the Screen -board were noticeable for their absence
from these events and have been censured for this by the committee.
Edward Buscombe, Christine Gledhill, Alan Lovell and Christopher Williams, 1976

On a wintry campus in early 1976 film teachers meet to take stock and start to expand
their remit into the study of media. The intellectuals producing Screen propose
psychoanalysis as the theory to complement its Althusserian structuralism and for some
SEFT stalwarts this becomes a resigning matter. The first Screen Reader willappecu in
1977. Screen Education is less troubled by factionalism and is increasingly confident in
its pursuit ofa theoretical understanding of both education and media. It will achieve 96
pages by 1978. The Society's membership divides at its 1976 Annual General Meeting
where, despite some decisive voting, it seems that nobody will win in the long term.

1976 started for some screen educationists with their attendance at a unique event. - Early
in January a conference was held at York University entitled 'Film and TV Studies in
Secondary Education'. The joint organizers, the SEFT and BFIlEAS Regional Committee,
had determined to invite as many practitioners as possible. If they were limited in the
success of their targeted recruitment, the overall attendance was impressive. 'Of the eig!lty
six delegates listed for the conference only thirty four were actually teaching at secondary
level, and the remainder included inspectors, advisers, film officers and lecturers in tertiary
education.' 1 Once assembled they had none of the consolations usually provided at such
events by screenings, apart -from Invasion olthe Bodysnatchers which was shown -on- tpe
Saturday evening. They had to stay focused on the issues for some six days. That

suc~

a

lengthy and specific event was possible in 1976, which would have been unthinkable five
years earlier, is a measure of the pace of development that film study had undergone in the
preceding five years. - 1976 and subsequent years-would prove to be significant

in-~e

history of screen education for a number of reasons.

Later in 1976 Prime Minister James Callaghan would start his 'Great Debate' around
educational issues which was designed to curtail educational experimentation and thereby
begin to counter the influence that the left was assumed to -be gaining within education.
For the general public, the intensive press coverage of such proceedings as the ILEA
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inquiry into the events at the William Tyndall Junior and Infant Schools had provided a
dramatisation of such claims. The inquiry had reported in July 1976. In higher education
individuals would be targeted in the following year when Julius Gould produced his -report
on Radical and Marxist Penetration. 2

George Foster recalls that SEFT was implicated in

its findings. 3

Victor Perkins had found himself out of step at the 1972 RFI summer school ·when he
observed that Marxism seemed to be the orthodoxy of belief for the new generation of
screen educationists. In preparing participants for the York conference Jim Cook and Jim
Hillier had produced an introductory paper detailing the growth of film and television
studies. Its bibliography was very selective containing only four works, all demonstratipg
Marxist thinking and influence. When the paper was reprinted a year later the list had been
extended to include Screen Education 22, the 'Popular Culture' issue, published in Spring
1977.

By the mid 1970s the consensus of interviewees is that most screen education

activists, whether in SEFT orBFI, were positioned politically on the-Left.

In early 1977

Robin Wood's move leftwards is revealed in an account of his work at

Warwi~k

University.
The question of ideology - the urgent necessity for examining and evaluating all
our acquired and inherited assumptions at a time when bourgeois capitalism, and
civilisation as we know it, may be entering its fmal phase of disintegration - ~as
become increasingly prominent on all my courses, as in my published criticism. 4
SEFT had two journals; both were part of what may be considered a New Left project.
Interviews with the participants in the project have demonstrated that SEFT was a very
broad church and that even for ·the most politically active, its publications were not the
preferred location for their activism. What all those who wrote for Screen and Scrern

Education did share was a sense of being in pioneer thinking territory.

Previous

generations of SFT and SEFT activists had succeeded in demonstrating that a wide range
of film and television activity -was possible with · students of -all · ages. Whilst - ha~ng
reservations about what others might be doing under the heading of screen education, th€fre
was little criticism between those in the movement, probably because they were all
accustomed to being on the receiving end of antipathy from those outside it. Again a
feature of the interviews for this investigation has been how, at all levels of education,
many of those who had ventured into screen education even during the 1970s and 198ps
reported encountering persistent institutional opposition to their work.

The presence of
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two substantial SEFT journals was to be a decisive factor in changing this situation, not by
displacing the opposition but by developing solidarity among screen educationists.

External hostility lost its capacity to unify screen educationists ence there ,was scope for
proper debate within the screen education arena. What each of the SEFT journals did was
not only to legitimise controversy within screen education but also to demonstrate that it
might be very productive. They did this in completely different ways. For Screen the task
was the more straightforward. ' Itwanted to apply theory where previously theory had ]x;en
largely absent: to investigate the nature of film and its reception. For Screen Education. it
was a more complex task.

Manuel Alvarado has defined it as a tripartite enterprise. 'This

was to try and link: (a) film theory (b) educational theory and (c) educational
practice/pedagogy. ,5

If the 1970s was a time when film theory was evolving rapidly, it was also a time when
educational theory was controversial. Thus the educational perspectives underlying tlte
articles in Screen Education are probably more variable than the film theory with which
they engaged.

The particular problem for Screen Education was to fmd a body of

educational theoretical work which would provide an, analysis eompatible with the -stance
that the Editorial Board wished to take. 6 There was however an explicit recognition of the
significance of these debates within SEFT by winter 1976 when the first eighty eight page
issue of Screen Education could now be perceived to be an equal partner to Screen.

Evidence of a new found readiness on the part of SEFT to take risks was demonstrated in
Summer 1976. Chapter Seven ended with the refusal of the IBA to sanction the reptfat
screenings of Vrewpoint. Background documentation about the refusal had been leaked to

Screen Education from inside the Independent Broadcasting Authority.

The Editors

decided to publish it. 7 The justification for the IBA's refusal ' was a curious one: they
argued they had a duty to protect the adult daytime television viewer. This was the basis of
the case put forward to the IBA by Southern Television, apparently the prime mover in
opposing the repeats. Southern argued that the IBA risked being in breach of Section 4 (1)

(t) of the relevant Broadcasting Act. The thrust of their argument appears to have

~en

that in the classroom the teacher was present to take up the issues raised by the programme
and deal with them immediately. The home viewer, however, might be left floundering,
confronted by 'matters of political and industrial controversy' without the guaranteed
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safety mechanism available in the classroom. If the programme had this potential to
disturb the adult viewer, we must assume that the IBA felt confident that the teacher would
be both willing and able to neutralise Lowndes's critiques. · One -can only infer

that~he

television company in objecting to Programme 8 was resisting what appeared to be a view
of society from a left perspective and one that consistently referred to the non transparency
of television broadcasting.

The Viewpoint series in a revised form was eventually

transmitted again in 1977.

An unexplored aspect ofthe Viewpoint events is the context in which the programme came

to be produced. The creative energy for the series came from Douglas Lowndes, wpo
happened to be the head of BFVEAS at a time. Lowndes's involvement with film and
media had begun in the 1960s when he had been working in initial and in-service teacher
training at Homsey College of Art.

He had found in that situation ways of wor~ng

directly with school students and had experimented with a range of creative fiIfu,
photography and recording techniques. These practitioner instincts were still there when
he was at the BFI, where he was able to use a comparable freedom to that he had enjoyed
at Homsey to involve groups of students in the work he would -then show on Viewpoint.
He recognised that if you could demonstrate to students and their teachers that the ideas
within the programme might be translated into effective classroom practice, this would
make the strongest case to doubtful teachers for looking critically at the media.

Lowndes was not the only 'independent' practitioner to become strongly influential in ,the
development of media education. The IBA did not allow a repeat of Lowndes's Viewpoint
in 1976, but they did that year give an IBA Fellowship to another experienced teacher
trainer, Len Masterman, who was responsible at the University of Nottingham Education
Department for in-service teacher training over an extensive area covering most of the-E~t
Midlands.

Masterman voluntarily took on a regular secondary school teachipg

commitment after taking up the Nottingham post in 1971. He rapidly revised the views
that he had earlier espoused in Screen Education Notes about the importance of film as the
language of communication for school students. - He discovered that his students-in a
mining village almost never went to the cinema. He switched to television study and in
another school from 1972 - with the prospect of the raising of the school leaving age in
1973 - designed and taught a CSE TV Studies Mode III syllabus. 8
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With his subsequent year's Fellowship Masterman was able to consider what TV studies
might look like as a disciplined area of study. From these deliberations he produced in
succession, a report for the IBA, a thesis for a PhD and fmally Teaching About TeleWsi....0n
for which he eventually found a publisher, after many rejections, in 1980.

It wflS,

Masterman believes, 'a book of its time'. The fIrst print run of 3000 copies sold out within
three months. Fourteen impressions were to follow with some 60,000 copies sold in al1. 9
Until the widespread take-up of-Media Studies examinations for GCSE and A-level caused
textbook sales to soar, no screen education publication had approached the success apd
widespread dissemination of Teaching About Television.

Masterman's book takes as its starting point the -1976 York conference where the fqur
commissions into which participants divided for the duration of the conference were:
Television, Film CSE, Film O-level, Images.

The trajectory of their deliberations led

toward a recognition that what was beginning to emerge was 'media studies'. This was the
conclusion of Phi lip Simpson, attending as a training college lecturer, who subsequently
wrote up the event for Screen Education. lo It was however resisted by another conferen~e
member, Keith Lucas, then Director of the BFI. Jim Hillier recalls that an important
consequence of the event was that Lucas had been confronted by the momentum of this
move toward media studies. I I To argue in response,as Lucas did, that the BFI's remit did
not include such media as advertising, the press and radio, seems now to have been a
serious misreading of the situation, as much subsequent work initiated by the educationists
within the BFI was to demonstrate.

However in 1976 the case for media education was not proven. Mastennan while clearly
sympathetic to the issues raised about considering the media draws attention to 'the
epistemological fuzziness surrounding media studies' and decides that he can more
convincingly argue that 'the medium of television itself can offer to the teacher a
framework for disciplined study'. 12

The four year interval before his book's publication

would have an unplanned benefIt for its author.

By 1980 schools were beginning to

consider video recorders to be standard equipment.

In the mid 1970s it was -undoubtedly the two SEFT journals; Screen and Screen

Education, which made the greatest contribution to the evolving disciplines of fIlm theqry
and screen education. Other developments were inevitably shaped by what these journals
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did. It has been noted how BF! Summer Schools responded to Screen by adapting their
programme structure to its current thinking.

Events organised by SEFT at Weekend

Schools or in regional groups became the means of transmitting these new ideas.

A recurrent observation from interviewees who were one-time SEFT activists has been
how very young they were at the time. This has been said both by those in their fifties who
were the 1970s activists and ·by those in their forties who were involved with SEFTin the
1980s. But it is essential to distinguish between the two cohorts in a fundamental way. By
the 1980s SEFT activists had usually come to the Society via some academic pathway
which had involved them in a formal encounter with film or media. Those of the 1970s
were different in that they had almost all had involvement with the academy, but film and
media had been excluded from their formal university experience.

One of the outcomes of having so many young graduate activists involved in the 1970s
was that they were prepared and able to devote a great deal of time to the SEFT enterprise.
The essential way in which -commitment was expressed was in attendance at meetings--of
the SEFT Committee and Editorial Boards. The boards of the two journals had

separ~te

memberships with almost no overlap of personnel. Those who served on the Screen Board
have recollections of a less harmonious enterprise than those who met to plan Screen
Education where RichardCoUins recalls a constructive, collaborative atmo'spher~Y

While both journals did demand the same level of involvement from Board members,

R~y

Stafford identifies a particular characteristic of the Screen Education Board that facilitated
its coherence: everyone on it had at that time a London teaching connection. 14

For the purposes of this chapter, -the period under examination ends in 1978 when there
was a change in the editorships of both journals. Screen had been edited by Ben Brewster
until the end of 1976 when he was replaced by Geoffrey Nowell-Smith who was in post
until the end of 1977. Nowell-Smith's successor was Mark Nash who started in 1978 at
approximately the same time that James Donaldreplaced Alvarado at Screen EdueillU?,n.
These new editors approached their tasks differently from their predecessors and thj!ir
work will be explored in the next chapter.
Following Sam Rohdie's departure and SEFT's setting up of a new structure, the Screen
Editorial Board had become a much more formal body with clear rules about eligibility and
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attendance. It met in a three-weekly cycle, with the SEFT Executive and Screen Education
Board following a similar cycle in the intervening weeks. Screen Board members were
involved in reading everything in advance of publication, usually in a troika arrangermmt. 15
Sometimes during Nowell-Smith's editorship, the Editorial Board readers would have Jtot
only the article in manuscript but also an initial report on it by the Editor. 16
The Editorial Board - frequently at odds over many issues - was however united in seei,ng
Screen as something very different from an academic journal. 17 On one level this
soubriquet of 'academic' could be denied on very simple grounds: there was in the UK no
academy for film study to be grounded in, so no British journal could properly be styled
'academic'. But much more fundamental was the way in which the people involved in

Screen regarded themselves. Nowell-Smith points out that the Screen agenda had very
deliberately to do with cultural politics in Britain. 18 Screen offered a home to nonacademic intellectuality according to Nowell-Smith where engagement with popular
culture became a mechanism for challenging academic traditions and for 'blowing up ,he
Humanities,19. Laura Mulvey is also clear about the status of those involved with Screen:
'we didn't think of ourselves as being academic - much more being an intellectual and a
cinephile - certainly not an academic' 20. Peter Wollen summarises it thus: 'The first
generation were freelance intellectuals who were ·interested · in laying the ·foundations of
film study,.21

John Ellis is more specific. People arrived at Screen perceiving it as 'a

surrogate for wider political activity, feeling in the post 1968 world that the realm of ideas
was important but that there was no place for intellectuals in the Left political process at
that time,.22 Alvarado's view complements this. -He saw the Screen experience ~ a
'coming-together of a group of deliberately independent people who had no power or
influence' .23

The role of Screen in the mid-1970s was hugely important in demonstrating that -film study
could become a disciplined area for investigation. Such was its impact that a succession of

Screen Readers was published and many of the original Screen articles were reprinted in
the Readers. 24 The same articles were also to be included in successive generations of film
theory editions. The 1970s' readership of Screen was founded particularly on the buyipg
power of universities in the United States of America. Screen became influential in the
USA because there were many departments of film within American universities, a
situation not to be found in the UK for some two decades.

David Rodowick, a post-
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graduate student in the US at this time, remembers the considerable influence that Screen
was to have there. Indeed he believes that the American understanding of what French
writers were thinking about the-cinema was simply what was-'filtered' through - ScFe~n.
The journal's 'Marxist approach' was very controversial at first.

He instances his own

Screen influenced thesis which attracted marks from different examiners that ranged from
the top to the bottom of the marking scale. 25

Although Screen was created by intellectuals outside the academy, -its survival -and
depended on it being valued in higher education.

suc~ss

Indeed it would eventually become an

academic journal with a readership in UK universities. Though important in this role

Screen, with its emphasis on film, became less significant in the development of
screen/media education at other levels in the UK education system. Screen -Education
however had a wider brief and would interact more readily with its educational
constituency.

Both journals were produced in the same SEFT office and this

interconnection where each editor understood what his colleague was attempting to
achieve undoubtedly provided -an- inbuilt monitoring mechanism to the benefit of each
journal during the period up to 1978.

Ellis recalls 'the strong personal dynamic of two

editors in a small office'. 26

The Screen Education of the 1970s unlike Screen did demonstrate continuity with work in
screen and media education from earlier decades. Several of its authors had been active
screen educationists in the 1960s. Screen however, while dipping very selectively into the
past, was creating a legacy rather than responding to one. It was the pace of its perceived
dedication to creating a new critical -and theoretical.forum that triggered the split within. its
Editorial Board and which subsequently led to four members resigning. Two distinctive
aspects of Screen need some examination here: Screen language and 'Screen theory'.
There was also the associated charge of 'intellectual terrorism' that was subsequently to be
levelled at Screen at the end of the decade. 27 Each of these descriptions originated 3$ a
response to the level of difficulty that for many became associated with reading the
journal. If Screen Education would see its task as one of engaging with its readers,

Screen sought to challenge its readership.
There was a different attitude to translation evident during Brewster's editorship which
reinforced notions of there being a 'Screen theory'. The earlier translation from the
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original French of 'Cinemalldeology/Criticism' by Comolli and Narboni in spring 1971 28
had been done at Rohdie's request by Susan Bennett who worked as a translator within the
BFI Education - Department. 29

Her strategy -as- a -translator- was to find an Engl~sh

formulation which was as close as possible to what had been expressed by the French. l1er
aim was to make the translation comprehensible, given the novel nature of what was being

introduced. Bennett was however aware that the translation mode of the period was to use
the French word or a neologism based on it. She recalled that her approach -wasv,;ell
received by the Editorial Board at the time, though the reaction of Cahiers du Cinema was
perhaps ambivalent, saying that her work was in accord with the esprit anglais. 3o
Bennett's approach was very different from that of Heath and, Brewster three years later.
Alvarado maintains that theirs was a strategy of trying to create a language for theory.
Brewster believed that the translation should retain in the English formulation the
complexities of the original language, so his translation of Althusser maintains an
essentially French structure. Heath's style similarly avoided 'neat, easy' prose; His nqntransparent style is designed deliberately to make the reader think? I Screen readers were
not immediately faced with the contrast between the Bennett and Brewster styles, in that
other translators, especially Diana Matias, were involved during the interim. Nevertheless
the BrewsterlHeath style was very distinctive -and - in its foregrounding of - styUstic
complexity gave additional credence to the notion that there was a 'Screen theory'. Ellis
also confirmed that, during his involvement on the Editorial Board, there was a structured
policy toward translation in support of the BrewsterlHeath agenda. 32
Paul Willemen argues that the adoption of an 'experimental' language for all the articles in

Screen was essential to the project.
There was a feeling that if you were to write in the kind of language that the BFI
would fmd agreeable, it was impossibly restrictive.
You could not think of
different ways of understanding film in that language which was so heavily, heavily
invested with other meanings. One had to find a language and that other language
was going to be almost by definition at the time unacceptable to the advocates of
good journalistic English. It didn't bother us that it wasn't good journalistic
English. It couldn't be any way. It had to be one that reflected the fact we were
still searching for a way ofunderstanding. 33

'Screen theory' is a term referred to by numerous writers looking back at the period oqhe
1970s when Screen was at its most productive in developing theory. Though much used,
there is considerable confusion as to what it might mean. Both Easthope34 and Bergstrom35
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state that there never was a 'Screen theory'. Others refer to what Screen presented in a
way that suggests there was some unity around its theoretical pronouncements, but then do
not feel it appropriate to use that particular ·term. ,In 1990 Kaplan writes of 'a .set of
approaches,36 where earlier Lapsley and Westlake had talked of 'Screen's project' .37 Mqre
recently Tredell would go no further than to see Screen as having provided ' a major
forum ,.38

The term 'Screen theory' was apparently ftrst used by Hall in 1980 when he

speciftcally identifted it as a 'convenience term' to cover the variety of theoretical
approaches that the journal had promoted. 39 Although the term has tended to be avoided py
scholars when going into print, on less formal occasions the term has undoubtedly enjoyed
a currency. In their introduction to the most recent of the four Screen Readers, Kuhn and
Staceyacknowledge that 'Screen theory' has in effect become common shorthand.4o
While some of those interviewed have very different understandings of what the term
might imply, Christine Geraghty observes that ' it wasn' t a label anyone would want to
dispute' .41 Alvarado, who was' probably more' involved than anyone with SEFT, with

Screen and with Screen Education as distinct institutions in the mid 1970s, is adamant
that any notion of there having been 'Screen theory' is misleading. 42 The commitment of
both SEFT journals to the prime importance of theory in their respective projects was what
distinguished them. Laura Mulvey, on the other hand, whose involvement with SEFT and

Screen was very much more limited, takes a different view. For her 'Screen theory' is
speciftc to the period of Brewster's editorship when the ideas of Althusser, Freud and
Lacan were introduced. She sees the intellectual overlap with the journal New Left Review
(with which Brewster had previously been involved) as marking his editorship of Screen
out from the others. 43 Willemen looking back now detects a ' ftlter of selection through a

New Left Review political agenda,.44
Whereas use of the term might be problematic, there is general consensus as to the identity
of Screen' s key theoreticians: Colin MacCabe (on realism), Stephen Heath (on narrative
space) and Mulvey (on visual pleasure). These may be a directly nominated - as by
Easthope in 198845 - or their stature may be deduced by the inclusion of their work in
edited collections - as by Rosen in 1986. 46
These three may 'be the most anthologised
but interviewees have acknowledged the importance of Willemen writing on ideology apd
particularly of Brewster as a constructively interventionist editor, working closely with
authors on the shaping of their work.

Mark Nash however considers Brewster to have
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applied 'heavy filtering to the articles he intended to print,.47 Despite drawing heavily on

Screen for articles in Narrative, Apparatus, Ideology Rosen gives no currency to the
notion of 'Screen theory' by saying that 'what requires repetition and emphasis-is-that it
would be a distortion to hypostasise this discursive network into an easily unifiable
theoretical entity' .48

For some members ofthe Screen Board these-elements in Screen's content were becoming
disturbing. They felt that there was an important and significant section of the
notably teachers, which Screen was in danger of alienating.

readers~p,

The particular issue which

triggered a more organised opposition from the group was the journal's decision to explore
a psychoanalytical dimension to the theories with which film was to be examined. · Tarre
are three key statements published in Screen around these issues that led to the
resignations of Ed Buscombe, Christine Gledhill, Alan Lovell and Christopher Williams
from the Editorial Board49 . It is clear from references within these pieces that there were
many documented discussions within SEFT and the Screen Editorial Board over some
three years.

Geraghty recalls that the arguments over the language of Screen were

tak~n

up quite separately from the dispute over psychoanalysis. 50 The articles published in

Screen provide evidence but they do not represent the whole pictureS [ of which readers
would first have become aware from the editorial ·in Spring 1975 when Brewster trails the
journal's impending involvement with psychoanalysis. 52

The strategic importance pf

psychoanalysis was that it might fit the perceived lack in Marxism of any theory of
subjectivity or individual agency.

Several of those interviewed made it clear that the resignation issue around psychoanalY$is
affected not only the Screen Editorial Board but also the SEFT Executive Committye.
There was some overlap of personnel between the two, but significantly by 1975, there
were influential members of the Board who had almost no connection with SEFT and who
have subsequently betrayed . their ignorance of the parent organization in retrospective
writings where confident references to SEFT as a part of the BFI from its inception ¥e
simply inaccurate.53

It was perhaps therefore significant therefore that those who were

resigning were those who had been active not only in Screen but also in the SEFT
Committee since 1971. 54 Buscombe is clear that the leader of the quartet was LoveH. 55
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The original statement on psychoanalysis and film in Screen Winter 1975176 concluded by
offering itself as a way of opening up a discussion. 56 Although it must be noted that this
offer was not taken up - a brief mention in the editorial notwithstanding - it did -offer
Screen readers who might otherwise have been struggling to follow some of the arguments

a concise analysis of some of the issues. The invitation to discussion was however taken
up by the journal Framework.

Stephen Crofts, whose byline makes it clear that he is

writing in Framework as a member of the SEFT Executive (to which he had recently been
elected), led the debate. 57

His stance was very clear.

He attacked the four who had

produced the statement by arguing that they were still attached to 1960s' notions of
popular culture and were not prepared to shift their position, whereas Crofts saw only
progress:
In the fmal analysis, the statement amounts to a refusal of psychoanalysis and a
retrenchment in the popular culture position logically displaced later in the 1960s

by classical semiotics, which in turn has been logically displaced in the mid 1970s
by a semiotics recast within terms of psychoanalysis. 58
Alvarado recalls how divided the various bodies were at this point:59 . While the
resignations apparently offered a resolution to one issue, there was a legacy of factionali~m
in the board so that by the time of Nowell-Smith's editorship, there were frequent
disagreements which were often highly personalized. 6o
Although addressing the manner in which Screen was becoming involved in the-detail of
debates around psychoanalysis and film, the statement by the dissenting four begins by
identifying the two distinct areas of concern. Firstly they claim that there is a lack of
critical distance, so that controversial intellectual choices are made to appear
unproblematic. The ideas of Althusserand Lacan are evidenced as being controversial.
Secondly there is the issue of intelligibility: 'we do not think that obscurity is a guarantee
of profundity' .61 The obscurity is demonstrated by quotations to show how this may result
both from the compressing of complicated ideas and from the adoption of precise terms
from other disciplines, combined -with an interest in the play oflanguage.
It is clear that, given their SEFT credentials, the writers are concerned about the reception

that Screen is having among SEFT members. Not only are the members' subscriptions
fundamental to Screen's survival but it is the work these members are undertaking in
educational institutions that underpins the reasons for SEFT's existence. A rival
organisation to SEFT was in existence in the 1970s - the National Association for Film
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Education (NAFE). This Association was in practice relatively short-lived but it drew its
legitimacy from teacher dissatisfaction with SEFT's changing priorities. 62 It had been
founded with the change indirection of Screen. Alvarado recounts how the SEfT
Executive felt it appropriate to maintain contact with this potentially rival organization,63
but at this stage he acknowledges that SEFT was no longer seeking to be identified as a
teachers' professional organisation. 64 In practice NAFE concentrated its attack on the BFI
where Director Keith Lucas came under constant pressure from it, as Hillier recal~. 65
When David Lusted joined EAS, he was instructed by Lucas to try to set up a jo\fit
BFIINAFE project in order to improve relations. 66
The more specific concerns that the authors have about psychoanalysis still seem today to
have been worth addressing. There is the questionable acceptability of seeing the film

~

a

patient under analysis. In relation to Heath's analysis of Touch of Evrr7 attention is drawn
to the over-emphasis on drawing conclusions from insignificant detail.
It seems that in this analysis one ofthe worst -'popular' effects of psychoanalysis is
at work, the encouragement it is taken to give to ingenious interpretation where the
ingenuity is thought to guarantee the interest of the exercise. 68

Questions are then asked about the relationship between spectatorship and film. The
writers show how in different articles Heath, Metz and Mulvey take the same -Freudian
concept of the fetish and yet use it, each in a different way. Similarly they compare hqw
Metz and Mulvey differ in the use they make of the ideas around the Lacanian 'mirror
image'. These are such obvious discrepancies that the Editorial Board does acknowledge
them eventually when responding to the authors' fmal resignation statement by stating that
they emanate from a 'process ofunderstanding,.69
The other key point that they raised follows Mulvey's argument about the construction of
classic narrative films specifically for a male spectator. How then do women relate to
films? 70 The Editorial Board did not respond to this. . Rather there ·were clearly different
political agendas at work and it was these that divided the Board. Specifically, the authors
of the statement argue that psychoanalysis is being used to maintain a high bourgeois
position and this provides a problem for educationalists working with working-class
children.
The subsequent resignation letter in summer 1976 invokes more deliberately the audience
that Screen is addressing when it draws attention to the 'serious' film/television study that
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is now in place and that there is a 'serious' audience for Screen. Plentiful examples are
cited. Additionally attention is drawn to the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies in
Birmingham and to other groups now becoming involved in film study and

associa~ed

areas. The four allege that the 'positive contribution that Screen had made initially is nQw
being counter-balanced by other factors'. Screen it seems may now be doing more harm
than good. The charges against Screen are now more specific: 71

1. Screen by its obscurity and inaccessibility -handicaps SEFT's efforts to develop- 6lm
study and make contacts with other groups.
2. By taking a high bourgeois position Screen advocates the avant-garde against the
popular cinema with which education also has to engage.
3. The Editorial Board has no interest in educational matters and does not attend any SEfT
events.
In responding the Board predictably deals most severely with the second of these.
Someone had clearly researched past issues of Screen, so that the authors of the
resignation statement might have their own words quoted back at them. The details of the
parrying of the attack are not relevant here. What is clear is that this is where the issues
become most personal. On the charge of obscurity and lack of interest in educational
matters, there is much less said. It is those political differences that separated these four
from the rest of the Board and · which would be · played out at the SEFT AGM in the
following November.

The . 'Introduction' to The Screen Education Reader: Cinema, Television, Culture,
published in 1993, puts into context the work of the journal which had ceased publication
ten years earlier. It is a useful retrospective, though curiously does not distinguish be~en
the two very different editorships of Alvarado and Donald and the shift toward a cultural
studies emphasis under the latter's regime.

What cannot emerge so clearly from it

however is the sequential manner in which Screen Education addressed its readership,
particularly in the early years as the new identity of screen education/media studies
emerged as a specific area of the curriculum. The importance of considering the issues in
sequence is that through this procedure it is possible to demonstrate both the level of
activism and intellectual commitment surrounding each publication and the sense that the
participants shared of being engaged in a progressive trajectory.
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The editorials in Screen Education functioned in several ways.

Until 1977 all SEPT

members and institutional subscribers received both its journals. Only in 1977 did it
become possible to subscribe to either or both journals, though in practice most re~rs
kept receiving both. Screen Education had emerged from Screen and needed to establish
with its inherited readership what it stood for.

It clearly needed to be perceived as

fundamentally different from the predecessor Screen Education published in the 1960s.
The practice of identifying which Board members had edited each issue acted ·as a

signa~ to

readers that the contents, even if individually authored, had undergone group scrutiny.

SEPT membership had always been composed mostly of teachers in secondary schools and
lecturers in further education. So it would probably be Screen Education rather than

Screen that they would on first inspection find most immediately useful. Screen with its
single but multi-faceted task of developing theory was less constrained by the expectatiops
of its readership. In practice it would acquire an additional readership widely distributed in
higher education as academics in established disciplines realised that the applications of

Screen's theories went beyond the confmes of film study.

But it was vital to SCFe..,en

Education that it was not perceived as a teacher's version of Screen, where difficult idqas
were simplified. In practice Screen Education had the more complex task: to fmd a means
of simultaneously addressing film theory, educational theory and pedagogy. The Editorials
regularly re-assured the readership that the journal had a defmite sense of direction.
During the period when Brewster edited Screen and Alvarado Screen Education the two
journals did succeed in projecting a unity of purpose for SEPT by complementing each
other. In effect the presence of each validated the existence of both. Geraghty's view is
that Screen at this time would have more closely represented New Left Review had Screen

Education not existed. 72

Collins believes that the distinctive character of each journal

might not have evolved without the other. 73

Where Screen Education sought to become radical was in its engagement with educational
theory. It was not promoting a particular theory necessarily, but as a first step it needed to
identify that some theory was implicit in all practice. It did however resist the more
extreme child-centred theories of the 1970s, since the very nature of the enterprise in
which SEPT was engaged demonstrated the impracticability of child-centredness. Here
was a group of educated committed adults seeking to shape an area of the curriculum
which might at that time have variously been defined as screen education or media studies.
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If this dedicated group was struggling with the process, but was nevertheless convinced
this was an area of such importance that school students should engage with it, it was
clearly a territory where the students even more than their teachers were going to be in
need of guidance. Neither teacher nor student could discover and interpret it successfupy
alone. It was of necessity a subject-centred rather than child-centred enterprise.

I

If members of the ScFeen Board were influenced by Gramsci into perceiving themselves as

organic intellectuals rather than academics, for Screen Education it was another aspect pf
Gramsci's thinking which supported their stance.

To support working-class students

effectively, teachers should not be tempering their methodology nor finding ways of
making learning more palatable; Only by teaching such students with rigour were teachers
providing them with the necessary knowledge and skills to operate in the students' own
best interests, or rather, as it would more predictably have been justified then, in the
interests of the working class.

Soon after Alvarado became the paid Editor, the editorials began to detail the paramet9rs
of the journal's various quests which lacked the apparent investigative precision that

Screen's concentration on film theory seemingly ensured for that publication.
We will give particular attention to education, to the way in which a subject area is
defmed; to the way in which study, teaching and learning are performed and the
resultant social relations that this generates. This activity of thinking of meqia
education as part of a social totality and the call that makes for us to investigate tqat
totality in order to defme the shape and purpose of media education is an emphasis
very different to the one that has distinguished the development of film studies in
Britain. In that field there has been a pronounced (and understandable) tendency to
insist on the subject · area's authenticity ' and to construct and defend · strict
parameters for the young body of knowledge. 74
Surprisingly this same issue on 'Media Studies, Methods and Approaches' then includes an
example of the sort of personal account of practice that had been so familiar and that had
so limited the usefulness of the 1960s' Screen Education. Written under the pseudonrm
John Pearce its inclusion is justified in the Editorial as an article which 'provocativ(fly
suggests ways of studying mass communications and of restructuring the classroom
relations that other, traditional teaching procedures enforce,75. Pearce, it turns out, is in his
first term of teaching and the article, based on a diary record that he kept, is explicitly
critical of his teaching colleagues.

Puzzled readers, some of whom had written to SEFT

to protest, had to wait for the Editorial in the next Screen Education for the explanation of
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its publication and even then the rationale is a curious one. The Editors criticise Pearce on
several grounds, all of which are essentially for making the sort of mistakes that
experienced teachers would expect a beginner to make. 76 Even if the readers were to
accept the argument that Pearce' s inexperience was specially revealing of the problems
faced when putting classroom practice under scrutiny (because the potential in those
circumstances for making mistakes was compounded), the situation in which a beginner
was so exposed was never justified. A more substantial considered and thoughtful
collaboration piece is printed as part of the issue focusing on ' The System and Classroom
Practice,.77

The Autumn 1975 issue ' Teaching the Film Industry' needs fewer explanations in

~e

Editorial but there is underlying that Editorial - as with all the Editorials at this time - a
determination to fmd an appropriate intellectual format into which articles of each issue
might be fitted. The Editorial Board met once every three weeks and, given that Screen

Education appeared only quarterly, there is a sense-when reading the Editorials that they
emerged from lengthy and controversial debates, the implications of which the reader C/m
only infer from the contents of each issue and the format that the relevant Editorial
proposes to erect around it.78

There is no mistake as to the journal's political stance. 'The Education Cuts' sets out to
rally teacher support via their unions, on the grounds not only of the impact of the cuts pn
education generally but more particularly of the vulnerability of this emerging area of film
and media studies with its need for specialised hardware. It concludes by attempting to
defme more precisely the position from which it authors·are coming. 79
Yet this process of reflection, of theorising and developing new educatioqal
practices is subject to more than its own internal dynamics. Screen Education' s
project is also governed by the determination of consciousness by being: as Marx
formulated it, 'Universal consciousness is only the theoretical form of that whose
living form is the realcomrnunity, society.;.' (Economic Philosophical ,Manuscript
1844). Our project of understanding and formulating a programme of educational
activity in film and media studies takes place within a social context which
decisively influences the shape and possibilities of that project. 80
The next four issues are presented to the readership as having a specific unity underpinning
each one: The Searchers, Media Education in Europe; a reflection on work established Py
SEFTIBFI and The Sweeney. Unfortunately no records survive of the Editorial Board
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meetings of this period. There was a troika approach to the consideration of each article,
which paralleled that of Screen, so that the implications of publishing each article were
thoroughly debated and as suggested above there were legacies of these debates to. , be
detected in the Editorials. In Summer 1976 it is possible to detect an effect that this was
having on the Board members' perspective on the readership. Each Board member had to
defend herlhis position not just about the relevance of the article under consideration, but
about herlhis stance generally. Consequently there was a perceived need to caution the
readers who would be tackling the articles without the benefit of group mediation.
The need for a theoretical investigation of our work as teachers becomes clear
when we begin to confront the problems of what the teachers are going to teach
and, having decided that, determining how to communicate that knowledge. We
are aware that to respond pragmatically to educational problems and to support a
position that suggests each individual teacher knows best how to deal with teach4tg
situations through empirical observation is to encourage a form of experimentation
that is positively dangerous if we are really concerned with the needs of the people
we teach. That is why we argue for the importance of developing a better
theoretical understanding of the processes of education as well as constructin~ a
theorised body of knowledge about film and media. 81

Screen Education 18 in spring 1976 was timely in its content. Susan Bennett had been
employed as a researcher by UNESCO to survey 'the situation and aims of media studies in
Europe,82. The project had developed from the LudwigsheimIMannheim conference in
1972 following which Screen Education Notes had produced its special edition. 83
Bennett's survey in abbreviated form, with an additional summary of the British situation,
forms the bulk of Screen Education 18.

Her introductory article is useful in that it

positions the British experience within European wide·trends. 84 A legacy of 1968 is still to
be detected in the countries surveyed, where educational reform has worked to make
curricula less rigid. As a result there has been a limited recognition of the necessity for
media education in secondary schools. 85 But the provision of training for the teachers is
always informal and usually only available in the teachers' own -time as with the BH

~d

SEFT provision in the UK.

At the same time, as was already noted with reference to the UK, the spread of educational
technology often worked to obscure developments in media education. Bennett points out
how such innovations actually work against the introduction of media education.
Technology in order to justify its existence, is supposed to 'do' something. The
only material that technology can 'do' something to is the student. But this
conception does not readily accord with that inherent in media education that the
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student picks apart what
technology). 86

IS

presented via the technology (and not by the

When media educationists were able to intervene in these situations and subvert at an
institutional level, there would be scope for media to begin to be studied and the assumed
neutral status of media apparatus might then be contested. Screen Education 21 has an
interesting account of the beginnings of such an intervention at the University of London
Institute of Education following-the appointment there of Bob Ferguson who had

wor~ed

with Douglas Lowndes at Hornsey College of Art. 87

Bennett's conclusion is that the major problem faced by media education is the opposition
presented to it 'by the social context within which it is contained'.88 Certainly the treatment
of Viewpoint by the IBA provided a convincing example of her claim. What -is also clear
from her survey as presented in Screen Education is that nowhere was educational theQry
underpinning the introduction of media education.

She does however identifY certain

'marginal' institutions within European countries where such thinking was beginning. One
of these was the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural

~es.

The Editorial of Screen Education 22 is important in tracing the journal' s development.
It is explicit in defining what needs to happen if there is to be an agreed theoretical position

among the Screen Education Editorial Board that goes beyond the shared recognition of
the need to connect film/television with education/pedagogy. Such an agreed position it is
argued is both desirable and essential. The previous absence of such an agreed position
had been because
... we have not so far really opened up for examination many of the covert
assumptions which, though rarely expressed, determine our own various practices
and criticaVtheoretical evaluation of them. This issue therefore attempts to corrttct
this error by considering less aspects of the conjuncture ' screen + education'
directly - broadly Screen Education' s practice to date - and more some of the
underlying assumptions! value judgments which have been associated with our
formal concerns - film and television - ever since their inception: namely that ~ey
are mass media and popular forms. 89
Like the NUT Conference some decade and a half earlier ' Popular Culture' is the area that
is seen as providing a productive locus for investigation. But that is as far as the similarity
may be pushed. In 1960 the expectation had been that by bringing together the producers
of popular culture with the teachers and the critics before an ad hoc but concerned
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audience some beneficial interaction would emerge, if everyone were to respond
responsibly.

The debates of the 1970s were not being played out before an ad hoc

audience but were directed · specifically at the readership that was assumed to share a
commitment to the Screen Education project.
Perhaps because of the charge of difficulty and inaccessibility that had been levelled at

Screen's articles, the Editorial here repeatedly seeks to justify an issue that may be
perceived as 'potentially difficult and contentious'. Clearly for the Editorial Board this was
a defining moment in their enterprise. The case for this move toward theory had been
under discussion for some time.

In a statement from the Screen Education Editorial

Board to the SEFT Executive Committee in March 1976 the following was high-lighted:

Screen Education cannot afford to not engage in theoretical work and inquiry,
particularly in the area of education and mass communications but also, wh~n
necessary, even in the area of film theory. 90
'
When the Screen Education policy statement was subsequently promulgated by SEFT in
May it was expressed more emphatically:

Screen Education must engage in theoretical work and inquiry, particularly in the
area of education, mass communications and film theory.91
Where Screen Education 22 differed from previous ones was in the four articles identified
as specially commissioned for it. Two authors Grealy and Collins were members of the
Editorial Board, the third Nowell-Smith was the recently appointed Editor of Screen and
the fourth Col in Sparks was a lecturer in media studies from the Polytechnic of Central
London.

The introductory article by Grealy, called 'Notes on Popular Culture', is actually · v~ry
closely focused on film teaching. 92 This focus was probably a decision made in order to
connect more directly with the experience of the majority of the readership. Provided that
the film teacher he addresses is ready to align herlhimself with the identity of 'socialist
teacher', Grealy's position is straightforward.
Here I am not arguing that teachers must 'politicise' education but that they
recognise the ideological roles that the school plays in society, and that their
teaching explicitly confronts the problems which arise when this ideological
functioning of the educational apparatuses is recognised. School plays a crucial
part in the production and diffusion of 'popular culture'. The function ·of socialist
teachers is to work at the contradictions which arise in the culture at the educational
level. 93
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Nowell-Smith's article on Gramsci is essentially introductory, gIven that Gramsci's
writings were only then becoming available in translation.94

He uses the model of

Gramsci's investigation into 19th-century Italian Culture to suggest · the nature of, the
questions that need to be asked in relation to British popular culture. He identifies !pe
limitations of current writing on popular culture as having no perspective 'other than that
which is supposed to emanate from the forms themselves and the attitude taken by the
writer towards them' .95

Sparks writes of the evolution of cultural studies, a term which was only at this time
acquiring common currency, most often within references to the Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham. It is some of the work of the Centre that
Sparks describes in his article. 96

But the greatest importance of the article lies in its

attempt to explain how Marxism in a variety of manifestations had, via New Left RSll(ew,
come to influence the thinking of a generation of intellectuals. The distinguishing featuI1es
of this generation were their increased access to Marxist influenced thinking, the greater
proportion of university graduates among their number and their connections with the
events of 1968 and its aftermath. He then indicates where that cohort might currently be
found, some ten years later and what influence they might be having. Though Sparks

d~es

not specify it, among that cohort would be included the activists within the SEFT
Committee and the Editorial Boards and a significant number of the journals' readers.
Collins in the fmal piece of the four revalues the contribution of Leavis. 97 As has been
shown the legacy of Leavis in film study had been considerable both directly in the work
of Robin Wood and Movie and more indirectly as a consequence of the transfer of a
Leavisite methodology from the study of literature to the study of film by the great many
English teachers who had been trained to follow Leavis's approach.- It was of course these
teachers who had been attracted to the teaching of popular culture by the arguments
advanced by Hall and Whannel who had demonstrated that it was possible to discriminate
between the good and the bad within popular culture. 'Revaluation' for Collins means
abandonment of the Leavisite model completely.
The absence in Leavis' model of a notion of the reciprocal determination of base py
superstructure left none of the space for action, and we need rather an analytical
model that is adequate to the totality of social relations in which culture, its
primary object for study, is located; one that, to put it modestly, attends to the
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absence of free play in culture, that recognises the dominance of ruling-class
ideology in mass communications, and the function of mass communications in
propagating and naturalising the world view of the ruling class. 98
An aim of Screen Education was to stimulate debate beyond those -who constituted its

Editorial Board.

This began to happen in 1975 with the formation of first a North

Staffordshire SEFT Group and then a North Eastern Group. By the end 1976 SEFT began
to approach the task more systematically by making available a list of its members,
organised regionally; to anyone who wanted to take the initiative and form such a groU~.99
There was an irony in these arrangements in that though it was in Screen Education tqat
reports of these groups' activities were carried, it was a pre-occupation with Screen that
usually shaped these groups' activities. In January 1977 the SEFT Glasgow group was set
up, though as its first report makes clear, it was essentially a Screen reading group. 100 At
about the same time a Manchester group was formed from members of the North by North
West Film Society and specifically from subscribers to Screen. 101 Such was the influence
of Screen on this group that its journal, North by North West, rapidly became a
mechanism for the transmission of Screen -theories. This regional -expansion was-made
more substantial later in 1977 when the first SEFT Weekend School outside London was
held in Glasgow in June. l02 This was followed by the SEFT Potteries Group holding their
first Weekend School in Manchester in December. 103

Both schools were focused on

television study: realism - in Glasgow and the drama serial Coronation St,eet in
Manchester. I 04

If the Editorial to issue 22 had looked for debate it had arrived by Screen Education 23.
SEFT groups were forming in the regions and London was not to be left out. Not styling
itself as a SEFT regional group, but meeting as an informal reading and study group,-~he
London group's members included some of those on the Screen Education Editorial
Board.

Seven London members wrote to the journal. 105

They were not however

responding directly to the major issues raised by the previous Screen Education but were
concerned about Screen Education 20 which had focused on The Sweeney.

Despite including Richard Exton and Chris Mottershead from the Editorial Board, some of
their complaints were basic and perhaps representative of the concerns of some of Screen

Education' s readers who were finding it difficult to keep up-to-date with reading either or
both of the two SEFT journals. To the present reader their resistance seems to have been
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both against the rapidity with which the world of screen education was being propelled and
against the level of generalisation that this momentum seemed to encourage. It was also
perhaps relevant that some of the signatories had stood for, but -failed to get elected to,. ,the
SEFT Committee at the 1976 AGM. 106

They contested some of the assumptions of The Sweeney issue under four headings. They
felt that the methodology of the issue was assumed rather than explained. Ideology, they
claimed, was used also without explanation and consequently they were forced to

concl~de

that as a concept it was 'all pervasive, infinitely devious and totally inescapable'. 107
We are not convinced that because we live in a capitalist society within which
bourgeois ideology is dominant that it follows that this ideology expresses itself in
a ~leru::, ~contes~ed way throufih film or television, or that these art forms are
pnmanly IdeologIcal weapons. 10
Their third challenge was to the use of the term 'realism' where they maintained that they
detected confusion, while MacCabe's writing on this topic had been rapidly subjected to
his own substantial revision.
Whereas MacCabe is putting forward ideas in a journal, Screen, not directly
concerned with the formal educational system, and can therefore argue a position in
an abstract way, it is a matter of concern to us that such ideas can be taken up in a
journal, Screen Education, which does have a direct concern with the formal
educational system, in such a way as to encourage a kind · of carelessness.. and
assertion of generalities which does not lead to understanding, but rather to
confusion and an actual lack of theory. 109
Writing mostly from the perspective of classroom teachers they claim that the approach to

The Sweeney downgrades problems of aesthetics, entertainment, genre and teaching.
We do not see the construction of teaching approaches and of theoretical -work as
being two different activities, nor that the former follows naturally from the lattfr.
The relationship between them is not so simple. If we are interested in, concernpd
about, or committed to, educating people about a TV series, in this instance, then
our knowledge of education has to inform the way in which we construct the
theoretical work. We are involved in such work not simply to increase our own
understanding, but to provide opportunities for anyone to be able to learn apd
understand. This process depends on the contribution of our actual, or potentif11,
students whose opinions and knowledge of television already exists, is not waiting
for us to formulate the discipline. If we want to teach cultural studies then we must
take account of the fact that it is a 'live' area of knowledge and that members of that
culture participate in -its development. - To· suggest that we try to suspend the
production of teaching materials whilst we try to sort out what to teach them is to
overrate our own role in this field and to ignore, even deny, the importance of our
students.110
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A fundamental problem that was to bedevil SEFT for the remaining decade of its existence
was an increasing separation of its constituencies into higher education on the one hand
and schools/further education colleges on the other. The reply to their complaints is m.ade
by Phillip Drummond, one of the contributors to The Sweeney issue, who mostly limits his
response to a defence of his own piece. Rather than examine what deeper concerns might
be underlying their antagonism to The Sweeney issue Drummond, a polytechnic lecturer, is
dismissive of their arguments. LI I He asserts that 'Screen Education and the Society ~ a
whole needs stronger and more rigorous opponents if it is to progress within that circuit of
undeniably difficult and intricate problems over film, TV and media studies which forms
its necessary trajectory.tll2

The subsequent Editorial in Screen Education 24- recognises that there may be a problt(m
for the journal as it addresses an expanding constituency. I I3 It is not going to be able to
promote the development of screen education practice substantially if the readers are
alienated by being told that they are not worthy of the journal. Recognising too that
individual readers will be · at the very different stages of accessing screen education
knowledge and practice when fIrst coming into contact with the journal, the

Edito~al

determines to adopt a more flexible approach. This had been a long-term problem that

Screen Education of the 1960s had solved by having a series of topics, such as Film
Making or Higher Education, and within an erratic cycle each topic would in turn dom~te
a specifIc issue. Therefore if a reader remained a subscriber for just a few years, s/he
would have covered all the territory and the articles would then become repetitive.

Such

was the pace and intensity of developments in screen education in the 1970s that even if
such a mechanistic device had seemed justifIable, it would have served only to exclude ~he
readership further.

For the remainder of Alvarado's editorship until mid-1978, Screen Education ceased to
group articles into specifIc issues in order to achieve a topical coherence. 114

The

expectation was that if issues appeared less monolithic, readers would not fInd thejournal
so daunting.

It was clear that if an account were presented as work in progress apd

accompanied by other unrelated articles also of other work in progress, readers might fInd
it easier to seek out their own individual points of accommodation. The previous chapter
demonstrated that there had been signifIcant growth in fIlm and television teaching by the
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mid 1970s.

While many teachers might have access to the SEFT journals, what they

lacked was up-to-date material for use in the classroom.

Indeed one of the persistent problems for film and television teachers had always been
around issues of contemporaneity. The reliance on, for example, BFI selected extracts in
teaching inevitably meant that what was chosen for use in the classroom might be dated by
the time it became available there.

The gradual introduction of video recorders into

schools and subsequently a relaxation in copyright law on broadcast material -began. to
change this in as much as a greater range of visual texts became accessible. But as the
nature of film and television study shifted from the study of the text in isolation to
investigations of how texts were produced, teachers lacked information.

Two books

coming from authors who were key figures in the Screen Education project addressed $is
directly: Making Legend of the Werewol/ 15 and Hazell- the making of a TV series.ll~

The former by Buscombe was a detailed account of the making of a 'typical' British feature
film of the period, where the author had been allowed access to the various stages of
production and promotion of the film. A 16 mm print, extracts and slides from the film
were available for hire to accompany the use of the book. Valuable for teachers, Makif'g

Legend of the Werewolf had the additional advantage of being usable by students and was
priced so that a set of textbooks might be ordered. Not all teachers were convinced of the
book's usefulness as a text book.

Foster in reviewing it found much to complain a\)qut,

both in terms of its accessibility for students and in its theoretical stance, which he saw as
extending the territory of the auteur theory to cover many of those working as specialists in
various subsidiary film crafts. 117

Hazell - the making of a TV series was by Alvarado and Buscombe. They did- hav~ a
specific readership in mind.
The book is intended for all with an intelligent interest in television, though within
that audience we have particularly addressed ourselves to teachers at secondary and
further education level who may be teaching television, possibly in the context of a
media studies course. We hope that for them this book will ' provide some 'ba,sic
material on the television production system, material which is difficult for them to
obtain by themselves. I 18
The series of TV monographs published by the BFI had tended to concentrate on the nonfiction output of television. This book deliberately addressed that omission and more
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significantly it engaged with the complexity of the enterprise that it sought to describe. The
monographs had generally been concerned with the consumption stage of the television
process; this book addressed the production stage.
It is useful to consider the phenomena that were Screen and Screen Education against

that of the earlier journals Scrutiny and The Use of English. The backdrop to Scrutiny has
been examined in detail by Mulhern in his book The Moment of Scrutiny. 119 Com~ng
their operational context with that of Screen and Screen Education is valuable in that what
emerges are revealing contrasts and similarities between them.

Scrutiny in the 1930s

grew out of the recently established English School at Cambridge. Cambridge University
had been late in setting up such a school and ·thereby freeing English ·from its previous
home in Anglo-Saxon Studies. Scrutiny reflected the energies of a group of univers,ty
teachers and their ex-students who wished to promote a particular approach to literature
through practical criticism. Screen operated at an earlier stage in the evolution of film
study. There was no established place in the academy apart from the SladeSch00l of Art
(within University College, London) and the extra-mural courses also offered by Londpn
University.120 With the effective dismantling of the BFI Education Department as the
'embryonic academy', Screen had no academy to play to and, as argued elsewhere, it was
deliberately non-academic.
But Scrutiny and Screen were in turn connected with a particular generation of the
intelligentsia. For Scrutiny it was the grammar-school scholarship boys who entered
Cambridge between the two world wars and probably saw themselves as spearheading an
attack on the classical tradition of teaching English 121. They were however still advocatifIg
an essentially conservative approach in their recognition of a 'great tradition'. The SEFT
journal provided a base for a differently motivated post-1968 student generation who saw
themselves as disenfranchised. In practice they represented a range of left positions ~d
were the intellectual legacy of various political parties. What they had in common

w~

a

belief in the inescapability of politics in the theories they wished to develop.
It was axiomatic given their political beliefs that those involved with either of the SEFT
journals would avoid the formation of any hierarchical situation in their working togethfr.

Scrutiny however had had as its focus F R Leavis, who, though in many ways marginal to
the academy at Cambridge, was nevertheless unusually influential as a teacher. Screen and

Screen Education were ultimately the journals of SEFT and answerable to its-Executive-
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Committee which in turn was answerable to members at the AGM. 122 Nevertheless both
groups were distinguished by their conviction and unity around their respective projects.
One notable area of similarity is that both Scrutiny and Scree" ,had partner 'educational
publications'; for Scrutiny it was The Use of English 123 and for Screen, the 'revis~d'

Screen Education. In each case the educational journal operated independently and in
practice found itself addressing a different constituency with a separate group of authors
contributing to each magazine. This pattern of repetition some forty years on does seem, to
reveal an inherent distinction in British education where it is considered proper that the
practical needs of teachers should be addressed separately. In its fmal years this would
become an even bigger issue for SEFT.

Scrutiny and also The Use of English had as their readership- the disciples of Leavis.. in
many classrooms. A whole generation of post-war English teachers contained many wpo
were taught or influenced by Leavis. These teachers passed on their enthusiasm for the
Great Tradition to the generation of students that were then to be so affected by the failed
student revolution of 1968. It has been shown that the debates ' in the 1969170 Scre-~124
involving Robin Wood and Alan Lovell demonstrated how persistent the Leavis influeI\ce
was beyond the study of English literature. 125 The 'disenfranchised' who were involved
in Screen found themselves in a different situation. They were on the attack yet they were
state-subsidised. Their chosen area of interest was not accepted in the academy, yet by
their efforts it would be. They resisted being labelled academics yet they were fill
academics-in-waiting. 126 According to Alvarado they all agreed at the time on the
Gramscian distinction between the 'academic' and the 'intellectual' and saw themselves in
the latter categoryl27. Mulhern writes ofthe small circle around Leavis:
They cast themselves as 'outlaws' whose purpose was to save 'the essential na~e '
of the Tripos from a narrow academicism that now threatened to extinguish it. 128
Some would contest that whereas Scrutiny and The Use of English transformed English
studies, SEFT both created a new subject area and transformed other disciplines in the
humanities, including English studies. But it is in the very different political stance of the
two journals that the greatest discrepancy is to be observed. As Mulhern remarked in the
year after Th~ Moment of Scrutiny was published,129 he had tried to demonstrate in QIat
book that Scrutiny's commitment to notions of culture and community had the determin'lte
effect of a 'categorial dissolution of politics as such'. Screen came with a very different
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stance. As Alvarado explained, 'We saw ourselves as the cultural ann of the New Left
Review ie independent left and not doctrinaire. We were interested in thinking aesthetics
politically;,130

The comparison · of Screen Education with the · Use of English reveals

instruc~ve

differences. Film and television study and the emergence of media studies were gnr;s
roots, bottom-up enterprises.

The 1970s intellectuals were not the fIrst group of

dissatisfIed learners to see screen education as an enterprise worth pursuing. The Society
of Film Teachers had been started by those who were involved in the post-war emergency
teacher training programme, whether as mature students or lecturers. Their dissatisfaction
was partly with the abbreviated courses that the exigencies of the post-war situation
imposed, but it also had some similarity with those of the 1970s' graduates. Both groups
saw fIlm as something more signifIcant in society that needed .recognition in the educatipn
system beyond its instrumental use as an audio visual aid. What the pioneers of the 1940s
could not anticipate was that they were creating in SFT an entity that a later generation
would inhabit and transform.

In the mid-1970s, it was the journal Screen · Education that still connected . with

~e

grassroots. Screen's contribution has continued to be celebrated in the anthologies of fIJm
theory designed for university students and its theoretical writings have thereby achieved a
landmark status. However, to trace the evolution of the transition from screen education
into media studies and the transmission of those ideas through the education system then it
is Screen Education which more adroitly documents the legitimate history of the 1970s.

Various issues that had been contentious within the SEFT Committee and Screen Editorial
Board were confronted at the Society'S Annual General Meeting in November 1976.
Normal AGM procedure was to request from each · candidate standing for the SEFT
Executive a 300 word statement in support of that candidate. On this occasion eight
members of the Committee who were standing for re-election produced and circulated to
only part of the electorate a 'Provisional Policy Document for the SEFT'. 131 Covering fIve
A4 pages of closely typed documentation, the signatories argued that they were addr~~ng
'a lack of consistency in the Society's policy during the past year'. A further fIve who w~re
also standing for the Committee had joined the eight, so that there was in effect a 15 strong
ticket.
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The minutes of this AGM (taken by Brewster) provide an unusually detailed record of the
discussion. 132 On the basis of this account, the meeting would appear to have been divided
between those who were schoolteachers and those in higher education. But there were
schoolteachers among the 13 signatories, so whilst the secondarylhigher split was
undoubtedly a feature of the Society's make-up, there were broader issues which had their
origins in divisions within the Screen Editorial Board where that journal's promotion of a
psychoanalytical dimension to film theory had become the focus of dispute. ·

The

importance of the policy document was in its careful construction, so that its thrust wolfld
not be that contentious for a generally left leaning constituency, provided of course that
when it came to the vote, there would be an organised core of support for the agreed ticket.
In practice, of the 130 members present, it seems that some 90 had ·come prepared to back

the document. 133 Both the contents of the document and how it had been selectivtily
circulated were discussed acrimoniously and at length during the meeting.

If the document was designed to provide a mechanism for separating the factions within
the Society, the timing and the targets were carefully chosen: schoolteachers who mi&ht
already feel uneasy at the pressure that was then being exerted on left sympathisers within
state education following the Great Debate. It was the perceived neglect of the needs of
teachers that the four who resigned form the Editorial Board had used in part tojustify
their resignations.

Lovell and Williams were present at the AGM and vocal in

support for the teacher constituency.134

th~ir

SEFT was about to armounce plans to produce

teaching materials for classroom use in schools. It had previously acted as a distributor for
ILEA materials, making them ·available to teachers outside London but SEFT had

Il€~er

produced any of its own. Here was an area where the Society had produced nothing yet, so
there was no one directly responsible whose work would be implicitly criticised. Thus the
nature of the proposal might be framed in such a way in the policy document as to impinge
only on those schoolteachers who were not of the 'hard left'. It would produce a defensive
reaction from them, since such teachers would inevitably see agreement with its
implementation as likely to place them in a very exposed position. Therefore they would
consider that they must oppose the Policy Document. By this device they might be forced
into further isolation by the election process.
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It would seem that the authors of the Provisional Policy Document had devised a carefully

constructed strategy to isolate those teachers who were hesitant about the unrelenting
politicisation of the Society's projects. Thus in support of SEFT'-s production

of.teac~ng

materials the following statement was included.
The decision of the Executive Committee to investigate the production of
educational materials is an important innovation in the Society's work. A
tremendous void exists in this area, and our work here could be of real value to
teachers, but we feel that one danger must be avoided, namely the production of
materials on a simple technical basis, without taking into account the ideological
use to which they are necessarily subject in the school context. Therefore we
propose that materials should be considered which allow the progressive teacher to
use them in the context of ideological contradictions within the media, and that
their technical production should not be separated from considerations of their
potential political use in schools. J35 .
Willemen recalls how careful preparations had been made for the AGM with planning
meetings involving selected members from the SEFT Committee and from both Editorial
Boards. 136

The first stage of the manoeuvre at the AGM was to replace Mottershead as

Chairman. Steve Neale, one of the Policy Document's signatories, was elected Chainnan,
achieving an almost two to one majority.l37 Mottershead maintains that he was unaware
that this coup was about to happen and only subsequently realised that there had been 'a
conspiracy to take SEFT down a radical road' .138 Foster agrees that the retiring commi~ee
was unprepared for this 'orchestration of the opposition' though he acknowledges that the
signatories were not a 'tightly knit group'. 139

Geraghty's view is that the Policy

Document group succeeded in their objective of replacing a committee that had been
sympathetic to teachers. 140 Williams describes the'result succinctly: 'We lost' .141

Neale had produced his own 'discussion document' in support of his candidature which
had a three-point agenda for future SEFT priorities. 142 These were: mutual co-operation
with the Independent Film Producers' Association (IFPA); a clear and coherent socialist
theory of education; and a coherent socialist analysis of the ideological apparatus tqat
television represented. The poor condition of the SEFT archives is a particular problem
here in that Neale under his third priority area states that 'Colin MacCabe's proposals
should be taken seriously'. No trace of these propgsals has been found.

Of

gre~st

significance in Neale's manifesto is the prominence he gives to co-operation with the
IFP A. This group would form in the 1980s the basis of a third constituency within SEFT.
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In the subsequent SEFT Committee elections after Neale had taken over as Chairman, all
remaining Policy Document signatories were elected, filling twelve of the top fourteen
places in the members' poll. As a consequence there were only fOUI remaining committee
places to be filled and three of these were taken by the re-election of previous committee
members, presumably those who were considered least objectionable by the Policy
Document groUp.143

In interview MacCabe made reference to 'the GrealylWollen

document', the genesis of which followed the · 1976 AGM.

This too has not proved

traceable. MacCabe's recollection was that the GrealylWollen document laid down !pe
I

parameters for the subsequent SEFTIScreenlScreen Education relationship and how it
would in future be formally manifested. 144
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CHAPTER SIX 1978-1982
SEFT UNLIMITED ·
As Screen got locked into bitter internal debate, much of the original energy and
excitement of the original project was refound in the society's new magazine
Screen Education where concern both with secondary teaching and popular culture
were very much to the fore.
Colin MacCabe, 1985
Screen, under new editorship, becomes less committed to theory and more to exploring a
broader perspective on practices ofrepresentation while Screen Education's new editor
regularly features the emerging area ofcultural studies. In 1980 a change ofpersonnel in
key positions at the BFIforces a review ofSEFT's situation since both journals have
changed course and the Society 's role beyond publishing the journals is unclear. A
resurgent Education Department wants SEFT to have an identity distinctive from the
Department's. The new BFI Director sees SEFT in a campaigning role and producing
only one journal. SEFT, swayed by the prestige which Screen still holds and the income it
produces, keeps Screen and abandons Screen Education by 1982.

Douglas Lowndes left the Educational Advisory Service at the end of 1976, shortly after
the SEFT Annual General Meeting.

He wrote a substantial document for his BFI

colleagues, which had been occasioned by the events of the AGM.

He presumably (elt

justified in his frankness by his imminent departure. What he wrote is indicative of the
relative status of SEFT and EAS at the time. Lowndes clearly believed that the ability of
some SEFT members to organise and dominate the Society would have repercussions at
theBFI.
This situation forces the department into a crisis situation because distribution of
the SEFT document coincides with the imminent appointment of a new head of
EAS and the governors' seminar on BFI policy. I
He ·was aware that members ofEAS who had, as SEFT members, opposed the SEfT
policy document might wish to pursue the production of an oppositional documept.
Lowndes is against such a move, as any BFI statement in the circumstances 'would suffer
from the historically confused status of the SEFTIEAS relationship and lack of clear
policy, agreed,on what should be their priorities,.2 Instead he feels that the' Department
should write its own policy to 'end any fears both within the department and in SEFT tqat
some institutional intervention might be attempted by myself or other members of the
department regarding the future of SEFT'. Lowndes clearly felt that he must be seen to be
ruling out any such actiofl.3
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At the heart of Lowndes's paper is his articulation of concern at the potential for problems
in SEFT's relationship with teachers.

He detects 'the inherent contradiction between

radical theory and formal education as represented by curriculum projects"
consortia and regional curriculum initiatives,.4

O~level

He indicates that he has some sympatpy

with those who had taken charge of SEFT at their AGM and yet is specific as to the
inherent dangers. 'SEFT must know the dangers of a policy that runs the risk of alienating
traditional, or even progressive, teachers'. 5

Lowndes was aware of the damage that '¥ d

been done to the Education Department in 1971 when a very questionable distinction had
been made between giving support and advice to teachers on the one hand and the
development of theory on the other. He fears that a similar rift now threatens SEFT.
'What however is not acceptable is the setting up of a critique of SEFT on the

ideol~al

dichotomy of teachers work being opposed to intellectual activity.,6

He clearly feared that those activists who attended the SEFT AGM would have
expectations that EAS should follow suit. He argues that EAS will be in a better position
to support SEFT if it is not perceived within the BFI as simply following a SEFT initiative.
He specifically cautions that 'departmental work must be clearly marked out from that of
SEFT'. 7

As to the role of the SEFT journals his views are very specific.

It should be apparent that I envisage Screen Education as the radical arm of screen
education practices and it should not be associated with formal LEA c1assfO<?m
projects. By advocating that role [as a politically active journal] for Scref:n
Education I envisage its life, in that form, being not more than two or three years!8

Screen is perceived as less of a problem.

'I consider their project a correct one, the

introduction of psychoanalysis, semiology and social theory into film and TV study.,9

The BFI records contain several subsequent drafts for an EAS Policy Statement proposed
by the remaining members of the deparment during December 1976 and January 1977.
Whether a final agreed version of such a draft ever emerged, it is, at the current stage of
consolidation of the BFI Document Archive, impossible to say.

Of more immediate

importance to SEFT was the reaction of the BFI Governors to developments in the Society.
Jim Hillier, the Acting Head of Educational Advisory Service after Lowndes had left, hfld
to defend SEFT.

10

He produced a very convincing document which was incorporated into

the Director's 1977 Report on Grant-in-Aid Bodies.

In the minutes of their meeting at
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which the report was received, the Governors were recorded as being very positive about
the Institute's support for SEFT. lI

Hillier had presented the Society as 'a professional society of educators' which had
produced 'one of the foremost journals in the English speaking world' .

He argued that

Screen had 'unjustifiably' become the main activity by which SEFT was noticed.
Accordingly he drew attention first to Screen Education which had ' a very substantial
international reputation' and then to SEFT's Weekend Schools, Easter School -and its
Regional GrOUpS.12

What Hillier was able still legitimately to do was present SEFT as

'the only major national professional society representing the interests and concerns of
teachers and lecturers involved in film and television study in secondary and higher
education,.13

While such a professional body might expect BFI's support, it would be

increasingly difficult for SEFT in the 1980s continue to match up to Hillier's description.

Lowndes has claimed that he and Director Lucas, sharing an art college background, were
not dissimilar in their assessments of situations. 14 It is possible that Lucas was influenced
by Lowndes's document, as the Director's response to the latter's departure was to take time
in appointing a replacement. Interviews were set up in late spring 1977, but there

w~re

clearly still unresolved issues.
During the course of interviewing for a new Head of the BFI' s Educational
Advisory Service, a number of issues arose about the BFI's educational role which
I felt worth airing more widely before an appointment was made. 15
Lucas then decided to consult widely on the purpose and function of the Educational
Advisory Service. This included the setting up of a series of seminars with BFI' s contacts
representing the different sectors of education. 16 Given the numbers of teachers, lectu~ers
and other educationists invited to offer their opinions, the consultation produced a very
long list of proposals which the increasingly cash-strapped BFI was in no position to
address. 17

The one definite proposal was for -a new post of Research and Higher Education Officer.
Though the title was new, two of the proposed post's main duties were ones that EAS supI
had been familiar with for some time: advising higher education institutions on film and
television study and promoting in-service courses for teachers. Only 'the supervision and
administration of a research programme' was novel. J8 To describe it as 'new' is misleading:-
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Whannel had seen this as a desirable function of his Education Department.

Indeed

several of his staff had researched books during their employment, albeit without anyone
being officially paid to do any research.

It was the Governors' · antipathy to

suc~

a

theoretical and research emphasis that led to Whannel's resignation and the redesignatipn
of the Education Department as the Educational Advisory Service.

Unsurprisingly

therefore the research post never materialised and Lucas retired at the end of 1978.

A research post was a particularly inappropriate ·outcome from the consultation siQce
Lucas's starting point had been the aftermath of the 1976 York conference. In his letfer
inviting participants to the seminars, Lucas referred to 'film/TVImedia studies' and asks of
the move to media studies 'is this a productive shift?,19
Lowndes's successor was unexpected.

The appointment made as

Richard Sherrington was not known in screen

education circles; he was an audiovisual aids specialist from the British Council. Saqly
Sherrington never took up the post. He was killed in an airplane hi-jack in the final weeks
of his British Council employment. The post of head of EAS was then offered to and
accepted by Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, who had recently resigned as Editor of Sel'et{n.

During the interregnum the Deputy Head, Jim Hillier, had again taken over as Acting Head
of EAS. It fell to Hillier not only to defend the BFI's grants to SEFT but also to intercede
on behalf of Lucas when the · latter was under persistent pressure from the

Nat~al

Association for Film Education (NAFE), which by 1977 had been in existence for

~ix

years. 20 It was sufficiently recognised to merit inclusion alongside SEFT when Visual

Education ran a group of articles on 'Film and Television Studies in the UK' in April
1977?1

NAFE's distance from SEFT's thinking may be deduced from the NAfE

contribution to the articles. NAFE welcomes the 'Great Debate' and sees it as a helpful
intervention and believes that Callaghan's curriculum reform will embrace film and
television. As a consequence these areas will be retrieved from their isolation from the
curriculum, an isolation produced by the action of many film teachers who 'have
contributed to this situation in some measure either through their own lack of vision, or
through their prior commitment to other goals, such as political change (or sometimes their
own academic advancement). ,22

It is clear from the article that NAFE had taken over two of the 1960s' SEFT's successful

enterprises - the fortnight Summer School at the Glamorgan College of Education and the
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London Co-operative Society's 'Let's Make a Film Festival'. Indeed these are the only two
NAFE events that are identified in the article. There is no evidence available as to NAFE
after 1977, though the 'Let's Make a Film Festival' survived into the 1990s when, -as the
'Young People's Film and Video Festival', it celebrated its 25th anniversary in 1991 at the
National Museum of Photography, Film and Television.23 The Co-op was still the primary
promoter, but NAFE had long before been replaced by the BFI.

SE FT and BFI together had been the most influential bodies in the slow evolution of
screen education into media education during the post war decades; however t1¥s
leadership would be challenged in the 1980s particularly by institutions that were able to
deliver courses directly to full-time students. The University of London Institute of
Education's Department of Educational Media had become significant in the evolution of
media education by the end of the 1970s. Previously the only screen education offered at
the Institute had been within its Teachers' Centre, run by David Johnstone, an early
advocate of film teaching. In spring 1959 the Centre had offered a one term evening
course on 'Film Appreciation in Secondary Schools'. The course tutor had been
Whannel and his guest lecturers had come from both BFI and SEFT.

24

P~dy

A similar

arrangement had supported 'The Cinema and the Teacher' in spring 1968. This too had
been a joint BFIISEFT arrangement but with a later generation of personnel from those
organizations, with Victor Perkins as course-tutor.

The synopsis in the Teachers' Centre

leaflet reflects the period:
This course has been designed to introduce teachers to the practicality of the study
of film in all senses, including the consideration of feature films and the use of film
as a liberal catalyst helping to break down the rigours of traditional subject
barriers. 25
With Johnstone's initial encouragement Bob Ferguson, the new departmental head, had
been able to move what was essentially an audio-visual aids support section into a training
department for media teachers. - -The first step had been to offer those studying for tpe
postgraduate certificate in education (the PGCE teacher training qualification) the optipn
of taking a combined English and Media course. Then with the recruitment of Alvarado
and Phillip Drummond to its staff, the department was able to offer from 1981 an MA in
Film and Television Studies for Education, on both a full-time and part-time ~.26
Almost simultaneously the Post-graduate Diploma in Film Study at the Polytechnic of
Central London was modified so that it became the first stage qualification en route to an
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MA. Those in the metropolitan area therefore, by the early 1980s, had the choice between
two Masters degrees. The Institute provided for the teacher or further education lecturer
looking for an in-service qualification; the Polytechnic perhaps attracted more of those
with ambitions to teach in higher education?7

The Institute's MA required students to submit a dissertation and to sit three examination
papers of three hours each with a student answering three questions per paper. The papers
were:
Paper 1: The Theory and Practice of Film and Television Education.
Paper 2: Film and Television History and Theory.
Paper 3: Children, Education and Television.
After the first year an alternative Paper 3 was made available: Realist and Anti-Realist Theory and Practice in Film and Television. 28
The question papers in the early years were demanding, perhaps less so for those who were
regular readers of Screen and Screen Education.

A question from the 1982 paper

provides a convincing example.
To what extent do you think it is desirable and possible to utilise 'structural
analysis' of film and television narrative in the classroom? Answer with reference
to: either Levi Strauss's work on myth; or Metz's syntagmatic analysis of film; or
Barthes' work on the codes of narrative. 29
As Ferguson, Alvarado and at Drummond were all at this time members of the -Screen

Education Board, students were no doubt advised as to the advantages of their joinipg
SEFT. SEFT itself would benefit as students from the PGCE course when taking up
teaching posts would be available to be recruited to play volunteer roles within SEFT.
Those who joined SEFT from the Institute would have been subscribing at a time when ~e
Society was beginning to face fmancial difficulties.

These would not have been

immediately apparent since the Institute's Library had shelves stacked with volumes of

Screen and Screen Education from the 1970s. Close inspection of the issues around the
end of the 1970s would have revealed evidence of the transitional processes that -b<?th
journals were undergoing.

Perhaps the main article of interest in Screen Education 26 (published in Spring 1978) was
that on 'Examinations and Strategies' by James Donald. 3o There are two reasons for this
interest. Firstly Donald would-shortly be appointed Editor in succession to Alvarado and
secondly because the issue of examinations highlighted a dilemma for SEFT. The wider
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society valued examinations and for working-class students examination success had for
decades provided the route that enabled them to achieve.

On the other hand 'the

examination system · is bound to determine and · limit subject areas, and must ultimatrly
stifle the radical potential of the space that any new subject area may create,.31 Among the
journal's readers were those members of the various consortia who were teaching the GCE

o

Level in Film Study who would have wished to counter the argument. For them the

recognition and money that teaching film had· now achieved at institutional level was
directly attributable to the status that being able to offer a GCE examination conferred.

The most significant part of Donald' s article for the purposes of this investigation is when
he poses 'the sensitive question of SEFT's own location in the social formation - it is, after
all, funded mainly by the State (although at third or fourth hand). · How long will its
privileged license [sic] as an oppositional clerisy be secure?,32 Donald then contrasts
SEFT with the Media Studies Association. The latter was a short lived attempt to have a
professional body for media teachers whereas Donald clearly sees SEFT, long established
as such a body for teachers 0f film and television, as something very different. He (\Sks
'How can SEFT most effectively intervene in the current debate (the struggle between
ideologies about education) -- crucially at the level of theory, but also politically?,33 He
wants to put on the agenda 'the question of SEFT's relationship to the organised working
class' .34

The questions around SEFT's status and role would stay unresolved for ~e

remainder of the Society's existence.

A response to Donald is provided by 'Reading the Realist Film' which is the most extensive
article in the issue. 35 Taking up a debate that had been running in Screen, the author Tony
Stevens, having engaged with ·the theoretical arguments, enquires as to the role· that .this
theory of realism plays in the teaching of film. For Stevens the class struggle is at the heart
of the realism debate because 'For the ruling class film language is transparent,
communicating or expressing a world of meaning which confirms its rule' .36 Teaching
'realism' therefore means engaging with the class struggle and demonstrating to -workingclass students that realism is 'the very term of the involvement of film in that struggle,.37

Screen Education 27 (the last to credit Alvarado as Editor) has an editorial which seeks to
identify the problems confronting both BFl and SEFT in the development of a British film
culture. The BFI is perceived as making a virtue of its reluctance to adopt a politK;al-
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stance, since in so doing it avoids being targeted by those who might take a different
stance. But Screen Education argues that not taking a political stance is by default the
adoption of a political stance. It argues that pre-1971, SEFT too had avoided

takin~

a

political stance but had subsequently decided that 'fmancially and institutionally, it was in
a key position to attempt to make a more serious and sustained intervention into the
existing British film and TV culture' .38 To assist in the widening of the horizons of the
Society's work, 'education' was defined in its widest sense. 'As all practices

arepolit~cal

so too are they educational' .39

Alvarado was joined in the editing of this issue by Roy Stafford and Elizabeth Cowie. The
established practice was for Alvarado to draft an editorial and for the issue editors then to
comment. 40 Given that Alvarado was on the point of leaving SEFT, perhaps here he 'Was
concerned to redefme the Society's fundamental task and the distinctiveness of its status in
relation to the BFI. However it is clear that, whatever means are to be employed, both
organisations have a fundamental responsibility to film culture.

It would become

increasingly apparent in the succeeding years that the territory which the BFI and SEfT
had once occupied in isolation would be increasingly impinged upon as higher educatipn
expanded and academics saw the potential for developing courses in a wide range of new
study areas (Communications/CulturelMedialFilm). These would necessarily include the
study of film and television.

Although Screen Education 28 was the first to have Donald credited as Editor, its editorial
is signed by Donald, Alvarado, Richard Collins and Bob Ferguson.

It reads as a

continuation of the thinking of the previous editorial and attempts to define 'the central
concern of Screen Education' or at least to identify the kinds of questions that need to be
asked if someone is to 'teach about film and television against the grain of both the

me~ia

and the education system,.41 In the light of how Screen Education's priorities were to
change under the new editorship, it is less important to list here what the questions were
than to note how Screen Education still clearly saw its role as being in the arena of
teaching film and television. There was then an assumption that those choosing to- enRage
in this arena were politically progressive. If Screen had championed certain theorists, here

Screen Education would promote Gramsci and Bourdieu.
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By Screen Education 29 there were two new members of the editorial board: Simon Frith,
a lecturer in sociology and Irene Payne, a London teacher. The issue's innovation was to
foreground articles on·sexuality, the principal ones being by Frith and Angela McRebbie.
McRobbie was a research student at the Leicester Centre for Mass Communicatipn
Research who would succeed Donald and become Screen Education's fmal editor for it is
closing issues. There had been little previous contact between SEFT and the Leicester
Centre.

McRobbie's involvement and Frith's being on the· board were indicative, of

Donald's intention to seek contributions from institutions that had previously not had

~

effective connection with SEFT. Another relatively new contributor was Jo Spence, cofounder of Photography Workshop, whose article explored how class was insufficiently
considered in the representation of women. The third contributor on sexuality was Gregg
Blachford, a member of Gay Left collective, who wrote on pornography and its potential
for subversive readings.

Given the new territory which these articles were introducing to Screen Education,. the
introductory editorial refers back to the beginnings of the revived Screen Education and to
its declaration that the journal had to be involved in the construction of the theory that
would support the film and television teacher. The editorial concedes that the articles may
be read as provocative but argues that together they change the way in which much of the
then current teaching about stereotyping was being effected. Simply to deplore the use of
stereotypes as demeaning to individuals who might be thereby identified was to miss the
fundamental point that stereotypes were 'ideological constructions with determinate
politicaloutcomes,.42

At this period, Donald, as both Education Officer and Editor of Screen Educatit?n,

established closer contact with the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultllpll
Studies. 43 There had been little contact between it and SEFT for most of the 1970s, despite
the broad similarity of their projects. It might be assumed that the BCCCS, housed within
the University of Birmingham's English Department, would have been the betterfund;ed
organisation. It seems however that SEFT with its two printed journals and four staff was
in the stronger position. The Birmingham Centre for many years had only duplication
facilities by which it published the papers of its research graduates. Screen's contributors
had access to a more prestigious form of publication. Notably absent from the Centre's
research programme were papers on aspects of film.

The reason was simple.

While
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Screen, through its BFI connection, had easy access to screening facilities, the
Birmingham Centre could not even afford a 16 mm projector. 44

Stuart Hall (Acting Director of the Centre from 1968-72 and then Director till ·1978)
welcomed Donald's involvement of researchers and staff from the Centre in writing for

Screen Education and he subsequently regretted its ceasing publication since he regarded
it as the more accessible of SEFT's magazines. 45 The Centre's relationship with Screen
had been rather different. The . contacts between them had · been limited. Screen . ~ad
published an article by Rosalind Coward to which the Centre had responded. 46 Cowcyd
had attacked both Screen and the Centre. In his editorial introducing Coward's article,
Nowell-Smith had summarised her attack on Screen, where he considered that she was
claiming that the journal had 'failed to develop adequately certain implications of its work
on representation'. Her onslaught on the Centre was more severe,
... arguing that its theory of culture as an expression of class and class interests fails
to recognise, in fully Marxist terms, the complexity of the way 'cultural'
representations are produced and the determining action of the means of
representation (with its attendant possibilities of subject position) on ~he
represented. 47
In its defence, the Centre sought fust 'to repudiate the sectarian manner in which this attack
was conducted,.48 The authors from the Centre felt that Coward had picked only two of its
papers and generalised her attack from these. Hall now concedes that Coward was couect
in demonstrating that the Centre whilst 'always at a distance from a full-blown theoreticist
paradigm' retreated into 'an anthropological class-based version of culture'.49

It is useful to compare the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies apd

SEFTIScreenlScreen Education as 1970s institutions.

There were several notable

similarities. Each was regarded as potentially subversive by a larger 'parent' institution,
respectively the University of Birmingham and the British Film Institute. This reputation
for subversiveness then served to attract graduate students to Binningham and acti¥ists to
SEFT. Marxist thinking was fundamental to both but, as John Ellis discovered

wh~n

joining SEFT after time spent researching at Birmingham, each answered to a very
different kind of Marxism. 5o Each had survived an attempt to close it down: SEFT when
Whannel and his colleagues resigned from the BF! in 1971 and BCCCS when it became
clear that Hoggart would not return to continue as Director of the Centre when he left his
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secondment to UNESCO in 1972. Both organisations survived these attempts, though by
different mechanisms: Rohdie deployed the activism of the New Left against a vulnerable
BFI management; · Hall called on ·the ·academic reinforcements of Raymond Williams. and
James Halloran. 51

The legacy of Leavis impinged on both SEPT and BCCCS and the shared intellectual quest
was for a more theoretical and less intuitive approach to their non-literary investigations.
In neither case would the search be for a home-grown replacement theory; the choice was

considered to lie between European and US alternatives. Both took the European option.

Screen defined itself by being outside the academy.

The Centre, despite its physical

location within the Birmingham University Campus, was effectively also operating outside
the academy. It· had from its inception in 1964 gathered together graduates engaged, in
collective research at a time when such a phenomenon had no formally agreed status
within the academy. 52

Perhaps it was this uncertainty around its position within the

University which resulted in the Centre neither approaching nor being approached by the
BFI when there was the offer of funded film lectureships. The Centre would certainly h,\ve
welcomed both the funding which the lectureship would have brought and the novel
intellectual stimulus that film study might have provided. Hall now regrets that no such
overture was ever made by either party. 'It would have been an inspired move but it never
happened. ,53

There were differences between SEFT and the Centre, as Hall acknowledges . . Since it was
he rather than Hoggart who had recognised the need to go beyond Leavis in the search for
theory and had therefore taken the Centre in that direction, Hall is perhaps being rather
self-effacing when he describes the Centre's approach as 'always bringing a low-flying
pragmatism to these over elaborated questions'. 54 Nevertheless 'there was a fundam~tal
difference specifically between Screen and the Centre in that Screen sought to develpp
theory while the Centre wanted to find a methodology for applying theory to society.
Hall's assessment is similar to that which Willemen would make.
Occupying Marxist theory at a very advanced level was for Screen· the only
justification needed for their politics .... Theory was operating in a realm of the9ry
which generated theory. 55
SEFT had two journals. Each needed to meet publication deadlines and to have copy ready
for the printers. This regime imposed its own discipline which was absent from the Ceooe
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where individual post-graduates worked at their own pace on their own projects. Each
journal wanted to demonstrate a collective authority in its publication, rather than
individual authorship.

The Editorial Board meetings were therefore experienced

~ry

differently by board members from the way in which the Centre's graduates were able to
move between a selection of 'work in progress' seminars. But some of the work presented
at these seminars found its way into the later issues of Screen Education.

By Screen Education 30 two additional members had been recruited to the Board.

~ey

were: Philip Simpson, who was the newly appointed Adult Education Officer in the BFf' s
Educational Advisory Service, and Madeleine McDonald, a member of the Faculty of
Education at the Open University. This issue would have reached members in the run-up
to the 1979 General Election. The tone of the editorial with its references to cuts, to- ,he
declining school population and to the wide circulation of 'a coherent critique from the
radical, populist Right' reflects what must have been the mood of many SEFT members. 56
The Screen Education project is defined. The statement takes on a political urgency and
is expressed with a precision of language that suggests the involvement of Jim Grealy, Qne
of the joint editors for that issue.
This project remains the elaboration of the theoretical bases of critical teaching
about film and television and an investigation of the relationship of these strategies
to the developing knowledge about the mass media's place in the social formation. 57
As a statement of intent it is wide ranging, but by virtue of its generality it will enable the
inclusion by the end of the next paragraph of 'socialists working within the educational and
cultural apparatuses' who can 'try to transform the relations of the State ... in the interests of
dominated social classes' .58

There follows the only piece that Donald would write for Screen Education dwing his
editorship, a response to the 1977 Green Paper Education in Schools, in which he calls for
'a theory of ideological struggle'.59 A role in this struggle is envisaged for SEFT, here
redefined as 'a cultural organisation' and associated with (among others) the Socialist
Teachers' Alliance.

Such organisations should, · Donald suggests, ' follow Gramsci and

produce 'a series of ideological, religious, philosophical, political and juridical polemi«s,
whose concreteness can be estimated by the extent to which they are convincing, and shift
the previously existing disposition of social forces,.6o

However since SEFT, Donald

concedes, is not a political party he is then somewhat constrained ·in what he proposes ·that-
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the Society may offer.
teachers.

What he does in the article is to prescribe a course of action for

Those in state education 'should be using all the resources available to them to

create an expanding layer of "organic intellectuals",.61

In the same issue Philip Simpson (a former college of education lecturer) writes about the

closure of many colleges of education (as the teacher training colleges had been redesignated). This had a particular resonance for lecturers in film where during-the 1960s
and early 1970s film and television study had found its only higher education niche. Nqw
it seemed that the small number of colleges offering such a specialism was threatened.
Simpson's case is that even though the consequences of the imminent fall in school pupil
numbers that had triggered the closure programme had been resisted by those working in
the colleges, this resistence had had almost no effect since decisions were being taken 01) a
simplistic numbers basis at a very remote governmental level. Readers of this issue would
have had to confront the disparity between what Donald was proposing as a potentially
influential role for SEFT (in the opening pages) and what Simpson was identifying as .the
reality dominating the lives of those who were college of education lecturers (at the back
of the journal). Perhaps this was an inevitable outcome for SEFT where the boards of its
journals were increasingly occupied by those furthest from the educational front lines.

Another new board member, John Tagg, then an art historian from Leeds University but
formerly at the BCCCS, had joined by Screen Education 31.

He had previously

contributed to Screen Education 28 where he had continued the interest that the journal
had been showing for several issues in photography. The poor quality of photographic
reproduction in Screen Education; consequent -upon the type of paper on which it was
printed, would soon be remedied with the introduction of a section printed on glossy pap~r,
starting with Screen Education 34. 62

Issue 31, with its contents generated entirely under Donald' s editorship, has a range of
articles covering areas which had been addressed in the previous sequence of issues. ThC(ir
diversity is used as justification for the reorientation of Screen Education which returns to
the recently abandoned practice of having a title for the issue. This one is 'Interventions'.
The logic of Screen · Education's shift from its original · limited concern with
teaching about film and television to engagement with broader cultural questions is
made clear by the way that certain issues cut across these articles. 63
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The rebranding it seems is now ajait accompli, though a specific announcement is made to
the effect that the next issue is going to include 'a new look at some of the central terms in
the field of film studies'. 64 However, when Screen Education 32/33 appeared its title was
'History/Technology/Culture' .
Francis Mulhern's book The Moment of Scrutiny had just been published. 65 This was an
account of the intervention by Leavis into the teaching of English. Screen Education
engages with the book's publication and Scrutiny is exhibited as an example of effec~ve
journalistic intervention into cultural practice. However the editorial has to concede that
'such journalism can only become effective if it fits in with a range of other - often more
direct - tactical engagements with educational practices and institutions,.66 By which one
must infer that the effectiveness of Leavis was probably more the result of cohorts of
Cambridge English graduates going into school teaching, than simply through $e
publishing of Scrutiny. What appears to be happening in this editorial is a retreat from its
previous hard-line position on the class struggle: 'we do not see a strategic perspective in
terms of donning a set of political certitudes like the team colours before a football
match,.67

Mulhern had argued that Scrutiny's flaw had been that it had attempted to

ignore politics. The lesson that Screen Education had taken from the Scrutiny experience
seemed to be that it might be in danger of going to the other extreme. If avoiding politics
was one danger, the other would be to retreat from 'a concern with specific cultural
struggles into a notion of politics as nothing but the clash of pre-given, economically
defmed class interests'. 68

Screen Education 32/33 despite its cover designation of 'History, ,Technology, Culture' is
divided into three different sections: 'On Photography', 'Studies in Film' and 'Culture apd
Communication'.

Another recruit had joined the Editorial Board: Hazel Carby, a

researcher at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies. At 100 pages the 'Studies in
Film' section dominates the issue. The editorial is more reflective and considered than
some of its immediate predecessors. This might have been stimulated by the arrival of
Anthony Smith as Director of the British Film Institute and his immediate intervention in
order to discover what the three grant- in-aid bodies did for the money the BFI allocated
for them.
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The editorial of this Screen Education is important for several reasons. Firstly the issue's
editors were members of the Educational Advisory Service. Simpson would soon take
over as Head of what would be once again known as the Institute's Education Departmept.
Cary Bazalgette would remain in the Department until 2007. Secondly it addresses the
issues raised at a conference 'Film and Media Studies in Higher Education' held in 1979.
Thirdly it identifies the question that must have perplexed readers who had been long-term
SEFT members: how was film study regarded in relation to the ever extending variety of
discourses that now preoccupied Screen Education?

Simpson's interventions at the BFI will be discussed subsequently. Undoubtedly his style
of management of the Department and his engagement with the Boards of both Screen

Education and then Screen would ·indicate that he was prepared to operate as Head ofthe
Department very much as Paddy Whannel had done. At this stage Simpson was notaqle
for being a long time SEFT member, an activist in the North East Film and Television
Teachers' Association and a former lecturer in film at Alnwick College of Education. He
had a very different pedigree from the other new recruits to the Screen Education Board.
(Bazalgette had been a member of the Board since joining Screen Education Notes in
1973.) Quite apart from their commitment to film study, both would have been very aware
of how the closely the SEFT journals were read and interpreted inside the British Film
Institute.

The 1979 Conference had been a very different event from that in York three years-earlier.
The differences reveal how rapidly the world of screen education within the UK wflS
changing. 'Film and Media Studies in Higher Education' had been held at the University of
London Institute of Education in summer 1979, promoted by both the EAS and the
Institute's Department of Educational Media. 'Media Studies' -now shared equal biUipg
with 'Film' in the conference title. Only three years earlier at York, the status of Meqia
Studies had still been in question. The York conference had been aimed at secondary
school teachers, but in attendance they had been outnumbered by other interested parties.
The 1979 conference had been for those in higher education and the attendance

~ad

reached 170.69 Indeed it seems that the expectation of the organisers had been such that
initially two separate conferences were envisaged to cope with the potential numbers. 7o At
the event numbers were so great that each individual seminar group contained around
thirty people.
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Simpson had delivered a paper at the conference where he had drawn on research that he
had carried out before joining the BF!. He revealed that the study of film was offered on
courses in fourteen colleges/departments of education, twenty two universities and
seventeen polytechnics. In five of the polytechnics, film was offered in more than one
department. 7 ) The attendance figures at the conference confirmed Simpson's research
which indicated that some fifty eight higher education departments already had staff
teaching film. · There were undoubtedly numerous other conference participants ahaut to
start such courses. A key paragraph in his report is revealing .
. " lectures and seminars are structured around perspectives opened up by film
theory in the last few years. Ideology and cinema has already been mentioned as an
important concern, but the more recent work on film derived from structural
linguistics and psychoanalysis also tends to be introduced in courses where ~he
teachers recognise an obligation to ensure that students who have committed most
of their final year to Film Studies have an awareness of the current issues in the
field. Meeting this sense of obligation can often present difficulties since few film
teachers would claim competence in those disciplines from which much film theory
is currently derived.72
This huge expansion had been carried out by lecturers who had only minimal - if any training in what they were teaching. Some students might be taught by lecturers who were
current recipients of the BFI funded university .lectureships.

Seven were in place at the

time, either directly BFI funded or formerly funded lectureships which had been taken over
by the universities. But most students were probably taught by lecturers who were aware
that film study was now supported by theory, but a theory of which they had only a limited
grasp. The conference might have assisted/alarmed them when they saw how manyoth,ers
shared their predicament.

It was in this environment that, as the Screen Education editorial reports, an atmosphere of

disenchantment was discernible. Given the background to the conference outlined above,
it is not surprising that negativity was to be found atthe event. Clearly expectations of the
new subject area had been high in some quarters since the editorial reports that the
accusation which had been voiced about Film and Media Studies was that 'it has not only
failed to undermine traditional academic hierarchies and practices but has even become
"just another discipline" itselr. 73 The editors suggest that the responsibility for this s~te
of affairs was judged by the dissatisfied participants to be the consequence of two flaws ; a
tendency to be ahistorical and to fetishise the film text. The editors refer to articles in the
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journal which they consider demonstrate that film study does not necessarily possess these
flaws and may therefore be read as a refutation of such claims.
A common implication of all these articles is that the 'object' of Film Studies is not
the film text as a unique object, but film-making practices (technological, industrfal
and semiotic), bodies of films conceptualised generically or according to th~ir
conditions of production, the history of film theory, and so on - in short, the
apparatus cinema. 74
Rather, they turn the argument back on the protesters at the conference and the protesters'
failure to conceptualise with equal rigour the institutional context in which Film and Media
Studies has been put to work - the education apparatus.

Clearly the editors were

determined to resist the level of dissatisfaction that had been directed against film study.
Some share of the responsibility .Jay with the institutions that had in effectdirecteq a
largely untrained workforce to teach in an emerging discipline, a discipline that was known
for its engagement with difficult theory.

Most importantly the editors seize the opportunity to commit the now wide-ranging Screen

Education to a definition of the specific version of film teaching that it wished to endorse.
It

... has a different and perhaps more precise educational purpose. This is to show
students how films produced within determinate socio-economic conditions
themselves produce meaning through systems of signification - meaning which Py
its modes of representation in turn sustains social identities and categories. Fi\m
Studies, in this view, is a way of challenging the ideological power of the cinema; it
can interrogate the nature and effectivity of the pleasure derived from films and can
give conceptual coherence to audiences' resistances to them. 75
Nevertheless Screen Education was being moved, by Donald, towards Cultural Studies.
At the end of the editorial the next issue, Screen Education 34, was trailed.

It woqId

focus on 'parallel growth in recent years of activities given coherence by notions of
'cultural struggle' and 'cultural studies,.76 Therefore there needed to be a clear link from the
statement of endorsement about the nature of film study to cultural studies articles ·w ith
which the readers would not already have been familiar.

This is approachFd

diplomatically, given how the editors had reacted to the conference.
Although the magazine occupies a space bounded neither by 'film culture' nor by
the context of school, college or university, it has to be responsive to what is
actually happening in those institutions. Because the journal's work is by definiti'pn
theoretical, it strives to be consistent and systematic in its analysis and the strate&ic
perspectives. But because it is precisely this theoretical work that makes it useful
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and effective, Screen Education will continue to be intellectually accessible and
open to the expression of different positions. 77
To demonstrate that it would deliver on this claim Screen Education 32/33 included an
article by Claude Bailble which was designed to relate technical knowledge to broader
considerations of film theory.78

Its translator was Susan Bennett whose expertise in

rendering difficult French constructions into accessible English had resulted in her falling
out of favour with Screen. But her style clearly fitted Screen Education's agenda and was
particularly appropriate for Bailble's writing which involved concepts from biolotp',
physics and mathematics and sought to connect the approach of the theorist with the
knowledge of the technical practitioner.

Thus for example he challenges the long

established notion that the spectator's engagement with the film was analogous- to herlhis
reading it. Instead he offers insights into what might be involved in the process of looking.

In February 1980 SEFT organised a weekend conference on 'Culture and Politics,.79 The
speaker invited to start the event was Francis Mulhern, Editor of New Left Books. Among
the other speakers were Stuart Hall; then recently arrived at · the -Open University, and
Ernesto Laclau, Lecturer in Politics at Essex University. Mulhern recalls that the m<¥n
interest generated by the event was how Hall and Laclau would interact. 80 It seems
probable that Screen Education 34 had been expected to publish papers from the
conference and space in the journal had been provisionally allocated accordingly. Only
MuIhern's introductory paper is printed as evidence of the conference. 81 There are pieces
by Hall and Laclau but unrelated to the conference.

The former reviews Raymond

Williams's Politics and Letters while the latter is represented by a paper delivered in
Montreal in 1979. 82 MuIhern's contribution is a model of good practice in getting a
conference off to a controversial start but without the publication of any of the responses, it
serves only to whet the appetite for what no longer follows.

As advertised in the preceding double issue, Screen Educatitm 34 engages with cultural
studies.

It begins by referring back to Screen Education 22 where the editors hfid

contested the separation of the elements 'screen' and 'education' and had instead placed
screen education 'within the nexus ofpolitics/ideology/culture,.83 These circumstances are
considered to have changed in the intervening three years and the editors now S€e.K a
mechanism to underpin oppositional education. A redefinition of 'culture' is sought which
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will admit 'the social relations that have been excluded from education'. In negotiating the
incorporation of 'culture' this issue of Screen Education seeks substantial contributions
from Richard lohnson; who had succeeded Hall as Director of the Birmingham Centre and
Tony Bennett, the Course Chairman for the Open University's forthcoming undergraduate
course on Popular Culture. 84

Increasingly a feature of the journal is the mode of address that is adopted towards its
readers. Their engagement with, and commitment to, an oppositional practice is

assum~d,

but if they happen to be teachers they may be found wanting. lohnson writes 'the teacher
must take, or be capable of taking, the standpoint of the oppressed'. 85 Hazel Carby writes
'the anger evoked by texts representing the oppression of black women could · not be
separated from anger directed at the white teacher, herself implicated as a direct source of
oppression'. Making its annual report to the BFl earlier in the year, the Society had felt it
appropriate to reassure its funder that it was 'by no means merely a professional
association for teachers and lecturers' .86

Readers of Screen Education 35 may have felt that they were back with a more familiar
version of the journal. Some older readers might have become nostalgic for the 1960s'
version in that the flnal flfteen pages contain listings of reference material and ·resources
available for teaching television drama. 87

The listings are preceded by an article by

Vincent Porter detailing the many legal limitations in force that constrained the use of
video recording equipment in schools. 88 The editors of this issue on 'Television Drama'
were Alvarado, Cowie and Grealy ·who had elicited contributions from well
writers such as Buscombe, Murdock and McArthur.

establi~ed

The editorial deals directly wtth

anomalies of the copyright law. As more video recorders were being purchased by schools
for the sanctioned (temporary) recording off-air of educational television programmes,
teachers were becoming aware of the prohibition on their recording of any other material.
The editorial concludes 'it should surely be possible to negotiate agreements that prot((ct
the interests of authors, performers and technicians without perpetuating the absurd
anomaly of outlawing television studies'. 89

The flnal issue produced under Donald's editorship had Bennett and Tagg as- its jQint
editors. 9o Their editorial is revealing of the shift that the journal had undergone during the
two years of Donald's editorship. Increasingly it had shared with Screen an impetus to
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explore a specific area of theory. Here there are references to Althusser, Lacan, Derrida,
Gramsci and Foucault. But where Screen had primarily sought to develop theory in order
better to understand the nature of film, Screen Education's priority had become

~e

understanding of the politics of culture. This had supplanted the search, under the previous
Editor, for theories that might facilitate a better understanding of the problems faced in
education.

Consequently the journal's 'advocacy of media teaching' is quoted in this

editorial as simply one example of how Screen Education is now approaching the politics
of culture.
If culture is thus defined as the complex unity of practices and institutions that
produce sense -- if 'experience' is always experienced, organised and expressed
through linguistic and other semiotic representations -- there is a clear political
significance to struggle's around the hierarchies of institutions in whi,ch
representation are [sic] produced, circulated, regulated and have their effects. 91 .
The editorial then justifies its interest in media teaching because such teaching intervenes
within 'the education and entertainment apparatuses,.92

The intervention is important

because it elaborates terms for 'reading' modes of representation 'within film, television-apd
other popular cultural forms,.93

At this time 2000 copies of Screen Education were being printed per issue of which 1300
were going to subscribers. 94 No records survive of who these subscribers were. Some
presumably were long time SEFT members, but the composition of the remainder .may
only be guessed at. Even the most dedicated and assiduous reader of Screen Educatifn
would have been aware of the intellectual distance between those who wrote for it on the
one hand and most of its readership on the other. Donald had recruited authors from the
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies and from the Open University's Popular Cul~re
team. These were the people with the time, commitment and responsibility to develop
their thinking, to follow through their ideas and then to deploy the results of this thinking
within articles and degree level teaching materials.

Simultaneously higher education

teaching institutions, as Simpsondemonstrated in relation to film alone, were promQting
courses around culture, media and communication that would necessarily incorporate this
thinking. It is pertinent here to refer to the reactions of some of those who attended the
higher education conference.
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Those who had kept pace with Screen Education would recogruse its fundamental
premises. They would therefore perhaps accept that it was now the politics of culture
which preoccupied the attention of academics and that consequently screen education ""as
but an aspect of media teaching, which was itself but an instance of a range of mechanisms
for engaging with culture. Some articles in the journal were clearly commissioned to assist
in this process, particularly Colin Mercer's 'After Gramsci' and lain Chambers's
'Rethinking Popular Culture'.

95

Those who were reported as voicing a protest at the

conference were possibly those who were maintaining their reading and keeping up with
the thinking. They were dissatisfied both with the limitations imposed on them at work
and then had to listen to papers at the conference which they interpreted as insufficiently
engaged with recent developments in theory. Despite their acceptance of these innovat~ve
approaches this dissatisfied cohort worked in institutions where they had to construct
syllabuses and award qualifications. In these tasks too they would have found themselves
constrained by 'old' thinking. But there must have been other conference participants who
found the pace of developments daunting and whose professional profiles matched those,
as identified by Simpson, who struggled to keep themselves informed about theoretical
developments.

There were important changes taking place simultaneously at the other SEFT ·journal.
Mark Nash became Editor of Screen with the Summer 1978 issue. He was able in sorpe
measure to signal that he had taken over by changing the colour of the cover paper to a
vibrant green. 96 The next four Nash issues would have covers made distinctive by their
brighter colours. The interregnum between Nowell-Smith and Nash had been covered by
Elizabeth Cowie as 'Interim Editor'. For his first three issues Nash drew heavily on the

Screen old guard: Brewster, Heath, MacCabe, Wo lIen, and Nowell-Smith. The editorials
which he signed personally were generally brief exercises in contexting the articles that
followed in each Screen.

The Editorial Board was unchanged from that which had

operated when Brewster was Editor.

With the first Screen of 1979, Nash and Steve Neale wrote the editorial jointly for an issue
that had a more unified shape with three major articles on authorship.

The editorial

confronts an obvious reality. Despite there having been much examination ofthe -con«ept
of authorship in the Screens of the early and mid-1970s, the journal had subsequen1ly
moved to other theoretical preoccupations. But if notions of authorship had been displaced
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from Screen, the editors were now recognising that these notions were still dominant not
only in film criticism but also in film production, distribution and exhibition. As a first
step a ten year old article by-Foucault isprinted. 97 Nash was maintaining the Screen
procedure of transmitting French theory to the English-speaking world, though in this c¥e
the article had previously appeared in book form having been translated for publication in
the USA. 98

Big changes for Screen are anticipated in the next editorial where five new members "4fe
listed as joining the Editorial Board. 99 Subscribers are alerted to the fact that they will
have to wait six months for the next issue, but it will be a double issue. When it appeared
in Winter 1979/80, Screen Volume 20 Number 3/4 had a larger format and had been
completely redesigned by Julian Rothenstein. The substantial editorial, signed on this
occasion by the Editorial Board, attempts to make an assessment of what Screen has
achieved and, recognising that 1980 is the 30th year of SEFT's existence, states that the
journal has 'a revised project and a new format'. 100 Screen's achievements are summarised
both by identifying the particular theories it has advocated and by listing those categories
of its English-speaking readership which it has influenced, whether in education,
filmmaking or aesthetic practices more widely. It concludes the section on its influence
thus.
Finally, Screen ·has offered "to "cultural and literary theory, and to theories of the
place of 'ideology' in the social formation, a constant insistence on language in its
specificity as signifying practices rather than as communication; in the light of this
insistence it has worked to examine the nature of the text as systematic process and
to explore the subject, as conceived by psychoanalysis, as an area of political
struggle. 101
The debate then concerns Screen and its relationship with the academy. Previously it hlid
determined not to be an academic journal. This editorial is therefore an exercise in careful
diplomacy. It sets out to facilitate the transition from the Screen of the 1970s, but without
appearing to dissociate itself from the achievements of that decade.

Those who were

activists around Screen during the editorships of Rohdie, Brewster and Nowell-Smith
have, when interviewed for this research, been emphatic that the Screen of their period was
not an academic journal. It was the vehicle in which intellectuals-committed to theorising
film study were able to put their thinking into print. Here the editorial comments that

Screen 'is sometimes mistaken as the academic journal of film studies'. 102
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Since there had been almost no 'film study academy' for most of the 1970s, this had not
been a difficult position to maintain. However, as Simpson's research had revealed, by the
end of the decade there were the strong beginnings of such an academy in the· ·UK.

Screen's subscription income had, since Brewster's time, been buoyed up by the
contributions from United States university libraries where there was a substantial film
academy. Thus there were practical economic reasons why the journal might need to
modify its position. This is effected in the editorial by distinguishing between how \he
term 'academic' had been interpreted in the 1970s and how it might now be reinterpreted. 10)

For the Screen authors of the 1970s regular academic practice entailed 'an essentially
reflective mode of thought and writing', whereas the Screen strategy had been designed to
recognise that deploying such ·a practice changed 'the object it analyses by virtue of the
systematisation it imposes on it,.I04 Certain articles had been written to make explicit this
displacement.

However, there was now an emergent film study academy and Screen

inevitably had become part of the discourses circulating within it. Thus while still seeking
to be oppositional to the academy, Screen was 'simultaneously within and against
academic institutions'.

The consequence of these manoeuvres was to see Screen as

'extremely vulnerable' to the pressures of the academy.105 By professing vulnerability,
perhaps the Editorial Board was acknowledging that they might need a cover story for any
modifications in approach that might be adopted in order for Screen to survive. John EVis
recalls that the aim was very deliberately to move Screen towards a more journalistic
engagement. 106

The Screen Editorial Board would have been as aware as the Screen Education Board ~at
the new BFI Director would be perhaps their most diligent reader.

In January 1980 it was

reported to BFI Governors that Smith had required the three grant-in-aid bodies to provide
the Governors with evidence to justify the continuation of BFI support. 107 Smith was
being approached by numerous other bodies which wanted BFI funding and ·he needed to
be convinced that the BFI's support for SEFT, the British Universities Film Counfil
(BUFC) and the British Federation of Film Societies (BFFS) continued to be appropriate.
Other organisations were discovering, as had NAFE, that only those which had grant-in-aid
status had any security of incORle.
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Having dealt with this transitional sequence, the editorial lists the new Screen's priorities.
Firstly, though its primary commitment to film and television remains, 'all practices of
representation' will now be included in its remit 108 As with previous Screen statements of
intent there is recognition of the need to provide space for the consideration of independent
film.

This would prove to be a better indication of commitment at this point than

previously when stated good intentions toward independent film-making had produced
little in Screen.

SEFT had recently committed itself to supporting independent film-

makers as a third constituency alongside its subscribers in schools and higher education. 109

One issue to be addressed was that of the difficulty represented by the style of writing
which had become an essential characteristic of Screen.

First there needed to be a

justification for this difficulty, which is ascribed to the specific requirements of the Screen
project up to this point.

These included

. .. first the need to introduce a number of unfamiliar terms, drawn from the
discourses of semiotics and psychoanalysis, whose use was justified by the
precision with which they enabled certain arguments to be handled; and secondly
the need to promote arguments in a way which broke with traditional (and for the
most part liberal-academic) formulations and modes of address. 110
Academic writing was perceived as 'essentially reflective'; much critical writing as
'bourgeois journalistic'. Screen therefore needed to have a style that prevented the reader
from 'being given the chance to be confirmed ,in one's position of already knowingwl,lat
one has just been told,.!11

But as with the circumstances surrounding its status as an academic journal, so too with the
concerns about a Screen style, the editorial had to find room to manoeuvre. It had to
concede that 'Screen does not disturb the film and -television establishment as it ought to: it
merely irritates it'. I12 Thus if it is to extend both its readership and its influence, Scrern
must be more reader friendly. Here a deliberate tactic is deployed: fmd some real villains
to attack who just happen to be few in number. They are neither the readership nor even
the non-readers among critics and ·broadcasters . . Instead they are revealed to be other film
magazines which allegedly criticise Screen 'as though it were what it has never claimed to
be: a marxist journal in the traditional sense,.1I3 The two writers then targeted are Andrew
Britton and Kevin Robbins, writing in Movie and Media, Culture and Society
respectively.I!4
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Britton's article, though printed in Movie, was essentially a personal response to Screen,
not an official Movie rebuff. I IS It was nevertheless written from a film theory perspective.
Britton introduced · the term 'intellectual terrorism' to describe the attitude adopted by

Screen towards its readers. This was a term which, although not in currency until the e~d
of the decade, might have first been applied to the atmosphere of the 1972 BFI Summer
School. 116 Robins, a sociologist, was in the process of using the material in the article to
shape a chapter for the forthcoming publication Recovering Marxism.

Both writers ,¥e

dismissed on the grounds that they have criticised Screen for not adopting whatever set of
'marxist postulates a particular author might at that moment have espoused'. 'Such pieces
are evidence of an obstinate foreclosure of understanding for which Screen need bear no
responsibility.' 117 Today MacCabe considers the Robins article' to be the best analysis of
the mid-1970s Screen, since Robins identified Screen's selective linking of Althusser with
Lacan as the nub of its project. 118 Perhaps it was impossible for this jointly produced
editorial to take up the challenges of its critics, since to do so would almost certainly have
exposed divisions within the Editorial Board.

Britton's article presented , particyJar

problems for joint editorial comment in that he was prepared to identify some Screfn
authors as writing more effectively and consistently than others. Nash has conceded that
he found, as Editor, he was answerable to a great many strong-minded individuals. I 19 This
is corroborated by MacCabe who concedes that Nash'had a dreadful time dealing with all
us monsters'. 120

It is surprising how little impact was felt at Screen during the 1970s as a result of the

emergence of feminism. 121 One influential feminist, Claire 10hnston, was a long-term
activist within SEFT and indeed the second of the Society's two occasional pamphlets. was
written by her.l22 However, despite SEFT's publication of this early pamphlet in 1913,
during the editorships of Rohdie and Brewster, few women ever wrote for the journal.
Laura Mulvey, whose 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' has been reprinted in almost
all English-speaking film theory editions, was not a Screen regular: 123 This celebr~ed
article was the only piece she ever wrote for the SEFT journal. Linda Williams, who also
wrote for Screen at this time, must have been considered to have had a strong claim for
inclusion, in that she had worked with Metz in Paris. 124

Other articles contributed by

women tended to be either reprints or collaborative pieces written with men.
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During the Nash editorship, there was a stated commitment to recognise and include the
contributions being made by feminists. However compared with Screen Education, there
were very few women writers employed, though women were a substantial part of. ~e
attendance at SEFT Weekend Schools, notably at the 1976 Weekend School on Feminism.
Willemen considers that such events were important as a means of recruiting new
writers. 125 Among those he identifies as having been enlisted in this way was one woman:
Claire Pajaczkowska. In fact Pajaczkowska's experience was not one of being recruited.
She had attended the Weekend School on Pornography in May 1980 as a filmmaker.
Having made a number of interventions from the floor in response to the succession of
male speakers, she felt sufficiently exercised to want to write up her reactions more
comprehensively. This was completed over several months while supervising indepen~nt
film exhibition, after which Pajaczkowska turned up speculatively at the SEFT office apd
handed over her article to Mark Nash.

It was duly printed in Screen without any

amendments being made. 126 In turn her article was reprinted along with Mulvey's in the

Screen Reader in Sexuality.127 These were the only two artic1eswrittenon that subject by
women to be published in Screen before its first woman editor, Mandy Merck, was
appointed in 1982.

In the 1970s there had been several relatively short lived film journals that had circulated
in the UK. 128 Apart from Screen, the other survivors by the end of the decade were the
intermittently produced Movie, Afterimage and Framework which had been started by
undergraduates at Warwick University, some of whom had attended Robin Wood's early
film classes there. In certain respects, if early issues of Framework were compared w:,ith

Screen, Framework might have been considered to be the more academic journal. 129
Subsequently Framework moved from Warwick to the University of East Anglia and then
became independent.

One of its most active contributors and then Editor was Paul

Willemen, who had been a very influential force on Screen. In part Willemen'g. move to

Framework was triggered by his increasing disillusion with Screen, about which he wrqte
at length. l3O
vacuous'.

In Willemen's view by 1979 Screen was 'politically and intellectually

In particular he blamed (unnamed) 'post-structuralists' who dominated the

Editorial Board.
By the time meetings started, heads had been counted, positions regarding issues to
be discussed were known in advance and the rest was just a painful ritual to be
endured. \31
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Willemen, who worked within the BF! for a long period, ascribes his engagement with film
theory in Britain to his initial involvement with the BFI Education Department seminars
starting in the late 1960s where he had fust encountered Peter WoHen.132

Willemen considers the outcome of the 1976 SEFT AGM to be a victory that went wrong,
leading to 'theoreticism'. l33 For him Screen's concern with theory was appropriate when
theory was developed in order to be relevant to the cultural struggle; instead he consiayrs
that the production of theory became a self sufficient activity: 'the journal set itself up as a
Laboratory of Pure Theory' .134 He considers that the abandoning of the section on Film
Culture (when Nowell-Smith became Editor) accelerated Screen's 'trajectory towards the
deep space of academia,\35 which occurredata time when government financial' ~ts
constrained the 'marginal spaces available for oppositional practices' that had previously
been accessible in educational institutions. Willemen is brutal in his assessment of just
why theoreticism became attractive
One result of this development was the re-emergence of theoreticism as acredi~le
doctrine enabling academics to maintain a radical rhetoric which in no way wo~ld
interfere with the serious business of careerism. 136
Nevertheless Willemen remained on the Editorial Board until the two SEFT journals
merged.

He had always seen the role of Screen Education as subsidiary to Screen:

'cutting edge theoretical work on the one hand and transmission belt work on the other'. \37
At this point he saw no possibility of a return to a Screen committed to the cultural
struggle.

While appearing to its members as successful, with two substantial journals in regular
publication, SEFT was facing problems by 1979. Already at this time, Donald recalls that
the Society was being challenged as to the viability of its having two journals. They were
clearly not functioning as complementary pUblications as Brewster's Screen and
Alvarado's Screen Education · had been. Once Smith was in post at the BFI, he and
Donald had conversations in which Smith made clear that the BFI expected to

pe

supporting a membership organisation with a single journal, not two journals each with a
separate subscription list. 138

Although Donald had left the Society before the final decision had been made, it was clear
to him that Screen had the more survivable reputation for SEFT's future. He was replaced

- - - --

--
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as Education Officer by Rod Stoneman but the editorship of Screen Education went to
Angela McRobbie as caretaker editor, \39 albeit her editorship lasted for the last five issues
until the Winter/Spring Screen Education in ·1982. BFl Governors were told that SEfT
was ceasing publication of both journals and starting a new one. 140 The new journal was
however styled Screen incorporating Screen Education.

Strong long-standing support for SEFT had come in June 1980 from Colin McArthur, Il\>w
established as Head of the BFI's Distribution Division, through whose department the
grant to SEFT was channelled. 141 McArthur's report had been presented to the Governors
when they scrutinised the case made to them for the continuation of SEFT's grant-in-aid
status. The Society's Officers had then to convince the BFI that they were prepare(ho t¥e
strong measures and subsequently they had to convey this to the membership.

Th~se

measures included changing the legal status of SEFT into that of a company limited by
guarantee. This was agreed at the AGM following the divisive 25th AGM in 1976.
Delayed until early 1978, at this 26th AGM those nominated for the Executive Committee
were elected unopposed. 142

A short term measure was the appointment of Steve Brockbank to a temporary new SEFT
post of Publications Sales Officer at the end of 1978. 143 By this stage SEFT was offering
for sale a wide range of periodicals and books from its small · offices now at 29 Old
Compton Street.

These publications were available to callers, but mostly they were

dispatched by mail. What had started as a service to members seeking copies of 'hard to
fmd books', had grown substantially. A list of what was available went out as a regular
insert in the journals. Storage of stock became a problem, which was resolved first by
some space being found at the BFI and then by the hiring of a lock-up garage m
Docklands. l44 In the event Brockbank's temporary post was not renewed after a year. 145

During 1979 further economies had to be found. Screen's contributors were no

lon~er

paid and both journals made savings by simultaneously producing double issues for the
winter 1979/80. 146 1980 would be the year when hard decisions had to be taken, including
that of running on a small deficit. It was also the occasion of facing up to other realities.
An Interim Report at the end of 1980 spells out that membership of SEFT consisted' of
little more than a SUbscription to one or both journals,.147 Whereas in the 1970s, !pe
different roles of Screen and Screen Education had been such that each might be
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perceived as validating the existence of the other, currently in 1980 it was becoming
evident that 'the two journals, envisaged as complementary within SEFT's project, were
now the only visible part of the Society, and their twin concerns were seen as potentially
polarising and factionalising tendencies' .148

Not only had the Executive Committee decided in July 1980 to publish only one journal
but, as a further element in this re-organization, there were to be three new full-time posts
of Education Officer, Editor and Clerical Officer. These posts were to be offered on a
three-year contract basis, justified as giving SEFT as a 'part-time voluntary employer' mQre
control over its staff. 149 Nash, as part-time Editor of Screen, and Susan Honeyford, the
I

full-time Editorial Assistant to both journals, were faced with a redundancy. Although
their individual situations were eventually resolved and they left with compensation,

~re

had been an Emergency General Meeting in June 1981, called because of the manner in
which these employees had been treated. 150 Both journals continued until early 1982. The
replacement journal would revert to bi-monthly publication and would have a
'proselytising role' so that it might achieve a wider readership. Its remit would be to cO¥er
'Film and Television Culture and Education,.151 As part of this new project the proposed
Education Officer would be expected to recruit members and would have a 'substantial
budget' in order to achieve this. 152

While the SEFT Executive attended to this internal reorganization, the Society's role apd
influence in media education generally was in danger of disappearing. In November 19& 1,
BFI Education and a new partner organisation, Goldsmiths College, organised a two-day
event: 'Media Education Conference 1981'. It attracted 117 teachers and lecturers, but
despite this attendance the event was described as being 'far from the euphoria of i 976\153
Like the 1979 conference for those in higher education, the very process of gatheri.pg
teachers together had stimulated the articulation of a range of concerns.

If the inclusion

in its title of 'film and television' and 'secondary education' had been crucial in defining
those for whom the earlier event in 1976 might have been appropriate, 'media educati9n'
had been deliberately chosen on this occasion for its vagueness. 154 'Media studies' had
been considered too specific a reference to an already existing curriculum subject. In the
event such a wide range of participants turned up that
... some who were about to ·take their first steps in media teaching found themselves
in seminars with teachers of considerable experience in the field and so it was
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difficult to pursue questions about the deftnition and institutionalisation of media
education and retain everyone's involvement. 155
There were thirty four group leaders at Goldsmiths, some of whom had connections wjth
SEFT, but although each leader is identifted by herlhis professional involvement with
media teaching, none is listed as having a role within SEFT When the report of the
conference was published, it became clear how marginal to such proceedings SEFT as an
organisation was becoming. There had been a debate about the need for a national body to
protect and foster the interests of media educationists. SEFT, in the opinion of Philip
Simpson, the new Head of the BFI Education Department, 'already had an ill-defmed role
in this fteld' .156 This is re-emphasised subsequently in the independent report
commissioned by the BFI from two group leaders: 157 In the section of their report dealing
with the need for such a national body they comment that 'SEFT has too wide a brief to
allow it to function in this way'. 158

In the same paragraph they regret the imminent

disappearance of Screen Education, so SEFT's wide brief was clearly perceived as
impinging on its effectiveness, even if this brief no longer included the Society's producing
an educational/pedagogic journal or its involvement in an important conference for media
teachers.

The conference had .a dual function - to .provide a retrospective of the 1970s and to offer a
planning opportunity in which to develop a strategy for the 1980s. David Lusted had the
task of reviewing the previous decade. He makes no mention of SEFT's contribution
during the period, even though he had been on the SEFT Executive for several years.
There is a single mention of Screen Education. 159

When the conference came' to 'lQok

forward, anxiety among participants focused on the imminence of the plans for a new 16
plus examination structure to replace '0' level and CSE. Such was the level of concern
that the conference organisation was modifted and Len Masterman, who had been the
speaker scheduled to lead on 'Media Education in the 1980s',' was allowed to introduce
background information around the proposed examination structure as an additioqal
emergency presentation. 160 A working party was set up to take the topic forward and to
lobby the Joint Council of GCE and see CSE Boards. The immediate outcome was a letter
to the Boards from the Conference: 161
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Murdock and Phelps a decade earlier had surveyed teacher attitudes to media; they had not
targeted those involved in teaching media. This conference set out to attract those who had
some interest or involvement in media education, yet there was evidence ·of

the~e

hostility to media that the earlier researchers had detected in teachers generally. The
divisions among the participants were categorised.
For instance, many came from a broad left perspective, with particular concern over
questions of gender, race and class in the media. Some had a concern with teaching
practical media skills in their own right, while others had a Leavisite, high/lqw
culture perspective, concerned with protecting students from the dangerolls
influences of the mass media. 162
It would seem that the 'vagueness' of the term 'media education' had tempted some of

those who were generally hostile to the mass media to turn up.

The invitation to Masterman to present the keynote speech at the conference was no doubt
in recognition of the influence that his book Teaching about Television was having. 163 If

Teaching about Television had a predecessor, it was The Popular Arls~ Hall and Whannel
had attempted to combine for a teacher audience a reference book, a theoretical
justification for studying popular culture and demonstrations of classroom expertise that
might be copied. In order to authenticate the authors' credentials, the dust jacket of the
book had made reference to their having been teachers in secondary modem schools.
Masterman's book, published sixteen years later, employed the same combination of
ingredients, but had the advantage of an educational audience that was much better briefed
about media issues. The imminent arrival of Channel 4 and its potential for difference had
generated a focused interest and expectation that had eluded the ·arrival of BBC2 wst
before The Popular Arts was published.

Josephine Langham who researched the outcomes of the Independent Broadcasting
Authority Fellowship scheme has high praise for Masterman, albeit it is Talking About

Television that she considers; rather than the report that he wrote for the Fellowship, 164
Nevertheless, as he acknowledged, his book was the [mal stage of a lengthy

resear~h

process. Her assessment is quoted in full

What Masterman did in Teaching About Television was not simply provide
practical ideas about the way to approach television education in the classroom qut
he engaged in a major debate about the nature of education and confronted k~y
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philosophical issues about teaching and learning. It was not just the book that was
important for television studies: it had everything to say about education too.
Television Studies attracted scholars who were interested in the problems of
society, they were concerned about the alienation of working-class students fr9m
the educational system and they were prepared to confront conventional pedago&y.
Teaching children about television stimulated many of these teachers to challenge
accepted teaching practices and syllabuses. They accepted the significance of
popular culture and developed a corresponding suspicion of elitist assumptions and
indoctrination. They began to uncover what they saw as the spurious mystique
surrounding the educational machine in order to reveal the hypocrisy which lay
behind much of the cant about democratic societies. In short, they began to use tpe
language of revolution and made many traditional educators, broadcasters (and
politicians) not just merely uncomfortable but ferociously angry. 165
It might be inferred from this paragraph that Masterman did it single-handedly, which is
not a claim that he would make.

Certainly the issues that Langham identifies in

Masterman had received much attention in Screen Education and undoubtedly many of
that journal's readers would have bought and valued the book. What Masterman had done
was to make very particular use of the freedom that being a teacher trainer in the 1970s
allowed. He linked theory and practice and tested the outcomes over time in the school
situation. It was different organisationally from what Lowndes had done in Viewpoint in
that Lowndes had tried out different ideas but with different student groups on a short time
scale. But both were focusing on the need to · develop an educational response ·to Vte
impingement of television.

SEFT became a very different operation from 1982. It was not just that it now published
only one journal; the basis of its organisation was changed. For the first time Screen had a
full-time Editor: Mandy Merck, an experienced journalist from Time Out/City Limits with
a commitment to film and a determination to position the journal within the Academy. 166
The post of full-time Education Officer fell vacant when Rod Stoneman resigned in July
1983.

Discussions with the BFI about the nature of his replacement delayed any

appointment until the post was re-designated as National Organiser with a brief extending
far beyond education.

Sean Cubitt, subsequently appointed in spring 1984, was a

community activist with experience of teaching in higher education. 167

Not only was

SEFT now seeking to operate in a fundamentally different way, it was doing so in the
changed political circumstances ofthe Thatcher government years. . An almost unavoidable
consequence was, as the Conclusion will seek to demonstrate, the closure of the Society in
1989. What this investigation has attempted to demonstrate is how SEFT and the various
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SEFTIBFI collaborations had, by the start of the 1980s, provided a lead in transforming a
grass-roots movement which had started in schools and further education colleges into a
discipline increasingly gaining status in higher education.

Once the momentum · for

entering the Academy was established and with Screen committed to the same enterpri$e,
SEFT then failed successfully to engage with other, perhaps less prestigious, projects.

It

would become increasingly an enterprise that lacked an identity at a time when education
involving media was expanding in many institutisns.
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CONCLUSION
Certain questions were identified in the Introduction and it has been the aim · of this
investigation to address them continuously chapter by chapter. This conclusion functions
in two ways. It provides a resume of how those initial questions were addressed in the
period under scrutiny and it has to describe and interpret how SEFT met an abrupt end
when its volunteers were confronted with their own disengagement from the pm~ct.

This investigation has concentrated on just two specific decades of SEFT's existence. In
both decades the life of the Society had been sustained by volunteer effort, though it
became increasingly able to operate more effectively by employing staff to undertake a
range of specialist tasks. But the control of the Society was always with its Committee and
Board members and it was because of where control was vested that any contesting of
views within these groups was significant. There were in the 1960s and 1970s always
some sympathetic senior figures within the BFI who were prepared to accommodate·to.this
SEFT regime. They were matched by a SEFT Committee whose members (whatever th~ir
internal differences) ensured that the BF! was kept well informed about the Society. These
SEFT activists recognised that part of this process involved demonstrating the extent of the
Society's independence, both intellectually andfmancialJy.

Mutual recognition of the importance of the relationship did not extend beyond the early
1980s.

Furthermore once it had been decided that Screen Education should be

discontinued and that the production of Screen should be conceived as a more journalistic
enterprise, an essential part of SEFT's identity was undermined. It had taken the wropg
decision. Screen represented an asset which would readily have found a home in the
Academy, while Screen Education needed the continued support of the Society. The final
outcome was that Screen would survive into the twenty first century as a university-based
academic journal while SEFT would disappear before reaching its fortieth anniversary in
1990. I It would be nearly twenty years before a media teachers' organisation would be
formed to replace SEFT?

Yet from its inception in 1950 SFT/SEFT had existed to service a constituency ·of
film/media educationists drawn from teachers and lecturers in schools and further
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education colleges. What distinguished this constituency was that members of the Society
shared the perception that the education system within which they were operating was
choosing to ignore or even attack an alternative popular culture that was spreading thr~
and by the twentieth century media. These educationists encountered two

fundamen~ly

different attitudes to this popular culture. In their classrooms it prompted displays of
enthusiasm but in staff rooms it frequently generated opposition and resistance. For many
of these media friendly teachers, their response-was to fmd practical ways of manoeuvring
film and television education into the crevices of the curriculum. This was a self-hqlp
process and the exchange mechanism provided by SE FT' s regular publications supported
these isolated teachers.

There was however a wider view from Paddy Whannel' s Education Department · which
made him dissatisfied with these arrangements.

Essentially, as the succession of

beginners' accounts published in Film Teacher and the original Screen Education
demonstrated, it was as if the wheel was being reinvented on a regular basis. Very few had
been trained as film/television/media teachers and ·the career ladder within those subwct
specialisms was non-existent. It followed that the teaching was being done by enthusiasts
whose engagement with these new specialisms would of necessity be short-lived. They
would in all probability be succeeded by the next cohort of self-taught and enthusiastic
film and television teachers; but the individuals in this successor generation might well be
located in a different set of schools. Whannel saw the need for a comprehensive range of
solutions which were perceived in some quarters as disrupting the established, familiar and
rather cosy self-help model.

He addressed the popular .culture issue head-on: the film extract material that _his
Department selected deliberately reflected the priorities of genre and authorship in the
American cinema. From today's perspective this emphasis on the United States output is
considered by some to have distorted the development of film scholarship in the United
Kingdom.

But in the context of the 1960s, ' it was a distinctive course to follow.

It

privileged the enthusiasms of Movie over the art cinema predilection of Sight and Sou~d.
It challenged both the fmancially determined canonisation of the free loan and worthy

documentary film and the emphasis on the ' history of cinema' extracts that formed the
early basis ofBFI distribution to schools.
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By appointing teacher advisers, Whannel was attempting to cover on a national scale for
film and television what education authorities were providing locally for those curriculum
areas already firmly embedded in school provision. These · BFl advisers had

asi~ar

function of introducing good practice, but their intervention was of necessity spread

v~ry

thinly. When sustained collaboration with an education authority did subsequently become
practicable, as notably in the ILEA Sixth Form Film Study Course, the outcome was very
productive.

But for the most part advice had · to be · spread by duplicated · materials

describing successful established courses.

By the late 1960s both SEFT and BF! Education had perceived the need to move the
situation on. SEFT decided to create Screen and the BF! began to address the issues
around research and developments in higher education. Both Stanley Reed andWhannel
had put energy into the promotion of the teacher training colleges as the places where fi\m
and television might establish a foothold in higher education. Not only did this fail to
materialise on a wide scale, but as the teacher training programme was curtailed to match
reducing pupil numbers, so the out-on-a-limb departments that had experimented wjth
media teaching were likely to be axed. However, whereas both the Reed and Whannel had
long identified a base in the universities as their ultimate goal, Reed seems to have faltered
in this commitment, whereas Whannel persisted. His strategy was specifically defmed:
only when the study of film and television was in the Academy would media

g~in

appropriate purchase and recognition in schools.

As a prelude to acceptance in the Academy, the Education Department embarked on two
ventures: promoting seminars attended by sympathetic academics and book publishing
Whannel had already indicated to the BFI Governors that the development of a serious

r

research programme was called for. These seminars were intended to make a start y
introducing and making connections with thinkers from other academic disciplines.
However given the New Left connections of Whannel and Wollen, there was a clear
political identity to the speakers. .

The Cinema One project (shared with Sight ' ll(Id

Sound) began to address another problem which Whannel had long identified: there wqre

very few texts for the self-improving film teacher to access.

Significantly - and in

demonstration of this - when the first Cinema One books appeared, they lacked
bibliographies. 3
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Then there came the report on the Education Department by Asa Briggs - the report that
has disappeared. Briggs was Vice Chancellor of the prestigious new University of Sussex
and therefore the acceptable face of higher education. His status would serve to-reinf~ce
the thrust of the report, which appears to have been to warn off the BFI from replicatin& a
university department. If, as the Governors apparently feared, the presence of the SEFT
Office within the BFI had been a source of contagion, then locating SEFT elsewhere and
severing its close links with education would have seemed appropriate.

When he resigned Whannelleft a substantial legacy in film education. One of the practical
ways in which he had advocated that the BFI might directly intervene was in the funding of
university posts. . After his departure, a succession of such pump-priming posts was set, in
train.

The motivation for their introduction was not to be interpreted as a belated

recognition of what Whannel had believed. It resembled the removal of SEFT to Old
Compton Street in that it franchised to universities the thinking that had previously been
integral to the Education Department.

It also demonstrated the BFI's commitment to

higher education - but at arm's length.

Perhaps elements within the BFI expected SEFT to flounder once Rohdie's close links
with the Education Department had been severed. Certainly Director Reed seems to have
been actively supporting the National Association for Film Education (NAFE) and to·have
seen it as a potential replacement organization to SEFT.4 However Reed, whose he~th
problems had meant that he was absent during most of the BFI's negotiations with SEFT,
was soon to be retired. Whatever factors had been involved behind the scenes, SEFT had
achieved by 1972 what would-have seemed fantasy in 1970. It had its own premises-apd
two full-time employees and a substantial grant of public money from the BFI. SEFT also
had a nucleus of activist volunteers, incorporating just a few survivors from the Committee
of the 1960s.

Where these teachersllecturers ·differed from their predecessors was, albeit they did not
know it then, that they were going to be around for the long term. They were a cohort that
would not return to the security of the conventional school/college promotion ladder. They
would remain in the business of screen/media education during their working lives. The
commitment they made to SEFT in the early 1970s would have lasting consequences for
themselves and for the development of media education.
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Once independent and established in Old Compton Street, SEFT in the 1970s offered an
extraordinary opportunity. It was a well funded organization which had been around for
nearly a quarter of a century and so it had a membership that expected to renew its
subscriptions annually.

It was a state funded apparatus in want of an ideology.

Unsurprisingly, a number of individuals recognized in SEFT, and particularly in Screen,
an irresistible opportunity for making an intervention. Their engagement with popular
culture became a mechanism for directly challenging academic traditions or, as NowellSmith put it, for 'blowing up the Humanities'. 5

If Screen had been the only outcome of this intervention then the achievement of SEFT in
the 1970s would have been much less substantial. Screen Education must be judged an
equal part of the enterprise, even though it received less funding. The pairing of the two
journals is important. On a very practical level, while both publications existed it was
possible to demonstrate that the existence of each helped to justify the remit of the other.

Screen and Screen Education in partnership came close to the scope of the enterprise that
Whannel had sought to establish either by the BFI alone or in partnership with

SE~T.

There was genuine engagement with both schools and higher education.

The predicament of film/media study by the 1970s was a very specific one. The grassroots
upwards movement was in danger of coming to a halt. It needed a theoretical basis that
might support its position in higher

education~

Victor Perkins recalls how the ·pioneers

devising early film courses at degree level were challenged by academics from otqer
disciplines about the lack of any substantial volume of literature to support these new
courses. 6 But the grass roots also needed reviving: teachers and lecturers in schools and
colleges who wished to support media education needed help too. It would have been v~ry
easy for the rather unfocused interest in media education to become submerged in the
child-centred educational thrust of the 1970s. The Humanities Curriculum Project had
attempted even to deny the nature of media products and to use them simply as 'evidence'
in discussions where the teacher was expected to take on the neutral role of Chair.

What Screen Education did was to make a case for media study as altogether more
rigorous. Not only did media artefacts deserve close attention per se, but because these
media products were readily accessed by working-class students, there was an additional-
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duty on media teachers to fmd ways of intervening in their students' familiarity with
media, but not by conniving with it. In so doing, the position taken by the m.yority of

Screen Education's writers came ·to resemble certain of the attitudes of the EducatiOl?-al
Black Papers of the period. They argued that the educational priority was for workiIwclass students to be made aware of what they did not know and of the agencies that
operated to sustain their ignorance.

Discovery methods were not appropriate in this

context. SEFT took a fundamentally different position from the Binningham Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies. 7 Screen and Screen Education were addressing different
audiences but they were each targeting the needs of a particular moment in the evolution of
media study.

This moment had to be brief. If the protagonists of Old Compton Street wanted to be
regarded as intellectuals, not academics, this was not a status that could endure. There was
a momentum building up to which the journals had contributed.

Lectureships were

becoming available in universities and in departments of education. Local authorities were
offering advisory posts in film and media. The lure of these appointments was irresistible.
There is a very impressive correlation between individuals currently holding or recently
retired from senior professorships and their involvement in SEFT in the 1970s. Thus even
if it is convenient to see 'Screen Theory' as denoting an episode of intellectual history,
from the certainties of which film study maybe deemed to have moved on, what is
undeniable is the durability of the SEFT legacy as represented by those whose long-term
careers it launched.

Following the disappearance of Screen Education, SEFT was in increasing difficulty. The
Society had cut back and produced only one journal, but this did not reduce pressure frQm
the BFI. Simpson's Education Department was developing a clear identity and the BFI
wanted SEFT to be a body with a mode of operation which was totally distinct from its
own Education Department.
. . . we want SEFT to be an organisation which seeks to bring together all of !pe
formal and informal media education constituencies. It ought also to act as a
source of pressure on official bodies to help improve the standards and availability
of media education. 8
SEFT's response was astonishing. It was, it seems, prepared to be 'all things to all men'.
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Our aim will be to heighten public awareness of media education in all its senses
and of SEFT as an appropriate agency through which to secure that objective. This
will be facilitated by substantial campaigning activities in regard to media
education at all levels, in partnership with like-minded organisations. · T~se
activities will be organised by an Officer/Officers with a wide ranging familiartty
with the personnel and concerns of such organisations, from NATFHE to IPPA,
from IDEA to the DES Their work will stretch from journalistic interventions in
the UK educational media and general press to organising special discussion events
and a regular national media education conference, to direct contact with relevant
teachers and academics, civil servants, councillors and MPs, art officers and film
and television producers and exhibitors.9
If the Society had had in reserve numerous committed volunteers waiting to engage in
these interventions, it would have been difficult to sustain. In practice it would have just
one paid member of staff to do all this - its National Organiser. The Society's record in
engaging with important events was becoming inconsistent. SEFT had played no part in
the 1983 'TV and Schooling Conference' which had followed the publication of the much
publicized DES document Popular TV and Schoolchildren, about which SEFT had said
almost nothing. IO BFI Education, however, took advantage of the strategic opportunfty
these events offered to engage with the Department of Education and Science and l1er
Majesty's Inspectorate.))

When the postofSEFT's National Organiser was advertised early in 1984, the wording of
the advertisement and the job description it contained were very different from what had
been expected of any previous applicant for a job with the Society. Whereas the previous
comparable post holder had been styled as Education Officer, the National Organiser's
proposed relationship with education was to be more distant. · The experience- which
applicants might bring was described thus
Candidates should have a good knowledge of current debates in Film and
Television theory. S/he should have experience of Film and Television education
in both the institutional and informal sectors. If this is not the case, the officer must
be prepared to familiarise hetlhimself with the educational field quickly. 12
Presumably drafted as a compromise in committee, the expectation that anyone might
'familiarise herlhimself with the educational field quickly' seems both to demonstrate the
inexperience in recruiting staff of the members of the SEFT Executive at this stage and a
dismissive attitude towards .the complexities of the 'educational field'.
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At a Special General Meeting in 1984, held shortly after the National Organiser had been
appointed, several motions were debated including one where SEFT became the body
hosting the Television Users' Group.

The final motion proposed by David Lusted apd

seconded by Barry Curtis was
That a strategy be developed re-establishing SEFT as a professional body
representing the interests of teachers, film and media studies. 13
Curtis recalls that the aim of the motion was to encourage teachers to 'rally round' and
support SEFT.14

If teachers might be encouraged once again to become an important p~

of SEFT, this would strengthen SEFT's remit if it came increasingly under threat as
Government cuts impacted on the BFI.

Despite the Society' s new-found enthusiasm for

taking on additional tasks, this motion, unlike those taken earlier in the

meeting, was- ~ot

passed unanimously. Instead it was amended:
That the SEFT Education Board develop strategies to heighten SEFT's
campai~g role to represent the interests of teachers of film, television and media
studies. 5
Shedding its origins as a teachers' organisation had been a characteristic of SEFT for sOQle
time, as demonstrated in the previous chapter. Here the Executive is delegating to its
Education Board the task of developing strategies to accommodate teachers who
presumably should take comfort from the fact that SEFT's campaigning will apparently be
' heightened' by their inclusion.

An indication of the health of the Society had often been evidenced by the scope- apd

productivity of its publications.

Screen Education was discontinued in early

19~2.

Initiatives appeared late in 1984, an eight-page newsletter produced initially by the
Education Board and intended to connect associations in the Media Education Initiatives
network. These were groups throughout England and Wales, some set up directly by SEFT
but most had developed from existing local education authority media education groups.
The total number of these MEI groups peaked at 36 in 1987. 16 Unfortunately publication
schedules for Initiatives became haphazard as the responsibility for producing subsequent
issues was devolved to local groupsP

Apart from SEFT's internal difficulties, there were numerous contributary external factors.
In the 1970s BFI Education had been in the shadow of SEFT, now under Philip Simpson it
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was resurgent. Other players had entered the field. Film Education, which had started in
1985 as part of British Film Year, had become well established by 1988 with guaranteed
fmancial support · from the British film industry. 18

The Inner · London Educat~on

Authority' s English Centre had for many years played a role in media education for iIlIler
London's schools.

From 1987, in an arrangement with the National Association of

Teachers of English, the Centre's resources and courses became available outside the
ILEA, though at a higher cost than that incurred by London teachers. 19 The Centre would
outlast the ILEA and, once independent, style itself as the English and Media Centre, nQw
legitimately able directly to access a national constituency.

As GCSE and A-level

examinations in media and film were established, so the influence of Chief Examiners
penetrated directly into syllabuses and indirectly into the wider media curriculum through
examination conscious text books. Teachers were on the receiving end of directives, po
longer influential as they had been in the days of Mode III CSE and GCE examinations.

As teachers were able to offer media within their own institutions, so their emphasis
shifted from the national to the particular. It was now possible to deploy in one's 0'Yll
patch those ideas about which one had previously theorised in Old Compton Street. But if
the specialist examination courses for older students gave Media Studies an increasingly
assured position within institutions, the wider spread of media education was threatened by
the introduction of the new National Curriculum. In this arena BFI Education was mqre
politically attuned, producing substantial curriculum statements for Primary and Secondary
Education, in 1989 and 1991 respectively.2o

As the volunteer energy that had previously driven SEFT diminished, by default

~he

employees became more independent and more influential. As Geraghty has pointed O]lt,
there was the additional complication in the SEFT operation that the employers and
employees were essentially the same kind of people? I This replication of identity made
the definition of employer/employee roles more difficult both to establish and maintain. It
also became clear in the Comedia Report (see below) that 'ownership' of SEFT was
something that most of the Committee volunteers were surprisingly reluctant to embrace.22

The incorporation of Screen Education into Screen was fundamentally unmanageable and
Merck as Editor was reluctant even to attempt the manoeuvre.23 The exercise might se~m
to have been justified administratively by making the Editorship a full-time post and by
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increasing the number of issues published per year from four to six, but this was not a
merger susceptible to an administrative solution. Even the true identity of the partners to
the marriage was in doubt. Screen under Nashand Screen Education under Donald ~ad
cohabited and to an extent had overlapped, as the former extended the remit of Screen to
cover a range of the visual arts and the latter pursued the development of cultural studies.
These were not the elements that came to be represented in Screen incorporating Screen

Education.
With the emerging presence of film in higher education internationally, the new journal
attempted to engage with those academics who were both establishing new courses ap.d
developing their own research. The space allocated to screen education was not only
limited but tended to be restricted solely to aspects of pedagogy. It was as though Screen
had incorporated Screen Education Notes of the early 1970s. When Screen did address
issues that might be relevant to teachers, the references they contained served to
demonstrate just how much work was already in evidence beyond SEFT.24 The status of
the readers had in effect changed: whatever their notional description, SEFT's members
were now simply subscribers to its journal.25 There was no longer a body of teacher
practitioners who represented a shared interest. There was no longer the potential for
activating lobbyists as Rohdie had done in 1971.

Screen had the established reputation and a brand name which made SEFT decide that if it
might only afford one journal, it would have to abandon Screen Education.

Having

supported Screen which took the bulk ofthe Society's funding, there was then the problem
of what other activity might be possible.

Pressure from the BFI to be a lobbying

organisation had been manifested in the creation of the post of National Organiser with an
impossible rernit. 26 One element of Cubitt's brief as National Organiser was to organise fU1
annual national conference.

The first of these in Bradford in 1985 was residential and
attended by over one hundred delegates. 27
Subsequent conferences were to be less
ambitious one day events in Birmingham (1986) and Liverpool (1987)?8

Changes of personnel within the BFI increased the pressure on SEFT which had
experienced a rapid turnover of voluntary officers by 1988. Matters came to a head when
in the Spring of that year the BFI proposed to the Society that the Institute would pay for

consultants from Comedia to look closely at the SEFT operation and make
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recommendations. 29

The Comedia Report appeared in September. 30

Its essential

conclusion was that while there was clearly a future for Screen, it saw no future for SEFT.
The Report is ·a contradictory document in that Screen, SEFT's most substantial
achievement, is barely mentioned other than to be praised briefly, while all other aspects of
SEFT are found wanting. The picture is painted of a chaotic office occupied by fiercely
territorial staff who operate independently of the weak and ineffectual management, which
in turn lacks a proper understanding of the Society with which it is involved. Merck in her
letter of response, when members of staff were invited to comment on the draft, made $e
obvious point that 'the neglect of the concrete achievements of the Society to date is
simply staggering' .31 The Report fails to explain how a successful journal had emerged for
so long from such alleged chaos.

It would be surprising if the consultants had not been aware of the outcome that the BFl
expected and it is clear that a possible future for Screen, separated from SEFT had alrea~y
been envisaged for some time. 32 What the report does reveal is the imbalance in SEFT
between the staff and the voluntary management and the failure of the latter group to
understand the nature of the body with which it was engaged.
There is an extraordinary level of confusion about where overall responsibility for
SEFT's actions is vested. De facto control of the organisation seems to be split up
between the three major committees: the Executive, the Education Board, the
'Screen' Board. Their respective roles and remits are unclear - both to us and to
many of those we spoke to who sit on them. 33
The consultants also reported that the volunteers occupying the places on the Executive
and its two Boards at the time of the review were so disengaged from the Society they
failed to attend meetings with the consultants.
Given the importance of this consultancy for the future of SEFT, we were
surprised, to say the least, how few executive and board members came to these
meetings or engaged in the process of the study. In total, only six out of a possible
30 plus board members turned up to these crucial meetings. 34
An interest group that the consultants did interview was 'the BFI'. Unfortunately no further
identification of the Institute's spokespersons is provided. Crucially the BFl's concerns
were firstly that SEFT's grant took '85 per cent of the budget allocated to media education
initiatives' and that the BFl would make better use of the money.35

Secondly that SEFT

'has not met the Institute's expectations in terms of its function as a national membership
organisation for media education,.36 The 1984 Screen figures reveal that there were only
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369 individual subscribing members in the UK. Thus at a time when media education was
growing rapidly, individual members were a hundred fewer in number in the early 1980s
than they had been in the 1960s.37 Even if SEFT had been minded to mobi-lize. its
members to lobby, it had only a tiny base of individuals on which to draw.

One very important interest group that seems not to have been consulted was the Screen
Editorial Board, presumably because the future of the journal itself was not in doubt.
There are records of views being sought only from current SEFTBoard members (which
one must infer as meaning the SEFT Executive Committee) and of 'current education bo~d
members,.38 This omission is particularly curious when the records in the Screen archive
show responses protesting to the Report only from members of staff and from Screen
Board members, but not from members of the Executive or the Education Board whose
attitudes to SEFT presumably were in accord with those taken by Comedia. Writing frqm
the perspective of the Screen Board, Ginette Vincendeau picks up on the gaps in the
report.
I do not think that the report as it stands gives sufficient information to support the
conclusions you are drawing. On the one hand the range of people you have
consulted seems rather limited (and I certainly have not been approached to give
my opinion); on the other there is a complete absence in the report of any
information on what SEFT - and Screen - actually do and have achieved over the
years: eg who SEFT services, what events it has mounted, how many issues Screen
has produced, what its reputation and standing in the field are, both in Britain and
abroad, etc. 39
The Report's references to the BFI, which was funding the exercise, indicate that offering
the consultancy was not the action of a neutral paymaster.
As one BFI member rather harshly put it ''there are those within the BFI who
SEFT a humane death and those who wish to cut its throat". 40

~sh

It has been one of the themes of the concluding chapters of this investigation that there

seemed to have been forces at work in SEFT that resisted its maintaining the identity of a
teachers' organisation. In the interviews conducted by Comedia with members of the
Education Board, this issue is dominant.

There is an extraordinary reference to the

relationship between the teaching profession and SEFT.
Discussions with this constituency - which would logically form the cornerstone of
the Society's work - have led us to the unhappy conclusion that SEFT has quite
comprehensively alienated this sector. Media educators of all kinds clearly feel
that the Society - whilst claiming to speak on their behalf - is often dismissive of
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their concerns. As a result, many of them considered that SEFT was out of touch
with class room and lecture hall realities. 41
It appears that the constituency which was alienated was the Education Board and one

might therefore be tempted to infer that SEFT had succeeded in alienating itself. IfSEFT's
operation now seemed to generate confusion, there were other newer bodies with more
accessible agendas.

SEFT had few ·friends by late 1988.

The evidence quoted by the Comedia ·Report

suggested that even those who held elected office in the Society resented its

impingem~nt

on their lives. SFT in the 1950s and SEFT in the 1970s had unsurprisingly prospered when
driven on by volunteer effort. There might have been infighting between volunteers during
these periods but that would only happen because there were issues considered to be worth
fighting over. Therefore while the Society's employees were justifiably concerned abQut
their futures following publication of the report, for their employers there seemed to be
nothing at stake.

The BFI Education Department was in almost unanimous agreement with the conclusions
of the Comedia Report, whilst acknowledging shortcomings in its methods. The dissentipg
voice was that of David Lusted whose association with SEFT had started when he was a
student in the 1960s. Lusted was prepared to articulate his responses to 'what I fear may
look like a simple BFI hatchet job'. He questioned whether the outcome might not have
been a foregone conclusion. 'Did the authors set out with their conclusion in mind or 4id
they reach it during their research?,42

Lusted's essential points as to the failings of the report are stark: it lacks any adequate
account of SEFT's activities and outcomes; the Society's history is ignored; and it exposes
'poor staff organisation and low morale' without any adequate explanation why this might
be the case. Had there been a will to fight back, there was much in the report to be
questioned. In the Education Department's response it is stated 'BFI Education ha!;- an
exceptionally strong interest to declare in the future of SEFT or any successor body,.43 If
the funds previously directed to SEFT were retained by BFI then the scope of the
Institute's educational activities would be enlarged.
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Some members of the SEFT Education Board, notably David Buckingham and Marie
Gillespie, put their case to Wilf Stevenson, the Acting Director of the BFI, that a teacher
focused successor body to SEFT was essential.44 One outcome of their lobbying was t{}~et
financial support from BFI for two further issues of Initiatives. In the first of these
Buckingham offers an analysis of what had happened to SEFT. 45 He was, it seems, like
many who had offered opinions to Comedia out of sympathy with the organisation in
which he had participated. He writes , ; .. for most media teachers in schools and in furtJ;ler
education, SEFT was at best an irrelevance, and at worst an obstacle' .46

There are several elements to Buckingham's analysis with which he is '95 per cent still in
agreement' almost two decades later. 47 He acknowledges the far-reaching influence that

Screen had in the 1970s when· its theoretical explorations had implications across VIe
Humanities. But he is out of sympathy with Screen Education and its attitude to chi\dcentred education which, he claims, it 'relentlessly caricatured,.48 He is hostile to the SEFT
of the 1970s and argues that the Society's problems began with the shift from the teachers'
organisation it had been in the 1950s and 1960s. .Thus while his assessment of $e
Society's difficulties in the 1980s is largely accurate, he mistakenly attributes the state of
SEFT by 1988 to be an outcome of not one but two decades of misdirected effort.

The Society experienced two periods when it was particularly influential - the 19508 and
the 1970s. The parallel between the two decades is very clear: these were the years

wh~n

the volunteer input was greatest. It was not that sets of individuals happened to direct their
energies simultaneously first into SFT, then SEFT. In each of these decades an identifiable
cohort with shared experiences and convictions dominated the arena that the

Soc~ty

offered. Put in very simple terms, SFT provided a base for the post war emergency trained
generation and SEFT in the 1970s attracted the post-1968 generation of university
educated theorists disillusioned by their experience of the Academy. Both cohorts were
adept at setting their agendas and defining those priorities for film/media education .that
they wished to pursue. They did this with such clarity and determination that the Society's
agenda became the dominant agenda within the film/media education movement.

In the 1960s and 1980s without the energy of a pioneering volunteer core driving its

Committee, SEFT's relationship with the BFI and its Education Department became tpe
defining factor. When Whannel offered the joint appointment, such was the pressure on
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the Society that his offer was perceived as a lifeline by members of a beleaguered
Committee.

The legacy from the 1950s was becoming a problem for them. There had

been much activity and interest generated by SEFT during that period with the result tl,lat
the Society had subsequently come to be perceived as a much more substantial operatipn
than it in fact was.

The volunteer officers were under daily pressure for help and

information from members, would-be members and interested educational bodies.

Prior to the creation of the joint appointment, SEFT had received a modest £500 annuaJly
from BF!. 49 In the 1980s BFI Director Smith was operating under a Government regime
very different from that which funded Whannel's operation.

When Smith reviewed

SEFT's accounts in March 1988 and had the consultancy in mind, he would have noted
that the BFI's grant to the Society had reached £62,000. 50 SEFT would have to work h¥d
to keep that level of support.

Then in September he would read in the Comedia Report

that, given the opportunity to make the case for the Society's continuation, most of SEFT's
volunteers had failed even to attend the meetings with the consultants. SEFT, he might
have concluded, had ended not with a whimper, nor even a whinge.
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APPENDIX 11
Much of the research in this volume has only been possible through access to material in
specialist archives. Three in particular merit individual mention: BFI Special Collections,
the National Arts Education Archive and the Screen Archive in the University of Glasgow.
The endnotes to each chapter contain numerous references to documents included in each
of these collections.

British Film Institute Special Collections
The relevant material in the BFI collection was being continuously supplemented as I
engaged with my research. I am most grateful to Christophe Dupin of the AHRC funded
BFI History Research Project for alerting me as relevant material was added to the
permanent BF! Special Collection and to Janet Moat and her colleagues for providing
congenial research facilities in Stephen Street. The references to the newly discovered
folders that I quote are those current at the time of my submitting this document. In c¥e
some of the identifiers of these folders were only provisional, anyone seeking to follow up
my references is alerted to this possibility.

National Arts Education Archive
This Archive - based at Bretton Hall near Wakefield - was formerly part of the Universlty
of Leeds, but is now operating independently though still on the Bretton Hall site. Leonard
Bartle remains as Administrator of the Archive which includes SEFT material and the BFI
Education Department Archive.
Mr Bartle has been continuously supportive of my
several research visits since 2003. I understand from a telephone conversation with hilR, on
6 August that here is now a possibility of amalgamating the SEFT material with the Screen
Archive in the University of Glasgow.

The Screen Archive
This Archive contains much material particularly from the 1980s which at the time of my
inspection had received only a preliminary sorting. I was allowed special access by the
Editors of Screen, for which I am most grateful. My thanks for her assistance go to Dr
Ernily Munro, who at the time of my researches was employed by Screen.

